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This two-volume report sets out the results of a research project under taken by the
Natural Resources Law Center examining opportunities to change the manner in which water
demands in the West, traditionally served by Bureau of Reclamation projects, are satisfied. In
the first phase of the project, we looked at 15 Bureau of Reclamation projects located
throughout the West where some type of change was under way to address environmental
concerns. Volume 1, Section One, sets out a summary of our findings from phase one, and
the preliminary conclusions in which we identified several types of opportunities for changes
in Reclamation projects that have the potential to produce environmental benefits without
necessarily reducing traditional economic benefits. We refer to these as first generation
changes. The details of our 15 case studies are set out in Volume 1, Section Two.
Volume 2 contains the results of the second phase of the project. Incorporating many
of the smaller geographic settings included in the 15 earlier studies, these broader, basinwide
studies focused on six rivers or river segments in which Reclamation operations play a
significant role in river management. Not only do they cover a larger geographic area, they
also include a much more complex set of legal and institutional issues that must be considered
in any proposals to modify traditional water management for environmental benefits.
This report represents the work of several current and former staff members of the
Center, including former Director Lawrence J. MacDonnell, former Associate Directors Sarah
Bates (now Sarah Van de Watering) and Judith Jacobsen, and Senior Staff Attorney Teresa
Rice. Several Center student research associates drafted the 15 case studies in Volume 1,
Section Two, and their names are acknowledged at the beginning of each case study.
The contents of this report were developed under a joint grant from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Department of the
Interior. Support from the Ford Foundation also contributed to the research conducted in the
second phase of the project.
This publication is a product of the Natural Resources Law Center, a research and
public education center at the University of Colorado School of Law. The Center maintains
its position of neutrality on issues of public policy in order to safeguard the intellectual
freedom of its staff and those with whom it associates. Thus, interpretations or conclusions in
Natural Resources Law Center publications should be understood to be solely those of the
authors and should not be attributed to the Center, the University of Colorado, the State of
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The Yakima River Basin, Washington
Larry MacDonnell1
1.1 Introduction
There is much of the "old" West in the Yakima Basin. Large numbers of people live
directly off the land and resources of the basin, and even larger numbers have livelihoods that
relate in some significant way to the resource development-based economy of the region. It is
a predominantly open landscape, largely rural, with a scattering of small to mid-sized urban
centers. Caught in the rain shadow of the Cascades, it is an arid area — averaging from 80 to
140 inches of precipitation in the mountains to the north and west but less than 10 inches in
the south end of the basin (see Figure 1.1).
One does not need to be in the Yakima Basin long, however, before becoming keenly
aware of the inevitable transition occurring there. One of the first and most striking signs of
the transition is the large number of espresso stands found throughout this rural part of
Washington. Often they are drive-through stands, made out of converted gas stations or even
mobile homes parked along the road. More telling, however, are the large number of second
homes growing up in the northern part of the basin. Seattle, it turns out, is just over the other
side of the mountains and getting closer by the day as it continues its steady growth. Some
people now live in the northern foothills of the Yakima Basin and commute daily to jobs in
Seattle. The old coal mining town of Roslyn, located in this foothills area, has been
transformed into the town of Cicely for the television program "Northern Exposure." Buses
from Seattle bring crowds of tourists to see "Alaska" in Washington's Yakima Basin.
Moving south through the basin, out of the pine-covered foothills of the Cascades and
the hay meadows in the Kittitas Valley, through the gaps in east-west trending ridges, there is
a distinct shift in character. The City of Yakima, largest in the basin with a population of
60,000 people, serves as a convenient dividing point. Passing through a break in the last
'Former Director, Natural Resources Law Center. Michael Fife, University of Colorado School of Law Class of
1996, provided valuable research assistance for this chapter.
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ridge south of Yakima, known as Union Gap, the basin opens up noticeably. This is farm
country, on a scale exceeded by few other places in the West. The rolling terrain gradually
becomes more open and flat as it drops slowly but steadily down to the Columbia River. The
impressive white expanse of Mount Adams, standing alone in its volcanic splendor off to the
west, is a reminder that this is the Pacific Northwest and not, for example, the Central Valley
of California.
A defining feature of the basin is the Yakima River and its many tributaries. The
drainage area of the Yakima River Basin is 6,155 square miles, only about three percent of
the full Columbia River drainage area. The headwaters of the Yakima begin below
Snoqualmie Pass above Keechelus Lake, and the mainstem trends generally southeast into the
Kittitas Valley. The western border of the Yakima Basin is formed by the Cascade Range,
and most of the water in the many streams of the basin originates in the snows or rains of
these mountains. The lower but still impressive Wenatchee Mountains form the northern
border of the basin and provide a series of streams flowing into the Kittitas Valley. To the
east, over the divide, the Columbia River carves its way south through the Columbia Plateau
on a course that essentially parallels that of the Yakima at this point. The Kittitas Valley is
separated from the city of Yakima by three east-west trending ridges, and the Yakima turns
into a very different river as it cuts its way through these ridges. There is little development
in this hilly stretch; recreational uses such as rafting, tubing, boating, and fishing become
important.
Roughly midway along its journey to the Columbia River, at the north edge of the city
of Yakima, the Yakima River is joined from the west by its major tributary, the Naches River.
The Naches, and its major tributary, the Tieton, increase the flows of the Yakima by about a
third. The last significant addition of water to the Yakima occurs ten miles downstream when
Ahtanum Creek joins the river just above Union Gap. At this point the river turns more to
the east and moves between Rattlesnake Hills on the north and Horse Heaven Hills on the
south through the heavily agricultural Lower Yakima Valley. When the Yakima finally
reaches its destination at the Columbia, just above the point where it is joined by the Snake
River, there are times when, in the words of a report on the Yakima Basin, "there is little to
1-3
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mark."2 The modest flows of the Yakima, diminished markedly by uses in the basin, are
quickly swallowed up by the much larger Columbia. -^
1.2 Reclamation Water Development ^
An already substantial irrigation economy existed in the Yakima Basin when the
Reclamation Service (now the Bureau of Reclamation) began its investigations in 1903. ™\
Perhaps as much as 121,000 acres of land were in irrigation, served by an extensive network
of privately constructed ditches. Very little storage had been constructed so this irrigation *>*\
depended on the availability of natural flows in the river.3 And anyone could see that there
was much more land in the basin, land sufficiently level for irrigation and with soils like H
i
those already producing bountiful crops. All that was needed was a source of funds and some
engineering expertise to provide better control of the basin's water supplies and the irrigated ""1
area in the basin readily could be quadrupled.
First, however, some clarity had to be brought to the claims for use of the waters of H
the Yakima. The State of Washington (at least in this arid part of the state) followed the
prior appropriation doctrine. Water was available on a first-come, first-served basis. The \
only legal record of the amounts of water claimed and their appropriation dates existed in the
form of filings in the county records. Such filings were not required, however, for a valid
appropriation to exist; and the existence of a filing in no way assured that the claimed amount
of water actually was being appropriated and used. To compound the problem, there had j
been fires in the Yakima County Courthouse in 1882 and 1906 with some presumed loss of ~
filings.4 \
The Reclamation Service moved first to encourage the state to establish "irrigation
laws" that would set out clear rules for establishing water rights. The governor appointed an
2State of Washington Water Research Center, The Yakima Basin and Its Water: At the End, There is Little to
Mark" (1975). H
iC. R. Lentz, Review, Yakima Project Water Rights & Related Data, Bureau of Reclamation, December 1974
(reprinted March 1977) [hereinafter Lentz]. «*■





irrigation commission in 1904 which drafted a bill that the legislature considered in 1905.5
Though the legislature could not agree on a general water law, it did enact a bill authorizing
the United States to withdraw all unappropriated waters in a basin from appropriation by
«•♦ others for some limited period as necessary to develop reclamation projects.6 Shortly
1 thereafter, the United States filed notice of its intention to evaluate the unappropriated water
p resources of the Yakima and Naches rivers, thereby establishing its prior claim to any
available water — a claim it kept in place until 1951.7
r* To determine the extent of unappropriated water, it was necessary to clarify existing
1 claims. This the Reclamation Service set out to accomplish by measuring actual diversions
Ist from the river during the month of August 1905 and then entering into contractual "limiting
agreements" with the water users, capping the monthly diversion rate during the irrigation
f* season at this August amount and reducing it to two-thirds of this rate in September and one-
half in October. Measured diversions in August 1905 were 2,095 cubic feet per second (cfs)
P (including about 100 cfs that was "wasted" into the Columbia River).8 By March 1906,
limiting agreements had been signed with virtually all parties claiming water from the Yakima
f* and the Secretary of the Interior authorized the expenditure of reclamation funds for work on
the Tieton and Sunnyside units of the Yakima Project.
( The Secretary initially approved the Yakima Project in December 1905 but required
the satisfaction of eight "conditions" before funds could be expended. In addition to
1 clarification of existing water claims, discussed above, pending litigation had to be settled; the
water supply for the Yakama9 Reservation had to be secured; and issues related to purchasing
the Washington Irrigation Company and the Sunnyside Canal had to be settled. The limiting
'United States v. Anderson, 109 F. Supp. 755, 758 (E.D. Wash. 1953).
'Act of March 4, 1905 (L. 1905, Ch. 88, p. 180), State of Washington; Rev. Code of Wash., ch. 90.40.
7Lentz, supra, at 48.
'Lentz, supra, at 3.
'In 1994, the Yakama Nation decided to return the spelling of its name to the way it was spelled in the 1859




agreements satisfied the need to clarify water claims. The Act of March 6, 1906 which, in
effect, included irrigable lands in the Yakama Indian Reservation within the Yakima Project, «
was deemed to have satisfied the concern about assuring a water supply for the reservation.
1.2.1 The Early Projects: Sunnyside and Tieton i
The Sunnyside Canal was the inspiration of Thomas Oakes, president of the Northern «*
Pacific Railroad, who saw the agricultural potential of the area and realized the benefits this
could bring to his railroad which laid its line through the Yakima Valley in the late 1880s.10 <**i
Through the federal land grant program used to encourage the building of railroads, the
Northern Pacific acquired substantial acreage along its right of way which it wanted to sell as n
farms. Carrying locally grown crops to market would provide business for the railroad.
Construction of the canal began in 1890. In 1892, the Northern Pacific's irrigation "i
and land development company filed a claim to divert 1,000 cfs from the Yakima River.11
In October 1905, to get control of this substantial claim, the U.S. purchased the Sunnyside "^
Canal from the Washington Irrigation Company, which had taken over the irrigation
development in 1900. Purchase of the Sunnyside both resolved the dispute about water rights ^
with this company and made possible the further development of the Sunnyside Canal by the
u
Reclamation Service.
The Sunnyside Canal is the second largest "division" of the Yakima Project, exceeded
only by the Wapato Division within the Yakama Reservation. At the time the U.S. purchased
the Sunnyside Canal it was 56 miles long; with a capacity of 650 cfs, it brought water to
about 40,000 acres of land. In the fall of 1906 the Reclamation Service began construction of :
a new diversion structure with a capacity of 1,015 cfs; by 1923, the system was complete.
The Sunnyside Canal carries water to seven irrigation districts and other organizations serving !
over 103,000 acres of land.
Federal investment in the Sunnyside Canal, as in other irrigation systems in the West,
supported development beyond that possible with private investment alone. The availability
"Louis Tuck Renz, The History of Northern Pacific Railroad 120 (1980).
"Lentz, supra, at 114.
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of water for irrigation made land in the arid parts of the West much more valuable.
Development of the Sunnyside Canal originally was a business investment made to increase
the value of lands "under" the canal — those that now could be irrigated. The investment
was expected to be returned with a profit by sales of the land that had been acquired at low
(or no) cost. The cost of building and operating the Sunnyside Canal water diversion and
delivery structures, however, exceeded the revenues that were earned by land sales or through
charges for water delivery. Two private ventures failed to stay in business with the Sunnyside
Canal before the U.S. took it over in 1906.
Federal investment was even more critical for the construction of water storage
facilities. The Tieton Division illustrates this situation. By the 1890s the natural flows of the
Naches and the Tieton rivers had been fully appropriated, but there remained substantial areas
of uncultivated irrigable lands in the lower Naches Valley and along Ahtanum Creek. Water
storage was needed to enlarge the usable supply, but the cost of constructing this storage and
the related delivery facilities could not be financed privately. In 1907, the Reclamation
Service began construction of a canal to move water from the Tieton River to users in other
locations. Since these flows already were claimed by users on the Naches, the Service
constructed Bumping Lake Dam on the Bumping River. This dam stores unclaimed winter
and spring flows and delivers this water to downstream irrigators as "replacement" for water
diverted from the Tieton. About 27,000 acres of land are irrigated as part of the Tieton
Division (see Figure 1.2).
1.2.2 Water Storage Facilities
The Yakima Project was built on the assumption that storage of springtime runoff
water would permit major expansion of the irrigated acreage in the Yakima Valley. The first
storage project was Bumping Lake Dam (completed in 1910), providing 33,700 acre-feet of
storage capacity. The largest reservoirs are located in the headwaters of the Yakima River.
An earthfill dam was constructed at Kachess Lake between 1910 and 1912, creating a
reservoir with a capacity of 239,000 acre-feet. A dam at Keechelus Lake, completed in 1917,
added 158,000 acre-feet of storage. Between 1931 and 1933, the Bureau of Reclamation







\ 436,900 acre-feet. Storage on the Tieton became available with the construction of Clear
m Creek (completed in 1918) and Tieton (completed in 1925) dams. All told, the reservoirs of
' the Yakima Project hold about one million acre-feet of water (see Figure 1.3).
j** A lot of water and yet, not enough. Remarkably, the Bureau of Reclamation holds
contracts to supply more than 1.7 million acre-feet of water per year from a system with the
j** capacity to store only about 1 million acre-feet.12 Apparently to consolidate management
control of both natural flow and storage water rights, Reclamation included more than just
f* storage water in its contracts. Problem arise, however, in years of low runoff. These
problems become acute when there is a series of low water years so that there is no carryover
p water in storage. And, of course, instream needs such as those of the salmon and steelhead
were neglected altogether.
P Between 1937 and 1945, contract commitments were shorted in all but two years. By
this time, irrigated acreage in the Yakima Valley had increased substantially. In addition to
f" the Sunnyside and Tieton divisions, the Yakima Project now included the Wapato Division on
the reservation and the Kittitas Division in the Kittitas Valley. The Roza Division on bench
lands north of Sunnyside had been authorized in 1935 and began receiving water in 1941 (see
again Figure 1.2). Plans were in place for what became the Kennewick Division at the
bottom end of the basin — to be supplied with return flows only. In an effort to obtain
clarity concerning the delivery obligations from the Yakima Project, the U.S. filed a
[ proceeding in U.S. District Court, seeking to quantify the water rights of all users with whom
the Bureau of Reclamation had a contractual or legal delivery obligation.
j The decree of this court, issued in 1945 and also known as the 1945 Consent Decree,
„ utilized the concept of "total water supply available" in its analysis.13 Defined as "that
! amount of water available in any year from natural flow of the Yakima River, and its
-a tributaries, from storage in the various Government reservoirs on the Yakima watershed and
i from other sources," the decreed allocations are to come from this water supply. Thus,
l2Lentz, supra, at 50-51.
"Kittitas Reclamation District, et al. v. Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District, et al., Civil Action No. 21, U.S.
District Court, Eastern District of Washington, Jan. 31, 1945.
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for example, the Sunnyside Canal is authorized to divert 449,520 acre-feet of water per year
m under the decree; since only about 175,000 acre-feet of water is delivered on the basis of
1 water supply contracts, however, water delivery is based primarily on direct flow rights. For
f* the Wapato Division, the decree recognizes a direct flow right of 720 cfs (147 cfs originally
1 recognized in 1906 and an additional 573 cfs provided for in the 1914 Indian Appropriation
p Act) as well as contract rights for an additional 350,000 acre-feet. Bureau of Reclamation
commitments to water users in the Tieton, Kittitas, and Roza divisions were based on the
r amounts provided for in the water supply contracts. The agreements Reclamation entered into
with other Yakima River users known as the "Limiting Agreements" generally were
p reaffirmed.
In addition to this unusual merging of direct flow water and contract storage water into
P a "total water supply available," the decree also establishes two classes of water entitlements
in the Yakima — proratable and nonproratable. First it declares that all parties whose
P allocations have been quantified in the decree "have equal rights with respect to the priority"
i
with which deliveries are to be made. In times of insufficient water supply they are to share
j shortages proportionately. It then excepts a number of water rights from this prorated status,
stating that the water obligated under these rights should be "deducted" from the total water
\ supply available. Nonproratable rights include the 720 cfs right for the Wapato Project, a 250
cfs right for lands within the Tieton Division and a total of 791 cfs for users within the
Sunnyside Division. In effect, then, those water users in the Yakima with some kind of legal
relationship to the Yakima Project have two priorities — senior (nonproratable) or junior
| (proratable). It turns out to be an important difference.
[ 1.3 Agriculture in the Yakima Basin
^ The Yakima Valley is one of the most productive agricultural areas in the West.
I Particularly in the rolling, middle portions, it is orchard country. Yakima is famous for its
_ production of apples: 45 percent of the apples grown in the U.S. come from Washington and
; nearly half of the apples produced in Washington come from the Yakima Valley.14
' "Washington Agricultural Statistics Service, Washington Agricultural Statistics, 1992-1993, at 79.
r i-n
Increasingly, it is becoming known for its production of high quality grapes — wineries are
sprouting up alongside the vineyards in some locations. Washington is one of only three _
states where hops are grown, and most of the hops produced in Washington come from the
Yakima Valley. The distinctive trellised fields are a common sight in some parts of the «
valley. Dairies are becoming an important component of the agriculture of the valley — their
owners apparently moving here to escape the high costs of California and the coastal ^
Northwest. '
There is very little that doesn't grow, and grow well, in the Yakima Valley when ^
water is brought to the land. The value of agricultural production in Yakima County — the
agricultural heart of the Yakima Basin — totaled about $690 million in 1992.15 The average *i
value per acre of irrigated agricultural production in Yakima County in 1992 was $2,600; by
comparison, the average per acre value of irrigated lands in all federal reclamation projects *^
across the West is about $922.16 Agriculture directly accounts for more than 20 percent of
the employment in the county. *^
It is perhaps not too serious an oversimplification to say that fish and other instream
values were traded for agriculture in the drive to settle and develop the Yakima and other "^
parts of the West. In many respects, we are now in the process of reassessing that trade.17
In some places, the massive commitment of the West's limited water resources to irrigation ^
appears to have been a questionable investment. Not only have there been serious, sometime
irreversible losses in some water-dependent values such as fish, but the agricultural economy ■
itself has been unable to maintain itself.
Such is not the case in the Yakima Basin. Irrigation has created a solid agricultural
economy that contributes not only to the support of the local area but also contributes
significantly to regional and national demands for agricultural products. Despite the creation
45.
"United States Dep't of Agriculture, Washington Agricultural Statistics, Yakima County, at 83.
"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Water, Land, and Related Data, 1988 Summary Statistics, at
"For a discussion of changes that are being made in other Reclamation projects see Lawrence J. MacDonnell, ;
"Managing Reclamation Projects for Ecosystem Benefits," U. Colo.L. Rev, (forthcoming 1996).
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of a highly successful agricultural economy in the Yakima Valley, many now question the
costs and ask whether there are ways to hold onto that agriculture but in a manner that
imposes fewer costs on the fish.
1.4 Salmon in the Yakima
The American River begins just below Chinook Pass in the Cascades, just over the
divide from 14,000-foot Mount Rainier. It joins the Little Naches to form the Naches River.
By August of each year, spring chinook have made their way up to the American River to
spawn. Bob Tuck, a fish biologist for the Yakama Indian Nation, pays close attention. In
particular he is looking for redds, distinctive areas in the gravel beds of the river's channel
shaped by the tail of the female salmon into somewhat concave depressions, with a ridge of
gravel at the downstream end of the "nest." Redds can be 10 to 15 feet long and are located
in areas of good current so that water will move through the gravels, flushing and aerating the
eggs during their incubation. In addition to their distinctive concave shape, redds also can be
identified by the brightness of their gravels — the normal accumulation of silt having been
removed by the scraping action of the fish's tail. Spawning female salmon can be readily
identified because their tails are whitish — a product of the considerable effort it takes to
shape the redds. Males often are recognizable by scars on their backs, earned in fights to
claim the right to be the spawning partner.
Once the redd is ready, the female is joined by the male; they move back and forth
over the redd, the female dropping several thousand eggs while the male adds his milt to
fertilize the eggs. Exhausted by these final acts, the fish survive only a short while longer.
Seven to nine months later, fry emerge from the fertilized eggs and begin another life cycle
for the spring chinook.
The life cycle of an American River spring chinook is a tale in survival. Of the
thousands of eggs that are laid in each redd, perhaps 60 percent will emerge as fry.18 The
fry float quickly away from the redd and find shelter downstream in locations where they can
l8Bonneville Power Administration, Yakima River Basin Fisheries Project, Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(Oct. 1992), at 3.16 [hereafter Yakima EIS].
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grow. Monitoring of spring chinook smolts in 1988 indicated that fewer than one out of
every two fry survive to reach Prosser Dam and, by extrapolation, to the confluence with the
Columbia River.19 Once the young salmon reach the Columbia they then have to navigate \
McNary, John Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville dams during their 350-mile journey to the ^
ocean. They then spend up to three years in the ocean before once again returning to the
Columbia on their way back to the Yakima. Between 1983 and 1987, the estimated survival ^
rate for smolts that made their way out of the Yakima ranged from a high of 5.3 percent to a
low of 1.7 percent.20 Thus, for example, about 6,000 adult spring chinook out of more than ^
135,000 smolts that outmigrated in 1983 eventually returned to the Yakima.
According to the Northwest Power Planning Council, anadromous fish runs in the n
Yakima in the 1800s may have totaled as much as 800,000 in a year.21 Between 1981 and
1990, an annual average of about 8,000 anadromous fish found their way back to the Yakima "i
— perhaps as little as one percent of the historical run. Native summer chinook, coho, and
sockeye are completely gone.22 Spring chinook, fall chinook, and summer steelhead are ""j
severely diminished in number. Their survival is in serious question.
Salmon recovery in the Columbia Basin cannot be solved by actions in the Yakima "**
alone. Even historically, the salmon spawned in the Yakima represented only somewhere
between four and eleven percent of the Columbia River salmon run in any given year.23
Moreover, most of the life of a salmon born in the Yakima is spent outside of the basin.
But the Yakima Basin is regarded as important by fish biologists, particularly because
of the considerable spawning habitat still available. The Yakima joins the Columbia at a
"David E. Fast, Michael S. Kohn, and Bruce D. Watson, Yakima River Spring Chinook Enhancement Study,
Annual Report FY 1989 (Dec. 1989), at 49. «i
^ at 62 - 66, Tables 20 - 24.
21Yakima EIS, supra, at 1.7. Estimates range down to 300,000 on the low end. Another source places the range ,
at from 600,000 to 960,000. Yakima EIS, supra, at 1.6.
"Karen E. Kreeger and William J. McNeil, Summary and Estimation of the Historic Run-Sizes of Anadramous ^
Salmonids in the Columbia and Yakima Rivers, October 1, 1993, reprinted in Yakima River Basin and Canyon Ferry,
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Natural Resources, House of
Representatives on H.R. 1690 and H.R. 1477, Serial No. 103-53 (1994), at 14 [hereinafter Kreegar and McNeil].
i
"Kreeger and McNeil, supra, at 328.
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i point where there are "only" four dams for the fish to find their way through, compared to at
f» least eight for those who spawn in the Snake River in Idaho. Moreover, major progress has
been made in installing fish screens throughout the basin to reduce the likelihood that fish will
m be diverted out of streams into irrigation canals and ditches.
Even with these apparent advantages, Yakima Basin salmon and steelhead face some
j* major problems within the basin as well. Perhaps most significant is the greatly altered flows
of the Yakima and its tributaries, caused primarily by the storage and diversion of water for
f* irrigation use. Each year, about 2.4 million acre-feet of water are diverted from the Yakima
River for irrigation uses.24 Considerably smaller amounts are diverted for municipal use and
P for hydroelectric power generation. While more than half of the diversions eventually return
to the river, there are critical segments below major diversion points that are seriously
P dewatered. For example, at the Prosser Diversion Dam much of the water in the river is
diverted during the summer months to supply irrigation uses in the Kennewick Division (see
I again Figure 1.3). Water also is diverted to operate a hydroelectric dam that operates when
water is available. The Bureau of Reclamation has attempted since the late 1950s to maintain
j a minimum flow of 50 cfs below Prosser Dam.25 Studies suggest, however, that a minimum
flow of at least 450 cfs is desired to allow passage of fish and that flows of 800 to 1,000 cfs
! are desirable for fish spawning and rearing.26 Moreover, the quality of the water below
Prosser is "the poorest in the Yakima basin with high water temperatures, high suspended
sediment concentrations, and low dissolved oxygen levels in some of the deeper areas.
Ammonia concentrations may reach toxic levels in some years and pesticide concentrations
J are the highest in the subbasin."27 Fifty miles upstream at Sunnyside Diversion Dam, flows
are reduced to only 300 cfs for much of the irrigation season because of the major diversions
m, "Yakima EIS, supra, at 3.3.
"Yakima/Klickitat Production Preliminary Design Report, Appendix B, 1990, at 2-1 [hereinafter Appendix B].
Under a 1958 agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Reclamation attempted to maintain a minimum flow
P" level of 200 cfs, except during the peak of the irrigation season when it could go as low as SO cfs. Section 1205 of
1 the 1994 Yakima River Basin Water Enhancement Project Act sets "target" flows at 300 cfs.
m ^Appendix B, supra, at 3-2.
' "Id, at 3-2.
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for the Wapato and Sunnyside divisions. Upstream adult fish passage is difficult at this flow
as is the passage of smolts on their way to the Columbia River.28 While return flows make ^
their way back to the Yakima below the Sunnyside Dam, the water quality in this stretch is
another problem for the salmon. Water temperatures in this reach may exceed 70 degrees F. ^
in the summer — at the upper end of the temperature range regarded as tolerable for
salmon.29 Salmon and steelhead navigating the lower Naches River encounter a seriously ^
dewatered stretch below the Wapatox Diversion Dam where flows are commonly as low as
125 cfs throughout the year because of diversions for the powerplant. In the Yakima above "^
the confluence with the Naches, fish must negotiate the Roza Diversion Dam. The Bureau of
Reclamation seeks to maintain a target flow of 300 cfs below Roza, but studies indicate that ™>
at least 400 cfs is desired for adult fish passage and 700 to 900 cfs is needed for good rearing
conditions below the dam.30 In addition to these critical points there are numerous more *""'
localized flow problems, such as diversions within tributaries that reduce flows below those
necessary to permit passage for spawning and to provide suitable habitat for the rearing of fry. "^
If the Yakima is viewed as one of the best places in the Columbia Basin to help bring
back the salmon, what then are the conditions in other areas? It is a chilling thought. ^
1.5 The Yakama Reservation
In 18SS Territorial Governor Isaac F. Stevens assembled leaders from among the many
bands of Indians that lived in the area to sign a treaty ceding to the United States roughly !
17,000 square miles of territory from the Cascade Mountains on the west to the Columbia
River on the south and including the Columbia Plain and the Snake River on the east. In
return the Indians reserved an area of 1,875 square miles in the southwest corner of the
"id, at 3-3. "I
i
"Rawley, Miller and Nelson, Habitat Suitability Index Models for Chinook Salmon, US Fish and Wildlife Service
(1986). n
"Appendix B, supra, at 3-4.
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Yakima Valley.31 Today approximately 6,300 Indians live on the 1.4 million acres of land
within the Yakama Reservation.32
Unlike the result of many such treaties, the Yakamas ended up with productive and
liveable lands. On the west, the reservation reaches up to the slopes of Mount Adams and
includes well forested lands in the Cascades. On the east, the reservation includes fertile
agricultural lands in the Yakima Valley, lands that are included within the Wapato Irrigation
Project.
In 1887 Congress passed the Dawes Act, seeking to transform reservation lands owned
in common into allotments privately owned by individual Indians.33 By the terms of the act,
each family head was to receive 160 acres of arable lands or 320 acres of other land (such as
for grazing); single individuals over 18 were to receive 80 acres. For 25 years the allotments
were to be held in trust by the U.S., after which time the holders would be able to sell the
lands to others. A later amendment to the act authorized allotment holders to seek patent title
to the lands at any time. Once the allotment process was completed, unclaimed lands within
the reservation were then to be opened up to entry and purchase by others.
Despite resistance by many tribal members, the first allotments on the Yakama
Reservation were made in 1892. By 1914 when the allotments rolls were closed, 4,506
individuals had been granted allotments covering a total of 440,000 acres.34 In 1904,
Congress passed an act specifically providing for the sale of surplus or unallotted lands on the
Yakama Reservation.35 Proceeds could be used either to pay for irrigation facilities for the
reservation or could be distributed directly to tribal members. Opposition by tribal members
prevented the implementation of this act.
3lDarlene A. Townsend-Moller and Roger G. Dunham, Social Assessment of the Yakima Indian Nation,
Washington State University (1975), at 11 [hereinafter Social Assessment].
"U.S. Census Bureau.
"25 U.S.C. § 348.
MH.G. Barnett, The Yakima Indians in 1942, University of Oregon (1969), at 6.
15Act of December 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 595.
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The question of the water rights of the Yakamas received considerable attention during
the early efforts to develop the Yakima Irrigation Project. The Indian Service (now the ^
Bureau of Indian Affairs) had filed a claim for a diversion right of 1,000 cfs for the i
reservation irrigation project in 1903. The Reclamation Service measured the August 1905 n
use of water by the irrigation project on the reservation at 147 cfs. Reclamation estimated at
that time that as much as 120,000 acres of irrigable lands existed on the reservation, and that ^
17,000 acres were already under irrigation.36 The Interior Department's plan, supported by
Congress, was to include the reservation lands as part of the Yakima Project. n
i
Washington Congressman Wesley Jones sponsored a bill passed by Congress in 1906
that authorized the Secretary of the Interior to sell, with the consent of the allottee, irrigable "*>
allotment lands in excess of a base unit of 20 acres.37 Funds from the sale of the lands were
to pay the costs of the irrigation works necessary to supply water to the 20-acre allotments H
still held by the Indians, and the allottee was to receive a perpetual water right for the land,
whether the water was used or not, so long as maintenance charges were paid. In addition, "1
unallotted lands within the reservation found to be irrigable were to be available for
homestead entry under federal reclamation law. As mentioned above, this act was deemed to "*
satisfy the condition of the Secretary of the Interior that a sufficient water supply be secured
for the Indians on the Yakama Reservation before there could be expenditures for the Yakima
Irrigation Project.
Once again, however, very few Indians were interested in selling even part of their :
allotments, and little progress was made in developing the on-reservation irrigation system. In
1912, the Reclamation Service and the Indian Service submitted a report to Congress on "The [
Condition of the Yakima Indian Reservation."38 The accompanying transmittal letter from
the Secretary of the Interior concludes that the 147 cfs allocation made in 1906 is inadequate ]
and that additional water should be provided from the storage under construction as part of
the Yakima Project (without charge for construction costs) sufficient to irrigate an additional >
36Fifth Annual Report of the Reclamation Service, at 288-89. \
"Act of March 6, 1906, ch. 518, 34 Stat. 53, sec. 3. ™
l
"House Document No. 1299, Vol. 134, 1913. ■
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32,000 acres of land (based on 20 acres times 1,600 allottees). A letter in 1912 from the
chief judge of the Yakama Tribal Courts and the corresponding secretary of the Indian
Councils to the chairman of the House Committee on Indian Affairs objected to a bill before
Congress (sponsored by now Senator Jones) that would provide water without charge for
32,000 acres: "Our riparian rights are older than those of the white man. This reservation we
were permitted to hold when the Government took all our other land. Water is life and
belongs to the earth. Our land is poor without water. ... We own half of Yakima River and
all water in reservation, but we are not protected in any rights."39 The 1913 report of the
Joint Congressional Commission on "Impounding Waters and Indian Tuberculosis Sanitarium"
concluded that the water rights of the reservation applied to "not less than one-half of the
natural flow of the Yakima River and should be sufficient to irrigate one-half of each
allotment of irrigable land on said reservation...."40 In 1914 Congress directed that the
reservation should receive at least 720 cfs of water in the "low-water irrigation season," an
amount deemed necessary for irrigating 40 acres on each allotment41 A total of 72,000
acres, soon designated as "A" lands, were eligible to receive water on the reservation without
payment of storage construction charges. Additional irrigable lands on the reservation, "B"
lands, subsequently received service under so-called Warren Act contracts. In 1921 the Indian
Service and the Reclamation Service entered a joint agreement providing 250,000 acre-feet of
water for the "B" lands; a 1936 agreement provided an additional 100,000 acre-feet for the
"A" lands. Today about 140,000 acres are irrigated within the Wapato Division. Nearly 40
percent of these lands are owned by non-Indians.42
"Memorial of the Yakima Tribe of Indians, reprinted in House Documents, Vol. 134, 1913.
JOT!
! ""House Document No. 505, 1913.
m '"Act of August 1, 1914, 39 Stat. 582, § 22.




1.6 Tribal Fishing Rights
The Indians now known as the Yakama lived a nomadic life, centered around
harvesting the natural wealth found in the Columbia Basin. In the spring they sought out
edible roots such as camas or bitterroot, and in the summer and fall they went into the
mountains to pick huckleberries and hunt wild game. Perhaps most important for sustaining
the life of the Indians was the harvest of salmon that occurred at certain places along the
Columbia River, the Yakima River, and other points.43 From wooden platforms constructed
on the side of rock cliffs, dipnets (long handles with nets at the end) were used to take
salmon from the rapids. Spears, fish traps, and gill nets also were used.
Most of the fish were dried and kept available for later use. One common technique
involved pulverizing the fish in a mortar with a pestle to produce pemican. Pounded strips of
fish were packed in baskets lined with fish skin and used as a food supply in the winter
months. According to one source, the availability of this high protein food "may well have
made possible a relatively secure economic life throughout most of their [the Yakama's] "^
history."44 Indeed, the name Yakama comes from the Indian word "eyakama" meaning "well
fed people."45 *j
The transition to life on a reservation, a life that was to be supported by an agriculture
the Indians had never practiced, cannot have been easy. Fourteen Indians affixed their mark ,
to the 1855 Treaty, in theory as representatives of 14 distinct bands of Indians collectively
called the Yakamas. Indians living in this area in the first half of the 19th century probably :
had primary ties only with their families and their villages, rather than with bands or tribes.46
While these Indians shared many common customs and activities, three distinct languages
were spoken. In short, in 1855 there was no sense among the Indians signing the treaty that
4JRichard D. Daugherty, The Yakima People. Indian Tribal Series (Phoenix, 1973), at 42 [hereinafter Dougherty].
"Id,, at 46. 1
i
"Page 82 with information about Yakima County from an unnamed source concerning agricultural production (on
file with authors). ,_
^Daugherty, supra, at 31. '
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they were part of a tribe known as the Yakama; putting them together on one reservation did
not likely change this sense overnight.
In a section of the treaty entitled "Privileges Secured to Indians," the "exclusive right"
of taking fish from all streams within or bordering the reservation is given to the Indians,
together with a right of taking fish "at all usual and accustomed places." In 1970 the United
States brought suit against the State of Washington, seeking to clarify the rights of tribes to
take anadromous fish from rivers outside the reservation in the western part of the state. This
case was an extension of other cases involving a series of arrests made of Indians during the
1960s for alleged violation of state fishing regulations. In a landmark decision by Federal
District Court Judge Boldt, the treaty rights of the tribes (based on language identical to that
in the treaty with the Yakama) were determined to protect the fishing privileges of the Indians
as against state regulation and to entitle the Indians to take up to 50 percent of the harvestable
yield of fish.47
While the Boldt decision only dealt directly with fishing rights in the Puget Sound, its
reasoning applies to support fishing rights for the Yakama (and other Columbia River treaty
tribes) outside of their reservation in all "usual and accustomed" places. The problem,
however, is the availability of fish. As the "harvestable yield" of salmon continues to decline,
all commercial fishing for salmon in the Columbia Basin has been halted; in 1994, the U.S.
called a stop to commercial fishing for salmon in the ocean off Oregon and Washington as
well. The cessation of even ceremonial fishing on the Columbia in 1994 caused the Yakama
to journey to Willamette Falls on the Willamette River in Oregon to hold its traditional
Washat ceremony — part of the First Foods Feasts that the Yakama celebrate before taking
salmon and other foods.48
"United States v. State of Washington, 384 F.Supp. 312 (W.D. Wash. 1974), afFd 520 F.2d 676 (9th Cir. 1976),
cert, denied. 423 U.S. 1086 (1976). In support of his holding, Judge Boldt found that the Yakamas consumed 500
pounds of salmon per person each year at the time of the treaty and that they commonly fished for salmon in many
places outside of the reservation, including in the Puget Sound, the particular focus of the litigation. Idj, 384 F.Supp
at 379.
48Carol Craig, "Reawakening the Spirit—Yakama Tribe Leads Rededication of Willamette Falls Fishery," Wana
Chinook Tvmoo. Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, Issues 2 and 3 (1994), at 13.
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The issue of whether the right to take fish includes the power to ensure that fish are
available presented itself in the Yakima Basin in the early fall of 1980 when fish biologists «,
discovered 60 spring chinook redds in a stretch of the upper Yakima River that was not being
surveyed because it was thought not to be used for spawning. Flows in this part of the river m
ran artificially high at this time of the year because of releases upstream from Cle Elum Dam !
for downstream irrigation use. Many of the redds had been created in parts of the riverbed *^
that would be without water when irrigation releases ceased. Federal District Court Judge
Quackenbush initially ordered the flow in that reach of the river to be maintained at 650 cfs "*)
and, following a hearing in late November, ordered flows to be maintained as necessary
through the remainder of the non-irrigation season.49 ^
The Ninth Circuit upheld this decision.50 The court chose not to take on the question
of the treaty rights of the Yakama, basing its decision instead on the federal district court's m
continuing authority over the water resources of the Yakima River from the 1945 Consent
Decree. The court fully recognized the importance of the issue before it: "[t]his appeal ,
involves the collision of two interests: the Yakima Nation's interest in preservation of their
fishing rights, and the eastern Washington farmers' interest in preservation of water needed
for crops in the dry spring and summer."51 It chose, however, to leave the question of
PSHl
treaty water rights for the Yakama to the Yakima Basin water adjudication. |
1.7 The Yakima Basin Adjudication
In 1977, the Washington Department of Ecology initiated a general adjudication for all
surface water rights in the Yakima Basin. In the words of the Washington Supreme Court, a
general adjudication is "a process whereby all those claiming the right to use waters of a river
or stream are joined in a single action to determine water rights and priorities between
49Kittitas Reclamation District v. Sunnyside Valley Inigation District, 763 F.2d 1032 (9th Cir. 1985). He "*!




claimants."52 It is a "special form of quiet title action."53 The purpose of an adjudication
is to determine existing legal rights to use water, not to establish new rights. Over 2,100
claims were filed with the Yakima County Superior Court by September 1, 1981.54
Judge Walter E. Stauffacher presides over the adjudication proceedings and has done
so virtually since the beginning. Now retired as a superior court judge, he holds a special
appointment to sit as judge for the adjudication. An imposing figure, he holds "water day"
every second Thursday of the month in the Yakima County Courthouse. Many of the lawyers
representing the large water users in the adjudication have been involved in the proceedings
since the 1970s.
Proceedings as complex and multi-partied as adjudications tend to proceed slowly,
gathering momentum as procedures are developed and as issues get better defined and
narrowed. Thus, in 1989 (12 years after the adjudication started) Judge Stauffacher identified
four procedural "pathways" on which the adjudication was to proceed: (1) federal reserved
rights for Indian claims; (2) federal reserved rights for non-Indian claims; (3) state-based
rights of major claimants and (4) state-based rights for other claimants, by subbasin.55 As of
1995, only the Indian claims had been finally decided.
Judge Stauffacher found that the tribe's irrigation water rights consist of 720 cfs (the
147 cfs recognized by the Secretary of the Interior in 1906 and 573 cfs provided by Congress
in 1914) which is nonproratable and has a priority date of 1855 (the date of the treaty);
250,000 acre-feet per year under the 1921 Warren Act contract which is proratable and has a
1905 priority; and 100,000 acre-feet per year under the 1936 Warren Act contract which is
also proratable and has a 1905 priority.56 In addition, he found a "substantially diminished"
treaty right for fish which he quantified as "the minimum instream flow necessary to maintain
52State Dep't of Ecology v. Aquavella, 674 P.2d 160, 161 (Wash. 1983).
"State Dep't of Ecology v. Grimes, 852 P.2d 1044 (Wash. 1993).
I "Id, at 162.
m "State Dep't of Ecology v. Yakima Reservation Irrigation District, 850 P.2d 1306, 1309 (Wash. 1993).
' "Id,, at 1309-10.
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anadromous fish life in the river, according to annual prevailing conditions."57 Judge j
Stauffacher determined that a settlement reached in 1968 between the Yakama and the U.S m
"diminished" the tribe's reserved right claim for fish. This settlement provided compensation I
to the tribe of $2.1 million for a number of claims including damage from loss of fishing m
rights.58 The specific quantity of water needed to maintain the fish is to be determined by
the Bureau of Reclamation's superintendent of the Yakima Project, in consultation with the ^
Yakima River Basin Systems Operation Advisory Committee, irrigation district managers, and
others. Judge Stauffacher's decision was affirmed by the Washington Supreme Court59 ^
Determination of the water rights held by the so-called Major Claimants (essentially
those with water delivery commitments from the Yakima Project) is the other major issue in ""]
the Yakima Adjudication. Prior to taking up the determination of these claims, Judge
Stauffacher decided to address a number of what he termed "threshold issues". His opinion *"'
)
and order respecting these threshold issues, rendered in 1992, made it clear that he intended to
take a conservative approach in determining water rights claims.60 ^
For example, one of the issues concerned who should be regarded as owning the water
rights for the Yakima Project. On its face this is a straightforward matter: the U.S. filed "*!
claims under state law for the appropriation of water for the project. In practice, this issue
rum
reflects the byzantine nature of western water law in which things are not necessarily what j
they seem. A basic tenet of prior appropriation law is that a "perfected" water right requires
both the physical appropriation of water and its application to beneficial use. Project water
appropriated by the U.S. for irrigation use is actually applied to that use by irrigators, not by
the U.S. Thus the U.S. Supreme Court in a case arising in the Yakima Basin held that such j







"Memorandum Opinion Re: Threshold Issues, State Dep't of Ecology v. Aquavella, May 12,1992 [hereinafter
Memorandum Opinion]. _
"Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82, 95 (1937).
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Consent Decree, on the other hand, defines delivery obligations of the U.S. in relation to the
Sunnyside, Wapato, Tieton, Kittitas, and Roza divisions and to the water districts and canal
companies providing water to users within their service areas.62 Beginning in 1905 the U.S.
entered into agreements with entities and individuals representing about 95 percent of the
claims to water from the Yakima and its tributaries existing as of 1905.63 Thereafter the
U.S. entered into water supply contracts with water districts within the Sunnyside Division,
the Yakima Tieton Irrigation District, the Kittitas Reclamation District, the Kennewick
Irrigation District, and the Roza Irrigation District, with the Wapato Project (through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs) as well as with 18 other smaller users.64 Supply of water under
the contracts is not limited to storage water in Reclamation facilities but is to come from the
"total water supply available" under the 1945 Consent Decree. In short, legal control over the
appropriation and use of the waters of the Yakima River and its tributaries is shared among a
large number of different entities including the U.S., the water districts, and the water
users/landowners. Judge Stauffacher simply acknowledged this reality in his decision,
concluding that "even though the water rights are unquestionably appurtenant to the lands
upon which they are beneficially used, that in the "unity and integration" of the Project, the
U.S. and the Major Claimants [irrigation districts] do retain some rights in the water for the
diversion, distribution and conveyance of water within the Project, albeit in a representative
capacity for the landowners."65
A second major issue concerned the land area to be included in determining the water
rights. Judge Stauffacher stated the issue as: "Are the irrigation districts limited by the
number of acres that have been historically irrigated, rather than the lands capable of
irrigation?"66 Thus, despite having confirmed that the water rights are "appurtenant to the
"Kittitas Reclamation District, et al. v. Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District, et ai., Civil Action No. 21, United
States District Court, Eastern District of Washington, Jan. 31, 1945.
MLentz, supra, at 9.
"Id^, at 50-51.
"Memorandum Opinion, supra, at 7.
"Id,
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lands on which they are beneficially used," he focuses instead on the rights of the irrigation J
districts which he determines are based on the total amount of irrigable land within their ^
service areas, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior in the water supply contracts. In i
a related determination Judge Stauffacher ruled that specific acreage that is irrigable or *=,
irrigated need not be identified beyond the general records maintained by the U.S. and the '
districts. "*)
Dispute over the land area to be used for determining water rights is critical because
the quantity of water presumed to be allocated under the rights is determined by multiplying ^
the "duty" of water — an amount of water determined to be "reasonably required" to be
applied to a unit of land (an acre) during the irrigation season to maximize the production of n
crops ordinarily grown on such land.67 Thus the total quantity of water allocated to each of
the districts under the water supply contracts and the 1945 Consent Decree is based on the ^
total number of acres within each district regarded as irrigable and the per acre duty of water
established in the contract. Such an approach is a common way in which water allocations "*]
for irrigation use were established historically. Presumably it represents the maximum
commitment of water to some use with a specified priority date; it does not of course "i
represent actual use. Nor can it be regarded as establishing a completed or perfected water c
right to this amount of water; that amount is measured in terms of actual, beneficial use of j
water.
Thus, in addition to specifying particular acreage regarded as holding a water right, the
other ways to evaluate the quantity of water legally controlled by a water right is to determine
the duty of water for particular lands, to determine whether no more than this amount of
water historically has been applied to the lands, to determine whether the efficiency of the
water delivery system that provides water to farm headgates is "reasonable," and to determine j
67The classic statement is from Farmers Highline Canal and Reservoir Co. v. City of Golden, 272 P.2d 629, 634
(Colo. 1954): "It is that measure of water, which, by careful management and use, without wastage is reasonably rm
required to be applied to any given tract of land for such period of time as may be adequate to produce therefrom a
maximum amount of such crops as are ordinarily grown thereon."
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^ that water use on appurtenant lands has not been abandoned or forfeited.68 Judge
p Stauffacher appears to have taken the position that these are not issues to be determined in an
t adjudication. Rather he is intent on determining the maximum quantity of water that might
p be legally obligated to the districts. Beneficial use, then, is amply demonstrated by the fact
1 that valuable crops are grown within the districts.69 Reasonable efficiency is simply one of
p the considerations in determining water duties.70 Abandonment or forfeiture is determined
1 not on the basis of failing to use water on specific tracts of land for five or more consecutive
P years but on whether the district intended to give up some of its water rights because it did
not divert the maximum amount to which it is entitled during any five year period.71
P Moreover, Judge Stauffacher made it clear that he was likely to uphold the water right
quantifications established in the 1945 Consent Decree.
P It seems fair to ask what has been accomplished after about 18 years of litigation. In
all likelihood, the allocations established in the 1945 Consent Decree are not going to change
j in any significant way. Water deliveries based on Reclamation contracts will be fine-tuned to
MFor a discussion of the way these issues have been treated in the context of the Newlands Project in the
Truckee-Carson Basin of Nevada see Lawrence J. MacDonnell, "Managing Reclamation Projects for Ecosystem
Benefits," U. Colo.L. Rev, (forthcoming 1996).
"in the words of Judge Stauffacher:
On Saturday, February 29, 1992, the Yakima Herald Republic published the
-Yakima Irrigation Project Crop Report" for the years 1988, 1989, and 1990, as
furnished by the Bureau of Reclamation. The Project Report lists 20 crops, the
acreage of each crop and the dollar value thereof for each of the three years. In
1990, 321,647 acres of the 20 crops reported produced $634,952,886.00 of value.
Thus we can clearly see that the yearly reports compiled by the diverting and
supplying entities in the aggregate can constitute proof of the "beneficial use" of
the water by the landowners within the boundaries of the districts.
Memorandum Opinion, supra, at 28.
^Ordinarily, the duty of water is measured at the field or at the farm headgate. Thus, in Farmers Highline Canal
and Reservoir Co. v. City of Golden, 272 P.2d 629, 634 (Colo. 1954), the court speaks of the measure of water
"applied to any given tract of land ...." Efficiency then refers to the difference between the amount of water that must
be diverted from the water source and the amount of water applied to the land. Sm Andrew A. Keller & Jack Keller,
"Effective Efficiency: A Water Use Efficiency Concept for Allocating Freshwater Resources," Discussion Paper No.
22, Winrock International Center for Economic Policy Studies (1995). Judge Staufiacher's ruling in this case appears
to include system delivery losses within the measure of water duty.
"Again, to quote Judge Stauffacher: "when the district does not receive their[sic] full contractual amount of water,
can it be said that they have 'abandoned' or 'voluntarily failed' to use that portion of the water right that they do not
receive? This would be a very difficult proposition for the state to prove." Memorandum Opinion, supra, at 24.
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take into account the land area within each entity presently regarded as irrigable, and the duty
of water will be based on historical practices. The proratable/nonproratable distinction is m,
virtually certain to be maintained on the same basis as it presently exists. The Bureau of
Reclamation will continue to have substantial discretion in the administration of the waters of **
Yakima Basin that are controlled by the Yakima Project. The one notable outcome of the
adjudication is the determination of a water right for the Yakama Nation based on maintaining ™\
i
the anadramous fishery in the river. In practice this water right appears primarily to increase '
Reclamation's discretion in managing flows of water to be maintained instream to protect the "*)
fishery. Adjudication of rights in the subbasins should give the state the ability to administer
water uses not directly controlled by the Project. Ground water usage unfortunately will not H
be addressed as part of the adjudication. In short, after nearly two decades of legal
proceedings, relatively little will have changed in the water rights structure of the Yakima ""!
Basin.
1.8 A Tale of Two Water Divisions
As the Yakima River flows past the City of Yakima and cuts through the Union Gap it ""*
begins arcing to the southeast, reaching the low point of its arc just west of the city of Prosser
and then turning back northeast until just before Benton City (see again Figure 1.2). Cradled
in this arc between the river on one side and Rattlesnake Hills to the north are the Sunnyside
and Roza divisions of the Yakima Project. Physically side by side, these two divisions
provide a striking contrast in many ways.
The Sunnyside Division is about 50 miles long and ranges from one to eight miles j
wide. It contains over 100,000 irrigable acres of land, served by seven separate irrigation
districts. Generally these are the bottom lands, relatively easily serviced by constructing the i
Sunnyside Canal in a contour above much of the arc. As previously described, the
Reclamation Service purchased the Sunnyside Canal from a private company in 1905 and, 1
with the construction of a new diversion dam and headgate and the extension of the canal, it
was the first unit of the new Yakima Project to be approved and built.
The Roza Division encompasses about 70,000 acres of rolling bench lands lying in a „,
narrow strip above the Sunnyside Division. Construction of the Roza unit was authorized in !
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1935, and initial water deliveries occurred in 1941. The Roza Canal is a "highline" canal that
takes up to 2,200 cfs of water from the Yakima River in the canyon 10 miles above the city
of Yakima, moves the water through two tunnels that total over three miles in length, runs
under the river through a siphon and continues to a point about three miles above the city to
the Roza Powerplant. Roughly half of the water is diverted at that point to generate
electricity and then returned to the river. The remainder of the water continues on to provide
irrigation uses. The full length of the canal is 90 miles.72
Both areas are highly productive agriculturally, but they tend to grow very different
crops. The primary crops grown in the bottom lands of Sunnyside are forage crops and
grains. By comparison, fruit and other multi-year plantings dominate in the uplands of the
Roza Division. These lands are warmed by the higher air that moves along the hills, and their
gentle slopes provide for better drainage.
Water supply for irrigators in the Roza Division is based on a contract between the
Roza Irrigation District and the U.S. which provides a maximum of 375,000 acre-feet
annually of water, to be supplied in prescribed monthly increments based on a percentage
figure.73 This is a proratable agreement; thus, the annual deliveries may be reduced
according to the Total Water Supply Available (TWSA).
Water rights relied on by users within the Sunnyside Division are far more complex,
but they are regarded as providing a maximum annual delivery of 458,520 acre-feet of
water.74 Much of this water (about 315,000 acre-feet) was at least claimed, if not actually
used, prior to the initiation of the Yakima Project. Thus it is treated as primarily
nonproratable.
The Bureau of Reclamation estimates the TWSA on a monthly basis in April, May,
and June of each year. This figure is relied on both by the Bureau of Reclamation in its
water management decisions and by irrigators in making final cropping decisions. Between
"Bureau of Reclamation, Project Data (1981), at 1346-47.
73The contract specifies deliveries of 15 percent in April; 19 percent in June, July, and August; 12 percent in
September; and 6 percent in October.
74Lentz. supra, at 119.
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1940 and 1980, the projected TWSA averaged 3,326,000 acre-feet per year." By
comparison, in 1993 the TWSA was 2,000,400 acre-feet; in 1994 it was 2,015,700 acre-feet.
In below "normal" water supply years (1993 and 1994 were the worst on record), water users
holding proratable rights receive reduced water deliveries. Thus, in 1994, users in the Roza
Division received, on average, less than 40 percent of their full apportionment. By
comparison, users in the Sunnyside Division received, on average, about 79 percent of their "
apportionment.76
This is the effect of the priority system where shortages are not shared — the senior
gets his fill before the junior gets any. But it is a peculiar version in the Yakima because
there are two classes of rights: the nonproratables which almost always get their entire
delivery amount and the proratables which tend to have a highly variable water supply. As
demonstrated in the Sunnyside/Roza illustration, this has nothing to do with the relative value
of the water use and everything to do with whether the water right is treated as proratable or
nonproratable.77
Not surprisingly, this difference in the reliability of water supply greatly affects the
behavior of water users in the two divisions. The Roza Irrigation District has invested heavily
in improvements in their water delivery and use systems in order to take best advantage of the
water supply available to it78 For example, check structures have been added to the main
canal to facilitate better water management Two re-regulation reservoirs have been
constructed to permit greater control of water within the system. There is limited incentive to




75Personal Communication with Don Schramm, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Dec. 14, \
1994).
''Personal Communication with Jim Trull, Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District (Dec. 16, 1994). The Sunnyside
Division has some users with proratable rights. ;
"In general, the distinction is based on whether the water supply is regarded as based on water rights established ""l
prior or subsequent to 1905. In tact, the status was established in the 1945 Consent Decree. For reasons that are not i
dear, the decree made nonproratable 250 cfs of Tieton Division water.
wRoza Irrigation District, Comprehensive Water Conservation Plan, Final Document, prepared for Washington ]
State Department of Ecology (Dec. 1992).
1.9 The "Flip-Flop" Operation
The 1980 Quackenbush decision prompted important changes in the management of
the Yakima Project and broadened the decision-making process to include fisheries
considerations. Discovery of 60 redds in the Cle Elum Reach of the Yakima River below the
point where the Cle Elum River joins the Yakima caused Judge Quackenbush to order
maintenance of flows in this reach through the winter, an order that required releases from
upstream storage of 62,000 acre-feet of water that would not otherwise have been released at
that time.
To find ways to protect the spawning needs of the salmon while minimizing
dependence on extra releases of water, Judge Quackenbush instigated the creation of the
Systems Operation Advisory Committee (SOAC) to advise the superintendent of the Yakima
Project. SOAC is comprised of four biologists: one from the Washington Department of
Fisheries, one from the Yakama Nation, one from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and one
representing the water users. Working with SOAC, the Bureau of Reclamation came up with
a project water management plan for 1981 known as the "flip-flop."
Spring chinook spawn in the late summer and early fall. Under natural conditions this
would be the low flow period in the river. A redd established in the gravels of the flowing
river in that period of time could expect to be flushed and aerated through the winter
incubation period by continuing flows. Flows in the Cle Elum Reach of the Yakima River in
late summer, however, were considerably higher than they would have been under natural
flow conditions because of releases from upstream storage to meet the needs of downstream
irrigators. Had the releases been cut back in the usual manner at the end of the irrigation
season, many of the redds would have been without water and the eggs would not have
survived.
To avoid creating this situation Reclamation devised a "flip-flop" approach, designed
to draw heavily from the storage in the upper Yakima Basin in the first part of the irrigation
season and then cut back releases from these sources before the chinook begin spawning in
this area. Late season needs for irrigation water would be met, as much as possible, from
storage in the Naches River Basin. Releases from storage in the upper Yakima Basin then
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would be made during the winter only as necessary to protect the redds that are established i
during the spawning season. «
The flip-flop was instituted in 1981 and, with some fine tuning, has been used every !
year since. Use of the flip-flop apparently has worked to protect salmon propagation in the ™
upper Yakima from at least some of the adverse effects of historical dam operations. The
water users have accepted operation of the flip-flop, though with some serious reservations. ^
In particular, they are concerned about the legal status of the water that otherwise would not
have been released but for the maintenance of the redds. Is the release of this water legally ""]
required by the Yakama's treaty right to the minimum instream flow necessary to maintain
anadromous fish life in the river? Is this water simply released as part of the management of ^
the Yakima Project by the Bureau of Reclamation under its considerable discretion? Who
should bear the burden of any reduced carryover that might result in the upstream Yakima 1
reservoirs as a result of flip-flop operations? In particular, do the nonproratable water rights
bear any of this burden? Who should bear the increased operation and maintenance costs that n
are associated with management of the flip-flop?
Some guidance came from a 1994 decision by Judge Stauffacher in the context of the ^
ongoing adjudication. The Roza Irrigation District sought an order from the court preventing
Reclamation from releasing water from reservoir storage to provide a "flushing flow"
intended to help salmon smolts move out of the Yakima River into the Columbia. Judge
Staufacher used the opportunity to revisit his decision in granting the Yakama Nation a treaty-
based water right for the minimum flows necessary for maintenance of fish life in the river.
In particular he emphasized the process put in place by which the Yakima Field Office
Manager is to determine minimum instream flow "in light of the annual prevailing
conditions," in consultation with the SOAC. In this instance, the SOAC asked for 3,500 acre- [
feet to be released in May 1994 to help flush smolts out of the Yakima — an amount that
was able to be reduced to 1,400 acre-feet because of some timely rainfall. In upholding the !
decision to release this water Judge Stauffacher stated: "So long as the Yakima Field Office
Manager can show that a good faith decision has been made to maintain fish life, regardless
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^ of the life phase, with the sparest amount of water possible, then this Court will defer to their
p scientific expertise."79
p 1.10 Change Comes to the Yakima
In many respects the Yakima Basin represents a realization of the reclamation ideal.
r With considerable federal assistance, the water supplies of the basin were organized and more
fully developed for economically productive uses, and the irrigated lands in this fertile area
P expanded fourfold. Highly valuable crops are being produced, and irrigated agriculture
remains the base of a healthy economy. Because of the federal project, existing agricultural
P lands received supplemental water; additional irrigable lands came into production; the
irrigable lands within the Yakama Reservation received a good water supply.
P* At the same time, the Yakima basin also portrays many of the fundamental flaws of
the reclamation vision. Its single-minded focus on irrigation neglected virtually all other
j values and uses for water. Salmon simply were not important. Project planners, relying on
the ability of a centrally (and presumably rationally) managed water supply to provide for
j ever expanding irrigation demands, seriously overcommitted the available water supply.
Reclamation policy's conscious disregard of the discipline imposed by requiring that water
development pay its own way encouraged what can now be seen as the overexpansion of
irrigated agriculture. Rural, agriculturally-based communities that developed in places like the
pin
[ Yakima Valley now are threatened by changes in the rules of the game they believed were
fixed.
r'
The transformation of the complex water allocation and use structure in the Yakima
Basin to one more reflective of contemporary values and needs is a challenging process.
I Important initial steps already have occurred. Survival and recovery needs of endangered
™, anadromous fish now figure directly in the management and use of water. Through the
' Systems Operation Advisory Committee, fish biologists communicate directly with the Bureau
m of Reclamation and the water users about the water-related needs of the fish. Washington
"Memorandum Opinion Re: Flushing Flows, Dec. 22, 1994, at 6.
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courts have officially recognized that the Yakama Nation holds a legal right to the water ■ '<
necessary to maintain the anadromous fishery in the Yakima that predates all irrigation rights. ^
Two important, and complementary, approaches now are being pursued to improve
conditions in the Yakima: physical improvements in the water storage, delivery, and use m
systems and voluntary reallocation of water use entitlements. Emphasis is on protection of
anadromous fish, but there are important benefits for existing water users as well. The ^
Yakima River Basin Water Enhancement Project Act (Yakima Enhancement Act), enacted in
1993, proposes conservation improvements within the divisions of the Yakima Project that 1
will reduce irrigation and hydropower diversions of water and improve instream flows at
critical locations in the basin.40 Federal funds are to be available (matched by funds from H
the state) to support the development of conservation plans and the implementation of
conservation measures. "Target" instream flows at Sunnyside and Prosser dams are established ^
and are to be increased by 50 cfs for every 27,000 acre-feet of decreased diversions achieved
by conservation measures. !
Certainly there are plenty of opportunities to use water more efficiently within the
Yakima Basin. The efforts of the Roza Irrigation District illustrate some of the things that
can be done. To the degree that reduced diversions provide increased flows in reaches of
critical importance for the fish, conservation can provide real benefits. But conservation alone
is not enough. The Yakima is seriously overappropriated — that is, more water is claimed
for out-of-stream use than can be provided in low flow years. Because of historical i
peculiarities and inflexibilities in the allocation system, it is also misallocated from an
economic perspective.
The Yakima Enhancement Act also authorizes funds to directly purchase or lease water
to improve streamfiows. The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) proposed a water leasing I
and transfer program for the Yakima that offers the opportunity for more fundamental
80H.R. 1690, 103rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1993). The bill includes many more provisions than described here. For
example, funds are provided to enlarge the storage capacity of Cle Elum Reservoir and to study the enlargement of t
Kachess Reservoir; water no longer will be diverted to run the turbines used to pump water to the Kennewick
Irrigation District; the project purposes are expanded to specifically include fish, wildlife, and recreation; federal
funding will be used to make improvements to the Wapato Irrigation Project with the water savings available for «bj
irrigation or for fish and wildlife enhancement; and funds will be provided to study improvements that could be made i
to Taneum Creek and other tributaries to improve flows and habitat for fish.
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^ restructuring of water usage in the basin.81 Two entities would be created — the Yakima
p Basin Trustees, representing interests in acquiring water for instream flows, and the Lease
Oversight Committee, representing water right holders in the basin. A ten-year test water
P leasing program would be established. Leased water would come primarily from the
"fallowing" of irrigated lands. If the lands are within an irrigation district, both the landowner
P and the irrigation district must agree to the lease. The lease would be treated as a temporary
transfer under Washington state law and would have to be approved by the Washington
P Department of Ecology. The Lease Oversight Committee would verify the amount of leasable
water made available by land fallowing and would more generally seek to protect the interests
f" of the water users.
The EDF proposal outlines one possible approach to introducing markets into the
i Yakima. It focuses on making water available for improved instream flows. In addition there
are important benefits that could be gained through trades among existing water users —
{ primarily from nonproratable users to proratable users. To this point there has been very
limited transfer activity in the basin, constrained at least in part by the uncertainty of water
rights during the ongoing adjudication. The need for greater flexibility among water users to
shift supplies has been underlined by the recent series of drought years and the sometimes
[ severe effect of the limited water supply on those users holding proratable water entitlements.
For example, in 1994 water users in the Kittitas Reclamation District stopped receiving
[ Yakima Project water as of early August, and there were only limited opportunities for users
in this division to negotiate with users in other divisions holding nonproratable rights to
I purchase some of this water.
Operation of a water market in the Yakima is complicated by a number of things.
! There is, of course, the adjudication proceeding and the yet-to-be-finally-decreed quantity of
p, water that is regarded as legally available to districts and users. Assuming that transferred
'•' water would be limited to historic consumptive use, however, and that the adjudication is not
P likely to alter rights to this amount of water, probably a more serious impediment is simply a
"Environmental Defense Fund, Water Marketing and Instream Flow Enhancement in Washington's Yakima River
Basin—Procedures for Dry Year Leasing and Transfer of Water, Draft Final Report (May 28, 1993).
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lack of clarity concerning how transfers should proceed. The EDF proposal is very helpful in
this regard because it lays out a procedure that has been developed with substantial input from ^
the water user community and the Washington Department of Ecology, as well as the Bureau
of Reclamation. Some kind of broadly agreed-to procedure probably would help to encourage m
transfer activity and avoid some disputes during the transfer process.
Still another complication is presented by the highly managed nature of the Yakima -^
River under the TWSA concept. The availability of water transferred by lease or purchase
will be subject to the monthly calculations of the TWSA by the Bureau of Reclamation during **}
the irrigation season. The now decreed but unquantified right of the Yakamas to fish
protection flows casts still another cloud of uncertainty over water rights in the basin. "*]
Finally, there is the need for vastly improved water measurement capability to better manage
water delivery and use. ""
The management concept of the Yakima Project is centered around centralized
administration of the water of the Yakima River by the Bureau of Reclamation, with the goal H
of providing as full delivery as possible, on a monthly basis, of the full entitlement available
to users within the six divisions. Water is managed in big blocks, appropriate for an j
irrigation system in which the users are regarded as common beneficiaries with basically
common needs. The degree to which such a system could be decentralized — for example,
through the institution of a water bank — is an interesting question that warrants
fW*
investigation.82 ;
What other steps can be taken? The Washington Department of Ecology sought to
compel the investigation of use of water within districts, to ensure that water was being used j
beneficially on lands legally entitled to receive the water. Judge Stauffacher refused to
require such an investigation for purposes of the adjudication proceeding. Given the trust j
duty of the Secretary of the Interior to the Yakama Indian Nation, and to protection of ^
threatened and endangered species, the U.S. may have a responsibility to ensure that no more
than the minimum quantity of water legally required to be delivered is provided to off-stream
"For a discussion of water banking in general and a proposal of an approach for setting up a water bank see




users and that all reasonable actions are taken to protect the anadromous fishery in the
Yakima Basin. Thus the U.S. may have a legal duty to ensure that Project water is not being
supplied to lands not legally entitled to use this water — for example, lands outside district
boundaries.83 The U.S. may also have a duty to reexamine land classifications within
districts to ensure that only irrigable lands are being serviced with Project water. Clearly the
U.S. has a duty to ensure that satisfactory water conservation plans have been prepared and
implemented as required by the 1982 Reclamation Reform Act.84
The time and effort involved in implementing these kinds of administrative measures
can be substantial. Since such requirements will certainly be viewed by the water users as
antagonistic to their interests, users can be expected to resist or at least only minimally
cooperate. Furthermore, the amount of water that would in fact be produced for the stream
by such measures is uncertain at best.
More far reaching approaches seem warranted. The U.S. itself bears more than the
normal degree of responsibility for the serious overcommitment of water in the Yakima Basin.
The creation of contract commitments substantially exceeding the reliable water supply in the
system is perhaps the most striking illustration of this responsibility. This overcommitment
has been especially detrimental to the proratable users who find themselves being shorted with
increasing regularity.
One possibility might be to buy back some portion of contract commitments from each
of the water districts and other water users as necessary to bring the project commitments into
line with a more sustainable supply of water, a supply that factors in the needs of fish and
other values. Perhaps an equal percentage of the total contract commitments could be
targeted for purchase from each division as a means of equitably sharing the effects of the
buy back. Ideally this approach would be implemented on a voluntary basis. Since many
users are likely to object and market negotiations may be exceptionally difficult,
MThe situation in the Yakima Basin parallels in many respects the Tnickee-Carson Basin. In the Truckee-Carson
the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe has succeeded in getting the Secretary of the Interior to take actions reducing
diversions for irrigation into the Newlands Project, among other things, to protect the endangered cui-ui fish in
Pyramid Lake.
M43 U.S.C. § 390aa.
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condemnation authority (not presently available) might be needed. In any case, the advantage
of such a buy-back approach is that it avoids the need for the U.S. to engage in detailed ™
investigations of water use within the districts and allows the districts themselves to work out i
their own approaches for coming up with the water that is to be acquired. Alternatively, a ^
more incremental approach would be to individually negotiate with districts and users in an
effort to buy back as much allocated water as would be forthcoming voluntarily at an n
acceptable price to the U.S. In either case, Congress would need to provide the considerable
funds that would be necessary to restore a more sustainable use of water in the Yakima Basin. H
1.11 Conclusion H
There is no shortage of options in the Yakima, and some important progress has in
fact been made. But the overcommitment of the water resources of the Yakima Basin is so ™"!
pronounced, and the environmental harm resulting from that overcommitment so serious, that
incremental improvements are simply not enough. There is a need for commitment to serious, H
long-term solutions.
Two federal court decisions in 1994 underscore the increasing sense of urgency ""]
j
attached to protecting the anadromous fishes of the Columbia River Basin. In Idaho
Department of Fish and Wildlife v. National Marine Fisheries Service.85 Judge Marsh
concluded that the time for more aggressive action by the National Marine Fisheries Service
has come: '
NMFS has clearly made an effort to create a rational, reasoned process for
determining how the action agencies are doing in their efforts to save the listed H
salmon species. But the process is seriously, "significantly," flawed because it ■'
is too heavily geared towards a status quo that has allowed all forms of river
activity to proceed in a deficit situation — that is, relatively small steps, minor ")
improvements and adjustments — when the situation literally cries out for a '
major overhaul. Instead of looking for what can be done to protect the species
from jeopardy, NMFS and the action agencies have narrowly focused their
attention on what the establishment is capable of handling with minimal
disruption.86
M850 F. Supp. 866 (D. Or. 1994).
"li, at 900.
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Then, in Northwest Resource Information Center v. Northwest Power Planning
Council.87 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reached the same basic conclusion with respect
to the efforts of the Northwest Power Planning Council:
! The Council's approach seems largely to have been from the premise that only
small steps are possible, in light of entrenched river user claims of economic
P hardship. Rather than asserting its role as a regional leader, the Council has
I assumed the role of a consensus builder, sometimes sacrificing the Act's fish
and wildlife goals for what is, in essence, the lowest common denominator
P acceptable to power interests and DSIs.88
P The opinion lays out a useful summary of the efforts since the 1970s to give better protection
to the anadromous fishes in the Columbia River Basin, focusing particularly on the
P considerable efforts of the Northwest Power Planning Council since its inception in 1980.
The decision draws at some length from Judge Marsh's opinion, noting that it "is relevant to
1 the instant case not just because it involves, ultimately, the same issue — what to do about
preserving and restoring the salmon — but because it urges policy and operations in a
direction away from the status quo towards affirmative action."89
' ***
To have any real hope for success in the Yakima Basin, such commitment ultimately
must come from within the basin. The emergence in 1994 of the Yakima River Watershed
Council is especially promising in this regard. Instigated by individuals primarily from the
i business community in the valley associated with irrigated agriculture, the Council in 1995
had a membership of more than 1,000 people with a 50-person board of directors.90
"35 F3d 1371 (9th Cir. 1994).
wId.. at 1395. DSIs are "Direct Service Industries," companies purchasing power from Bonneville Power
Authority.
"Id,, at 1391.
90A good description of the Council is provided in Farm Credit Service, "Yakima Water Users Team Up to
Resolve Water Issues," Yields. Second Quarter Report (Aug. 1995), at 5 • 7.
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Funding provided by members supports four full-time staff including a CEO and a program
person. The mission of the Council is stated as "[t]o develop and to implement, through
consensus, a plan to provide consistent and adequate water to meet all economic, cultural, and
natural environmental needs in the Yakima River Basin." The work of the Council is carried
out largely through a series of committees.
Watershed initiatives are emerging across the western states" The Yakima River
Watershed Council is unusual because of its genesis in the business community. Businesses
tend to be flexible and adaptive because it helps them to survive. Irrigators tend to be
cautious and conservative because it helps them to survive. In this situation, however,
adaptability is called for — searching for a level and manner of water use that is compatible
with fish-friendly streams. The present commitment of water to irrigation in the Yakima
Basin cannot be sustained. More efficient, better managed use of irrigation water will help,
but is not enough. Some water use entitlements will have to be reallocated, and some
irrigated acreage will have to be retired — ideally through voluntary processes created and
implemented by the irrigators and their water districts. Otherwise solutions are likely to be
imposed from outside.
"Natural Resources Law Center, The Watershed Source Book:





P The Upper Snake River Basin, Idaho
■ Teresa Rice1
2.1 Introduction
r1 This chapter examines contemporary pressures and opportunities to modify traditional
water management practices in the upper Snake River Basin for environmental benefits, and
r the potential role of the Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) in these efforts.2 The Bureau's
i
involvement in the basin began in the early 1900s as part of the emphasis on encouraging
P settlement and providing dependable water supplies for irrigation. By contemporary
standards, this effort was successful — upper basin reservoirs provide 4.2 million acre-feet of
r storage. Storage provided security for irrigation, power and some municipal use, ensuring
that, in most years, there would be sufficient supplies for these uses.
P Today, almost 100 years later, diverse demands and shifting public values have put
pressure on existing water uses. Increasing demands for recreation, diminishing anadromous
I fish species and deteriorating water quality, among other factors, have caused managers to re-
evaluate water management and use in the basin, and to search for improved ways to manage
' water to provide enhanced environmental benefits while maintaining existing uses.
Water resource management affecting the upper Snake River Basin is the primary
j focus of this chapter. However, management opportunities in other areas of the basin will be
considered where the Bureau plays a role in these areas, presenting opportunities to address
environmental problems confronting the upper basin.3 For example, efforts to improve
'Senior Staff Attorney, Natural Resources Law Center. Valuable research assistance was provided by Eric Fisher,
University of Colorado School of Law Class of 1996, and Roberta Hoy, University of Colorado School of Law Class
of 1994. Extensive review comments of Phillip Rassier and Duane Meecham are greatly appreciated.
zIn descriptions of the Snake River, the river is often considered as having three distinct parts: the upper, the
middle and the lower river. The precise dividing lines assigned to these three segments, however, may vary from
source to source. For purposes of this case study, the upper segment includes the river above Milner Dam, and the
middle segment extends from Milner to just below Hells' Canyon Dam.
'U.S. Dep't of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration, Division of Fish &'Game, Phase 1 Water Rental Pilot
Project: Snake River Resident Fish & Wildlife Resources and Management Recommendations 25 (Oct. 1992)
[hereinafter BPA Rental Project Report].
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instream habitat for anadromous fish in the lower part of the basin has placed increasing
pressure on the water resources in the upper basin. Yet there are opportunities to make ^
releases from storage facilities in downstream tributaries to assist in enhancing instream
habitat in the lower river. The chapter will therefore consider other segments of the basin «,
relevant to this broader evaluation of opportunities.
2.2 Physical Setting
Beginning in the 12,000-foot mountains above Jackson Lake in western Wyoming, the ^
South Fork of the Snake River winds briefly south before making a sharp turn to the west,
and crossing the state line into Idaho. From here the river descends from the Snake River -"
mountain range to the 6,000-foot eastern edge of the Snake River plain, passing through the
first impoundment facility in Idaho, the Bureau's Palisades Dam. The river continues in a "")
southwesterly direction, gathering inflows from several tributaries holding Bureau projects,
including Henrys Fork River from the northeast and the Blackfoot and Portneuf rivers from H
the southeast, to the next major impoundment on the river — American Falls Dam. Below
American Falls, the river traverses south and then more westerly, through a succession of H
deep gorges with depths of 200 to 600 feet. In this segment, the river is controlled by two
additional Bureau dams, Minidoka and Milner. Milner marks the lower end of storage in the
upper Snake River Basin (see Figure 2.1).
Below Milner, the river drops into a deep basalt canyon, making further large-scale
gravity diversions impractical.4 As the river continues west-northwest across Idaho, it
n
'Jeffrey C. Fereday and Michael C. Creamer, "Swan Falls in 3-D: A New Look at the Historical, Legal and

















Source: Jeffrey C. Fereday and Michael C. Creamer, "Swan Falls in 3-D: A New Look at the Historical, Legal and
Practical Dimensions of Idaho's Biggest Water Rights Controversy," 28 Idaho L. Rev. 574, 575 (1992.)
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remains deeply entrenched at depths of up to 700 feet below the western Snake River plain.5 \
Dams on this middle segment of the river were constructed primarily for hydropower by the ,_,
Idaho Power Company (IPC). Dams to supply irrigation, most of which were constructed by
private irrigation companies, are located only on tributaries to the middle Snake. «,
Underlying the middle and upper sections of the Snake River Basin is a thick and
porous basalt-laden aquifer. In places the aquifer spans to a depth of 5,000 feet and, like a ^
giant sponge, may hold up to 300 million acre-feet of water.6 The occurrence and movement
of ground water on the eastern plain is a function of both the type of rock and the pattern and ^
frequency of aquifer recharge and discharge.7 Ground water underflows from closed
drainages, such as Medicine Lodge Creek to the north, contribute significant quantities of n
water to both the upper and middle sections of the river.8
As the river approaches the Idaho-Oregon state line, it drops to an elevation of about "*!
2,000 feet and is less entrenched. Once the river turns north, forming the Idaho-Oregon state
line, two tributaries, the Boise from the east and the Owyhee from the west, fuse with the "*]
mainstem, contributing significant flows to the middle Snake River. Both tributaries are
regulated, at least in part, by Bureau diversion and storage facilities.9 In this same stretch, "~|
the Payette and Weiser rivers also drain from the east into the mainstem of the middle Snake,
and Bureau development on these tributaries enhances the storage capacity of the middle !
Snake River Basin.
5Sally A. Goodell, "Water Use on the Snake River Plain, Idaho and Eastern Oregon," ]n U.S. Geological Survey I
Professional Paper 1408-E (1988), at E-3 [hereinafter Goodell].
"Hydrosphere Resource Consultants, Water Supplies to Promote Juvenile Anadromous Fish Migration in the
Snake River Basin, A Report to the National Marine Fisheries Service 2-4 (Jan. 1991) [hereinafter Hydrosphere
Report]. «s,
7S.P. Garabedian, "Hydrology and Digital Simulation of the Regional Aquifer System, Eastern Snake River Plain,
Idaho," in U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 1408-F (1993).
'Goodell, supra. The Big Wood River, on which Bureau involvement is limited, is one of the few inflows of
surface water into the Snake River from the northern portion of the river basin.
'The Owyhee River is not examined in this case study. The BOR has also been involved in some smaller projects .
on other Oregon tributaries to the Snake below Owyhee.
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; Farther north, the river crosses the western edge of the Snake River plain and runs
p> through a deep canyon. As along the upstream segment of the middle Snake River, the dams
■ along this north-flowing stretch were constructed by IPC primarily for hydropower. Most of
**» these dams are significantly larger than the hydropower dams further upstream. Downstream
of the Weiser confluence with the Snake, Bureau projects are noticeably absent on the
["* mainstem and tributaries until the river turns westward into Washington and joins the
Columbia River.
2.3 Development of the Water Supply
p Simple diversions from streams and rivers in the mid-1800s dominated the early phase
of water resources development in the upper Snake River Basin. Private investment played a
\ role in the construction of a storage facility in the Twin Falls area but, by the early 1900s,
gave way to the promise of federal reclamation assistance. Development prior to the 1940s
' was directed toward storing surface water to provide dependable supplies for irrigation. Since
the 1940s, additional surface water development and regulation has been primarily for
| hydropower and flood control.10 In addition, ground water sources have been tapped to
supply irrigation and other water uses.11
1 The majority of Bureau projects in the upper Snake River Basin are surface water
storage facilities, primarily on the mainstem of the upper Snake River above Milner Dam.
! Downstream from Milner, Bureau projects are located not on the mainstem of the upper
Snake River but, rather, on several of the major tributaries to the middle Snake River, as
; mentioned above, including the Boise and the Payette rivers.
Some private investment as well as Carey Act and Reclamation Act projects supported
i the construction of dams, reservoirs, and thousands of miles of canals and laterals in the upper
r basin. Milner Dam, one of the earliest facilities, was completed in 1905 with private
1 financing. The dam raised the level of the river about 40 feet, allowing gravity flow water
'"Hydrosphere Report, supra, at i-2.
"Hydrosphere Report, supra, at 2-7. A history of water development is included in the report.
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diversion and conveyance through adjacent canals.12 Around the area of Twin Falls, Idaho,
over 400,000 acres of undeveloped land were brought under irrigation as part of Carey Act
projects using water diverted at and upstream from Milner Dam.13 In addition, several
federal reclamation projects were constructed along the mainstem and tributaries of the upper
Snake River to improve water supplies for irrigation and power production, and for flood
control. The Minidoka Project, authorized in the early 1900s, included Minidoka Dam in
Idaho and Jackson Lake Dam in Wyoming. Later projects, and expansion of the earlier
Minidoka Project, brought additional lands under irrigation and provided a supplemental water
supply for existing irrigated lands.14
In addition to the development of the surface water supply, the Bureau became
involved in the development of ground water resources in the upper Snake River Basin
beginning with the construction in 1947 of the North Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka
Project. Through 177 deep wells, water was furnished to about 77,000 acres near the town of
Burley, Idaho.15
The Bureau's involvement in the development of the upper basin's ground water
resources represents only a small percentage of ground water development throughout the
Snake River plain, although all ground water development was modest until about 1945. As
in other areas of the West, a combination of technological advances, growing agricultural
demand and increasing availability of electricity produced a dramatic change.16 In 1959,
ground water supplied 630,000 acre-feet to irrigate 400,000 acres of land. By 1966, about
700,000 acres, or about 22 percent of all irrigated acreage in the Snake River plain, was
l2Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 581, n.34.
"Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water. Aridity, and the Growth of the American West 157 (1985). The
Carey Act of 1894 offered each desert state one million acres to irrigate and sell to farmers, provided that the federal
treasury received the sale money. Although the act generally failed to accomplish its goal of irrigating and
developing desert lands, the State of Idaho patented approximately 650,000 acres or nearly two-thirds of all federal
lands acquired under the act
"Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 582, n.39.




irrigated with pumped ground water.17 Ground water withdrawal for irrigation more than
f*» doubled over the next decade so that, by 1979, 1.43 million acre-feet of ground water was
irrigating 930,000 acres, or 40 percent of all irrigated lands in the upper basin.18 The
r growth rate has slowed since 1979, and recent estimates show 986,000 acres irrigated solely
t
J from ground water and an additional 117,000 acres irrigated from both ground water and
p surface supplies.19
Private and public development on the tributaries of the Snake River below Milner
P Dam was taking place simultaneous with mainstem development. Major tributaries below
Milner Dam in Idaho include the Boise, Payette, Clearwater, Salmon, and Weiser Rivers (see
P Figure 2.2). The Boise River was one of the earliest, a contemporary of the Minidoka Project
although the Boise's storage capacity grew gradually between about 1909 and 1955. The
\ Bureau built Deer Flat, Arrowrock and Anderson Ranch dams. The Army Corps of Engineers
f
built Lucky Peak Dam, operated jointly with the Bureau under a 1953 Agreement.
( Authorized uses for Boise River projects include irrigation, flood control, power production,
recreation and fish, depending on the reservoir. Bureau reservoirs in the Payette River Basin
were completed between 1924 and 1948 as part of the Bureau's Boise Project. The Bureau
built three dams during this time: Black Canyon, Cascade and Deadwood. There are also a
I few privately-owned dams and reservoirs in the Boise and Payette basins. In the Weiser
River Basin, the Bureau in 1967 completed a dam and reservoir on Mann Creek, a small
[ capacity reservoir for irrigation and flood control. The larger storage facilities in the Weiser
(reservoirs on Lost Creek and Crane Creek) were privately constructed in the early 1900s.
; "Garabedian, supra, at F19.
I™ "Bookman-Edmonston Engineering, Inc., Report of the Snake River Basin Water Committee: Nonstructural
j Water Management Opportunities Within the Snake River Basin, at B-13 (Draft Report, May 16, 1994) (under
contract to the Bonneville Power Administration) [hereinafter Bookman-Edmonston Report].
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Figure 2.2 Map Showing Location of Dams on Middle Snake River Tributaries
'■"I
Source: U.S. Dep't of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration, Division of Fish & Game, Phase 1 Water Rental
Pilot Project: Snake River Resident Fish & Wildlife Resources and Management Recommendations 25 (Oct 1992),
at 6.
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2.4 Traditional Water Use and Management
The upper Snake River Basin makes up Water District 1 of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources. The District's watermaster is responsible for managing and allocating the
use of natural flow water rights in the basin. Reservoir storage allocation in the basin is the
responsibility of the Bureau of Reclamation and, together, the Bureau and the state regulate
and account for the basin's water supply.
Broader water resource management decisions in the District are made by the
Committee of Nine (Committee), comprised of elected representatives from irrigation districts
and canal companies in the upper Snake River Basin. Established in 1919 by Idaho's
Governor to address water problems in the upper basin, today the Committee functions in
both an advisory and decision making capacity. Both the watermaster and the superintendent
of the Bureau's Minidoka Project serve as advisors to the Committee.20
2.4.1 Water Rights
Snake River Basin water rights fall into two major categories, natural flow and
storage. Natural flow is the increment of streamflow that would be available at a specified
stream location if the effects of reservoirs and diversions are removed.21 After the natural
flow is determined for each day it is allocated to water users starting with the oldest rights.
The allocation process continues until all of the available natural flow has been distributed.
The natural flow is for designated beneficial uses including irrigation, storage, power
generation, municipal and industrial uses.22 Table 2.1 sets out the major irrigation rights
diverting water above Milner Dam.
20Minidoka Project — Past, Present, and Future, provided by Bureau of Reclamation, Eastern Snake River Project
Office, Apr. 27, 1994, at 2.
21 Idaho Dep't of Water Resources, 1990 Annual Report, Water District 1, at 25 [hereinafter Water District 1, 1990
Annual Report].
"Water District 1, 1990 Annual Report, supra, at 33.
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"Letter from James Fodrea, Jr., Program Manager, Water Resources, Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Dep't of the
Interior to Eric Fisher, Research Assistant, Natural Resources Law Center (June 21, 1994).
^Pre-1890 natural flow rights are filled in an average water year above American Falls. Telephone Interview
with Lyle Swank, Assistant Watermaster, Water District I, Idaho Dep't of Water Resources (July 25, 1994)
[hereinafter Swank Interview].
"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Minidoka and Palisades Projects Reservoir Spaceholdings
(1992). Report provided by Earl Corless, Water Operations Manager, Bureau of Reclamation, Burley, Idaho, Apr.
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Twin Falls Canal Co.
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Because of the pattern of development in the basin, the most senior water rights in the
basin are natural flow rights on the mainstem and tributaries. These rights are held by
individual farmers, canal companies and irrigation districts. Water is diverted under these
rights generally from April to October. Natural flow is dependent on spring runoff and, as
"Eighty-five percent of pre-1901 natural flow rights are filled in an average water year between American Falls
and Milner Dam. Swank Interview, supra.
"Includes storage from Hillsdale Irrigation District and American Falls Reservoir District
MOf this amount, 148,747 af of storage is held by American Falls Reservoir District for Twin Falls.
29Minidoka and Burley Irrigation Districts divert from Lake Walcott. Minidoka diverts by gravity 100 percent for
the north side. Burley diverts through pumping 87 percent for the south side with Minidoka taking the remaining 13
percent.




these flows diminish, junior natural flow rights are curtailed. Water users with junior natural
flow rights supplement these rights with contract storage rights.31 Most users own or have r*-,
contracted for specific storage space entitlements in one or more reservoirs. In many years,
users with no storage rights are able to "purchase" unused stored water from the water bank r^
when natural flow is insufficient to meet their needs.32
Most storage water rights in the upper basin are project rights held by the Bureau of «i
Reclamation in five major upstream reservoirs (see Table 2.2). This includes storage water
rights for irrigation, power production, flood control, recreation and fish and wildlife uses. "J
The Bureau also holds direct diversion rights for irrigation and power use. In the pending
Snake River Basin Adjudication, the Bureau has filed for over 90 water rights. "*1
Through spaceholder contracts, the Bureau allocates the rights to project storage.
Holders of storage rights have the right to water in their proportionate reservoir space to the "T]
extent their space fills. In Water District 1 there are about 700 contract storage rights divided
among about 100 irrigation districts.33
2.4.2 Water Use and Ground Water Impacts
Irrigated agriculture accounts for most of the consumptive water use in the upper
basin. In 1990, an estimated 1.43 million acres were under irrigation above Milner Dam. Of >
31 All diversions that exceed natural flow entitlements are charged against storage rights for the amount the sum of ™
available natural flow rights are exceeded each day. Id, at 39. An Idaho statute has been interpreted to allow a j
water user to have up to five acre-feet per acre (afa) of storage rights to back up their natural flow rights. Idaho ■
Code § 42-202 (1990). Where rights to the use of both natural flow and storage (wintertime) waters are recognized
for the same irrigation purpose, the combined amount of water claimed may not exceed the equivalent of a continuous ™j
flow of .02 cfs nor more than 5 afa. ;
"Water District 1, 1990 Annual Report, supra, at 39. For a description of the Snake River water bank, see ^
Lawrence J. MacDonnell, et al., "Water Banking in the West," Natural Resources Law Center Research Report No. '
RR12 (1994).
"Telephone Interview with Dale Swenson, Manager, Fremont-Madison Irrigation District (July 19, 1994). The ""J
Fremont-Madison Irrigation District contracts for Island Park and Grassy Lake storage, and was incorporated in 1940
for this purpose. Forty of these districts comprise the larger "Fremont-Madison" Irrigation District on the North Fork
of the Snake River. Districts often own space in more than one reservoir, as they were brought into the projects at m
different times. The value and characteristics of the different reservoirs make the water rights, or the storage rights in j
them, of variable value.
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'Winter water savings contracts.
"Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Minidoka and Palisades Projects Reservoir Spaceholdings (1992);
BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 25.
35The original capacity of American Falls was 1,700,000 af. This amount was reduced to the present level after a
survey revealed that accumulated siltation had reduced the volume. Individual storage rights have been reduced by a
corresponding percentage. Telephone Interview with Mike Beus, Lead Hydraulic Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation,
Dep't of the Interior (Aug. 10, 1994) [hereinafter Beus Interview].
J*Fort Hall water rights, non-Indian. The Fort Hall Indian Water Rights Agreement (Agreement) commits
uncontracted space at Ririe (80,500) and Palisades (102,880 af total space) reservoirs to Indian and non-Indian water
users. The Agreement allows for an Indian water bank using previously contracted space of 46,931 acre-feet from
American Falls Reservoir. The Agreement was approved by Congress in the Fort Hall Water Rights Settlement Act
of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-602, 104 stat. 3059 (1990), and final approval by the State of Idaho is pending as part of
the Snake River Adjudication.
"Another 10,000 af of storage must remain unfilled in order to control summer thunderstorms.
3<The dead storage in Lake Walcott is classified as "unmeasured" by the Bureau. Beus Interview, supra.
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the total 8.85 million acre-feet diverted annually from the upper Snake River, an average of !
about 3.5 million acre-feet annually is consumptively used by irrigated agriculture through ™
evapotranspiration each year.39
In addition to irrigation use, other uses — including domestic, municipal and ^
industrial, and recreation — are demanding increasingly more water. Population in the upper
basin has increased nearly 30 percent since 1960. Most of the growth has been concentrated ^
in the urban areas, including Twin Falls, Idaho Falls and Pocatello. New supplies may be
needed to meet domestic, commercial and industrial uses related to this population growth.40 ^
Idaho depends heavily on its ground water resources. Eighty-eight percent of the
state's residents use ground water for domestic needs.41 In the Snake River plain, ground H
water provides the sole water supply for about one-third, or nearly 1 million acres, of all
irrigated acres.42 "1
At the same time, Snake River aquifers have been significantly affected by the
development of surface water supplies and subsequent increase in ground water development. ]
Infiltration of precipitation, most of which rapidly evaporates, provides minimal recharge
except at higher elevations. Ground water is instead recharged largely by infiltration of |
surface water used for irrigation, and stream and canal losses. Prior to 1950, this resulted in
long-term increases in aquifer storage and ground water discharge.43 Since 1950, more
efficient irrigation and water transmission techniques, plus increases in ground water pumping,
have actually decreased the ground water storage and discharge amounts.44 Discharges to the
"Comprehensive State Water Plan, Snake Riven Milner Dam to King Hill, Idaho Water Resource Board 40 ^
(1993). ]
■"Kenneth R. Arment, "Idaho Ground Water Law" 1 proceedings, Staving Afloat: Current Water Law Issues 1 ^
(Boise, ID, Feb. 21-22, 1992) [hereinafter Armerit]. <
j
42Bookman-Edmonston Report, supra, at B-13.
^Goodell, supra, at E34-35. |
"See Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 585. Increasing aquifer discharges caused by expanding flood irrigation r^
ended in 1953, marking the beginning of a decreasing trend related to the shift to and expansion of ground water \
pumping from the aquifer.
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river below Milner Dam decreased by about 600 cubic feet per second (cfs) between 1951 and
1980.45
Underflow from the closed drainages, discussed above, also provides significant
recharge to the Snake River. However, early and continued development of surface and
ground water supplies in these drainages, particularly after World War II, has likewise
impacted contributions from these areas. Underflow from the tributary valleys, such as the
Boise River Valley, supply little recharge to the Snake River because of the limited aquifer
storage in the mountainous terrain.
2.43 Water Management
Because of the hydrologic effects of traditional water uses in the basin, the Snake
River in Idaho has been viewed and managed as two separate river systems, one above Milner
Dam and the other below.46 The pattern of irrigation development in the upper basin has at
times reduced to zero flows passing through Milner during the normal irrigation season.
Flows at Milner and for about a mile below virtually dry up. This practice has been modified
by a 200 cfs minimum bypass flow requirement in the FERC license for the Milner Dam
power project47 Return flows from the upstream irrigation annually contribute about 5
million acre-feet of water to the Snake River plain aquifer, significantly raising the ground
water table and increasing north side spring discharge into the Snake River below Milner
Dam.48
Several reservoirs, most controlled by the Bureau, regulate the basin's water supply for
the purposes of flood control, irrigation, recreation and some power production. Total active
storage capacity in the upper Snake River facilities (above Milner Dam) is about 4.2 million
4SFereday and Creamer, supra, at 585, n. S3.
^ereday and Creamer, supra, at 582-83.
47FERC License for the Milner Hydro Project No. 2899, owned by the Idaho Power Company and Milner Dam,
Inc., 45 FERC 1 61,423 (1988).
^Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 593, n. 86; Interview with Ronald D. Carlson, District 1 Watermaster, Idaho
Dep't of Water Resources (Apr. 28, 1994).
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1
acre-feet.49 Diversions into storage begin October 1 and normally continue until May 1, or !
longer if water is available under the priority system. American Falls Reservoir, because it is ^
lowest on the system and benefits from natural springs, fills even in most water short years. ''•
Storage in three reservoirs, Jackson Lake in Wyoming, and Palisades and Ririe reservoirs in ^
Idaho, is limited somewhat by flood control criteria. American Falls Reservoir storage may J
also be restricted as necessary for flood control purposes. Storage releases for diversions into *^
canals above Milner Dam are highest during the irrigation season, April 1 to October 31.
Below Milner Dam, the Bureau under a joint agreement with the Corp of Engineers is ^
involved in the coordinated management of four of the five reservoirs in the Boise River
Basin (Water District 63) for flood control, irrigation, and some power production.50 In one "l
of these reservoirs, Lucky Peak, only about half of the storage is contracted. The remaining
space is administered for flood control and instream flow maintenance.51 In the Payette **]
River Basin (Water District 65), the Bureau has administratively reserved water in both
Cascade and Deadwood reservoirs for conservation pools and to provide for instream flows in H
the river stretches below the dams. Although these two reservoirs were designed to provide
water for irrigation and hydropower production,52 only about one-half of the active storage
space in both reservoirs is contracted for irrigation.53
Distribution of natural flow and storage water in District 1 is handled by the
watermaster using a highly sophisticated computer system. There are over 300 diversions, 9
reservoirs and 25 river gaging stations in the upper basin with water travel times as great as 7
days from the headwaters to the lower end of the system. To improve the accuracy of
distribution and accounting of natural flow and storage rights in the basin, an automated data
1
"Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 582.
"Idaho Water Resource Board, Comprehensive State Water Plan: South Fork Boise River Sub-Basin 21-22 |
(1990) [hereinafter State Water Plan].
"BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 93. ™]
"BOR In-House Draft Planning Report and Draft Environmental Statement, Boise Project Power & Modification
Study, Payette River Basin, Idaho-Oregon (Feb. 1986). it-,
53BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 61. '
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' handling and processing system was implemented in the late 1970s. With this system, more
i*> accurate accounting of natural flow and storage water use is possible, as is better integration
' of the use of natural flow and storage supplies. Water users have been able to more
p efficiently use their storage supplies, freeing up some water for other uses.54
Each day, the watermaster estimates the next day's diversions based upon the present
p day's diversions, modified to reflect changes in storage and estimated evaporation losses. At
a later time, these estimates are adjusted to reflect actual supply and use. To determine
P available supply in the system, the watermaster checks the figures for each reach, and
calculates a "daily mass balance" that reflects travel time from each of the 36 reaches to
P Milner Dam, thus allowing a common base or "common day" period for each of the
reaches.55
P Like surface water, rights to the use of ground water in Idaho are secured under a
priority system by diversion and application to a beneficial use.56 State law, while
recognizing some special rules governing ground water, applies the same rules to ground
water use as to surface water use.57 In the past this has led to some administrative and
judicial recognition that the two are connected. For example, pumping under a ground water
right may be curtailed if withdrawal would affect the use of a senior surface water right.58
[ In general, however, state water managers have not integrated the management of these two
sources. Even where the issue of injury to surface water rights is raised, it has been difficult
to establish a connection between the pumping and the surface supply.59
'"See Robert J. Sutter et al., "Data Automation for Water Supply Management," reprint of paper presented at
ASCE Water Resources Planning and Management Division Specialty Conference, Lincoln, NE (May 19-21, 1982).
"id; Interview with Ronald D. Carlson, District 1 Watermaster, Idaho Dep't of Water Resources (Apr. 29, 1994).
"Idaho Const., art. XV, § 3.
"Christopher H. Meyer, "An Overview of the Basics of Idaho Water Law," proceedings, Staving Afloat: Current
Water Law Issues 4 (Boise, ID, Feb. 21-22, 1992) [hereinafter Meyer].
"Idaho Code § 42-237(a)(g).
59Arment, supra, at 7; Meyer, supra, at 5.
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Increasing water use and recent drought have led to a general decline in ground water
levels since 1970. In 1986, the Idaho Water Resource Board, in its Comprehensive State ^
Water Plan, announced a policy to manage surface and ground water resources as a single '
resource, "where evidence of hydrologic connection exists."60 Since this time, the state has ^
taken some steps in this direction, modifying practices in certain basins including the Snake
River Basin and the Boise River Basin.61 Recent litigation has speeded up this transition to ^
conjunctive use management in the Snake River Basin, as discussed below.62 !
1
2.5 Environmental Concerns
From nearly 100 years of river development projects and corresponding increases in ""]
agricultural irrigation and return flows, the impacts of land and water use in the Snake River
Basin on other resources are increasingly evident. This fact, combined with changing federal "I
laws and public values, has brought pressure on traditional water management and use in the
basin. The driving concern today among managers and users, because of the strong legal "1
mandates of the Endangered Species Act, is with threatened anadromous fish populations in
the Snake and Columbia river basins. ;
Other resources dependent on springs, streamflows, reservoir levels, or the
maintenance of wetlands and riparian areas are also demanding greater attention. These |
include endangered aquatic species in the middle and upper portions of the basin, and birds
and wildlife. For example, the entire upper Snake River is an important wintering area for I
the endangered bald eagle. Land uses in the basin, such as residential development, livestock
grazing and hydropower projects, have in some cases impaired riparian areas that provide j
habitat for a wide range of wildlife including the bald eagle. Declining ground water levels
""Meyer, supra, at 5; see Fereday and Creamer, supra, at 593 n. 87; Policy IF of the State Water Plan, supra, last )
approved Jan. 3, 1992, reads as follows: "It is the policy of Idaho that where evidence of hydrologic connection
exists between ground and surface water, they be managed as a single resource."
1
"In the Boise River Basin, the Department of Water Resources requires that shallow ground water diversions ;
adjacent to the river mitigate the effects upon the river. Letter from Phillip J. Rassier, Deputy Attorney General,
Idaho Dep't of Water Resources to Teresa Rice (Mar. 15, 1995) [hereinafter Rassier Letter (Mar. 15, 1995)]. **■
!
See discussion of the Musser case at section 2.6.4.
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have harmed the natural warm spring habitat of the endangered bruneau snail and other Snake
River snails.
Overlaying these considerations is the problem of water quality degradation. Several
sources of polluting return flows, including irrigated agriculture, dairies and feedlot, municipal
waste water treatment plants, damaged riparian areas, fish hatcheries and hydroelectric
projects have caused severe water quality degradation in some segments of the river,
particularly below Milner Dam.63
2.5.1 Anadromous Fish
The endangered and threatened anadromous species of concern include steelhead trout
and sockeye and chinook salmon, including all three chinook races. The Chinook are
designated spring, summer, or fall, depending on their season of upriver migration. Only the
spring and summer chinook spawn in the small tributaries and upstream reaches of the
principal tributaries to the Snake River in Idaho. The juveniles remain in these freshwater
areas for then- first year and then migrate downstream to the ocean from April through June.
The fall chinook spawn in the lower reaches of the Snake, below Hell's Canyon Dam, in
October and November. Within a few weeks of fry emergence in March and April, they
begin their seaward migration.64
A series of dams in the Snake and Columbia river systems have, over the past century,
inadvertently yet successfully prevented millions ofjuvenile salmon smolts from reaching the
ocean. Many smolts cannot scale the dams and others end their journey in the unforgiving
clutches of power turbines. Bypass devices at many of the dams direct some percentage of
the migratory smolts to safer routes around the dam, or onto barges where they are
transported out to the ocean. Those that maneuver over or around the dams face a longer
travel time — weeks instead of days — with increased threats to their lives from predator fish
and escalating water temperatures. The smolts that make it to the ocean may confront a
delayed adaptation from fresh to salt water. Aggregating these obstacles, it is not surprising
MU.S. Geological Survey Hydrologic Unit 17040212, Water Quality Assessment, Middle Snake River 1 (1992).




that there has been a drastic decline in wild salmon populations in the Columbia and Snake !
river systems in recent years.65 •«!
In its 1993 Biological Opinion, the National Marine Fisheries Service attributed i
salmon losses to significant decreases in river velocities in the migration corridor of the lower ^
Snake and Columbia rivers. The agency cited two major basin developments leading to this !
condition — the construction of hydropower dams in the Columbia River Basin and Snake -**i
River Basin storage projects.66
2.5.2 Water Quality
Water quality concerns exist at several geographic scales: site-specific, along a river H
segment, and basin-wide. Parameters of water quality problems in the Snake River Basin
include sediment, bacteria, water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and nutrients such as H
nitrogen and phosphorus. Throughout the entire basin, the overall increase of water use has
led to concerns about the cumulative impact of uses. Broad, reconnaissance-level H
investigations have been used to look at impacts as well as establish baseline conditions
against which to measure changes.
At the American Falls Reservoir, the U.S. Geological Survey evaluated the
accumulation of toxic substances, such as pesticides and heavy metals, as a result of long-term
irrigation drainage into the reservoir. Although no serious contaminant problem was found,
|
f'ft
"Timothy Egan, "Governor Fights to Save Salmon: Idaho's Andrus Takes on Foes," The Sunday Camera, at 7A ]
(Jan. 2, 1994).
FT)
"Memorandum in Support of Idaho Dep't of Fish and Game's Motion for Summary Judgement, Idaho Dep't of
Fish and Game v. National Marine Fisheries Service et al., Case No. CIV 93-0345-S-HLR, filed Oct. 18, 1993, at 2. '
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS) maintains that upstream storage projects had no significant effect on
smolt mortality related to any decrease in water velocity in the lower Snake River migration. Rather, the state argues, ""]
historical data shows smolt mortality is directly related to the construction of the lower Snake River dams and 1
consequent decreases in the river velocity. RL, at 7-9.
67D.J. Parliman, Reconnaissance of Ground Water Quality, Eastern Snake River Basin, Idaho, U.S. Geological j




elevated concentrations of some metals and pesticides were present68 Several years earlier,
in anticipation of continued ground water development, the U.S. Geological Survey also
evaluated the ground water quality in the eastern Snake River Basin.69
Below Milner Dam a combination of factors has led to increased growth of
macrophytes (large aquatic plants) and algae and, consequently, resulted in reduced oxygen
levels. While lower flow volumes are clearly a part of the problem — higher or flushing
flows would help reduce the plant and algae accumulation — the real culprit has been
identified as nutrient build up from aquaculture (fish farm) operations, and from agriculture
and food processing operations. The large plants and algae periodically die off and
decompose, using up oxygen critical to fish and other resident species.70
2.5.3 Aquatic Species
Most aquatic species of concern in the Snake and Columbia river basins are fish,
particularly salmon and trout species. However, less noted species, such as mollusks and
snails, are also at risk. Different water conditions may be required to sustain these species at
different times of the year. In 1992, pursuant to the Endangered Species Act, four Snake
River aquatic snails were listed as endangered and one snail as threatened.71
The changes in the flow regime due to the development of dams and diversion canals
have created a patchwork of conditions throughout the Snake River Basin. Some of these
conditions, such as the warm, slow-moving waters associated with reservoirs, have allowed
new types of fish, such as carp, to thrive in the upper river. Blockages by dams contributed
"Walton H. Low and William H. Mullins, Reconnaissance Investigation of Water Quality, Bottom Sediment, and
Biota Associated with Irrigation Drainage in the American Falls Reservoir Area, Idaho, 1988-89, U.S. Geological
Survey Water Resources Investigation Report 90-4120 (1990).
"Parliman Report, supra.
^Telephone Interview with James M. Bellatty, Field Supervisor, Monitoring and Technical Support, Division of
Environmental Quality, Idaho Dep't of Health and Welfare (Sept. 9, 1994).
7'57 Fed. Reg. 59244 (Dec. 14, 1992).
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to the loss of salmon in the Snake River.72 The loss of swiftly flowing, cold-water segments i
impacted trout populations. ^
i
2.5.4 Resident Aquatic Species «*,
In addition to concerns that water releases may not actually arrive downstream to
benefit the endangered and threatened anadromous fish, the state must take into account the ^
water needs of resident aquatic species, in both flowing stretches of the river, its tributaries,
and the reservoirs. Game fish, such as trout, kokanee salmon, and yellow perch, are found in n
the reservoirs, along with suckers, chubs, and carp. Even some of these resident species, such
as trout, migrate within the basin to spawn, although they do not travel the distances covered ^
by anadromous species.
Several species of resident fish raise special concerns. Along the Snake River, the H
white sturgeon has been designated as a sensitive species by the Bureau of Land Management
and the U.S. Forest Service and as a "priority species of special concern by the Idaho "*]
i
Department of Fish and Game (IDFG). The redband trout, a native species of rainbow trout,
has been given "management priority" by the IDFG.73 In addition, the U.S. Fish and "1
Wildlife Service recently released a draft recovery plan for eight species of mollusks and two
fish taxa listed as either threatened, endangered, or sensitive by federal or state agencies.74 !
2.5.5 Birds and Wildlife "1
The Snake River provides an oasis in the arid stretches of southern Idaho through
which the river flows. The importance of the river and the reservoirs it feeds is reflected in j
the number of wildlife refuges in the basin, several of which are associated with Bureau
projects, including Grays Lake, Minidoka, and Deer Flat, and islands in the river designated j
^Letter from John Olson, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to Teresa A. Rice (Mar. 10, 1995) [hereinafter
Olsen Letter].
"BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 52.
"Letter from Charles H. Lobdell, State Supervisor, Ecological Services, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to Teresa
A. Rice (Mar. 10, 1995) [hereinafter Lobdell Letter].
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1 as the Snake River Birds of Prey Refuge. Camas National Wildlife Refuge is an example of a
m refuge at a private facility, Mud Lake, in the closed drainages. Several resident and migratory
[ species depend upon the water resources of these refuges, such as the endangered whooping
P crane which summers at Grays Lake.
' As with fish, no single or static set of conditions provides the year-round needs for the
f variety of birds dependent on the resources of the basin. For the trumpeter swans which
1 winter in the vicinity of Henry's Lake, for example, sufficient water flows are needed to
r maintain ice-free conditions during extremely cold weather so the swans can feed.75 For
several species of nesting birds inhabiting the refuge islands, flows are needed to maintain
P island integrity; without the islands the birds are more susceptible to predators and have a
smaller feeding habitat.76
r A recovery plan is underway to protect and enhance the bald eagle population which
nests in the upper Snake River Basin. Bald eagles currently occupy most areas suitable for
P nesting and reproduction, leading to concern over any actions that would decrease the
availability of suitable habitat. The principal encroachments on eagle territory are summer
I and permanent housing developments and increased recreational activities. Recreational
activities adversely affecting the bald eagle include disturbances caused by a growing number
j of anglers and early spring snow machine operations. Bald eagles are highly sensitive to
intrusions into their territory and respond to increased human activity by cessation of
j reproduction or abandonment of territory.77
Other threats to the bald eagle population in the region include low winter water flows
; and heavy metals. Low winter water flows have been linked to reduced bald eagle
reproduction in the following year and could have a substantial impact if repeated for
7555 Fed. Reg. 17646 (1990) (codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17). See Upper Snake River Chapter of Trout Unlimited v.
Hodel, 706 F.Supp. 737 (1989).
76BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 57.
"Telephone Interview with Justin Naderman, Regional Wildlife Biologist, Idaho Dep't of Fish & Game (Sept. 2,
1994) [hereinafter Naderman Interview].
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successive years. Heavy metals in the form of mercury and selenium have not yet affected !
bald eagle reproduction but could become a concern in the future.78 «*
Other species of wildlife also occupy the basin. Wolves, bear, elk, and other large i
species are found in remote areas in the headwaters of the upper Snake River; areas which vm
provide the large, undisturbed tracts of land needed by many of the larger species of '
endangered or threatened wildlife. These species may also be present in the upper reaches of «*j
some of the tributaries along the middle Snake.79 IDFG has several wildlife management
areas in the upper basin, with primary objectives for upland game birds, raptors, deer, and n
variety of mammals.80 Fragmentation of wilderness areas caused by agriculture, forestry,




Recreation uses in the upper basin provide a vivid example of some of the inherent H
contradictions in demands on water sources. Some users would prefer water be retained in
storage to support resident fish and provide access to boat ramps and similar recreation [
facilities. Other users would prefer that the water be released from storage for instream
boating, particularly rafting and kayaking, and for support of stream fisheries. {
Several spots along the river have become popular for recreation activities. For
example, Alpine Canyon, home to the undulating stretch of the South Fork of the Snake River ;
above Palisades Dam and Swan Valley, is a favorite Whitewater area. For years, the Bureau
has maintained flows for this use, meeting each spring with recreation interests from the
Jackson area to work out a flow release plan for the coming season. These groups want
"id, (
"See BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 41.
1
"See BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 37. There are five wildlife management areas in the upper Snake:
two for elk and deer and three for waterfowl. Telephone Interview with Steve Schmidt, Regional Habitat Manager,
Idaho Dep't of Fish & Game (Dec. 14, 1994). <**
"Naderman Interview, supra.
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assurance that water will be released from Jackson Lake in sufficient volume and late enough
in the season to support the recreation industry operating in the area.82 Moving downstream,
the section of the South Fork between Palisades Reservoir and Heise (above the junction with
Henrys Fork) attracts fishermen as well as boaters. Flatwater boating and fishing are popular
at many of the reservoirs in the upper basin. If these reservoirs are drawn down to meet flow
release targets, there may be a significant reduction in the number of recreational days
available for these activities.
Pressures for recreational use at certain locations in the basin can affect water
management decisions. For example, because Ririe, Palisades and Jackson experience high
flatwater recreation use, releases may be made from American Falls rather than draw down
these other reservoirs. A few years ago, the City of American Falls challenged this policy
when the marina at the reservoir, built by the Bureau at the expense of the City, remained
high and dry for several years.83 Not only can the recreational demands be in conflict with
one another, they may not be compatible with the needs of other uses of water including
irrigation, hydropower or fish migration.
Other environmental concerns include the decline in cottonwood trees along portions
of the upper basin, especially along the South Fork of the Snake River. Cottonwood trees are
important for wildlife, especially bald eagles, and for the entire riparian plant community,
which in turn affects other biological resources.84 There is some support for inducing flood-
like conditions to improve cottonwood regeneration.85
"interview with Earl Corless, Water Operations Manager, Bureau of Reclamation, Dep't of the Interior (Apr. 29,
1994).
"Lobdell Letter, supra.




2.6 Processes Under Way That May Affect Water Use and Management
Water use and management in the upper Snake River Basin has been evolving from a
situation in which a small set of representative water users and agency officials played a j
significant role to one with more dispersed and distant influences. This change is occurring _
for a number of reasons, all related to a greater demand on a limited resource and to shifting !
societal values. The state water resource agency has traditionally been responsible for water ^
allocation through the local watermaster who, along with the local water district advisory
board, was the primary decision maker. With the pending adjudication of water rights, and ^
state concerns over ground water depletion, water quality, and interstate river allocation
issues, the state has become more actively involved in water use and management in the upper «*i
Snake River Basin. Similarly, the Bureau has always been a participant in water management
in the upper basin because of its significant control over storage and power facilities. ^
However, concerns over water quality and the protection of anadromous fish have escalated in
recent years, with heightened federal involvement in the basin. Obligations imposed by H
federal laws now require participation by new players, including the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) and the Environmental Protection Agency. In those agencies that, like the H
Bureau, have been operating in the basin for most of this century, these obligations are
causing decisions about the basin to be made by higher (and physically more distant) levels 1
within the agency, limiting the role of local federal representatives. Following is a description
of pending processes — at the federal, state and local levels — that may affect traditional
water resource management and use in the basin.
2.6.1 Reclamation's Efforts to Benefit Anadromous Fish Migration
On November 20, 1991, the NMFS declared the Snake River sockeye salmon
endangered.86 The NMFS later designated the Snake River fall and spring/summer chinook




salmon as threatened species.87 A year later, critical habitat designation was proposed for
Snake River sockeye, spring/summer chinook and fall chinook salmon.88
Agencies seeking ways to protect these species from continued jeopardy are looking to
the upper Snake River for water releases to assist smolt passage downstream even though
none of the anadromous fish species in the Snake and Columbia river drainages migrate as far
as the upper Snake River Basin today. Shoshone Falls, near the town of Twin Falls, is a
natural blockage to anadromous fish species.89 Reservoir releases to increase river velocities
along the migration corridor have been a focus of the NMFS strategy for salmon recovery.
However, the complexity of the system requires consideration of other factors as well.
Increased river velocities must be timed to coincide with the fish migration patterns,
historically triggered by increased flows and temperature changes associated with seasonal
changes such as spring snowmelt. To duplicate these conditions requires sequential timing of
releases from reservoirs along the corridor, but the varying river and reservoir temperatures
along the corridor may not provide the temperature cues necessary for the salmon.90
The Bureau has taken steps to comply with the Endangered Species Act as interpreted
through the NMFS in its 1993 and 1994 biological opinions on salmon recovery in the
Columbia and Snake river systems. The State of Idaho challenged the 1993 opinion, arguing
in part that it did not give adequate consideration to the modification of lower Snake River
hydropower operations.
In March 1994 a U.S. District Court judge ruled that the NMFS's 1993 Biological
Opinion (1993 Opinion) regarding the impact of hydropower operations for 1993 did not meet
the requirements of the Endangered Species Act. Specifically, the decision found that the
agency's finding of "no jeopardy" for the hydropower operations, and their method of
"57 Fed. Reg. 51471 (1992).
S857 Fed. Reg. 57051 (1992).
MOlson Letter, supra.
'"BPA Rental Project Report, supra, at 9.
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considering alternatives to avoid jeopardy was contrary to the "meaning and underlying J
purposes of the Endangered Species Act."91 «,
Anticipating this ruling against the 1993 Opinion, in March 1994 the NMFS released a
new Biological Opinion for 1994-1998 operations of the federal Columbia River Power ™
System (1994 Opinion). Among other measures, the 1994 Opinion calls upon the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Bonneville Power Administration to provide 527,000 acre-feet annually ^
from the Snake River above Brownlee Reservoir for flow augmentation.92 '
In 1994, the Bureau and other federal agencies operated under the 1994 Opinion93 ^
Idaho Power, as operator of Brownlee and Hells Canyon dams, has acted in cooperation with
the Bureau in releasing water for fish flows. The location of Brownlee allows the water to be n
released directly for the benefit of salmon migration.94 Therefore, Bureau and Idaho Power '
have worked out arrangements for release of Idaho Power water to be backfilled by the H
Bureau from the upper Snake. Idaho Power has also acted as an agent for the Bureau in
leasing and purchasing water from water banks in the upper Snake and the Boise/Payette river ™!
systems.95
The question of whether the Bureau and other agencies are complying with the ESA in ^j
]
the Snake and Columbia river basins is difficult to judge because of the 1994 U.S. District
Court decision discrediting the 1993 Opinion Soon after Judge Marsh ruled that the 1993 I
"Idaho Dep't of Fish & Game v. NMFS, Civil Action No. 92-973-MA, (D. Or. 1993); order issued March 28,
1994, at 37. _
"Letter from Regional Director, Bureau of Reclamation, to James M. Collingwood, General Manger, Power :
Production, Idaho Power Company (on file with authors). According to the NMFS' 1993 Opinion, in order for the
Bureau to meet its no jeopardy duty, it "had to take all steps necessary to meet the flow requirements set forth in the n
biological opinion." Therefore, if the Bureau did not meet these flows, its actions would be jeopardizing fish and the i
Bureau would be out of compliance.
"Telephone Interview with Jack Hockberger, Boise Field Solicitor, (Aug. 4, 1994) [hereinafter Hockberger ;
Interview].
"Telephone Interview with Earl Corless, Water Operations Manager, Bureau of Reclamation (July 29, 1994) "I
[hereinafter Corless Interview (July 1994)].
"Beus Interview, supra. In this way, the water can be used for power generation within the State of Idaho, ra
fulfilling a requirement of the water bank systems. The actions of the Corps of Engineers to acquire water for ;
instream flows at Dworshak are independent of Bureau requirements in the Snake River. '
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l Opinion did not comply with the ESA, he observed that many of the faults he found in the
p 1993 Opinion appeared also to be present in the 1994-98 Opinion.
' 2.6.1.1 Obtaining water for flow releases: an overview
F1 The Bureau's approach to acquiring water for instream flows has expanded since the
endangered species listing in 1991 (see Table 2.3). Initially, in 1991, the Bureau concentrated
p on buying water deposited in water banks by other water rights holders. This so called "pure"
rental water acquisition continued through 1993 with the Bureau acquiring an average annual
H yield of 100,000 acre-feet. In 1994, however, the Bureau was limited to 45,000 acre-feet of
rental water acquired under a recharge agreement with the City of Pocatello. No other rental
P water was available due to the severe drought conditions affecting the upper Snake River
Basin.
r In 1991, in addition to rental water, the Bureau tapped into uncontracted water to meet
its ESA requirements. Ninety thousand acre-feet of uncontracted water was released from the
P Payette system for instream flows in 1992. Since 1992, uncontracted water from the Boise
and Payette systems has provided an average of 80,000 acre-feet per year for fish flows.
Uncontracted water from the upper Snake River Basin has yielded a combined total of
135,000 acre-feet of water in 1993 and 1994.96 This water, secured from Mitigation, Inc.,
will no longer be uncontracted after final approval of the Fort Hall Indian Water Rights
Agreement in the Snake River Adjudication.97
\ Beginning in 1993, the Bureau looked to power head water as a potential source for
salmon flow releases. Power head water refers to uncontracted water filling space in the
( reservoir dedicated to power use. Despite some legal questions regarding the impact on
contracted water and enlargement of Bureau water rights (discussed later), the Bureau was
[ able to secure 106,000 acre-feet of power head water from the upper Snake in 1993 and
_ 272,000 acre-feet in 1994.
''Beus Interview, supra.
"See Table 2.2 and specifically the data for Ririe Reservoir, with accompanying notes.
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"All information presented in tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.S and 2.6 was obtained from telephone interview with Wayne
Haas, Administrator, Planning and Policy Division, Idaho Dept. of Water Resources (Aug. 10,1994) [hereinafter Haas
Interview]; and telephone interview with Rick Wells, Hydraulic Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation (Aug. 11, 1994)
[hereinafter Wells Interview].
"Consists of 11,349 af of unconnected BOR water from Cascade Reservoir and 38,651 af of rental pool water.
l00This water was released in the winter of 1992.
""Consists of 35,000 af of rental water and 17,525 af of uncontracted water in Cascade Reservoir released in
winter 1992 and 90,000 af of uncontracted space (70,000 af in Cascade, 20,000 af in Deadwood) released later in
1992.
""Consists of 65,000 af of rental water, 107,000 af of power head water from Palisades and 99,000 af of water
from Mitigation, Inc.
""Consists of 20,000 af of Anderson Ranch power head water from BOR, 95,000 af uncontracted (69,000 af in
Cascade, 26,000 af in Deadwood), 35,000 af of rental water from the Payette water bank and 3,000 af from the Boise
water bank through Idaho Power acting as an agent of the BOR.
""Idaho Power released this water from Brownlee Reservoir.
'"Consists of 157,000 af of power head from Palisades Reservoir, 115,000 af powerhead from Minidoka (Lake
Walcott), 36,000 af from Mitigation, Inc. in Palisades and Ririe and 43,000 af from the City of Pocatello.
l0662,000 uncontracted af from the Payette system (31,000 af in Cascade, 31,000 af in Deadwood), 25,000 af of
uncontracted water in Lucky Peak Reservoir (normally used for winter streamflow) and 10,950 af of Anderson Ranch
power head.






Although the Bureau came up far short of its legal requirement of 527,000 acre-feet of
water for fish in 1994, it has not attempted to acquire storage water under contract.108
2.6.1.2 Water bank purchases
The water bank program in Idaho has provided water for salmon migration since 1991
(see Table 2.4). The 50,000 acre-feet of water acquired by the Bureau in 1991 from the
Water District 1 water bank (known as the "rental pool") was accomplished through a lease
agreement with Idaho Power Company. The water was rented from irrigators by Idaho Power
acting as agent for the Bonneville Power Authority, to benefit anadromous fish in the lower
Snake and Columbia rivers.109
The Bureau formally requested 200,000 acre-feet of water from the rental pool in 1994
but, in that year, there was more demand than supply.110 For water to become available to
the Bureau in the rental pool it must not be requested by higher priority agricultural users
above Milner Dam.111 State law and local rental pool procedures require that any water to
be used for salmon must go through the local rental pool with first priority going to irrigators.
Local pools have not been willing to waive those rules. So, in a severe drought year as
experienced in 1994, it means that no rental water will become available for use below Milner
to benefit salmon.112
2.6.1.3 Pocatello recharge agreement
The City of Pocatello holds contract storage rights in upper Snake River Basin. Water
stored under the rights is used primarily to offset impacts on downstream senior water rights
holders when the city diverts water out-of-priority under its junior rights. This practice,
allowed under the city's Bureau contract, is not necessary every year; it depends on the water
103See discussion at Section 2.6.1.6.
""Stephen Stuebner, "Idaho Water Chiefs Statement Dampens Plan for Release," The Idaho Statesman at 2C6
(Sept. 13, 1991) (describing letter from Keith Higgtason, Idaho State Water Resources Director, to the Bureau)
[hereinafter Higginson Letter].
"°Beus Interview, supra.
























supply for the year and the city's anticipated needs. In the past, the city has rented this water
through the Water District 1 rental pool.
In 1994, the Bureau, the Committee of Nine and the City of Pocatello entered a two-
year "Water Rental Agreement" allowing the Bureau to rent water accruing to the city's
storage space through the rental pool. Under the recharge agreement, the Bureau released
45,000 acre-feet of water to aid salmon migration during the summer of 1994. During the
following year, natural flow water rights were diverted into the North Side Canal to recharge
the aquifer.116
The recharge agreement avoids some of the limitations imposed by water bank
requirements, such as the rental pool rule giving preference to irrigation uses.117 In the
water short year of 1994, no bank water was available for non-irrigation uses. The Bureau
also avoids other water bank rules to the extent the amount released from storage is replaced.
Under the agreement, the price of the water rented is the above-Milner use price, or $2.95 per
1
f*ffl\
ll3Haas Interview, supra: Wells Interview, supra.
'"Consists of 35,000 af from the Payette system and 3,000 af from the Boise system.
'"Consists of 45,000 af of City of Pocatello space in Palisades Reservoir run through the Water District 1 water
bank. The Committee of Nine agreed to this rental agreement because it addressed specific recharge provisions.
"telephone Interview with Earl Corless, Water Operations Manager, Bureau of Reclamation, Dep't of the
Interior (June 12, 1994); Telephone Interview with Josephine Beeman, Attorney for the City of Pocatello (Sept. 6,
1994).
'"Water District No. 1 Rental Pool Procedures, rule 3.6.
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acre-foot, if the recharge equals or exceeds 45,000 acre-feet. If the recharge amount is less
than 45,000 acre-feet, the price for the water deficiency is the below Milner price of $8.45
per acre-foot. Likewise, the last to fill rule, which applies to all water bank water used below
Milner Dam, will apply only to the amount, if any, that the recharge falls short of 45,000
acre-feet118
2.6.1.4 Use of uncontracted storage
Uncontracted storage space represents a potentially lucrative source for supplementing
fish flows — the Bureau holds about 670,000 acre-feet of such space in Snake River Basin
reservoirs.119 Previous commitments of this space present issues of whether and under
what circumstances the Bureau may reallocate this space. About one-fourth or 185,000 acre-
feet in three upper Snake River reservoirs has been committed as part of the Fort Hall Indian
water rights agreement120 In Cascade Reservoir in the Payette Basin, the Bureau is to use
300,000 acre-feet of uncontracted space for maintaining a minimum pool.121 Other
commitments may restrict the use of all but about 100,000 acre-feet of uncontracted storage in
the basin.122
In November of 1991 the Bureau filed applications with the Idaho Department of
Water Resources (IDWR) for interim modification of 427,000 acre-feet of storage water rights
for its reservoirs in Boise, Payette and upper Snake River basins. The applications were
prompted by a letter from the Director of the IDWR notifying the agency of the need to
"8See Letter to Josephine P. Beeman, Attorney for City of Pocatello from R. Keith Higginson, Director, Idaho
Department of Water Resources (June 10, 1994).
'"Hydrosphere Report, supra, at 2-3.
lwThe 1990 Fort Hall Indian Water Rights Agreement, by and between the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of the Fort
Hall Indian Reservation, the State of Idaho, the United States, and certain water users (executed July 5-10, 1990).
121The establishment of a conservation pool was an administrative decision made in 1984. Pools were established
at Cascade and Deadwood reservoirs to protect sensitive resource values at these reservoirs including the nesting bald
eagle population at Cascade. See Draft Environmental Assessment Management of the Uncontracted Storage Space in
Cascade and Deadwood Reservoirs (Mar. 1992), at 4.
'"Hydrosphere Report, supra, at 2-3, 2-4. As noted in this report, authorizing legislation for Bureau projects in
the basin contains no restriction on using the uncontracted storage for fish flows.
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submit an application for a change of water right.123 The Bureau requested that the use of
this water be changed to allow releases to aid in salmon migration. The transfer application ™
drew 600 protests.124
The Bureau subsequently withdrew the 1991 applications in exchange for legislation «.
allowing the use of project water to enhance fish flows, as long as the water is first run
through the local water bank.125 Because of this legislation, the Bureau has been able to use ^
uncontracted project water for enhancing flows without going through a formal change of
water right application process (see Table 2.5). The temporary legislation has been extended «j
each year for several years.126
2.6.1.5 Use of power head water ***]
In April 1994, the Bureau requested the release of 157,000 acre-feet of power head
water from Palisades and 115,000 acre-feet of power head water from Minidoka. This was 1,
not the first year in which the agency made releases of this type of storage, but earlier
releases were less controversial (see Table 2.6). *1
Although power head water is held in uncontracted storage space, the use of it for
flow releases has been regarded somewhat differently by state water administrators and water H
users than the use of other types of uncontracted storage space. The state has argued that,
IZ3"If water from Idaho reservoirs is proposed to be used in the future for flow augmentation ..., then the holder of
the water rights for such reservoirs needs to file applications for transfer with this office pursuant to section 42-222, _
Idaho Code, to change the place and nature of use of the water rights involved. I cannot approve the lease of water j
from Idaho water banks beyond 1991 for fish passage purposes ...". Higginson Letter, supra, at 2. '
l24In addition, the Bureau, on May 8, 1992, proposed to use 41,000 af of uncontracted, inactive water stored in ^
Anderson Ranch Reservoir to supplement and maintain a minimum streamflow in the Boise River after the irrigation
season. The water right for this storage was for irrigation and power, but it was normally retained in the reservoir as
"inactive storage for power head." BOR Application for Transfer of Water Right, submitted to David R. Tuthill, Jr., _
Manager, Western Region, Idaho Water Resources Dep't, Boise, ID (May 8, 1992). j
l25Haas Interview, supra. "This act shall be in full force and effect when the Governor shall make a proclamation
that the BOR has agreed to withdraw or hold in abeyance for a period of one year its applications for transfer of H
water rights in the Payette River Basin." See 1994 Idaho Sess. Laws, H.B. 989 § 3. j
i»1994 Idaho Sess. Laws, H.B. 989 § 1, art. 4. In 1993, the Bureau filed new transfer applications. These
applications were held in abeyance for one year as a condition of a one-year extension of the temporary legislation.
1994 Idaho Sess. Laws 1441.
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127AU information in this table was gathered from the following sources: Haas Interview, supra; Wells Interview,
supra.
'"Uncontracted storage (exclusive of power head water) in the upper Snake consists entirely of water available
through Mitigation, Inc. Mitigation, Inc. holds space in Palisades Reservoir of 18,980 af and 80,500 af in Ririe
Reservoir.
129The maximum amount of uncontracted water available in Boise/Payette systems is 98,000 af. Of this total,
95,000 af is from the Cascade Reservoir and 3,000 af from Anderson Ranch Reservoir.
""This amount consists of 18,980 af from Mitigation, Inc. in Palisades and 17,020 in Ririe. Due to the drought,
over 68,000 af of Mitigation, Inc. space did not fill in Ririe in 1994.
"'Although this Cascade Reservoir water is uncontracted, only 62,000 of 95,000 af of space will fill this year.
Lake Walcott water is fully contracted. Also includes 25,000 af of uncontracted water in Lucky Peak Reservoir
normally used for winter streamflow. Hockberger Interview, supra.
'"AH information from this table was gathered from the following sources: Haas Interview, supra; Wells
Interview, supra.
1MOf the total amount, 100,000 af of power head is from Palisades Reservoir and 7,000 af is from Minidoka
Reservoir.
1MAnderson Ranch power head.
'"Of the total amount, 157,000 af is from Palisades Reservoir and 115,000 af is from Minidoka Reservoir.
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under project authorizing documents or state water right permits, the Bureau is entitled to a I
one-time fill of power head water.137 Releasing and refilling this space has also been ™
referred to as an "expansion" of the Bureau's water right. In the state's view, power head
water, like all other reservoir storage, must first pass through the Water District 1 water bank, ™
paying any requisite fees.138 Additionally, the state has asserted that the rental pool last to
fill rule applies to the released power head water.139 ^
In the Snake River Basin in 1994, the Watermaster accepted the Bureau's assignment '
of this space to the District 1 rental pool, but not without expressing concerns that the use "i
represents an enlargement of water rights and may violate storage contract provisions:
I believe release of the 272,000 acre-feet from the permanent power head in |
Palisades and Minidoka represents an enlargement of any right the United
States may hold for the use of this water and therefore should not be approved. ™
However, the director Q advises me that this request can be accommodated this j
year because of [special legislation regarding releases for aiding salmon
migration], and my acceptance of this space is based upon this temporary ^
special provision [which provision] clearly does not protect the Bureau from j
the consequences of federal actions that violate space-holder contracts. For
example, I believe the release of power head negates the power loss provisions ^
of space holder contracts. It probably also obligates the Bureau to credit space j
holders for any power generated at Minidoka (and Palisades) until the power
head is recovered.140 H
'"Anderson Ranch power head.
"'Telephone Interview with Duane Mecham, Attorney, Office of the Solicitor (Sept 9, 1994).
l38Beus Interview, supra. The figures for Anderson Ranch power head provided by Wayne Haas, Idaho Dept. of
Water Resources (Aug. 4, 1994), are not duplicative of uncontracted storage figures given in Table 2.5. Anderson ""]
Ranch power head is the same water for which the Bureau sought a change of water rights, then withdrew its I
application because of the agreement to extend special legislation (Idaho Code § 42-1763A), allowing the agency to
release this water for fish flows without seeking a change of water right «
"'Corless Interview (July 1994), supra. The Bureau is able to use power head water without seeking to change
the nature of use because of the extension of Idaho Code § 42-14-1763A. Haas Interview, supra. Section 42-1763A
specifically states that water may be rented for use as part of "a regional coordinated effort to enhance salmon ""]
migration" provided "other parties are making a proportional contribution to solving the salmon migration problem."
(H.B. 989 § 1, art. 2).
I40Letter from Ronald D. Carlson, Watermaster, Water District 1, to Earl M. Corless, Water Operations Manager,
Bureau of Reclamation, Minidoka Project Office (Apr. 20, 1994) [hereinafter Protest Letter]. '
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t A month later, the Committee of Nine sent a letter to the Regional Director of the Bureau,
p protesting the Bureau's release of water. Among the legal constraints raised in the letter were
' the following:
^ • Under 43 U.S.C. § 390b(d), modifications that would seriously affect the purposes for
p which the project was authorized, surveyed, planned or constructed, or major
1 operational changes shall be made only upon the approval of Congress;
P • Under 43 U.S.C. § 523, whenever there is storage in excess of the needs of irrigated
project lands, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to contract for such storage
<T with irrigation systems operating under the Carey Act, and other irrigation users
(preserving a first right to project users);
H • Under 43 U.S.C. § 521, the Secretary may not enter into a contract to supply water
from any project irrigation system for purposes other than irrigation without first
H obtaining the approval of the water users, and water should not be furnished for other
uses if it is detrimental to the water service for the irrigation project or the rights of
any prior appropriator; and
• Under 43 U.S.C. § 522, the Bureau has a duty to operate the power portion of a
reclamation project in a manner that will not impair the efficiency of the irrigation
system.141
j
In addition to these Reclamation Act provisions, the water users raised several
I limitations under state water law and rental pool procedures, including the limit that only
water rights can be rented through the bank. The users questioned whether the United States
I has a "water right" to store power head water in its reservoirs.142 Even if the United States
does have a water right, they asserted, no water may be rented through the bank if there is
injury to other right holders, an enlargement of use, or where the rental is not in the public
r
l4lProtest Letter, supra, at 1-3.
'"Protest Letter, supra, at 3.
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interest.143 The users also pointed to the rental pool provisions giving preference to I
irrigation uses and other uses within the basin.144 Finally, the users claimed that the Bureau,
in releasing power head water, "substantially impairs" carry-over storage of spaceholders and !
their ability to refill their storage space.145 The users argue that these issues must be ™
addressed prior to the rental and release of power head water for salmon flows.146
2.6.1.6 Use of contracted storage ^
No release has been made as yet of upper Snake River storage rights held under
contract with the Bureau of Reclamation, but the agency has been considering the limits of «,
action required under the Endangered Species Act. The Act imposes a mandatory duty on the '
Bureau to ensure that it is not authorizing, funding, or carrying out any action that is likely to ™|
jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species, including the endangered and
threatened populations of salmon.147 To meet this mandate, the Bureau identified four H
possible options Solicitor Leshy labelled "legally authorized and available": (1) release
uncontracted stored water; (2) lease water; (3) buy back water; and (4) release contracted ™j
stored water.148
How can water already under contract be "legally authorized and available"? As ™j
explained by the Solicitor's Office, contract language may exempt the Secretary from liability
for not delivering water under certain conditions, thus avoiding a breach of contract. Even if \
I43IDAPA 37.02.03030 (Rule 3). The issue of injury to other water rights must also be considered under the
special legislation allowing releases for salmon flows. Idaho Code § 42-1763A (1990).
'"Water District No. 1 Rental Pool Procedures, rules 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 5.3, and 7.
l45Protest Letter supra, at 5.
I4*Protest Letter, supra, at 3. The letter also states that the use of power head water will have significant effects
on the power rate of the irrigation districts entitled to the use of power from the Snake River power pool of the
Bureau. Id. at 5. The letter concluded that the Bureau had begun releasing water without final approval of the
Committee of Nine, as required. The letter made a demand that the Bureau cease releasing water until final approval
was received, and threatened legal action.
These issues were at least partially and perhaps temporarily resolved with the adoption of the recharge
agreement involving the City of Pocatello. At a meeting on June 8, 1994, the parties agreed to allow the Bureau to
release 45,000 acre-feet for salmon flow augmentation, subject to the terms of that agreement, discussed above.




' failure to deliver water is a breach, it is not illegal, and may be considered "available" to the
m Secretary as a discretionary action, if necessary to avoid jeopardy to a listed species. Solicitor
1 Leshy concluded that Bureau water under contract is legally available under ESA mandate.
p"> Breaching a contract is in the Secretary's discretion because he must use all means in his
' discretion to meet the requirements of the Act149
p The more difficult question may be whether the use of contract water is a "reasonable
and prudent" alternative for avoiding jeopardy. Consideration would need to be given to
P whether the agency could implement the use of contract water. For example, how could the
agency ensure that the released water would not be diverted downstream by junior
P appropriators who, under state water laws, may have a right to use the released water?
Additionally, what would be the economic costs of using contract water, considering takings
H challenges or breach of contract damage claims? These types of questions would become part
of the analysis of whether the use of contract water is a "reasonable and prudent"
P alternative.150 Perhaps because of these problems, NMFS provided in its 1995 Biological
Opinion that the water acquisition program was to proceed under state law and only from
I willing sellers.151
2.6.1.7 Purchase of water rights
There is an active effort by the Bureau to purchase water rights for enhancing fish
flows. However, the agency has identified few people with clear rights who are willing to
sell. Also, because the market in permanent water transfers was not active in the past, there
are few purchases for establishing a market price.152 The Bureau has attempted to obtain
16,000 acre-feet from an individual spaceholder (Canyonview).153
"'Telephone Interview with Duane Mecham, Office of the Solicitor (Dec. 9, 1993). U.S. Justice Department
attorney Fred Disheroon commented that the government could take water for an endangered species if its wants; that
state water law will not stand up under the ESA. See Idaho Statesman (June 10, 1994), at C2.
150See Outline of Remarks of Duane Mecham, Attorney, Office of the Solicitor, Presented to Idaho Water Users
Association (Nov. 20, 1993).
'"National Marine Fisheries Serivce, 199S Biological Opinion, at 99.
IHHockberger Interview, supra.
'"Corless Interview (July, 1994), supra.
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2.6.1.8 Unauthorized use of project water <
A potential source for fish flow water could come from water saved through the «,
Bureau's efforts to identify and stop unauthorized use of project water (also known as water I
spreading). Under Bureau contracts, no project water may be diverted into or transported *™
through project facilities for delivery to lands outside the approved boundary of an irrigation ;
district. "Water spreading" or wheeling, as it is sometimes called, is the violation of this «]
provision — the unauthorized use of federal facilities or the application of federally developed
water supplies and facilities on lands not previously approved by the Bureau. Water n
spreading includes the application of irrigation water to: (1) unclassified lands; (2) land
classified as class 6 (non-irrigable); (3) land outside authorized project boundaries or service "
areas; (4) land outside contract authorizations; (5) land without water rights (where base
supply required); or (6) any combination of those factors that causes the number of acres "**
irrigated to exceed the number of acres certified irrigable and authorized for project
service.
A task force was formed "to provide the Bureau, through constructive discussion, a
range of perspectives and information on specific values held by the public for use in policy H
formulation on water spreading issues."155 Task force members were asked to provide input
ran
on public water values and the cumulative impacts of water spreading practices. A water j
spreading policy was expected to be finalized in 1994 with implementation immediately
piny




'"Letter from John W. Keys, Regional Director, Pacific Northwest Region, Bureau of Reclamation, to Mr. Vince
Alberdi, Manager, Twin Falls Canal Company (Mar. 28, 1994) (on file with authors); and memo on the Water "1
Spreading Task Force, issued Mar. 17, 1994 by the Pacific Northwest Region, Bureau of Reclamation [hereinafter I
Task Force Memo].
There are two primary fashions in which water spreading may occur. First, land that was previously classified as ,_
not irrigable may become irrigable because of technology (the center pivot sprinkler system). This situation is called :
"incidental" application of water and is seen as a productive use of water. The State will attempt to reclassify such
land as irrigable and thus a legal use of water.
155Task Force Memo, supra, at 2.
'"See Office of Inspector General, U.S. Department of the Interior, Irrigation of Ineligible Lands, Bureau of ^
Reclamation (Audit Report No. 94-1- 930, July 1994); Reed D. Benson and Kimberly J. Priestly, "Making a Wrong j
Thing Right: Ending the 'Spread' of Reclamation Project Water," 9 J. Envt'l Law & Litigation 89 (1994).
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Why has the Bureau undertaken this effort? As demands for federally developed water
increase and compete, pressure has increased for the Bureau to end a practice allowed to
occur for years. In the upper Snake River Basin, the Bureau is concerned with the need to
comply with the provisions of Reclamation law and appropriately manage the water supplies
of the Minidoka and Palisades project in light of ground water management and ESA
issues.157 While acquiring water for fish flows may have provided the impetus to examine
water spreading, it remains to be seen whether the program will result in making additional
supplies available.158
The potential impact of limiting water spreading in the upper Snake River Basin is
unknown at this time. Inventories and negotiations with water users could take between two
to three years to complete. However, because Idaho has not passed legislation allowing saved
up water to be put in trust with the same priority date, as has Oregon, most likely the water
will simply go to the next priority user.159 Unlike storage water, which could be used for
flows, water made available under natural flow water rights would, under state law, pass to
the next user.160
Idaho law seems to sanction water spreading under limited conditions. A 1985 statute
attempted to create a rebuttable presumption that valid water rights could be expanded for use
on additional acres.161 However, the law was struck down on vagueness grounds.162 The
Idaho Legislature has responded by replacing that statute with other provisions that attempt to
'"Id at 2.
1S8Beus Interview, supra.
'"Telephone Interview with Jerold D. Gregg, Area Manager, Snake River West Area Office, Bureau of
Reclamation, (June 24, 1994) [hereinafter Gregg Interview].
IS0Haas Interview, supra.
'"Idaho Sess. Laws 31 (1985), formerly codified as Idaho Code § 42-1416; and Idaho Sess. Laws 226 (1989),
formerly codified as Idaho Code § 42-1416A.
IS2Basin-Wide Issue No. 1, issued Feb. 4, 1994, in Twin Falls County Case No. 39576 (Snake River Basin
Adjudication).
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recognize the same type of activity.163 The impact of these "amnesty statutes" is being I
examined under the Snake River adjudication process.164 ^
2.6.1.9 Investigations of operational changes
In an attempt to improve river habitat for anadromous fish, at least three major studies «*|
have been completed by different entities in which changes to existing water management '
operations are examined. These studies include a 1991 report to the National Marine n
Fisheries Service prepared by Hydrosphere Resource Consultants (Hydrosphere Report),165 a
1994 storage appraisal study prepared jointly by the Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S. **]
j
Army Corps of Engineers (Storage Appraisal Report),166 and a 1994 draft report to the
Bonneville Power Administration prepared by Bookman-Edmonston Engineering, Inc. "1
(Bookman-Edmonston Report).167 Each of these investigations considers, at least in part,
changes that might be made to existing water management and use in the upper Snake River "*]
Basin to enhance anadromous fish migration in the Snake and Columbia river systems.
The Storage Appraisal Study, in an effort to identify new storage space that could be j
dedicated to regulated flow enhancement, developed information for 11 dam sites — both on
and offstream — throughout the Snake River Basin. The sites are all located above Brownlee ]
Reservoir, and could provide water supplies for lower Snake River fish flow augmentation,
r.Tj
163 1994 Idaho Sess. Laws 1443, 1478, codified as Idaho Code §§ 42-1425 through 42-1427. ,*,
'"Telephone Interview with Phillip J. Rassier, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho (June 6, 1994) '
[hereinafter Rassier Interview (June 6, 1994)]. The validity of these statutes is pending decision by the Snake River
Basin district court in Basin-Wide Issue No. 4. H
'"Water Supplies to Promote Juvenile Anadromous Fish Migration in the Snake River Basin, a report to the
National Marine Fisheries Service (Jan. 1991). ^
"*Bureau of Reclamation, Pacific Northwest Region & U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Snake River Basin Storage
Appraisal Study (Jan. 1994) [hereinafter Storage Appraisal Study]. This study was undertaken as one of measures
adopted by the Northwest Power Planning Council in its "Regional Salmon Program for 1991." The study, planned "1
as an inter-agency cooperative appraisal, was to examine the "potential for additional Snake River Basin storage
dedicated to increasing the volume of regulated water supplies available to enhance lower Snake River flows for




either for direct flow augmentation or indirectly, by refilling Brownlee when water is released
for flow augmentation.168
Projected results were disappointing — showing only small changes in survival for
Snake River spring/summer chinook salmon smolts over a 50-year period compared to
existing operations.169 New storage would result in a slight increase in the number of years
in which target flows (April through June) would be met. New storage would not improve
the fall run, in which targets are projected not to be met in any of the 50 years.170 Given
the modest improvement expected as a result of additional flow augmentation from potential
upstream storage sites, the high capital costs associated with obtaining additional storage, and
the fact that flows from additional storage could not achieve the survival estimated for
transporting smolts, further efforts at this time to increase storage seem unlikely.171
The Hydrosphere Report examined ways to enhance streamflows in the lower
mainstem Snake River to enhance survival of smolts. The study considered obtaining water
from existing water storage, water marketing and transfers, changes in reservoir operations,
and agricultural water conservation.172 Of the opportunities presented, the report found the
most promising to be changes in hydropower and flood control operations in the lower river
dams. Operational changes, including reductions in winter power generation and
modifications of flood control practices at Brownlee and Dworshak reservoirs, could make
available for flow releases over one million acre-feet of water with little impact on the refill
potential of the reservoirs. The study also suggested that purchases of unused storage in the
upper Snake River reservoirs could provide refill water to Brownlee, allowing further releases
""Storage Appraisal Study, supra, at S-4.
I '"Storage Appraisal Study, supra, at S-15.
t
""Storage Appraisal Study, supra, at S-9, S-10.
\ "'Storage Appraisal Study, supra, at S-16 to S-20. Of the sites studied, several offstream storage sites seemed to
offer the greatest potential for available water supply and present fewer concerns over environmental impacts. Id. at
p&i S-17.
raHydrosphere Report, supra, at Abstract
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17JHydrosphere Report, supra, at i-14.
l74See U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Comparison of Upstream Reservoir Storage Dams
Versus Mainstem Dams in the Decline of Snake River Spring/Summer Chinook Salmon, at 13 (provided by Will
Whelan Jan. 3, 1994).
'"Bookman-Edmonston Report, supra, at A-l.
l7*Bookman-Edmonston Report, supra, at 15-22.
I77U.S. Geological Survey Hydrologic Unit 17040212, Water Quality Assessment, Middle Snake River (1992).
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from Brownlee.173 However, the report also found that, even with the projected flow
augmentation, higher flow velocities through Lower Granite Dam could be achieved through a ™
drawdown of Lower Granite Reservoir, essentially the position maintained by the State of '
Idaho.174 ■*!
Similar to the previous two studies, the Bookman-Edmonston Report investigated
opportunities for securing additional water supplies — one million acre-feet — from the n
Snake River Basin in order to meet flow targets at Lower Granite Dam during spring and fall
migration periods.175 Unlike the Storage Appraisal Study, the Bookman-Edmonston Report ^
focused on nonstructural measures. One such measure examined was reducing the minimum
pool at Dworshak Reservoir, which is operated by the Army Corps of Engineers. Under H
current operations, a minimum pool of 300,000 acre-feet has been established to protect
reservoir fishery and recreational opportunities. Other measures suggested by the report ^
include ground water pumping for flow augmentation, implementing irrigation efficiency
measures to reduce irrigation diversions, controlling drain tunnel discharge (specifically, the "1
Twin Falls South Side drainage tunnels), and ground water recharge.176
2.6.2 Addressing Water Quality
Responses to water quality concerns along the 94-mile stretch of the Snake River from i
Milner Dam to King Hill illustrate the collaborative efforts necessary to address the increasing
variety of uses of the river.177. Such responses often include formation of representative j
r
(.
groups which include local citizens and industries as well as local, state, and federal
agencies.178 Monitoring networks and permitting requirements are often established or
expanded to provide baseline data and information on the effectiveness of any changes
implemented.
The segment of the river from Milner Dam down to Thousand Springs is the focus of
a study by the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality (DEQ). The work is being driven by
the violation of state water quality standards and associated heavy growth of aquatic
vegetation. The DEQ is drafting a nutrient management plan to establish total maximum
daily loads, to address the reduction of nutrients entering the river and possibly to require
instream flow standards. An earlier study suggests a discharge of 6,000 cubic feet per second
from June to October would increase velocities sufficiently to reduce macrophytic growth.179
2.6.3 FERC Licensing of Hydropower Facilities
Several power facilities in the upper Snake River Basin operate under licenses issued
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which has jurisdiction over all such
facilities on navigable waters. Many of these licenses are or will be eligible for renewal by
FERC re-licensing over the next decade. Under federal law, FERC is required to consider
nonpower values during the licensing or re-licensing process, which may lead to conditions
being imposed on the license to protect or enhance these values.180
What is the impact of FERC's authority on upper Snake River power facilities? While
the Bureau operates a few power facilities in the upper basin, including the power plant at
Palisades Dam, the terms on these Bureau facility licenses will not be expiring in the near
future. Idaho Power Company, however, is involved in the relicensing process on three
'wAn example of a specific local problem on the Payette River was the elevated phosphorus concentration in
Cascade Reservoir which resulted in algal blooms and subsequent adverse conditions for fish. The sources of
phosphorus include sediment eroded into the reservoir, livestock waste, and septic systems. Although numerous
groups and agencies were involved in the evaluation and corrective efforts, the effort centered on the Bureau's
administrative reservation of uncontracted storage space in the reservoir which created a conservation pool.
l79Bookman-Edmonston Report, supra, at L-2.
I8O16 U.S.C. §§ 791-828. FERC must also consider any state "comprehensive plan" for the protection and
development of the river.
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projects with license terms expiring in 1997-98. The company has since 1989 been consulting J
with required resource agencies including the National Marine Fisheries Service and the «i
Environmental Protection Agency, although they have not yet filed a formal license renewal -J
application. Pre-application consultation with agencies is required under federal law, and has "*»
raised concerns in Idaho Power that agencies may recommend competing conditions in an
effort to comply with both snail and salmon recovery efforts.181 ""J
2.6.4 State Efforts Toward Conjunctive Use Management "^
Historically in Idaho ground water rights and surface water rights, although both
adhering to the appropriation doctrine, have been independently regulated.182 However, the ""j
state became concerned when prolonged drought decreased return flows and caused an
increased reliance on ground water pumping, lowering water levels in aquifers and reducing ""I
i
natural recharge to the river. In the wake of these physical changes, the state supreme court
"*>
issued a decision suggesting that the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources
)
(IDWR) has an affirmative duty to conjunctively administer surface and ground water
resources. As a result of drought impacts and court decisions, some legislative and j
administrative steps have been taken towards integrating surface and ground water use.
(TO
A prolonged period of drought in the late 1980s and early 1990s saw a reduction in !
surface supplies, and an increased reliance on ground water use. Increased pumping
combined with reduced recharge to the river lowered aquifer levels below the depth of many j
domestic and municipal wells. A moratorium order, issued by the IDWR in 1990, halted the
processing and approval of pending and new applications for permits to appropriate surface
'"Telephone Interview with Laurel Heacock, Attorney, Idaho Power Company (June 24, 1994). The U.S.
Supreme Court decision City of Tacoma v. Washington Dep't of Ecology, 114 U.S. 1900 (1994), allows state water
agencies to set water quality and quantity conditions during the licensing process. FERC must obtain from the state a
water quality certification (under Clean Water Act § 401) or a waiver of certification.
li2Idaho and most other western states follow the appropriation doctrine in allocating water. Similar to surface
water rights, rights to ground water are obtained through diversion and application to a beneficial use on the basis of
"first in time, first in right" Also, ground water may be used off the property subject to the same types of
restrictions and consideration utilized in surface water appropriations. Arment, supra, at 2.
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and ground water within the eastern Snake River plain.183 In 1994, the legislature extended
the order until the end of 1997, and authorized a two-year study to examine the implications
of drought related changes in the Snake River Basin.184
In the spring of 1993, Gooding County farmers, including Alvin and Tim Musser,
demanded that the watermaster deliver their senior water rights, taken from a ground water-
fed tunnel tributary to the Snake River. The IDWR Director refused to order that all ground
water users from the Snake River plain acquifer be shut off as requested by the Mussers and
as ordered by the district court, because the relative priorities of the water rights had not yet
been adjudicated as required by statute.185 The Director allocated only a portion of then-
senior right, claiming that the basin is overdrawn through the activities of more junior surface
rights holders. The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the district court order requiring the Director
to distribute water under the doctrine of "first in time, first in right," as mandated by the
constitution and laws of the state.186 District Court Judge Hurlbut found that the Director
had acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner because he followed no rules or
regulations.187
The case leaves questions as to how the state should proceed with conjunctive use
management under the prior appropriation doctrine. Because the Musser rights predate the
18JThe order affected uses east of King Hill gaging station. The moratorium also applied to the Boise River
Basin. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, Amended Moratorium Order, In re Matter of Applications for Permits for the
Diversion and Use of Surface and Ground Water Within the Eastern Snake River Plain Area and the Boise River
Drainage Area (April 30, 1993).
'"1994 Idaho Sess. Laws, codified at Idaho Code § 42-1806.
'"Idaho Code § 42-604.
IE6The Musser's ground water right dating from 1892 was not subject to the "reasonable pumping level" and "full
economic development" provisions of the prior appropriation doctrine as incorporated into the Idaho Ground Water
Act because the right predated the statute. Idaho Code § 42-237(a) and (g).
'"Rassier Interview (June 6, 1994), supra: and Rassier Letter (Mar. 15, 1995), supra. Pat Brown, attorney for the
Mussers, argues that the decision never settled whether the state is required to shut off the aquifer to get water to
senior users. The Department of Water Resources took two separate administrative actions upon the Musser's filing
of the petition for writ of mandate with the district court. The Department issued a notice of the commencement of
rule-making governing the conjunctive management of surface and ground water. The Department also issued a
notice to the Mussers that it was treating their letter demand for the termination of all ground water diversion from
the Snake River aquifer as a petition initiating a contested case under the newly amended Administrative Procedure
Act which took effect July 1, 1993. The Mussers elected not to participate in the administrative proceeding.
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enactment of the law, the case does not address the effect on water rights administration of a 1
law stating that the exercise of an appropriative right not block full economic development of «**
underground resources.188 For example, can an administrator require a senior surface water
right holder to drill a well to get his water before junior well owners will be shut down? If Gj
not, the decision may require administrators to shut down a large number of wells in the :
Snake River plain in order to satisfy senior surface rights. ^
Administrators and the legislature responded to the decision and the concerns it
generated among water users.189 The Department of Water Resources in April 1994 issued 1
temporary rules regarding conjunctive use management in the Snake River Basin.'90 The
rules prescribe procedures for responding to a call for priority delivery of water made by the **|
holder of a senior-priority water right against a junior-priority ground water right which
diverts from an area of common ground water supply.191 \
Six bills passed by the Idaho Legislature during 1994 clarified the Director's roles and
responsibilities with regard to water management. Under the amended provisions, the i
Director's duty to distribute water (and thus to conjunctively manage the water supply) applies
only within organized state water districts. Ground water rights cannot be included within
these organized districts until they have been adjudicated.192 The authority of the Director
to conjunctively manage surface and ground water outside an organized district must be found
in other statutory provisions.193
188Idaho Code § 42-226 was adopted in 1951, while the Musser's water rights date back to 1892. !
l89See Douglas K. Grant, "Idaho State Report," in Water Law Newsletter, Vol. 27, No. 1, Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Foundation (1994), at 5. m>-
"°Rassier Interview (June 6, 1994), supra. The Department adopted permanent rules effective Oct 7, 1994.
'"Telephone Interview with David B. Shaw, Adjudication Bureau Chief; Idaho Dep't of Water Resources (July 6, ■
1994) [hereinafter Shaw Interview]. The temporary rules were adopted April 4, 1994 for an initial 18 week period.
The rules were subsequently adopted as permanent rules. In late summer 1994, A & B Irrigation District, a senior
well-owner in the Rupert area, placed a call on the upper Snake River Basin impacting about 700 ground water users. ""
Rassier Letter (Mar. IS, 199S), supra. .
"'Idaho Code § 42-604. *n
lwRassier Letter (Mar. 15, 1995), supra .
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Another provision was amended to give the Director sole discretion in deciding
whether to initiate proceedings to limit or prohibit ground water withdrawals when senior
water rights are not being satisfied. A senior may still place a call on the river, but the only
recourse if the Director decides not to initiate proceedings is an action against the junior water
rights holders.194
2.6.5 State Water Rights Adjudication
A basinwide water rights adjudication is presently under way for the Snake River
Basin. It is the largest adjudication in the state, involving as many as 185,000 water rights.
The adjudication process began in 1987 and is expected to take another seven to ten years to
complete.195
Owing to the large size of the watershed, the history of federal projects, and the extent
of federal and tribal landholdings in the area, several federal agencies are affected by the
adjudication. Those agencies who have filed claims for reserved and non-reserved water
rights include the U.S. Forest Service, the National Park Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.196 Rights claimed by some of the agencies include water for instream or in-
place use.197
Judge Hurlbut, with exclusive jurisdiction over water matters in the Snake River Basin,
found unconstitutional 1993 statutory provisions regarding the role of the IDWR Director in
the adjudication process. Legislation adopted in 1994 attempted to clarify the Director's
194Grant, supra, at 5; Water Intelligence Monthly (May 1994), at 10.
"sDavid B. Shaw, Snake River Basin Water Rights Adjudication, Idaho Dep't of Water Resources (Aug. 1988)
(summary report describing the adjudication process) [hereinafter Shaw Report].
l96Shaw Report, supra, at 3. A 1993 U.S. Supreme Court decision found that federal agencies are not exempt
from Idaho filing fees, and these provisions will place some of the financial burden of the adjudication process on
m federal agencies. United States v. Idaho, 113 S. Ct 1893 (1993).
'"Telephone Interview with Daria Zane, U.S. Dep't of Justice (Sept. 8, 1994).
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role.198 Other provisions found that state laws authorizing the adjudication were intended to
address both the adjudication of water rights and the administration of those rights.199
Finally, the 1994 laws attempted to shift a portion of the financial burden associated with the
adjudication process to the federal government.200 The 1994 legislation was also found
unconstitutional.20'
What will be the effect of the adjudication on water users? While it may reveal the
availability of additional water supplies (for fish or other uses) by eliminating paper water
rights, it may be too early in the process for such predictions.202 Some type of impact will
most likely be felt by ground water users in the form of closer regulation of their water rights
and uses. The affected tribal water rights are protected by the terms of the Fort Hall
Agreement.203
2.7 Opportunities Presented
The complexities of water rights and concerns in the upper Snake River present a 1
challenge to water managers and policy makers trying to maintain traditional uses while
recognizing contemporary values. The adjudication will try to define an unprecedented j
number of claims. Water releases for salmon raise genuine questions as to the effectiveness
"81994 Idaho Sess. Laws, H.B. 969, adding Idaho Code § 42-1425; Rassier Interview (June 6, 1994), supra note
162. ^
'"A "Statement of Purpose" attached to the legislation states:
The McCarren Amendment waives the sovereign immunity of the United States
for judicial actions both for the adjudication of water rights and for the ]
administration of those rights. The United States has argued that the Snake River ;
Basin Adjudication was limited to an adjudication of water rights. This statute
amends [the] Idaho Code to make clear that these provisions of law were *"*"
intended to authorize an action for the full scope of the waiver of sovereign \
immunity in the McCarren Amendment.
1994 Idaho Sess. Laws, H.B. 969, Statement of Purpose, RS 03976C2.
""This is in response to United States v. Idaho, 113 U.S. 1893 (1993), discussed above, in which the U.S.
Supreme Court concluded that the State of Idaho could not impose on the U.S. the fees it charges other claimants.
"'Memorandum Decision, Basin-wide Issue No. 3 (Dec. 7, 1994). ]
'"Gregg Interview, supra: Shaw Interview, supra. «.
"'Shaw Interview, supra. '
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of targeted flow releases, and who should bear the burden of such releases. At the same time,
drought and competing use is forcing closer scrutiny of the link between ground and surface
water uses. Emerging from this scattered collection of resource conflicts are some promising
ideas, some well underway and others in the planning stages. These ideas — including
ground water recharge, water bank transfers, the use of dry year options and land fallowing
contracts, changed reservoir operations, and irrigation efficiency — are small steps towards




p The Truckee-Carson River Basins, California and Nevada
Larry MacDonnell1
3.1 Introduction
p Between 1903 and 1915 the Reclamation Service (now the Bureau of Reclamation)
constructed facilities in the Truckee and Carson river basins of California and Nevada to
F* provide additional water for the irrigation of lands in the Great Basin of Nevada. Some
irrigation already existed, perhaps 20,000 acres, primarily based on direct diversions from the
P lower Carson River in the vicinity of the town of Fallon and from the lower Truckee River
near Feraley (see Figure 3.1). Planners for the Reclamation Service estimated that there was
\ enough irrigable land and available water in the area to enable irrigation of more than
200,000 acres of land within what became known as the Newlands Project (named for the
] congressman and then senator from Nevada who introduced the bill in Congress that created
the Reclamation Service in 1902). In fact, irrigated acreage within the project never expanded
[ much beyond 65,000 acres and is less than 60,000 acres today.
The irrigable land area and the water supply are not well matched in the Truckee-
Carson Basin. The best agricultural lands exist along the lower Carson River while the
Truckee River produces up to twice as much water. The solution was to bring the water to
| the land which, in this case, meant constructing Derby Diversion Dam on the Truckee about
20 miles below Reno, together with the 32.5 mile Truckee Canal to bring Truckee River
! water into the "Truckee Division" near Fernley and the "Carson Division" of the project. In
_ turn, a dam was constructed on the Carson River to permit diversion of the water into two
[ large canals, also newly constructed by the Reclamation Service. This work was completed in
m 1906.
'Former Director, Natural Resources Law Center. Much of the original research for this chapter was completed
by Beth Dougherty in connection with her report on the Newlands Project, found in Volume 1, Part 2, Chapter 14.
The review comments of Graham Chisholm, Robert Wigington, and Mike Clinton are greatly appreciated.
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Source: U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Final Report of the Secretary of the Interior to the Congress of the United
States on the Newlands Project Efficiency Study, Pub. L. No. 101-618 (Dec. 1993).
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Attention turned next to making the water supply more secure through the construction
of dams that would store water in periods of relative abundance for release during times of
need. Lake Tahoe sits at the headwaters of the Truckee River in the high Sierra Nevadas of
California. Construction of an 18-foot-high dam at the outlet of this lake, completed in 1913,
added six feet of lake elevation and provided an active storage capacity of 732,000 acre-feet
of water. The final piece was the completion in 1915 of Lahontan Reservoir, with a capacity
of 314,000 acre-feet, on the Carson River about five miles above the Carson River Diversion
Dam. Truckee River water carried by the Truckee Canal is stored directly in the reservoir,
along with flows from the Carson River, for subsequent irrigation use. With this expanded
and more secure water supply available, settlement of the area proceeded rapidly. The
number of farms jumped from about 415 in 1910 to 698 in 1920, an increase of nearly 70
percent.
3.2 Changes in the Basin
A visitor to the bustling casinos of Reno might see the Truckee River as it makes its
way through the heart of the city, thoroughly channelized to minimize flooding problems, but
now with its adjacent pedestrian pathway providing a linear park within the city for joggers
and bikers. She would probably be surprised to learn about the degree to which the Truckee
has been manipulated to make possible agriculture in the deserts of the Great Basin. But it
would be more a curiosity, trying to understand from an urban perspective how people lived
in the West earlier in the century.
Likely more surprised would be a Northern Paiute Indian from the 1800s alive today
to see the changes in this part of her Great Basin homeland. If she had been of the "Cattail-
eaters" she would see that the wetlands that provided her sustenance have shriveled from an
average of 150,000 acres, including Carson Lake, Carson Sink and the intervening Stillwater
JU.S. Dep't of the Interior, Tenth Annual Report of the Reclamation Service 1910-11 166 (1912); U.S. Dep't of
the Interior, Nineteenth Annual Report of the Reclamation Service 1919-20 2S3 (1920).
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Marsh, to perhaps 10,000 acres (including an all-time low of 20 acres in 1992).3 If she had
been of the "Cui-ui eaters" she would see that Pyramid Lake was much reduced in size (its -^
i
surface elevation dropped from about 3,870 feet in 1910 to about 3,784 feet at its low in '
1967),4 so altering the inlet from the Truckee River that the lake's productive Lahontan ^
cutthroat trout fishery is gone and the cui-ui, upon which the tribe depended for ceremony
and sustenance, are unable to move upriver to spawn except with the assistance of a "fishway" ""]
and an elevator. She would see that Lake Winnemuca, a water body containing about 3.6
million acre-feet of water around the turn of the century, had disappeared altogether (going H
dry in the 1930s).5
33 An Enclosed System
The Great Basin of Nevada is what is known as a "closed basin." Water draining into "*
the area does not flow to an ocean. The winter snowpack that collects on the east side of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains of California drains toward Nevada when it melts, reaching a
terminus in the desert bottoms of the Great Basin some 80 miles to the east. Flows can come
out of the mountains as floods in some years and are considerable except in drought years.
By comparison, the basin itself provides almost no additional moisture — being an area with
an average annual rainfall of 5 to 6 inches per year, mostly in the winter months. Truckee
River flows reach their terminus in Pyramid Lake and, at one time, Lake Winnemuca. Flows
in the Carson River end at Carson Lake; some of the water then moves through Stillwater
Slough toward the Carson Sink, creating an elaborate series of wetlands called the Lahontan
'Robert J. Hallock and Linda L. Hallock, eds., Detailed Study of Irrigation Drainage In and Near Wildlife
Management Areas, West-Central Nevada, 1987-90, Part B, Effect on Biota in Stillwater and Femley Wildlife
Management Areas and Other Nearby Wetlands, U.S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources Investigations Report 92-
4024B, 1993, at 11, Table 1 [hereinafter U.S. Geological Survey Report]; U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Final Report of
the Secretary of the Interior to the Congress of the United States on the Newlands Project Efficiency Study, Pub. L.
No. 101-618 10, 55 (Dec. 1993) [hereinafter Efficiency Study].
'California Dep't of Water Resources, Truckee River Atlas 25, fig. 4 (June 1991) [hereinafter Truckee River
Atlas].
'Truckee River Atlas supra, at 24.
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Valley wetlands. Evaporation in this desert area is extreme: put a bucket with four feet of
p water out next to Carson Lake and it will be completely dry in a year.6
p 3.4 The Newlands Project
The Newlands Project, more than any other change in the basin in the last 100 years,
p dramatically altered the flows of these two rivers on the way to their desert ending. With a
capacity to handle up to 1,500 cubic feet per second (cfs), diversions of water at Derby Dam
r used to virtually dry up the Truckee River during the irrigation season, though there were no
i
records of actual diversions until 1967.7 Probably something like half of the total flow of the
f* Truckee River reaching Derby Dam was diverted in normal years, and much more in dry
years. Even with the significant cutbacks in project diversions through the Truckee Canal
'""" beginning in that year (described in Section 3.8 below), about one-third of the river continued
to be taken on an annual average basis between 1967 and 1992.8 Irrigation in the West often
i diverts large amounts of water from a river but, in most cases, the irrigated lands are adjacent
to the river. Some share of the water returns to the river further downstream. Here, however,
i virtually all of the diverted water is permanently removed from the Truckee watershed and
moved to the Carson.
I Lahontan Reservoir captures essentially the entire available flow of the Carson River
behind its 162-foot-high dam. Between 1912 and 1992 the average annual inflow to Lahontan
' Reservoir from the Carson River was 263,200 acre-feet, less than the storage capacity of the
reservoir.9 Water brought from the Truckee River also is stored in Lahontan. Until 1967,
j approximately 40,000 acre-feet of water was released from the reservoir during each winter to
generate hydroelectric power. Since this water was not diverted for irrigation, it found its
' way to Carson Lake and Stillwater Marsh. Now water stored in Lahontan Reservoir is only
*Truckee River Atlas, supra, at 24, n.l.
'Efficiency Study, supra, at 11.




released during the irrigation season for diversion into the farmlands of the Carson Division.
In most years, the only water reaching the Lahontan Valley wetlands is drainage from these «,
irrigated lands.
Upstream storage also affects flows of water in the Truckee River. Spring snowmelt ^
first was captured at Lake Tahoe in 1913. With the ability to hold more than 700,000
additional acre-feet of water, the dam at Lake Tahoe stored runoff that used to escape the ^
Lake in high spring flows and run downstream to feed Pyramid Lake. This stored water
became available for other uses. The need to maintain a consistent flow of water to spin the ^
turbines in a series of hydroelectric facilities built in the early 1900s along the Truckee River
above Reno led to the construction of dams in the 1930s at two other natural lakes in the ^
Sierras: Donner and Independence. The Bureau of Reclamation constructed Boca Reservoir
on the Little Truckee River in the 1930s as part of the Truckee Storage Project to provide ""J
irrigation water for users in the Truckee Meadows, located on the eastern edge of the Sierras;
as this area has urbanized with the growth of Reno, water has shifted from irrigation to urban
use. In 1970, Reclamation completed Stampede Reservoir as part of the Washoe Project.
Originally, the storage was intended to be used for irrigation purposes. With the growth in
urban demand, it was expected that storage water would be sold instead to Reno; but no
contracts for this purpose had been executed. Instead, the Secretary of the Interior dedicated
use of the storage water in Stampede Reservoir to recovery of the cui-ui in Pyramid Lake.
There has also been significant water development and use in the upper Carson Basin.
The dominant use has been for irrigated agriculture, primarily alfalfa and hay, in a series of
valleys in California and Nevada. By far the largest area of irrigated lands (about 47,000
acres) is found in the Carson Valley.10 In the late 1800s and early 1900s, small dams were
constructed at a number of mountain lakes and other suitable areas in the upper reaches of the
Carson Basin, primarily to provide water for agricultural uses in the upper valleys." The




' largest of these reservoirs holds under 3,000 acre-feet of water. Total annual consumption of
p water from agricultural uses in the upper Carson is estimated to be about 140,000 acre-feet.12
I
r 3.5 Declining Natural Systems
Perhaps the earliest evidence of the effects of water development in the Truckee-
P Carson was the drying up of Lake Winnemuca in the 1930s. This lake existed largely as an
overflow from Pyramid Lake and, at its known peak in the 1880s, was 25 miles long, 3.5
r miles wide, contained over 3 million acre-feet of water (compared to about 26 million acre-
i
feet in Pyramid Lake), and created up to 24,000 acres of wetlands.13 In 1936, even as Lake
P Winnemuca was rapidly disappearing, President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued an executive
order creating Winnemuca Lake National Wildlife Refuge. Roosevelt had no more power
r over water than had the Danish King Canute who, according to legend, placed his throne in
the ocean and (unsuccessfully) ordered the tide not to come in: by 1939 Lake Winnemuca was
j dry.
Then, in the early 1940s, the Lahontan cutthroat trout disappeared altogether from
Pyramid Lake. The abundance of this fish and its excellent flavor had encouraged heavy
commercial exploitation beginning in the 1880s, but its numbers began to decline as upstream
diversions for the Newlands Project reduced the level of the lake.14 The life cycle of the
trout depended on migration out of the lake upstream during the winter months for spawning.
' These remarkable trout, that grew to as much as 20 pounds, migrated even up to Lake Tahoe
and beyond.15 Beginning in about 1910 inflows to the lake consistently fell below the high
! evaporation rates in this desert area (four feet per year). The steadily declining level of
-, Pyramid Lake resulted in the creation of a delta at the mouth of the Truckee River.
! >2U.S. Geological Survey Report, supra, at 9. By comparison, annual consumptive use in the Carson Division of
the Newlands Project averages about 180,000 acre-feet per year. Perhaps a third of this water is supplied from the
Truckee River.
"Truckee River Atlas, supra, at 24.
p u]a\, at 26-27.
f
"Martha C. Knack and Omer C. Stewart, As Lone As the River Shall Run 8 (1984).
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Moreover, construction of structures such as Derby Dam blocked fish passage up the river.
Except in years of extremely high flows exceeding the needs of the Newlands Project ^
diverters and other upstream users, the fish were unable to move out of the lake to spawn.
Finally, extreme low flows during the drought years of the 1930s made movement out of «*?
Pyramid Lake for spawning impossible, and the remnant lake population eventually died out.
Meanwhile, as much of the flows that would replenish the high rates of lake ^
evaporation continued to be removed, the levels of Pyramid Lake reached their known low in
the mid-1960s.16 The cui-ui, a species of sucker found only in Pyramid Lake, had so """
declined in numbers by this point that it had the dubious distinction of being among the first
species listed in 1967 as endangered — that is, on the brink of extinction.17 Like the ^
Lahontan cutthroat trout, the cui-ui must migrate out of the lake upriver to spawn. Unlike the
trout, the cui-ui is exceptionally long-lived, with females reaching up to 45 years of age.18 ^
This long life apparently enabled the cui-ui to survive long periods without reproduction; thus
it was able to maintain at least some population during the many years in which upstream
migration out of Pyramid Lake was not possible.
Water development in the Truckee and Carson rivers also has had a profound effect on "]
the natural features of the Carson Desert, the terminus of the Carson River. Even in historical
times the course of the river has shifted considerably within the almost table-like expanse of
the desert, moving from Carson Lake on the south to Carson Sink on the north to the
Stillwater Marsh on the east." In 1862, for example, a flood during the winter carved out a
channel directly to the Carson Sink, with the flow of the river then splitting between the old
channel to Carson Lake and the new channel to Carson Sink. In the 1890s Carson Lake was
a substantial body of water, estimated to be 12 miles long and 8 miles wide, covering an area
"Truckee River Atlas, supra, at 25, fig. 4.
17Cui-ui Recovery Team, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 1, Cui-ui Recovery Plan, Second Revision 1
(May 15, 1992).
"Truckee River Atlas, supra, at 27.
"Catherine S. Fowler, In the Shadow of Fox Peak, An Ethnography of the Cattail-Eater Northern Paiute People
of Stillwater Marsh 11 (1992) (prepared for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 1, Stillwater National Wildlife
Refuge).
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of over 25,000 acres.20 Overflow from Carson Lake passed into the Stillwater Marsh, an
extensive wetland area comprised of a connected series of shallow ponds, through the
Stillwater Slough. In high flow years, water from both the Carson River and the Stillwater
Slough (and even occasionally from the Humbolt Basin to the north) would reach the Carson
Sink, described in 1898 as "half shallow lake, half tule swamp which extends for 20 miles
along the valley bottom and furnishes enough salt grass, sedges, and tules to winter many
thousand head of stock, and a breeding ground for great numbers of water and shore
birds".21 In periods of prolonged drought these wetlands might nearly disappear.
Diversions of Carson River water into the Newlands Project in the early 1900s
diminished spring and summer flows into the desert wetlands as did other upstream depletions
of water in the upper Carson valleys for irrigation. The effects of these depletions were
masked for many years, however, by the additional Truckee River water diverted into the
Carson watershed. Wintertime hydroelectric power releases from Lahontan Reservoir stayed
in the Carson River, directly feeding the wetlands with relatively high quality water.
The reality of the situation became apparent when, in 1967, the Secretary of the
Interior imposed regulations known as the Operating Criteria and Procedures (OCAP) on the
Newlands Project. For the first time, diversions from the Truckee for the Newlands Project
began to be measured. The initial OCAP effectively eliminated the diversion of water from
the Truckee to run the hydroelectric plant at Lahontan Dam by establishing an "Allowable
Diversion" for the Newlands Project of 406,000 acre-feet per year. In the 1970s with less
water transported from the Truckee, the Lahontan Valley wetlands began to recede noticeably.
Between 1972 and 1977, wetland acreage in the area (in the fall) decreased from about 48,000
acres to about 12,000 acres.22 A series of wet years between 1983 and 1985 brought the
wetlands back to about 46,000 acres in 1986, but the almost uninterrupted dry period
^Carson River Atlas, supra, at 32.
2lSteven P. Thompson and Kenneth L. Merritt, "Western Nevada Wetlands: History & Current Status," in Nevada
Public Affairs Review 1988. at 42 (Vol. 1, 1988).
"Wetlands Analysis: Executive Summary, jn U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Dep't of the Interior, Stillwater
National Wildlife Refuge and Stillwater Wildlife Management Area, Lahontan Valley Wetland: An Introduction to the
Issues 3 (Fallon, Nevada 1990) [hereinafter Introduction to the Issues].
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following this time reduced the wetlands area to only 20 acres in 1992 and about 8,000 acres
in 1993.
In addition to the dramatic decline in the extent of the wetlands there has been a
related increase in the concentration of total dissolved solids and in such trace elements of
concern as arsenic, boron, and mercury.23 These water quality problems reflect both the
greatly reduced amounts of dilution water reaching the wetlands and the fact that most of the
water supply for the area comes from irrigation drainage. Wastes from long abandoned
mines, tailings, and mineral processing facilities, located upstream in the vicinity of Virginia
City and Dayton, continue to leach mercury and other contaminants into the Carson River.
That area is now a designated Superfund site.
* * *
There is something incongruous about the existence of wetlands in a desert.
Immediately upland from the wetlands, the land supports spare vegetation such as saltbush
and greasewood. Yet the ponds and marshes support a rich mosaic of wetland habitats,
ranging from freshwater cattails to salt-tolerant alkali bulrush. They provide particularly
valuable habitat for migratory and resident birds such as ducks, geese, black-necked stilts,
American avocets, long-billed dowitchers, egrets, and white-face ibises.24 The wetlands are
a primary feeding ground for American white pelicans coming from the one of the largest
breeding colonies in the U.S. at Anaho Island in Pyramid Lake. In 1988, the Lahontan Valley
wetlands became the fourth site in the U.S. adopted into the Western Hemispheric Shorebird
Reserve; they have been nominated for protection under the Ramsar Convention.25
^U.S. Geological Survey, Detailed Study of Irrigation Drainage In And Near Wildlife Management Areas, West-
Central Nevada, 1987-90: Part A, Water Resources Investigations Report 92-4024A, 1992, at Table 1, 14, 16-18, 58.
"George Laycock, "What Water for Stillwater?," in, Introduction to the Issues, supra, at 16-17.
"Introduction to the Issues, supra, at 1 ("Briefing Paper" 1990).
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1 3.6 Recognizing Tribal Water Interests
fm The driving force behind changes in water use in the Truckee-Carson Basin has been
; the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe. The tribe first succeeded in getting the attention of a
p sympathetic Secretary of the Interior in 1964 when Stewart Udall appointed a committee to
1 look into water use by the Newlands Project and its effects on Pyramid Lake. In 1967,
r* Secretary Udall promulgated the first Operating Criteria and Procedures (OCAP) for the
Newlands Project, establishing a limitation of 406,000 acre-feet of water that could be
H diverted for the Newlands Project each year.
Dissatisfied with this result, the Tribe initiated the first of what would become a
f* remarkable, and remarkably successful, process of litigation. Represented by Robert Pelcyger,
a young, Yale-trained lawyer who had started practice with the California Indian Legal
r Services in 1968,26 the Tribe challenged the 1970 OCAP promulgated by then Secretary of
the Interior Rogers Morton in the District Court of the District of Columbia, Simultaneously,
P the Tribe brought suit demanding the Attorney General of the United States to seek a reserved
water right for the Tribe to protect its fishery interests.27
r In 1972, Federal District Court Judge Gesell found that the OCAP's authorization to
divert 378,000 acre-feet of water (the amount then permitted) for the Project failed to meet
the Secretary's trust responsibility to the Tribe and, in a subsequent 1973 memorandum,
established a maximum diversion of about 288,000 acre-feet.28 Now, more than 20 years
later, the OCAP remain a contentious and still unresolved issue. The current OCAP, issued in
1988, establishes provisions for annual determination of the allowable diversion from the
i Truckee and Carson rivers. That determination is based on the number of acres of project
lands with established rights to receive water, the headgate duty of water for those lands
i depending on whether they are "bench" or "bottom" lands, an efficiency factor for delivery of
M"An Interview with Robert Pelcyger," in Resource Law Notes. No. 28 (Natural Resources Law Center, School of
Law, University of Colorado at Boulder) April 1993, at 5.
"The United States decided to file this action in 1973, but the claim was ultimately denied by the U.S. Supreme
Court in Nevada v. United States, 463 U.S. 110 (1983).
"Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Morton, 354 F. Supp. 252 (1973).
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water from the rivers to the headgates, and a series of storage "targets" at Lahontan Reservoir
that vary by month.
Broadly stated, the objective of the OCAP is to deliver the legally obligated quantity
of water to project irrigators using as little Truckee River water as possible. The Tribe, in its
ongoing efforts to increase flows into Pyramid Lake by reducing Truckee River diversions,
has aggressively challenged virtually all aspects of project water use, including the substantial
losses of water in the conveyance facilities, the validity of water use on some lands, the
acreage to be counted in calculating the amount of water obligated to the Project, and whether
particular lands should be regarded as either bottom or bench for purposes of assigning a
water delivery amount. Since 1967, Truckee River diversions have provided an average of
about 40 percent of project water supplies.29
Protection of the cui-ui under the Endangered Species Act has been a powerful ally for
the Tribe in its efforts. The cui-ui was listed as an endangered species in 1967. The Washoe
Project, originally authorized in 1956 to provide supplemental irrigation water for 50,000
acres of lands in the Truckee-Carson Basin, was largely transformed into a project to help the
Pyramid Lake fishery. Stampede Reservoir, located on the Little Truckee River in the Sierra
Nevadas, was completed in 1970 with a capacity of 226,500 acre-feet. Water from this
reservoir was dedicated to support the spawning needs of the cui-ui, a decision upheld by the
courts as permitted by the project authorizing legislation and fully warranted under the
Endangered Species Act.30 In 1976, the Bureau of Reclamation used the authority of the
Washoe Project Act to build Marble Bluff Dam three miles above Pyramid Lake to stabilize
the downcutting of the river's mouth caused by the declining level of the lake and to establish
a "flshway," a channel through which it was hoped the cui-ui would be able to move upstream
out of the lake to spawn. The first cui-ui recovery plan, issued in 1978, focused on
developing a better understanding of the needs of the fish and on a hatchery program to
sustain fish populations.
"Efficiency Study, supra, at 6.
3OTruckee-Carson Irrigation District v. Secretary of Dep't of Interior, 742 F.2d 527 (9th Cir. 1984).
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A third key piece fell into place for the Tribe in 1987 when Harry Reid replaced Paul
Laxalt as Senator from Nevada. Senator Reid set out to search for comprehensive solutions to
the water conflicts in the basin. His active brokering of these interests led to the enactment of
Public Law 101-618 in 1990, containing the Fallon Paiute Shoshone Tribal Settlement Act
and the Truckee-Carson-Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act (1990 Settlement Act).
Among its provisions, this law apportions the waters of the Truckee and Carson rivers
between California and Nevada, addresses the use of reservoir storage use in the upper
Truckee to provide drought protection for Reno and Sparks, establishes a water rights
acquisition program to provide water for the Lahontan Valley wetlands and for Pyramid Lake,
and directs measures to reduce water use in the Reno area, at the Fallon Naval Air Station,
and within the Newlands Project.
Storage capacity in the seven reservoirs of the upper Truckee Basin exceeds one
million acre-feet of water, most of which is in Lake Tahoe. There has been little coordination
among these facilities in the management of storage and of releases for downstream use.
Operation of Lake Tahoe has been driven by an agreement reached in 1915 requiring certain
minimum flows to be maintained at the California-Nevada state line (known as the Floristan
Rates) to serve a series of hydroelectric facilities then in operation. Negotiations between the
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe and the Sierra Pacific Power Company, which provides both
electricity and water to the Reno-Sparks area, produced an agreement (Preliminary Settlement
Agreement) that would eliminate the rigidity of the Floristan Rates and, among other things,
allow the creation of credits for water that could be stored in upstream reservoirs, especially
Stampede, for enhancing cui-ui spawning conditions and for subsequent urban use.31 Public
Law 101-618 directs the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate an operating agreement for the
Truckee River that will carry out the Preliminary Settlement Agreement.
The 1990 Settlement Act pursues market-based reallocation of water from irrigation to
environmental uses by establishing a water rights acquisition program. Eventually, the
acquisition program may be used to transfer irrigation water to Pyramid Lake but, at present,
its use is focused on providing water for the Lahontan Valley wetlands. The Nature
JIA copy of the Preliminary Settlement Agreement can be found in the Truckee River Atlas, supra.
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Conservancy initiated efforts to purchase water rights from users in the Newlands Project for
transfer to the wetlands in 1988. Congress provided initial funding support in 1989. Then, in
Section 206 of Public Law 101-618, Congress directed the Secretary of the Interior to acquire
water and water rights necessary to support approximately 25,000 acres on average of primary
wetlands within the Lahontan Valley.
Underlining John Muir's aphorism that pulling on one thread shows how everything is
related, the success of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe in reducing Newlands Project water use
had the unforeseen consequence of seriously diminishing the annual quantities of water
reaching the wetlands at the terminus of the Carson River. Water released from Lahontan
Reservoir in the non-irrigation season to operate a hydroelectric facility at the dam used to go
directly to the wetlands. Water diverted into the irrigation canals but unused for irrigation
flowed eventually to the wetland areas. Canal seepage and water stored in re-regulating
reservoirs provided wetland and recreational benefits. And, of course, some of the return
flows from water applied to lands in the project also eventually made their way to the
wetlands. The more efficient the irrigation system of the Newlands Project, the less water
reaches the wetlands. Actions to benefit one natural system (Pyramid Lake) were
inadvertently hurting another natural system (the Lahontan Valley wetlands). For a time in
the 1980s, as this effect became painfully apparent, environmental interests favoring one or
the other of these values came into competition.32
The 1990 Settlement Act reaffirmed the OCAP principles promoting greater reliance
on Carson River water for the Newlands Project (and removed court jurisdiction to review the
OCAP until 1997)33 but authorized a water acquisition program to help offset the OCAP's
impacts on the wetlands. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service proposes to acquire rights to an
average annual supply of 125,000 acre-feet of water to be used to sustain about 25,000 acres
of wetlands in four areas: (1) Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge; (2) Stillwater Wildlife
MLindsey Gruson, "The Dilemma: Save a Fish or a Wetland?." in The New York Times (April 26, 1988).
"Truckee-Carson-Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act, Pub. L. No. 101-618, 104 Stat 3289, Sec. 209
(1990) [hereinafter 1990 Settlement Act].
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Management Area; (3) Carson Lake; and (4) Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian Reservation
wetlands.34
Finally, the 1990 Act promoted water use efficiency in meeting water demands in the
basin. Thus, the Secretary of the Navy was directed to study ways to reduce water needs
associated with the Naval Air Station near Fallon. Entities providing municipal or industrial
water in either California or Nevada must prepare a "water conservation and management
plan" evaluating water conservation measures and considering their implementation.33 And
the Secretary of the Interior was directed to study ways in which the delivery efficiency of the
Newlands Project could be improved to 75 percent within 12 years.36
3.7 Searching for New Approaches
There are no quick fixes for working out the water needs of the Truckee-Carson Basin.
There are some promising general approaches, however, and perhaps some lessons to learn
from previous experience. If progress is not made in the basin it will not be from lack of
trying. There are perhaps a dozen separate processes (broadly defined) presently underway in
the basin addressing water-related issues. These include the negotiations to develop a new
Truckee River Operating Agreement (and a related environmental impact statement), the water
rights acquisition program (and a related environmental impact statement), the cui-ui recovery
program, the Stillwater Area Remediation Plan (dealing with irrigation drainage issues),
restoration efforts in the lower Truckee River, efforts by the Lahontan Valley Environmental
Alliance to develop community consensus on water matters, contracting discussions between
the Bureau of Reclamation and the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District for operation of the
Newlands Project, and a mediation process established by Senator Reid in late 1994 in an
attempt to revisit the 1990 Settlement Act. There are at least as many major participants in
these processes. There is little apparent coordination, however, either formal or informal,
"U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Dep't of the Interior, Truckee Carson Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement
Act, Report to the United States Congress 3,4 (Nov. 1993) [hereinafter Water Acquisition Program Report].
"1990 Settlement Act, supra, at Sec. 204 (b)(2XQ.
"Id,, at Sec. 209 (c).
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among the processes or participants, though the Department of the Interior has established a
"planning team" in an attempt to at least coordinate its various interests.37
The participants in these processes all are working with a limited and highly variable
water supply. As is almost always the case with water, the fundamental issue concerns
control: who determines the amount, timing, and manner of water use. Under western water
law, control of the resource is given to those first to put it to use. In the Truckee-Carson, as
in most of the West, this means irrigated agriculture.38 To induce the development of an
economy that would support settlement of the West much of the West's water was dedicated
to irrigation, with projects like Newlands built by the Bureau of Reclamation to help make
that water available at very low cost.
Between 1906 and 1967, control of a significant part of the water resources of the
basin was given to the irrigators within the Newlands Project and to the Truckee-Carson
Irrigation District (TCID), a governmental unit with taxing authority established under state
law, formed in 1919 to represent the interests of the irrigators in dealings with the Bureau of
Reclamation. In 1926 TCID took on the responsibility on behalf of individual irrigators
within the district of making the necessary payments to the U.S. for a share of the
construction and operation costs of the Newlands Project, and also took over operation of
project facilities (though ownership of the facilities, by law, remained with the U.S.).
It was the U.S. itself that took the legal steps necessary to establish water rights for the
Newlands Project. It filed "quiet title" actions in federal court in 1913 for the Truckee River
and in 1925 for the Carson River to determine these rights. In the 1944 "Orr Ditch Decree",
the court determined that the U.S. had a right to divert up to 1,500 cubic feet per second (cfs)
from the Truckee River at Derby Dam to irrigate 232,800 acres of land within the Newlands
Project. Moreover, this right had a "priority" date of July 2, 1902 — meaning it could divert
and use the full amount of this water in preference to all those with later priority dates. The
diversion right, held in the name of the U.S., was for the project as a whole, but the decree
"People like Graham Chisholm of The Nature Conservancy are working to provide some linkages.
"Mining uses preceded irrigation in many pans of the West but, for the most part, these uses were transitory.
Irrigated agricultural uses were early, extensive, and still continue. Thus these uses generally represent the dominant
senior water rights in most rivers of the West.
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i also established water "duties" for irrigated lands. The duty of water generally refers to the
p amount of water believed to be reasonably necessary to grow crops on irrigated lands. The
federal court set that amount at 3.5 acre-feet of water per acre for "bottom" lands and 4.5
p acre-feet per acre for "bench" lands based on the amount of water thought to be necessary to
' grow alfalfa on these lands. In other words, each acre of irrigated bench land within the
f81 Newlands Project can have as much as 4 and one-half feet of water placed on it during the
irrigation season (typically from April to October).
H The 1980 decree for Carson River (known as the Alpine Decree) confirmed this water
duty and also established a "consumptive use" duty of 2.99 acre-feet per acre within the
P project — the amount of water assumed to be consumed through evapotranspiration by
growing alfalfa or otherwise permanently lost to use by others. The Alpine Decree also
H confirmed the right of the U.S. to store the entire available flow of the Carson River at
Lahontan Reservoir with the 1902 priority date but, because it segmented the Carson into
P several sections for purposes of administering relative priorities, this priority apparently has
little effect as against uses established in upstream segments of the river.
P Much of what has happened since 1967 can be understood as attempts to more
explicitly define the legal rights of Newlands Project irrigators and TCID to control and use
I the water of the Truckee and Carson rivers. In a very real sense, until the institution of the
OCAP there were essentially no limits on their use of the water in these rivers once it reached
I either Derby Dam or Lahontan Reservoir. Even now there remains considerable uncertainty,
as every legal question continues to be aggressively litigated either by the Tribe or by the
water users.
When the Secretary of the Interior sought to impose the court-ordered OCAP in 1973,
I TCID refused to comply, asserting that the action exceeded its authority. It continued to
divert water beyond that authorized under the OCAP. The U.S. then moved to cancel its
1 1926 contract with TCID and to assume control of project operations. TCID brought an
action against the U.S., claiming that the OCAP constituted a governmental "taking" of
1 TCID's property rights to water and seeking an injunction against the contract cancellation.
_, The Nevada federal district court postponed deciding the case until other legal issues were
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resolved but, in 1983, held against TCID.39 TCID has continued to operate the project on a
year-to-year basis, but the U.S. has the authority to award the contract to another entity.
♦ * ♦
Water issues in the West are nothing if not complex. In all the concern about
providing for the water-related interests of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, the Pyramid Lake
fishery, and the Lahontan wetlands, little attention has been given to the consequences to the
irrigation-based economy and culture that exists because of the Newlands Project Towns
like Fallon and Fernley depended for much of this century, either directly or indirectly, on
irrigated agriculture as their economic base. Seepage water from the canals and ditches that
carried irrigation water to the fields charged the ground water aquifers from which domestic
water supplies come. Efforts to buy out irrigation uses and transfer the water to the wetlands
bring further into question the long-term viability of what is already a modest agricultural
economy. Efforts to make water conveyance facilities more efficient threaten the long-term
adequacy of traditional drinking water supplies from ground water.
What exactly was the commitment made by the U.S. to Newlands Project irrigators
and to the communities that grew up around these irrigators? What does that commitment
mean today? At a minimum, it seems clear that there was a commitment to provide water
determined necessary for growing crops on project lands identified as irrigable and for which
a water allotment was obtained. For most irrigated project lands this means, by court decree,
providing up to 3.5 or 4.5 acre-feet of water per acre to the irrigator's headgate and, by
implication, providing additional water as necessary to get that amount of water to the
headgate — limited only by the physical availability of water in the system. In OCAP
terminology, this is the maximum allowable delivery.
The policy debate about whether this commitment was only to continued irrigation use
on project lands, or whether the uses of the water can be changed, is now largely settled. It
was a difficult debate because the equities argued heavily for keeping the water under
"Truckee-Carson Irrigation District v. Secretary of Dep't of the Interior, 742 F.2d 527 (9th Cir. 1984).
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' individual control only so long as it stayed in its original use. Reclamation projects had been
p authorized and built in most cases to support the development of an irrigation economy that
' could in turn support western settlement The full cost of the projects and, in particular, that
p part attributable to providing an irrigation water supply, almost always substantially exceeded
the amount of money the irrigators paid to the U.S. In short, the reclamation program
p represented a major public investment in western agriculture, and there was understandable
reluctance to allow individual irrigators or irrigation districts to profit from the change of use
P of the water.
In the end, the need to encourage reallocation of water resources in the West, and the
P conclusion that a market-based approach would best accomplish this objective, seem to have
won out. In the Newlands Project, individual irrigators are able to sell or otherwise transfer
w their water rights to others with different uses. And, in fact, as of October 1993, Newlands
irrigators have sold water rights providing over 12,000 acre-feet of water for use in the
r Lahontan wetlands.40 The sales price for an acre-foot of water (without land) has increased
from about $170 to about $400 because of the demand for wetlands water.41
P The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service estimates that from half to three quarters of the
lands presently irrigated within the Newlands Project will eventually go out of production as
I water rights for the wetlands are purchased and transferred.42 Agriculture accounts for only
about two to three percent of the personal income generated in the area (though this
| understates the importance of related economic activities such as livestock that derive from
the modest agricultural base) so the direct economic effects of this change, while not
I insignificant, probably are manageable. Of perhaps greater concern to those living in the area
is the marked change in the character of the area that will result as the cultivated farmland
! with its green, open spaces returns to desert rangeland or is subdivided for residential
development.
P" "Water Acquisition Program Report, supra, at 11.
i
41The price is based on a transferrable quantity of 2.99 acre-feet per acre, the consumptive use duty established by
pi the Alpine Decree.
42Water Acquisition Program Report, supra, at 8.
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3.8 Integrating Ecological and Economic Values
Water development in the Truckee-Carson Basin proceeded with little regard for its ^
effects on the environmental values that already depended on that water. There is nothing
unique about that statement — the same was true throughout the West. What is somewhat ^
unique about the Truckee-Carson is the degree to which efforts are being made to restore at
least some measure of ecological integrity within two important water-based natural systems ^
in the basin. In this respect, the efforts in the Truckee-Carson may be something of a model
for similar activities now emerging throughout the West as attention turns to undoing some of ^
the unacceptable effects of 100 years of unconstrained water development.
The Truckee-Carson is especially unique because so much of the restoration effort has ""!
centered on redefining control and use of the water resource rather than the more typical
preference for structural and technical fixes. To be sure, fish hatcheries have been built to ""'
maintain fish populations; dikes, levees, and other structures have been constructed to manage
the water reaching the wetlands; check structures and other physical improvements are being H
added to improve the efficiency of the water conveyance system in the Newlands Project.
These actions have been useful — probably even necessary. '
l
But the real challenge in the Truckee-Carson and across the West is learning how to
reconnect the essential ecological functions of water with a system of water use that
developed with little concern for, or appreciation of, these functions. This challenge calls on
us to revisit commitments of water that were made and to reevaluate the nature of the
commitments in view of today's values that were not part of the original decision process.
Such a revaluation necessarily occurs within the legal framework that establishes rights and
duties respecting the use of water. It causes us to examine more closely the precise nature of
those rights and duties in our search for options to meet contemporary needs.
In the Truckee-Carson, the water rights for irrigation of lands within the Newlands
Project have gone through an extensive process of definition and clarification since 1967, both
through litigation and by administrative action. A number of issues with potential application ^
in other settings have been addressed. Aggressive efforts by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe
have forced detailed attention to the legal status of lands receiving irrigation water and the _
amount of water obligated to the lands. Are the lands specifically entitled to receive project
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water? Involved here are such questions as whether the lands in irrigation use have been
classified by Reclamation as irrigable, whether they are individually identified as entitled to
receive water in contractual agreements with the Truckee Carson Irrigation District (TCID) or
the United States, and whether water is being used "beneficially" on those specified parcels.
This issue has become important in other projects with evidence of so-called "water
spreading", where lands not specifically authorized to use project water, in some cases lands
outside of the project boundaries, are in fact receiving water.43 In the Newlands Project,
some irrigators have used project water on lands never authorized to receive water. The Tribe
asserts that use of water on unauthorized lands is illegal and that any water rights that have
not been put to beneficial use should be forfeited. The irrigators have been seeking a change
of place of use with the Nevada State Engineer to validate their rights.44
Assuming the lands legally entitled to receive water are identified, there is then the
issue of the quantity of water they are entitled to receive. Measurement of water use in
western irrigation has been crude or nonexistent until fairly recently. There has been little
reason to do otherwise. Now, with the increased pressures on the resource, measurement is
becoming important. Equally crude have been estimates of the duty of water. Many
irrigators have assumed that more is better and have been inclined to apply water well in
excess of the physical needs of the crops. The existence of legally decreed water duties for
lands in the Newlands Project, denoting maximum amounts of water to which irrigators are
entitled, is not typical in the West. But there is a concept of "beneficial use" of water that
p ^Office of Inspector General, U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Irrigation of Ineligible Lands, Bureau of Reclamation
| (Audit Report No. 94-1- 930, July, 1994); Reed D. Benson and Kimberly J. Priestley, "Making a Wrong Thing Right:
Ending the 'Spread' of Reclamation Project Water," 9 J. Envt'l Law & Litigation 89 (1994).
( "United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 878 F.2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1989) ("Alpine II") (reversing in part
the District Court's approval of the Nevada State Engineer's approval of the irrigator's applications to transfer water
rights); United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 983 F.2d 1487 (9th Cir. 1992) ("Alpine III") (reversing for
rthesecond time the District Court's approval of the State Engineer's decision to transfer the water rights on the
ground that the State Engineer improperly decided the issues of abandonment and forfeiture of the water rights to be
transferred); After Alpine III the Bureau of Reclamation directed the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District to withhold
mm water deliveries connected with the transfers and the irrigators sought a preliminary injunction enjoining them from




establishes a general requirement that the amount and manner of water use is limited to that
reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of the use. p~
In the Newlands Project there is a distinction between so-called bench and bottom
lands in the legally established duty of water. One of the points of controversy has concerned ^
the criteria for classification of lands into these categories developed by the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Bureau's application of these criteria in the classification process. TCID «i
i
objected to the classification of some of the lands in the current OCAP and initially was
successful in persuading the federal district court to their view. On appeal, however, the n
Ninth Circuit supported the position of the U.S. and, in 1994, the federal district court upheld
the Department of the Interior's classification scheme.45 Over 75 percent of lands within the n
Carson Division are classified as bottom lands while virtually all lands in the Truckee
Division are bench lands. H
In calculating the quantity of water to be supplied to the farmlands, the designated
duty of either 3.5 or 4.5 acre-feet per acre is multiplied times the amount of acreage. The "I
Tribe successfully argued that the acreage for this calculation should be carefully defined to
include only that specific area of land actually irrigated. Thus, land areas dedicated to "*]
ditches, structures, and other non-crop uses must be eliminated from these calculations.
Then there is the question of the status of the water rights for lands legally entitled to I
receive water but that are not being put to irrigation use. Do the landowners have a continued
claim to receive project water? In the Newlands Project there may be as much as 17,862
acres of land in this category, 12,000 of which are outside the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Indian
Reservation.46 The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe has asserted that these water rights should be
regarded as abandoned, forfeited, or never perfected due to nonuse. To date, the appellate
courts have mostly agreed with the Tribe and have remanded the water right transfer cases for
parcel-by-parcel fact finding by the Nevada State Engineer.
"United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 887 F.2d 207 (9th Cir. 1989) (deciding that the Department of
the Interior ("DOI") does have the authority to set basic guidelines for classifying project land as "bench" or "bottom"
and the District Court could only review DOI's decision under an arbitrary and capricious standard); United States v.
Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., No. D-185-HDM (D. Nev. Aug. 8, 1994) (on remand the District Court held the
Secretary of the Interior did not act arbitrarily or capriciously in classifying the land as "bench or "bottom").
"Personal Communication with Robert Wigington (Aug. 5, 1994).
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In the Newlands Project, as in most irrigation projects in the West, much more water
is diverted from the river than is used by the crops. A rough rule of thumb is that two acre-
feet of water are diverted for every one acre-foot that is consumed. Water is lost by
evaporation, by seepage from canals, ditches, and laterals, by evapotranspiration of non-crop
vegetation, and by return flows through drainage ditches and through ground water
percolation. Water delivery and on-farm systems can be made more efficient from an
engineering standpoint, but only at a considerable cost. Even assuming that the irrigators then
have a legal right to the use of water saved by making system improvements (doubtful under
the water laws of most western states), the economic value of the water to the irrigators rarely
equals or exceeds the cost of making it available. Water is essential for irrigated agriculture,
but most of irrigated agriculture in the West depends on water being very cheap. The value
of the crops that are produced, for the most part, cannot tolerate high water costs. Certainly
this is true in the Newlands Project where most of the irrigated land produces alfalfa and hay.
In pursuing their objective of minimizing diversions from the Truckee River, the
OCAP establish a formula for determining "project efficiency," defined as water deliveries at
farm headgates divided by total project diversions. TCID is required to meet certain
efficiency targets and is penalized for failing to do so. The targets are based, in part, on
assumed water savings that would result from implementing identified conservation measures,
including instituting a system of ordering water, improved accuracy in measuring water,
changes in use of the existing system of regulatory reservoirs, and shortening the irrigation
system.
Experience to date with improving project efficiency has been disappointing. TCID
has implemented many of the proposed conservation measures, but considerably less water
savings has resulted than anticipated.47 Nevertheless, the Bureau of Reclamation believes it
is possible to meet the Public Law 101-618 goal of achieving 75 percent efficiency by the
year 2002. Its proposed least-cost alternative for achieving this result involves acquiring
water rights from four project areas totalling about 8,340 acres, identified as requiring the use
of a relatively large amount of water to meet considerably smaller headgate delivery
47Efficiency Study, supra, at 21.
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requirements, installing measuring devices at about half of the farm delivery points, and
concrete-lining roughly the first six miles of one of the two main canals in the Carson
Division.48 At a capital cost of $62.5 million, the Bureau estimates project diversions would
be reduced by 45,700 acre-feet, and 33,690 acre-rfeet of water would be transferred to the
wetlands.
Is this a good public investment? Consider that the total capital investment in the
Newlands Project to date is something like $15 million (actual, not adjusted dollars).49
Consider also that, at an assumed price of $1,000 per acre, the entire area presently irrigated
within the Newlands Project could be purchased for approximately the same amount of money
that would be expended to achieve the 75 percent efficiency objective. The difference, of
course, is that with efficiency improvements irrigated agriculture would still exist in the
community.
Are there better alternatives? The Environmental Defense Fund and The Nature
Conservancy have developed what they call "Concepts for a Second Generation Truckee-
Carson Settlement" (Second Generation Settlement Concepts). Among these concepts are
proposals to move from the convoluted computations of the OCAP to some fixed maximum
annual diversion that would be available to Newlands Project water users; to transform project
water rights into equivalent shares that would be freely transferable; to move toward
"decoupling" the Truckee River supply from the Carson Division by purchasing a large share
of the Truckee Division water rights and retiring these lands and generally limiting use of the
Truckee Canal only to times that would not interfere with cui-ui and Lahontan trout
spawning; using storage space in the upper Truckee reservoirs to hold purchased, leased, or
saved project water from the Truckee River and using storage space in Lahontan Reservoir for
purchased, leased, or saved project water from the Carson River; recovering "recoupment"
water owed because of intentional over diversions by TCID in violation of the OCAP through
converting a share of Truckee River water stored in the upper basin reservoirs to water
"Id;, at 173.
49Bureau of Reclamation, Dep't of the Interior, Summary Statistics, Vol. II, Finances and Physical Features 34
(1984).
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available for release to support the Pyramid Lake fishery; restoring the riparian ecosystem of
the lower Truckee River to better facilitate fish passage and to establish improved spawning
habitat; establishing a package of water rights for the wetlands that includes a firm, base
supply and a more variable interruptible supply; creating a Lahontan Valley Restoration Trust
with management responsibility for variable water supplies for the wetlands; and developing
an assured, long-term domestic water supply for the Fernley and Fallon areas.50
Underlying these recommendations is a recognition that significant restructuring of the
manner in which water is managed and used in the basin is necessary. The system as it
presently exists simply does not meet the needs of the array of basin water interests. Despite
more than 25 years of efforts aimed at making the system work, and despite some quite
significant changes from practices in existence in 1967, more needs to be done. Perhaps most
fundamentally the rigidities in the system need to be overcome. Two of the best opportunities
for moving in this direction may be found in restructuring the management of the storage
space in Lahontan Reservoir and the upper Truckee reservoirs, and in better defining the
water rights for the Newlands Project users. Provided next is a proposed approach for
achieving these objectives.
3.9 A Proposed Water Bank
This section outlines a general approach for clarifying the water rights of the Newlands
Project and for facilitating greater flexibility in their use.51 In particular, it proposes a
framework within which to clearly specify individual water rights, sets out a proposed
approach governing transferability of the water available under the rights, and proposes the
creation of a water bank for both the Lahontan Reservoir and the Uupper Truckee reservoirs
as the mechanism for implementing this approach.
^Environmental Defense Fund and The Nature Conservancy, Concepts for a Second Generation Truckee-Carson
Settlement (Dec. 11, 1993) [hereinafter Second Generation Settlement Concepts].
5lThe approach outlined in this section was prepared originally for The Nature Conservancy and presented in a
Memorandum to Robert Wigington from Larry MacDonnell, Sept 30, 1994.
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3.9.1 Clarifying Water Rights
A significant obstacle to progress in the Truckee-Carson is the lack of clarity ^
concerning rights governing use of water in the Newlands Project. Perhaps 40 percent of the
average annual water yield of the two basins is dedicated to uses within the Newlands Project; ^
reallocation of some portion of this water will be necessary to meet other needs. Presently,
there are three strategies at work to accomplish this reallocation: voluntary purchases of water "^
rights for the wetlands; required efficiency improvements under the OCAP to reduce
diversions; and litigation aimed at reducing the amount of water legally available for delivery r"1
to project users. The approach proposed here is intended to operate in place of these three
actions. "^
The fundamental concept is to establish specified and quantified individual headgate
entitlements for water from the Newlands Project for all water right holders, to establish a H
separate management structure for the carriage water necessary to deliver those entitlements,
and to establish rules respecting the transferability of the entitlements. A general approach is
proposed here. The details of the arrangement would be the subject of negotiations and
would have to be agreed to, at a minimum, by the U.S., the water right holders, and probably
TCID. The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe almost certainly will have to support the approach as
well. The following proposal could constitute a starting point for such negotiations.
3.9.1.1 Quantifying the entitlement
Newlands Project water rights are defined in terms of acres of land legally entitled to
receive water for irrigation purposes. Because of court decisions it is clear that the number of
acres is to be defined by actually irrigated (or irrigable) land area, with those portions not
directly used for growing crops excluded from calculation of the acreage.
The water duties are set by court decree at 3.5 acre-feet per acre for bottom lands and
4.5 acre-feet per acre for bench lands. The long running dispute about the basis for ^
classifying lands now appears to be settled, with the court clearly upholding the criteria
developed by the U.S. Thus the determination of whether particular lands are bench or „,
bottom made by the U.S. likely will be presumed to be correct. This classification process
has determined that approximately 75 percent of lands in the Newlands Project are bottom ^
lands.
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3.9.1.2 Source of supply
A second issue concerns the source of water from which the water righted acreage is
regarded as getting its supply. For lands in the Truckee Division, that source of supply is the
Truckee River. For lands in the Carson Division, a formula could be used to apportion the
source of supply as between the Carson and Truckee rivers. The formula could be based on
the recent historical average proportion of supply that has been derived from the Truckee
River. Roughly 40 percent of project supplies over the past 25 years have, on average, come
from the Truckee River. Deducting that part of the supply that served lands in the Truckee
Division means that less than 40 percent of the water used on Carson Division lands came
from the Truckee, perhaps 30 percent. Thus, for discussion purposes, all water righted acres
in the Carson Division could be regarded as having 70 percent of their water supply from the
Carson River and 30 percent from the Truckee River. Over 90 percent of the irrigated
acreage in the project is in the Carson Division.
3.9.1.3 Valid rights
A third issue concerns the status of individual water rights held by irrigators within the
project. Has the water-righted land been irrigated during some recent period, for example,
within the last 5 or 10 years?. Has the water righted acreage ever been irrigated? Does the
acreage hold a legal right to receive water? Has the water right, if established, been forfeited
or abandoned? For negotiation purposes these issues could be reduced to two questions: Has
the land been irrigated in the last 5 years? If not, does the land hold a legal entitlement to
receive irrigation water? If the land has been irrigated during the past 5 years (probably at
any time during this period) then it would hold a Class "I" water right. If the land has not
been irrigated during the past 5 years but has a legal right for the delivery of water, then it
would hold a Class "II" water right. The significance of the two classes would be their
transferability outside of the Newlands Project boundaries: only Class I rights would be
transferable outside of the project area; Class II rights would have to be used, if at all, within
the Newlands Project boundaries (though not necessarily for irrigation).
The basis for creating such a distinction between these two kinds of water rights
emerges out of basic principles of water transfer law which limit the amount of water that can
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be changed to a new use to "historical beneficial use."52 Water rights which have not vested
through actual use normally cannot be changed to a new use. Thus, those water rights that «=i
would be classified as II probably would not normally be transferable, at least not until they
have been placed into use for some period of time. To avoid creating such false incentives, n
and to bring some greater clarity to the status of these rights, this proposal would allow them
to be used but only within the project area. "*!
To summarize to this point, a landowner in the Newlands Project holds a water right
to receive at his headgate a maximum quantity of water based on the precise number of rs|
irrigated or irrigable acres that are classified as either bottom or bench lands, with the source
of water defmed according to the division in which the acres are found. For acres irrigated in n
the last 5 years, the right would be identified as I and for acres not irrigated in this period, the
right would be identified as II. ™1
3.9.2 Carriage Water H
The next issue concerns the status of the project water necessary to deliver the
headgate entitlements of the project water right holders. As described more fully in chapter i
five of this report (Upper Colorado River), project water not required to meet legally
•=1
obligated on-farm deliveries should be regarded as available for other project uses. Where, as
here, the diversion right is in the name of the U.S. and the project purposes now explicitly
include fish and wildlife, water historically controlled by the project but no longer needed to
deliver headgate entitlements for irrigation use is available for other project uses, including
wetlands. The first priority for this water, however, remains its use for carriage water to
deliver irrigation headgate entitlements. One critical issue is to determine how much water
historically controlled by the project and ultimately diverted (released) from the Carson and
Truckee rivers is regarded as carriage water. In practice this amount of water is variable,
depending primarily on the amount of project water use. It may make sense for this number
to be fixed, based on some kind of relationship to the water delivery commitments that are ,=,
"For a general discussion of water transfer law see Lawrence J. MacDonnell, "Transferring Water Uses in the
West," 43 Okl. L. Rev. 119 (1990).
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made. One obvious choice would be to utilize the project efficiency percentage. This would
be another subject for negotiation.
Management of this water presumably would be given to the entity managing the
project (TCID or its successor). A question for more consideration is the use of the water not
required to make headgate deliveries within the project. One possibility is to draw from this
water to pay back the recoupment requirements, discussed above in Section 3.8. Once the
recoupment water is returned, then unused carriage water would be available for other uses.
A second issue concerns who should control the decisions respecting its use. Depending on
the composition of its board, it may make sense for the project management entity to manage
the use and disposition of this water.
3.9.3 Transferability
Class I water rights would be transferable both within and outside of the project
boundaries. Upstream transfers would be limited to 2.99 acre-feet per acre. Within-project or
downstream transfers should potentially be able to shift the amount of water up to the
headgate entitlement of the lands, subject to possible limitation because of injury to other
water rights. Class II rights could only be used within the project, though they could be
readily changed in place of use. If they change in type of use, they should be limited to the
decreed consumptive use quantity of water (2.99 acre-feet per acre). Carriage water no longer
needed to make project water deliveries (either because of improved delivery efficiencies or
transfer of headgate entitlements upstream) could be made available for other uses, at the
decision of the project water manager.
3.9.4 How This Might Work
There are 5,900 water-righted acres in the Truckee Division, and 4,300 are presently
under cultivation. Essentially all of these lands are bench lands. Thus, a total headgate
entitlement of roughly 19,350 acre-feet of Class I water rights and 7,200 acre-feet of Class II
water rights would exist. Assuming an 80 percent efficiency figure, carriage water associated
with the two classes of rights would be 5,310 acre-feet. In the Carson Division there are
67,820 acres, of which 52,800 are currently irrigated. Assuming 75 percent are bottom lands,
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there would be Class I rights to 94,500 acre-feet for these lands and 40,500 acre-feet for
bench lands, or a total of 145,000 acre-feet of water for Class I rights. A total for Class II
rights would be 56,325 acre-feet, assuming the same 75/25 split on 15,020 acres. Thus there
would be a total of 201,325 acre-feet of water associated with lands in the Carson Division.
Applying a 75 percent efficiency rate, the carriage water would be 50,331 acre-feet.
Putting this all together, in the Truckee Division there would be 19,350 acre-feet of I
rights, 7,200 acre-feet of II rights, and 5,310 acre-feet of carriage water. Thus there would be
a fixed maximum commitment of 31,860 acre-feet from the Truckee River for these lands. In
the Carson Division there would be 145,000 acre-feet of I rights, 56,325 acre-feet of II rights,
and 50,332 acre-feet of carriage water for a maximum total of 251,637 acre-feet. Assuming
70 percent of this water comes from the Carson River, there would be a commitment of
176,160 acre-feet of Carson water with the remainder (75,477 acre-feet) to come from the
Truckee River.
3.9.5 A Lahontan Reservoir Water Bank
The storage capacity of Lahontan Reservoir should be transformed into a water bank.
The U.S. owns the physical facilities and holds the decreed storage right. The 1990
Settlement Act authorizes the establishment of a water bank using Lahontan Reservoir. So
long as the delivery rights of those holding entitlements to water under the Newlands Project
are met, there is no legal reason why the manner in which the storage capacity of Lahontan
Reservoir is managed cannot be changed.
With flashboards, the active capacity of Lahontan Reservoir is roughly 314,000 acre-
feet. As with most reservoirs, the water in Lahontan is managed according to horizontal
layers or pools. Water within any pool is essentially undifferentiated. Under this proposal,
the storage capacity of the reservoir would be divided into volumetric units through the
creation of contracts for storage space. Each individual or entity holding Class I and/or II
rights in the Carson Division of the Newlands Project would be given the opportunity to
acquire contracts for the equivalent amount of storage space in Lahontan.
Thus, an individual who has irrigated 100 acres of bottom land in the Carson Division
during the past 5 years would be eligible for a storage contract for 350 acre-feet of space. In
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a normal water year this space could expect to fill with water. The holder of a water right
P* need not obtain a storage contract, but Class I rights not subject to a storage contract would
' go into an "irrigation pool" and would not be capable of being used in any other manner than
f* as part of the general irrigation water supply. Storage contracts for Class II rights would only
be made available at the time when the holder of the II right intended to put the right to use.
p Control of physical space in the reservoir is valuable, and space contracts should require the
1 payment of an annual holding fee that reflects that value. Carriage water space in the
f*1 reservoir would be managed by the project operator. Truckee River water rights to be used in
the Carson Division also would be storable in Lahontan Reservoir. Because of the concerns
P about bringing this water from the Truckee during the time in which high flows in the
Truckee are needed to induce spawning runs out of Pyramid Lake, it may be necessary to
\ design conditions applying to the delivery of Truckee River water to Lahontan Reservoir.
Ideally the water bank would be authorized under Nevada state law to provide the
I broadest possible leeway in its operation.53 State law sanction would be particularly helpful
in allowing the bank to make all determinations necessary to decide the bankability of water
I rights and to assess and take action as necessary to protect against injury to other water rights
as well as other third party impacts. Removing the application of the state forfeiture
! provisions also would be a desirable provision of a state statute authorizing the water bank.
Temporary transfers should be managed within the bank. If there is to be a permanent sale of
I a water right, state change-of-water-right procedures would have to be followed.
Management of the bank could be by the U.S. itself (presumably by the Bureau of
I Reclamation) or by some specially organized entity with U.S. representation as well as
representation by the water users and others such as community and environmental interests.
[ Administration of the bank would be easier and more straightforward if controlled by the U.S.
^, There are other reasons, however, to broaden the participation in bank decision making.
1 Moreover, to ensure satisfaction of Nevada state interests, it may make sense to have the bank
"For a discussion of possible elements to be included in general state authorizing legislation see Lawrence J.




administered by a representative of the Nevada State Engineer's Office. In any event, the
U.S. could act as the implementing agent for the bank. ^
Individuals or entities holding space contracts in Lahontan would be eligible to deposit J
all or a part of the water available under their water rights in the space in the bank. Water ^
from Class A contracts could potentially be purchased on a temporary basis by anyone. Use '
of the water in a different place or type of use would be subject to satisfying Nevada no- ™|
injury requirements. Upstream uses would be limited to 2.99 acre-feet per acre of land '
fallowed or retired. Water transferred to other irrigation uses within the Carson Division "*I
generally should be equivalent to the full headgate entitlement. Transfers to uses downstream
for the wetlands should be for as much of the headgate entitlement quantity as can be ""j
delivered without injury to others. The bank should establish well-defined procedures up
front for determining the transferable quantity of water. "1
i
Buyers and sellers of banked water should be matched through periodic auctions to the
degree possible. Thus there should be an auction in the early spring when irrigators are **}
j
making their plans for the season. The bank would take offers to sell from all interested
parties and match them with offers to buy. There is likely to be a great deal of price
uncertainty in initial sales; after one or more auctions occur, it seems likely that a range of
acceptable prices will become established and that supply and demand will tend to \
incrementally move this price up or down.
Administration of this bank should be relatively straightforward since it operates in a :
well defined, closed basin setting with only one source of water rights. Costs of running the
bank should be covered by a fee assessed for depositing the entitlement (the cost of assessing
its transferability and the quantity of water available) and another fee for completing a
transaction.
To illustrate how the bank might work, consider the following example: Jones owns ^
105 acres of bottom land within the Carson Division. She holds Class A rights for 350 acre- !
feet of water (100 acres actually irrigated times the 3.5 acre-feet per acre duty for bottom _
lands). She also holds a Class A space contract with the U.S. in Lahontan Reservoir. The
bank announces its first closed bid auction for March 1st. Jones decides to only irrigate 50 „,
acres this year and places 175 acre-feet of her space contract (and the water expected to be in 1
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; it) in the bank with her minimum "accept" price. The bank takes the Jones offer and all
■a others and attempts to match them with the bids received from other irrigators, from wetlands
purchasers, from in-lake recreation users, and others. If there are bids that equal or exceed
f» Jones' accept price sufficient to cover the total quantity of water offered, then the transaction
• will go forward. The bank will carry out the paper transactions and notify the project
|* operator about the status of the water. It will make the payment to Jones and collect
preestablished charges from the buyers (including a fee for the transaction).
P Jones could decide not to put her water in the bank for the March auction but to wait
for the June 15th auction. She might believe that the sales price for the water will be higher
P in June because, for example, alfalfa prices are up or because the weather has turned very dry
and more irrigation water (or wetlands water) is needed. Of course, Jones might be wrong.
P It may have rained like hell during May and demand for water may be way down. Perhaps
there are no buyers in June.
F The bank could also operate a spot market, allowing individual transactions to occur
outside of the auction process. In this connection, Jones could decide not to deposit her water
r in the auction but simply to list it as available for rent in the bank's bulletin board. Any time
a would-be purchaser wanted water he could simply check the bulletin board and see what is
I available.
Finally, Jones could decide to put her space and the water in it into carryover space.
i: *
j Given the limited capacity of Lahontan, carryover rights may have to be based on a "first to
spill" basis. Thus Jones would be accepting the risk of losing the water the next year.
\ Nevertheless, the option to carry over water into another year would give the right holder a
potentially valuable way to manage available water supplies not needed in a given year.
| Consideration would have to be given to assessing evaporation and other reservoir
^ losses among those holding water storage rights in Lahontan.
( On the buyer side, it may make sense to create some kind of organization with all the
*, collective interests in improving flows of water to the wetlands — e.g. a Lahontan Valley
1 Wetlands Trust. As described in the Second Generation Settlement Concepts paper discussed
m* in Section 3.8, various sources of revenue might be made available to such a trust which
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could include the various environmental interests as well as community interests. Fish and '
Wildlife Service may or may not want to be a part of such a trust. ^
On the seller side, it seems very possible that Truckee Carson Irrigation District water
users may want to organize themselves to take best advantage of the bank. The bank itself ^
might help to facilitate this organization. For example, rotation schemes operating on an
annual basis could be developed that would provide a relatively consistent quantity of water to ^
the bank annually — something that buyers would likely find valuable. *
1
3.9.6 An Upper Truckee Water Bank
Creation of a water bank utilizing the storage reservoirs in the upper Truckee River ^
presents a number of problems not found in the case of the Lahontan Reservoir. Control of
the storage space in the reservoirs is already split among a number of parties. Management of ^
the water in the reservoirs is dedicated to a particular set of uses. On the other hand, the
value of creating an effective water bank, ideally involving most or all of the storage systems "1
in the upper Truckee, would be enormous.
Efforts underway to develop a Truckee River Operating Agreement potentially offer an "1
opportunity through which a water bank could be established. Sierra Pacific Power Company
and Washoe County are anxious to obtain storage space. The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe i
would like to ensure that sufficient storage space is dedicated to the downstream fishery
needs. The approach that has been negotiated involving a complex system of credits and j
debits could have the effect of tying up the system rather than making it more flexible.
Perhaps a starting point would be with the water rights held by Newlands Project users ;
that are to be regarded as coming from the Truckee River. As previously calculated, that
amounts to 31,860 acre-feet for the Truckee Division and 75,497 acre-feet for the Carson j
Division. Space contracts in Tahoe or some reconfigured combination of Tahoe, Boca, and
Stampede could be made available in the same general manner outlined for Lahontan. j
Holders of Class I rights also holding space contracts could place water in the bank for rental
and use at any location, subject to satisfying no injury rules. Holders of Class II rights holding j





Change does not come easily, especially in western water. But as the West continues
to grow and further urbanize, change is occurring. The ecological values of water in the
today's West do matter. So do the benefits accruing to individuals, businesses, and the
community from the development and use of water for such things as irrigation. The
objective of making changes in the manner in which water is used is to make possible a
broader array of benefits. The challenge is to do so in a way that fairly treats those now
utilizing the resource so they too continue to enjoy the benefits on which they depend.
The ecological needs that depend on water historically have been neglected in the
American West. Reintegrating these needs into a physical and legal framework not designed
for that purpose presents important issues and requires a creativity at least as great as that
which developed in response to the human desires to live in an arid environment. Much
progress, however difficult, has been made in the Truckee-Carson. There is much to learn
from this experience. And there is still much to do.
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Chapter 4
The North Platte River Basin, Wyoming
Lawrence J. MacDonnell and Judith Jacobsen1
4.1 Introduction
The Bureau of Reclamation has been building and operating structures and delivering
water on the North Platte River since the agency's earliest days. The North Platte Project,
which consists of several dams, power plants, and diversion structures and hundreds of miles
of canals serving hundreds of thousands of acres of irrigated land, is one of the first projects
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior shortly after the Bureau was authorized by the
Newlands Act of 1902. Since then the Bureau has in the North Platte Basin built dams, power
plants, and canals for the Kendrick Project and dams and powerplants for the Kortes and
Glendo Units of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program. Today, the Bureau juggles complex
water allocations among the structures on the North Platte River to meet contractual demands
for irrigation water and to produce power.
In recent years, the Bureau has on the North Platte under taken some relatively small-
scale — though neither free nor effortless — environmental efforts. They involved principally
modifying water releases that had been strictly for irrigation and power production to produce
minimum flows to accommodate fisheries.2 The Bureau is also involved in restoring
wetlands in reaches of the North Platte traditionally dewatered by dam operations.
This change in North Platte operations reflects the larger transformation taking place in
the Bureau as a whole, and in society at large: growing concern for environmental values.
Thus, the Bureau is moving toward incorporating environmental protection into its traditional
role of providing water for irrigation and power and toward becoming an important player in
water management more generally in the arid basins of the West.
Current operations of the North Platte face even larger-scale and more fundamental
challenges than relatively small minimum flows and wetlands restoration, however. Those
'Respectively, former Director and Associate Director, Natural Resources Law Center.
'Two of these cases are described in some detail at Volume I, Part 2, Chapters 5 and 6 of this report.
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challenges take the form of endangered species protection on the Platte River in central
Nebraska and cleanup of selenium contamination in the Kendrick Project in central Wyoming. **
The first is almost certain to call for water releases on a scale far beyond any made to date
for environmental purposes — a scale almost certain to cut significantly into current uses. ^
The second may call into question the very existence of the Kendrick Project
The Bureau cannot by itself engineer the responses called for by these two problems. *^
But it can play a significant role, as the institution with its hands on dam operations, and as a
broker for negotiations involving all parties interested in where North Platte water goes and ^
when. And the Bureau could play a vital role envisioning solutions to problems that have so
far produced only gridlock among the contestants. ^
This chapter attempts to tell enough of the story of Bureau operations on the North
Platte to allow readers, including other Bureau personnel, to learn from it in solving problems "*]
in their own basins. This chapter begins with a basic geography and the parts of the history
naif
of the basin considered essential to understanding the problems unfolding in the basin, chiefly
a history of irrigation and federal reclamation on the river. It then moves to the details of the
Reclamation facilities and their operations on the river, emphasizing the "tightness" of supply. j
Next the chapter examines some of the important legal constraints on river operations, chiefly
the pitched competition between Nebraska and Wyoming for the supply of the North Platte;
relevant portions of the Endangered Species Act; and relevant portions of the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, which governs the selenium problem on the Kendrick Project. Some time is spent ;
discussing in turn the endangered species issue and the selenium poisoning issue on the river.
A final substantive section analyzes some proposals for "finding water" for endangered species
in the Platte River Basin, as well as arguments that these are not readily applicable to the ^
North Platte, and roles that the Bureau of Reclamation might play in facing this difficult ;
problem in the basin. ^
4.2 Geography and Relevant History of the North Platte **,
The North Platte Valley reaches into three states and drains an area of about 28,100
square miles, ranging from arid land in Colorado and Wyoming to semi-arid land in m
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! Nebraska.3 The river rises in the North Park region of north-central Colorado, fed by
«*» streams that drain the western edge of Rocky Mountain National Park and the eastern edge of
the Park Range. The river flows largely northward, crosses the Colorado-Wyoming border,
f89 then flows in turn northeast, east, and southeast to carve an arc through the southeastern
i
L quadrant of Wyoming. Just downstream of Glendo, Wyoming, the river heads nearly straight
*** southeast, crossing the Wyoming-Nebraska border, passing through Scottsbluff, Nebraska, and
joining the South Platte River to form the Platte River at North Platte, Nebraska (see Figure
f 4.1).
i
The North Platte begins its 700-mile journey as a rapid mountain stream, gradually
'** broadening and losing its velocity as it winds through Wyoming.4 In western Nebraska its
original unregulated width ranged from 3,000 to 6,000 feet. It frequently divided into small
/ channels and was nearly lost in the sand beds during periods of low water. This portion of
the North Platte was sometimes characterized as a river "two miles wide and one inch deep."5
i From the eighteenth century, the North Platte Valley was home to several nomadic Native
American tribes. Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians hunted the area lying between the North
I Platte River and the Arkansas River to its south. The Shoshonis traveled most of Wyoming
until the 1830s when several bands of Sioux, including the Ogallala and the Brule, moved
1 west from South Dakota and drove the Shoshonis out of the North Platte Valley. The Sioux
then claimed the area north of the North Platte River.6
i The United States acquired the area that includes what is now Wyoming and Nebraska
as part of the 1803 Louisiana Purchase, but explorers were slow to find the North Platte
! Valley. Lewis and Clark's expedition, beginning in 1804, bypassed it, as did John Colter in
JU.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Report on the North Platte River Basin: Colorado, Wyoming
and Nebraska. An Inventory of Physical Potentialities for Resource Development, Ch. 5 (1957).
1 Nebraska v. Wyoming, 325 U.S. 589, 593 (1945).
P* 5Id.
*T.A. Larson, Wyoming: A History 5 (1984).
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his subsequent trek toward Yellowstone in northwest Wyoming.7 In 1811, John Astor, head j
of the American Fur Company, sent more than 60 men to Oregon to take charge of a post for „_
trading beaver pelts. The group crossed northern Wyoming on their trip west. A year later,
seven of them returned east, crossing into Wyoming from Idaho along the Bear River. The ^
group proceeded across Wyoming — significantly, through South Pass, a traversable dip in
the Continental Divide at the southern end of the Wind River Range — and followed the «*j
Sweetwater River to the North Platte. They wintered in eastern Wyoming, near what is now
Torrington, and then continued down the valley into Nebraska. The Astorian party, as it *)
became known, was the first group of white men known to have traveled the route that 30
years later would become the Oregon Trail.8 "*)
Prior to 1840, the only white visitors to the North Platte Valley were explorers and fur
trappers. But in the 1840s, thanks to the Astorian party's discovery of South Pass, the North **]
Platte Valley became vital to westward expansion. South Pass became a door west for the
thousands of settlers who would cross the North Platte Valley destined for Oregon, Utah, and rs"1
California. Although the trails west, including the Oregon, Mormon, and California trails,
started and ended at different locations, most shared a common leg along the Platte River . '
Road, which followed the North Platte River.9 From 1841 to 1868, an estimated 350,000 to
400,000 emigrants, mostly men, traveled up the North Platte Valley from Fort Kearney in ;
Central Nebraska and along the North Platte River to the crossing at Mormon Bridge
(renamed Casper in I860).10 Spurred by the California gold rush, traffic through the valley J
peaked in 1850 at 55,000." Starting in 1860, Pony Express riders, such as 15-year-old Bill
Cody, galloped from station to station in the North Platte Valley, fulfilling the promise of 10- j
7Id, at 13-16. H
'Id,, at 20.
'"Id, at 44. <*,
"William E. Hill, The Oregon Trail: Yesterday and Today xxv (1989). '
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I day service to the West Coast.12 Settlers and mail carriers alike left the North Platte Valley
m at the juncture with the Sweetwater River, near the present site of the Pathfinder Reservoir,
• and continued west toward California and Oregon, or southwest toward the Great Salt Lake.
f.«a Travel along the Platte River Road was not always peaceful, and confrontations often
! arose with the Sioux, Cheyenne, and Arapaho. In an effort to settle conflicts, including those
p that arose from migrants diminishing forage and game in Indian hunting grounds, several
chiefs and U.S. Army officers in 1851 signed the Fort Laramie Treaty. In it, the tribes
f* promised to cease hostility toward travelers, and the United States promised to pay a fee for
: crossing Native American land and to respect tribal boundaries. The United States broke the
p treaty three years later and hostility continued for many years.13 Eventually, after many
bloody battles, the tribes were forced onto reservations and were no longer a threat to
P* travelers or settlers.
Although hundreds of thousands of settlers crossed the North Platte Valley, few stayed.
f Filled with glorified visions of California, Oregon, and the Wasach Front, most who traveled
the Platte River Road leg of the Oregon Trail were not impressed by the dry land they saw.
j Indeed, it was to the region that is now western Nebraska and Wyoming that Thomas
Farnham applied the term "the Great American Desert" in 1839.14 Early travelers crossed
| Wyoming in less than a month and left little behind of permanence except names carved in
stone and wagon-wheel ruts.15 Waist-deep ruts are a tourist attraction today near the
J Guernsey Reservoir north of Whalen, Wyoming. While a few pioneers bound for the far
West stayed in western Nebraska to homestead, their numbers were few until the middle
j 1880s.
Cattle grazing was the first economic activity to provide year-round livelihoods in




"14, at 40, 50.
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1860s. Reasoning from the once-huge bison herds that had by the 1870s largely been
exterminated, cattlemen who bred longhorns in Texas drove the herds north "to fatten up on r^
the rich grass of Wyoming and Montana before being shipped to market."16 Eventually,
cattlemen established year-round ranches in the area, relying extensively on the public domain ^
to supplement the 1,120 acres that the public land laws allowed an individual operator to
obtain.17 ^
4.2.1 Irrigation History •"]
Farming was sporadic and small-scale in the early days. And it was a hardscrabble
enterprise without additional water. It is reported that small-scale irrigation was practiced in "^
the vicinity of Fort Laramie as early as 1847.18 During the decades of the 1850s and 1860s,
the North Platte Valley saw small-scale irrigation near military outposts, where gardens ^
provided produce for pioneers.19 Wyoming allegedly "ranked third among the arid states in
irrigated acreage and second in canal mileage" because of irrigation development in the North
Platte above the Sweetwater River.20
Irrigation in these early years was limited to the floodplain of the river and its
tributaries.21 Efforts to irrigate the benches above the immediate valley floor began in the
1880s, with completion of the Pioneer Canal on the Laramie River in Wyoming and the North
"li.atlll.
"Idy at 117-18.
"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Fish and Wildlife Service, Geological Survey, Summary






Platte Canal on the North Platte River in Nebraska.22 By 1884, "22 firms existed in the
North Platte River Valley whose primary function was to supply irrigation water."23
Local historians of western Nebraska paint a less sanguine picture of early irrigation
efforts. They write that settlers first attempted irrigation in western Nebraska near the
Wyoming border in 1887. About 11 farmers organized under William Akers formed the
Farmers Canal Company. This particular enterprise failed for lack of sufficient capital,
though some have declared it a success for finding "that the soil [of western Nebraska] was
suitable for irrigation fanning, that crop yields were good, and that the supply of water for
irrigation was abundant."24
Another "success" of these early efforts was a subtle one. Some settlers apparently
resisted irrigation in the earliest days because, it was felt, irrigating would admit that the
climate was arid and incapable of supporting agriculture without help. There was concern
that at least the western part of Nebraska would in fact be considered "desert" if farmers
began to apply water to their fields. Apparently the large yields of irrigated fields compared
with the hardscrabble dryland efforts convinced even the most resistant that whatever else it
admitted about the climate, irrigation made sense.
Settlers had fully appropriated summer flows along tributaries to the North Platte and
the upper North Platte mainstem by the turn of the twentieth century.25 The same is true of
summer flows of the North Platte River in Nebraska by 1917.26
Numerous canal and irrigation companies formed and failed in the 1890s in western
Nebraska, and a few thousand acres of land were irrigated.27 Canals were also built in
aIa\, at 40.
"Lester A. Danielson, "Irrigation," in Scottsbluff and the North Platte Valley 73-75 (Thomas Green ed.) (1950)
[hereinafter Danielson].
"Upper Platte River Study, supra, at 40.
"Id,
"Danielson, supra, at 75-80.
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Wyoming.28 These early attempts at irrigation, both in western Nebraska and southeastern
Wyoming, were through direct diversion, and growing-season shortages were inevitable in this **
arid region. Severe drought in fact affected the region from 1890 to 1895 and, when
combined with the Panic of 1893 and the lack of storage, made privately-financed irrigation <**\
less than successful.29 With passage of the Reclamation Act of 1902, however, irrigation in
the North Platte River Valley "entered a new phase."30 "*!
i
i
4.2.2 History of Federal Reclamation on the River "]
In the proceedings of the first conference of reclamation engineers, published in 1904,
John Field reported on reconnaissance work on the North Platte River in Wyoming. ^
Reclamation engineers had run "a preliminary canal line from Guernsey," in eastern
Wyoming, at "an excellent location for a diversion dam," to determine the area of irrigable "*)
land that might be served and the length of canal required to do it. They found that a 140-
mile canal could irrigate 150,000 acres in the vicinity.31
They also found a dam site farther upstream at the mouth of the Sweetwater River that
fan
would provide 1,000,000 acre-feet of storage capacity. Irrigable land to make use of the ;
stored water was another matter. Field wrote "[t]he problem of obtaining a suitable body of
land on which to use the water remains unsolved."32 He reported that efforts were underway
to find land on "the mesas north and west of Casper." But if that area proved impractical, the
engineers would continue to look farther downstream for land, "some of which will probably
extend into Nebraska."33
MUpper Platte River Study, supra, at 40.
"Danielson, supra, at 75-80.
"Ii, at 81.








In the same report, 0.V.P. Stout wrote of reconnaissance efforts in Nebraska, a state
with problems the mirror image of Wyoming's. Based on seven years of data from gaging
stations along the North Platte in Nebraska, Stout wrote that "the total flow of the river, if
p* made available, would suffice for the complete irrigation of 1,000,000 acres."34 More than
half that acreage was currently settled and "under ditch" in western Nebraska at the time,
f*1 though not all of it was actually irrigated.35 But "[n]o reservoir sites of significant
magnitude ... have as yet been discovered in Nebraska," Stout went on, pointing out that
p* suitable sites did however exist in Wyoming.36
The Reclamation Service (now the Bureau of Reclamation) wasted no time in
f* authorizing a project that linked upstream storage on the North Platte with downstream
irrigation. Indeed, the North Platte Project was one of a handful of projects authorized by the
f* Secretary of the Interior within a year or two of passage of the 1902 Reclamation Act.37
Construction of Pathfinder Dam began in 1905, at the site identified in the 1904 report at the
f" junction of the North Platte and the Sweetwater rivers. The Reclamation Service began
building the downstream canals in the same year. Twenty years later, construction began on
J the dam near Guernsey, which took the town's name.38 Pathfinder Reservoir is the principal
storage facility; Guernsey Dam re-regulates releases from Pathfinder; and over 2,000 miles of




"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, North Platte River Projects, Wyoming-Nebraska, (undated
pamphlet) [hereinafter North Platte River Projects].
"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Water and Power Resources Service, Project Data 704 (1981) [hereinafter Project
Data].
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exclusive and supplemental supplies.39 Nearly three-quarters of the land irrigated lies in
Nebraska (see Figure 4.2).40
The reservoir and canals required to irrigate lands near Casper, Wyoming were not
included in the North Platte Project. In the 1920s, Wyoming Senator Kendrick undertook to
get such a project authorized. During that decade, he was rebuffed by then Secretary of the
Interior Herbert Work, who believed the construction too costly and the land too poor in
quality to justify the expense.41
In 1933, the Public Works Administration, after further investigation by the Bureau of
Reclamation, allocated funds to the project. In 1935 the President authorized the Casper-
Alcova Project; construction began in that same year. Two years later, the project's name
became the Kendrick Project.42 The arguments in favor of the project grew compelling at
this time, compared with the 1920s, partly because of severe drought in the region, partly
because of high unemployment in the nearby oil and gas industry, and partly because of large
contributions from Wyoming's oil and gas industry to the federal Reclamation Fund, which at
that time financed reclamation projects.43
The Kendrick project consists of the Seminoe Dam and Reservoir for storage; Alcova
Dam and Reservoir, which raises the elevation of the water enough to avoid the necessity of
pumps; and 59-mile Casper Canal, all of which irrigate about 24,000 acres of land on the
north side of the North Platte River west of Casper.44 The Bureau of Reclamation
19North Platte River Projects, supra.
"Project Data, supra, at 701; Storage for Diversion of Waters of North Platte River, H.R. Rep. No. 863, 69th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1926).
41H.R. Rep. No. 621, Pt. 2, 69th Cong., 1st Sess. (1926).
"Project Data, supra, at 558.
''Natural Resources Law Center, "Facilitating Voluntary Transfers of Bureau of Reclamation-Supplied Water,"
Vol. II, Case Studies 109 [hereinafter Facilitating Voluntary Transfers]; S. Rep. No. 546, 72d Cong., 1st Sess. (1932),


















































































































































































completed the Kendrick Project in 1940. A power plant was added to Alcova's authorization
in 1950.45
Two units of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program are also located on the North
Platte River, the Glendo Unit and the Kortes Unit. Both generate power, and the Glendo Unit
re-regulates water for release to 40,000 downstream acres.46 These two units, the North
Platte Project, and the Kendrick Project, will be discussed in greater detail in the following
section on river structures and operations.
4.2.3 Relevant Non-Federal Projects
Also important to an understanding of federal operations on the North Platte River are
several non-federal structures that dominate the mainstem of the North Platte just before its
confluence with the Platte (see Figure 4.3). By far the most dominant of these is created by
three-mile-long Kinglsey Dam: Lake McConaghy, which has a maximum surface area of more
than 30,000 acres and can hold nearly 1.8 million acre-feet of water.47
Lake McConaghy and Kingsley Dam are the principal components of the Kingsley
Dam Project, which is operated in conjunction with the North Platte/Keystone Diversion Dam
Project to supply water for irrigation and power production in Nebraska.48 Combined, these
projects supply more than 200,000 acres of farmland with irrigation water and produce, on
average, 450 gigawatts of electricity annually.49
The Kingsley Dam Project is operated by the Central Nebraska Public Power and
Irrigation District (District). It has upstream and downstream parts. The upstream portion
consists of Kingsley Dam, Lake McConaghy, and Lake Ogallala, which lies just below
"Facilitating Voluntary Transfers, supra, at 110.
''North Platte River Projects, supra.
"Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Kingsley Dam Project
and North Platte/Keystone Diversion Dam Project, 2-1 (1994) [hereinafter Revised Draft EIS].
"Id
49Id, at 3-65, 2-2.
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Figure 43 Lake McConaghy and Related Projects
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Source: FERC, Office of Hydropower Licensing. Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Kingsley
Dam Project (FERC Project No. 1417) and North Platte/Keystone Diversion Project (FerC Project No. 1835)
(Washington, DC: FERC 1994).
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Kingsley Dam. Fifty miles downstream, at the confluence of the North Platte and the Platte,
the Tri-County (or Central) Diversion Dam diverts Platte River water into the Tri-County (or
Central) Canal, along which 27 dams and impoundments divert water and generate power.50
Between the upstream and downstream portions of the Kingsley Project lies the North
Platte/Keystone Diversion Dam Project, operated by the District. The project consists of
numerous diversion dams, impoundments, canals, and powerplants. This project includes
structures that are located on the South Platte River.51
4.3 North Platte Operations
The primary objective of the Bureau of Reclamation in the North Platte is to store as
much of the flow of the river as possible during the non-irrigation season to provide the full
demands of farmers in Wyoming and Nebraska, under state water rights, water contracts with
the Bureau, and the interstate apportionment orders of the U. S. Supreme Court. A secondary
objective is to generate as much hydroelectric power as possible in association with releases
of Bureau-managed reservoir water. A third objective is to maintain flow levels in stream
segments below Reclamation reservoirs to support cold-water fisheries and to improve water
quality in the river as it flows through Casper.
As discussed, substantial irrigation already existed in the North Platte Basin before the
Bureau of Reclamation began its work to provide major on-river storage facilities. The North
Platte Project serves water to 335,000 acres of land, located approximately 25 percent in
Wyoming and 75 percent in Nebraska. Diversions at the Whalen Diversion Dam to the
Interstate Canal on the north side of the river and the Fort Laramie Canal on the south side of
the river are the single most important factor influencing the manner in which the North Platte
River is managed and used.
River management can be summarized as follows: At the end of the irrigation season
(October 1), storage of water begins. The Inland Lake Reservoirs (Lake Alice and Lake
Minatare) in Nebraska, served by diversions from the North Platte River at the Whalen
at 2-1, 2-2.
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Diversion Dam through the Interstate Canal, are in priority to fill beginning in October and
November, and again in April. Pathfinder Reservoir also is in priority and its storage right is
deemed to begin filling in October. If the Pathfinder storage allocation "fills," Seminoe
Reservoir comes into priority. Prior to 1959, very little, if any, water was released from
Pathfinder Dam into the North Platte River during the winter months. Construction of Glendo
reservoir enabled winter releases from Pathfinder that could be captured and stored in Glendo
for summertime irrigation use.
In practice, the Bureau transfers storage water in the upper part of the basin during the
wintertime in a manner that maximizes hydroelectric power generation at the Seminoe,
Fremont Canyon, Alcova, and Kortes powerplants while meeting minimum streamflow
objectives and balancing reservoir contents for fisheries and recreational use. Water also is
released from Pathfinder Reservoir via the Fremont Canyon Powerplant to Alcova and for
river and fishery purposes below Gray Reef with the waters being recaptured in Glendo
Reservoir. Such releases must be carefully managed to avoid spilling storage water from
Guernsey and Glendo reservoirs downstream. The priority storage rights for the North Platte
reservoirs are relevant for accounting purposes, but actual water storage within the reservoirs
is managed to maximize the consumptive and economic use of the water while providing
instream flow benefits.
During the irrigation season, direct flow diversion rights in Colorado, Wyoming, and
Nebraska come into priority. The U.S. Supreme Court apportioned the flows of the North
Platte River among these three states in 1945, imposing the following limits: (1) Colorado
could irrigate no more than 35,000 acres of land in Jackson County; (2) Colorado could store
no more than 17,000 acre-feet for irrigation nor export more than 60,000 acre-feet in a ten-
year period; (3) usage in Wyoming above Guernsey (not including Kendrick Project) could
not exceed 168,000 acres of land, irrigated from the river and tributaries above Pathfinder and
the main stem of the river between Guernsey and Pathfinder. The Court divided the
remaining flows of the North Platte below Guernsey on a percentage basis, with 75 percent to
Nebraska and 25 percent to Wyoming, to the extent the flows are required to meet natural
flow diversion requirements at or above Tri-State Diversion Dam. Other flows are available
for storage in priority.
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There are 13 separate irrigation water supply organizations that receive water under the
North Platte Project Collectively, these organizations serve 335,000 acres of land. Nine of
these systems were privately built and receive project water as a supplemental supply under
so-called Warren Act contracts. Four of the systems, including the bulk of the irrigated
acreage, were constructed by the Bureau to take advantage of the water made available
through the North Platte Project.
Water is supplied to users under these systems according to their demands during the
irrigation season. The original contract agreements with the 13 entities provided little
specificity concerning the acreage that could be served or the quantity of water to which they
were entitled. In 1952, the Bureau amended its contracts with the four districts that came into
existence with the North Platte Project to at least specify the total acreage that could be
irrigated. During times of shortage, the Bureau uses an allocation process intended to treat all
13 entities equitably. This formula is based on the amount of water diverted during the
previous 10 years.
In any year in which the projected available quantity of water appears insufficient to
supply the total historical use of these irrigators, the Bureau announces its intention to allocate
the available storage water. The allocation is made at the time the first withdrawal of storage
occurs and allocates the storage water on a basis that approximates historical use patterns. As
additional water becomes available, the increased supplies are also allocated, on a weekly
basis.
The Bureau engages in a complicated calculation process to determine how much
water is provided from "natural flow" during the irrigation season and how much comes from
North Platte Project storage. This distinction is regarded as important because the water users
hold the natural flow rights and the Bureau provides supplemental water from storage supplies
by contract.
The Bureau holds water rights to store water for use on the North Platte Project and
carries over any remaining storage at the end of the water year for further use on the Project.
Users within the Casper-Alcova Irrigation District (CAID) hold a contract to receive
water based on the Bureau's storage right for the Kendrick Project. This storage right (for





Reservoir is about 1 million acre-feet — roughly 10 times the maximum annual demand for
the irrigation needs of the 24,000 acres within the CAID and evaporation on storage. The
water supply for these users depends on periodic very high flow years that enable the "filling"
of Seminoe Reservoir and the drawdown of this storage in years in which the Seminoe right
does not come into priority.
43.1 Legal Constraints on Using North Platte Water
One could write an enormous volume on all the laws affecting the use of water in the
North Platte River Basin. Such a volume would contain much on precise features of
Wyoming water law, for example, from that state's expression of the prior appropriation
doctrine through the details of such things as the "one-fill rule." Nebraska state water law
would also enter the picture. Next, the book would treat numerous features of federal
reclamation law, from the Newlands Act through the Reclamation Reform Act of 1982. Other
topics would include all the federal pollution control and wildlife protection statutes.
That volume will not be written here. Instead, a few features of the vast area of law
relevant to North Platte water uses and the two large-scale environmental problems unfolding
in the basin have been selected for relatively superficial examination. Each aspect has been
chosen to illuminate a particular feature of the situation in the basin considered relevant.
Perhaps the most dominant characteristic of water use on the North Platte, arising from
the combination of the region's natural aridity and the insistence of people on living there and
farming, is the fierce competition between Nebraska and Wyoming for the least drop. To
illuminate that point the U.S. Supreme Court case that divided the waters of the North Platte,
Nebraska v. Wyoming, will be discussed, as well as apportionment cases currently being
litigated.
Finally, brief summaries of the Endangered Species Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act will be presented. The latter governs the selenium issue in the Kendrick Project.
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4.3.2 Division of the Waters of the North Platte
For a couple of decades after the North Platte Project went into operation, the North m,
Platte River met the irrigation demands of Nebraska and Wyoming without great conflict.52
But as the amount of irrigated land in the valley increased and as river levels sank during the m,
13-year drought of the Dust Bowl years, conflicts over water apportionment arose. In the
mid-1930s, Nebraska began to fear particularly that the Kendrick Project would threaten its «*\
water supply. That state alleged that irrigators in Wyoming and Colorado were violating the
rule of prior appropriation — using water without regard for senior water rights downstream ^
— and sought an equitable apportionment of the North Platte River.53 After 11 years of
litigation, the U.S. Supreme Court in 1946 issued the North Platte River Decree, considered "*j
the nation's most complex equitable apportionment of water.54
The decree struck a balance between Nebraska's argument, which favored "*]
apportionment based entirely on the rule of prior appropriation, and Wyoming's, which called
for a fair sharing of the waters of the river, regardless of precise priority dates, a position that "^
had to assume sufficient water for all uses in order for prior right holders not to be deprived
of water.55 The decree found first that in fact the North Platte did not have sufficient water "*]
for all uses — that the river was overappropriated. It then imposed restrictions on storage and
P7TJ
diversion by the upstream states, established priority dates for federal storage reservoirs and
certain canals, and apportioned the natural flow of a so-called "pivotal reach" of the North
Platte (between Whalen, Wyoming, and the Tri-State Dam), 75 percent to Nebraska and 25 j
percent to Wyoming.56
Despite its billing as the country's most complex equitable apportionment, the 1946 j
decree — even including a 1953 amendment — did not prevent further conflict. Nebraska
"William D. Olcott, "Equitable Apportionment: A Judicial Bridge over Troubled Waters," 66 Neb. L. Rev. 734, _
748 (1987) [hereinafter Olcott].
"Nebraska v. Wyoming, 325 U.S. 589 (1945).
"Olcott, supra, at 749.
"Id «j
"Olcott, supra, at 750.
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and Wyoming are currently fighting over Wyoming's right to build dams on tributaries to the
North Platte River. At issue are the Grayrocks Dam, completed on the Laramie River, and
the proposed Corn Creek and Deer Creek projects, proposed for the Laramie River and the
Deer Creek near Casper, respectively.57 They are also currently fighting over whether
Nebraska has a right to store its 75 percent allotment of natural flows from the North Platte in
the Inland Lakes.58
People who follow these issues closely are sometimes confused regarding exactly what
the cases are about and how actual water supply might be affected by the outcomes.59 The
point is that each state watches the other closely and is willing to support lengthy and costly
lawsuits to pursue the slightest advantage.60 Though not unusual in the West, such behavior
indicates the ferocity of competition over the scarce water of the North Platte.
4.33 The Endangered Species Act
Into this climate of pitched competition comes a law whose chief feature is that it
protects at great cost wildlife without apparent, easily measured economic value. The
Endangered Species Act of 1973, which built on related laws passed in 1966 and 1969,61 has
as its fundamental purpose the avoidance of extinction of wildlife species "as a consequence
of economic growth and development untempered by adequate concern and conservation."62
The Secretary of the Interior is thus authorized to declare certain wildlife species
"endangered" — on the verge of extinction — or "threatened" — farther from extinction than
"idj Nebraska v. Wyoming, 113 S.Ct. 1689 (1993).
"Personal Interview with John Lawson, Project Manager, North Platte River Projects, U.S. Dep't of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation (June 27, 1994) [hereinafter Lawson Interview].
"Id
"Jd^ Personal Interview with Anne MacKinnon, Editor, Casper Star-Tribune, (June 28, 1994); Mike Purcell,
Director, Wyoming Water Development Commission, Address to Platte River Tour Group, Casper, WY (June 28,
1994).
"Michael Bean, The Evolution of National Wildlife Law 371-379 (1977).
"Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C.A. §§ 1531-1543, §1531(a)(l).
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if endangered but also at serious risk.63 At the same time as it "lists" a species as
endangered or threatened, the Secretary of the Interior is required to "designate any habitat of ^
such species which is then considered to be critical habitat."64
Although largely overlooked at the time of passage, Section 7 of the Act has proven to n
be the most far-reaching provision of the ESA. Section 7 is triggered by the listing of a
species and prohibits federal activities that are "likely to jeopardize the continued existence of ^
any endangered species or threatened species" or that are likely to destroy or modify critical
habitat65
The U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted Section 7 to mean what it says. In the
landmark snail darter case, Tennessee Vallev Authority v. Hill, the Court held that the Tellico **1
Dam, which was nearly complete at the time of the decision and had already cost over $100
million, must be enjoined under Section 7.66 The Court stated that "examination of the n;
language, history, and structure of the legislation under review here indicates beyond a doubt
that Congress intended endangered species to be afforded the highest of priorities."6
Congress responded to TVA v. Hill by amending the Endangered Species Act to
include procedures for exempting projects from its prohibitions, by means of a special
committee popularly called the "God Squad."68 To grant an exemption, the committee has to
determine that there are no reasonable and prudent alternatives to the agency action, that the
benefit of taking action "clearly outweigh[s]" the benefit of alternatives that preserve the
species, and that the action is of regional or national significance. The committee must also
M16 U.S.CA. § 1533(cXl).
M16 U.S.C.A. § 1533(aK3KA).
6516 U.S.C.A. § 1536(aK2).
]
"Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153 (1978).
"Id, at 173. p*|
"16 U.S.C.A. § 1536(e).
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set up "reasonable mitigation and enhancement measures."69 This procedure has been used
three times — once involving Grayrocks Dam and endangered species on the Platte.70
Grayrocks Dam is a non-federal project on the Laramie River, a significant North
Platte tributary that joins the mainstem between Guernsey Dam and the Wyoming-Nebraska
border. The National Wildlife Federation and others had argued prior to the construction of
Grayrocks that the dam would degrade whooping crane habitat along the Platte.71 Under a
1978 out-of-court settlement in Nebraska v. REA. Basin Electric Power Cooperation, the
sponsor of the Grayrocks Project, agreed to release specific minimum flows into the North
Platte and to establish a $7.5 million trust to be used to mitigate losses in whooping crane
habitat caused by the operation of Grayrocks.72 The settlement allowed construction of the
Grayrocks Project, consisting of Grayrocks Dam and Reservoir and an electric power
generating plant, to be completed in 1980.73
The settlement also created the Platte River Critical Habitat Maintenance Trust, which
uses its funds to acquire land or interest in land, to manage water and land for the benefit of
migratory birds, and for other activities that protect and maintain Platte River habitat.74 The
Trust now has title to over 7,000 acres of Platte River riverbed and riparian land and
conservation easements over an additional 1,600 acres.75
Along with the mandate to avoid jeopardizing the continued existence of endangered
and threatened species, the Endangered Species Act also outlines procedural obligations for
each agency to follow before taking any action. The first step is a preliminary consultation
administered by the Secretary of the Interior or Commerce. An agency that proposes to take
"16 U.S.CA. § 1536(h)(l)(A), (B).
' "Richard Littell, Endangered and Other Protected Species: Federal Law and Regulation 65 (1992) [hereinafter
Littel]; Charles Wilkinson, Crossing the Next Meridian 164 (1992).
j 7lPaul J. Currier et al. Migratory Bird Habitat on the Platte and North Platte Rivers in Nebraska 6 (1985).
L
"Paul A. Johnsgard, The Platte: Channels in Time 42 (1984).
! "Nebraska v. Wyoming, 113 S. Ct. at 1697.
r74ij
IQ.
"State of Nebraska v. Rural Electrification Administration, 23 F.3d 1336, 1338 (8th Cir. 1994).
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an action must first inquire of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (or the National Marine !
Fisheries Service) whether a protected species "may be present" in the action area.76 If the **
answer is yes, the agency must then conduct a biological assessment to identify particular
endangered or threatened species or any species proposed for listing and likely to be affected *m
by the proposed agency action. The biological assessment may be undertaken as part of the
agency's compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act's requirement for an ^
environmental impact statement.77
If the agency's biological assessment shows a likely effect on a threatened or "*i
endangered species, that agency must then begin formal consultations with the appropriate
Service. If the species likely to be affected is only proposed for listing, the requirements end *]
with the biological assessment.78 After formal consultation, if the Service finds that the
agency in question is likely to jeopardize a listed species or degrade its critical habitat, it **]
prepares a "jeopardy" biological opinion. Otherwise, it prepares a "no jeopardy" opinion.79
Although a no jeopardy opinion is not conclusive evidence that an action will not affect a "*■
protected species, courts tend to give substantial weight to these opinions, and a favorable
opinion puts the requesting agency in a strong position.80 j
If the Service issues a jeopardy opinion, it must suggest reasonable and prudent
IS)
alternatives to the proposed action that avoid jeopardizing protected species and their
habitats.81
7<Littell, supra, at 53, quoting 16 U.S.C.A. § 1536(c)(l). The National Marine Fisheries Service has jurisdiction i
over coastal and anadromous species. Both agencies will be referred to here as the Service.
"16 U.S.C.A. § 1536(cKl).
"Littell, supra, at 53.
"Id,, at 54.
"Id, at 54-55. rm
"16 U.S.C.A. § 1536(b)(3)(A).
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i 4.3.4 Migratory Bird Treaty Act
p In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson signed a treaty with Great Britain, acting on
v behalf of Canada, to ensure the protection of birds migrating between Canada and the United
p States.82 The United States later entered into similar treaties with Japan, Mexico, and the
^ former Soviet Union.83 As a way of implementing the treaty with Great Britain, Congress in
P* 1918 enacted the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and later amended it to incorporate the terms of
[ three other international treaties.84
F" The Migratory Bird Treaty Act prohibits "by any means or in any manner" the killing,
1 possessing, taking, hunting, capturing, transporting or selling of any migratory bird protected
P by the various international treaties, except in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior.85 The Act includes in its scope migratory bird nests and eggs.86
P Under the Act, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to determine, with "due regard to the
zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and
P times and lines of migratory flight," what means of hunting, selling, possessing or transporting
migratory birds are compatible with the terms of the various treaties.87
P Unlike most wildlife statutes, the Act provides criminal sanctions, not civil penalties,
for violations.88 Criminal penalties for violating the Act, up to $500 per offense or six
1
^Convention for the Protection of Migratory Birds, 39 Stat. 1702 (1916).
"Convention for the Protection of Migratory Birds and Game Mammals, United States - Mexico, 50 Stat. 1311
(1936); Convention for the Protection of Migratory Birds, United States - Japan, 25 U.S. T. 3329 (1972), T. I. A. S.
No. 7990; Convention Concerning the Conservation of Migratory Birds and Their Environment, United States -
Soviet Union, 29 U. S. T. 4647, T. I. A. S. No. 9073 (1976).
M40 Stat. 755, ch. 128 (1918) (codified at 16 U. S. C. §§ 703-711 (1988)).
"Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C.A. §§ 703-712.
"Id, at § 704.
"Littell, supra, at 157.
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months imprisonment, are mild, however, compared to the penalties for violations of the '
Endangered Species Act of 1973, which are up to $20,000 per violation.89 ^
Until the laws of the late 1960s that became precursors to the Endangered Species Act,
the federal government had made no attempt to establish coordinated and comprehensive <^
protection for broad classifications of wildlife, with the exception of the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. The Act obliges the United States to provide for the protection of migratory birds "*i
through the regulation of hunting, establishment of refuges and protection of habitat90 The '
Act, originally seen as a hunting law, was upheld despite challenges by private landowners "*]
that it was an unconstitutional taking of property without just compensation.91 In modern
times, the scope of the Act has reached beyond hunting to limit other land uses.92 In United ^
States v. FMC Corporation, the court upheld the conviction of a corporation which
accidentally leaked toxic chemicals into a pond frequented by migratory birds on the strict "^
liability tort theory of "extrahazardous activities."93 The court held that the accidental
release of toxic chemicals was an affirmative act sufficient to constitute a "taking" of ;
migratory birds, and thereby held that intent was not needed for conviction under the Actw
raj
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the idea of accidental takings has been recently |
given even broader interpretation in relation to the selenium problem at the Kesterson
National Wildlife Refuge in central California. Runoff from land irrigated as part of the j
Central Valley Reclamation Project drains into the Kesterson Reservoir, and the reservoir
water has been found to contain highly elevated levels of selenium, a naturally-occurring, !
George Cameron Coggins, Charles F. Wilkinson, John D. Leshy, Federal Public Land and Resources Law 858 I
(3d ed., 1993).
*>LittelL supra, at 170. !
"Bean, supra, at 76, citing Bailey v. Holland, 126 F.2d 317 (4th Cir. 1942).
'"Coggins, supra, at 857.




■ though toxic, element. In 1983, scientists from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service found
pi terribly deformed hatchlings, embryos, and chicks.95
Although the Migratory Bird Treaty Act had never been applied to a situation such as
f" Kesterson, the Department of the Interior concluded in 1985 that any further operation of the
reservoir for irrigation wastewater storage was in violation of the Act.96 Similarities between
p the selenium problems at Kesterson and within the Casper-Alcove Irrigation District suggest
1 that the Department of the Interior would find the continuation of runoff storage in ponds
f™ within the Casper-Alcova Irrigation District to be in violation of the Act.97
P 4.3.5 Summary of Legal Constraints
It is hoped that the proceeding discussion on North Platte operations has made clear a
P few basic legal principals currently at work in the North Platte River Basin. First is the point,
true everywhere in the arid West, that water is scarce compared with desired uses and that
P traditional interested parties compete for that water fiercely and tirelessly.
The second point can be expressed in this way: an entirely new interested party has
I entered the picture in the last two decades. That party is endangered species. The
Endangered Species Act of 1973 means that habitat in the Big Bend region of the Platte for
I listed species such as whooping cranes and least terns almost certainly must indeed be
restored. When the Grayrocks Dam went through the exemption procedure, a number of
I mitigation measures were required. Almost certainly that restoration will come about through
releases of water in addition to what is already released. And the scale of the releases
I expected to be required are large: several thousands of cubic feet per second through most of
the year.98 While the South Platte River will assuredly be called upon to contribute to those
MCoggins, supra, at 859, citing Keith Schneider, "Crisis at Kesterson," The Amicus Journal (Fall 1985), at 22, 24-
25.
"Laura H. Kosloff, "Tragedy at Kesterson Reservoir: Death of a Wildlife Refuge Illustrates Failing of Water
Law," 15 ELR 10386 (1985).
"See the discussion on Kendrick Project selenium problems at Section 4.5.
98Mark Butler, U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Mountain-Prairie Region, untitled
memorandum (Aug. 23, 1994).
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releases, North Platte River users will equally assuredly be called upon to give their fair share.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act is equally relevant in the North Platte basin. While ^
irrigators in the Kendrick Project may complain, with reason, about disruption in their
enterprise for "a few birds" that, in their experience, did not come to their lands until they ^
began irrigating them, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act is nonetheless in force and must be dealt
with. "*!
In the following section, a more detailed analysis of the Endangered Species Act's
implications for the North Platte is set out along with a similar analysis of the Migratory Bird ^
Treaty Act and the Kendrick Project.
i
4.4 Recent Environmental Improvement Efforts by the Bureau of Reclamation
In the past decades, the role of the Bureau of Reclamation in developing and managing "^
water has undergone a transformation. Shifting from what was mainly a construction
mandate, the Bureau has begun to manage facilities with an eye to water conservation, natural
resource protection and improved water quality. Several projects completed or proposed for
the North Platte River illustrate this transition."
4.4.1 The Miracle Mile
The Miracle Mile is the nickname for a fishery on the North Platte River that extends
from Kortes Dam 5.5 miles downstream to the boundary of the Pathfinder National Wildlife
Refuge, on the upper reaches of the Pathfinder Reservoir.100 When Pathfinder Reservoir is
not full, the fishery can stretch downstream 15 miles.101 The terrain surrounding the
Miracle Mile is very steep and rocky on the upper one mile near Kortes, but opens to more
gentle slopes on the downstream reaches.
"Special Initiatives on the Platte River, U.S. Dept't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Great Plains Region
(pamphlet).
l0OKortes/Miracle Mile Situation Paper, Gene Gade and John Lawson, Project Manager North Platte River Projects
Office, Bureau of Reclamation (presented at conference, Resolving Natural Resources Conflicts: A Meeting of the
Minds (May 19-21, 1993) [hereinafter Situation Paper]. ■»*)
""Telephone Interview with John Lawson (July 14, 1993) [hereinafter Lawson Telephone Interview].
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' The Miracle Mile is so named because of its national importance as a "blue ribbon"
iwi trout and walleye fishery. "Blue ribbon" is the state designation for a stretch of river that has
■ high productivity, accessibility, and aesthetic value.102 The State of Wyoming's Department
p of Environmental Quality also designated the area as a "Class I Waterbody" which is a surface
water classification that affords protection from further degradation by pollution or other
f* discharges into the river.103
1 When Kortes Dam and Powerplant were completed in 1951, the power plant was
P" immediately used as a peaking station. A peaking power plant supplies energy for peak
1 energy need times such as 5:00 p.m. when families first come home and turn on televisions,
P stoves, air conditioning, and other appliances. Since peaking power plants generate only on
demand, there are great fluctuations in the amount of water released through them. Releases
P from Kortes, for example, can change the flow level in the North Platte immediately below
the dam from 500 cubic feet per second (cfs) to 3,000 cfs in a matter of an hour.104
P Responding to local anglers' complaints about fish kills due to flow fluctuations, the
Bureau of Reclamation, Wyoming Game and Fish Commission, and the U.S. Fish and
P Wildlife Service (then known as the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife) undertook
studies to determine the effects of the fluctuating releases on the fishery in the Miracle Mile
i area. As a result of these studies, in 1964 the Bureau of Reclamation agreed to modify the
operations of Kortes and release a minimum continuous flow of 500 cfs throughout the year.
i The Bureau has continued these voluntary releases every year since.105
So far the minimum flows have produced remarkable results. The supply of many
! natural fish foods within the Miracle Mile returned to great abundance which allowed fish
populations to increase notably. Only one issue arose when me 500 cfs minimum flow was
( instituted: loss of power generation. Since Kortes power plant is a peaking power station, a
""Situation Paper, supra, at 3
S. ""Situation Paper, supra, at 2
m IO4Lawson Interview, supra.
'"Sen. Rep. No. 317, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1971).
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continuous flow of 500 cfs means that sometimes the energy generated through Kortes
duplicates the base energy level produced by the coal fired generators. In addition to the ^
duplication issue, peaking power has a higher market value than base power and the revenue
loss was estimated at the time to be $19,000 per year (1971 dollar value).106 Since Kortes ^
was authorized solely for power generation, the project authorization needed to be addressed.
Due to the tremendous public support, especially from local anglers, Congress passed a <**j
law in 1971 mandating what had been voluntary minimum flows.107 The law also changed
the project authorization to allow for conservation of fishery resources, although should the n
two water uses conflict, power generation remains a priority. "When sufficient water is not
available to operate in this manner, water will be reserved for hydro-electric peaking power ^
operations on a four-hour daily, five-day week basis and any remaining water will be released
for conservation of the fishery resources."108 However, the conflict between the two uses H
has never been great enough for the Bureau to evoke this congressional language and interrupt
the minimum flow of 500 cfs.109 "|
No water supply issues arose because any continuous flow pumped through Kortes
could be restored below in the mammoth Pathfinder Reservoir, located above irrigation project ;
lands.110 Therefore no water was lost downstream.
Although the power generation-fishery conflict has been resolved, the Miracle Mile
still experiences resource management problems due to the area's many conflicting uses.
Fishing has increased due to the 1988 construction of a fishing access road. Other
recreational use is heavy, supported by 11 campgrounds, 60 picnic tables and 16 restrooms in
f5T7
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the area. Ranchers graze cattle in the Miracle Mile area, and at least one rancher uses the
river as a source of winter water for cattle. Bald eagles, which until recently had been
"*Sen. Rep. No. 317.
l07Pub. L. No. 92-146.
108Pub. L. No. 92-146.




federally-listed as endangered, use the area from mid-December through March. Traditional
uses of the water, such as power generation and downstream irrigation, municipal and
industrial service, also place demands on the area.111
As a result, managing the river has become more difficult. Among other disputes,
fishing and camping interests believe cattle overgrazing is degrading the fish habitat by
eroding the river banks and preventing the growth of vegetation.112 Camping interests
believe the cattle compromise the river's beautiful setting.113 The Miracle Mile is
comprehensively managed under a 1985 Reservoir Area Management Plan developed by the
Bureau, the Wyoming Department of Game and Fish, and the Bureau of Land Management.
The 1985 Plan has proved inadequate to manage the increasing use of the Miracle
Mile area. The 1985 plan acknowledged that various uses existed, but it was primarily a tool
to develop recreation in the area. As the popularity of the area has grown, the various uses
have come into conflict, whereas in the past, all uses could exist at the same time. In
response to these conflicts, the Bureau developed an updated Resource Management Plan and
an Environmental Assessment for the area.
4.4.2 Glendo Low Flow Outlet
Glendo Dam, part of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Project, was completed in 1958.
Due to physical and operational barriers, there were no winter water releases from Glendo
I during the first few decades of operation, and fish populations suffered greatly. In early
1993, the Bureau began releasing a constant, year-round minimum flow of 25 cfs from
Glendo to alleviate wildlife harm.
For about 35 years, no winter releases were made from Glendo. During the time no
my *
I releases were made, a 20-mile portion of the North Platte River between Glendo Dam and
"'Situation Paper, supra, at 1-4.
f» '"Situation Paper, supra.
"3Lawson Interview, supra.
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Guernsey Dam was essentially dewatered.114 Some seepage from the dam, 2 cfs to 5 cfs,
did escape and enter the river bed. Also, a few small tributaries added to the river creating a ,-,
30 cfs to 40 cfs flow by the time the river entered Guernsey.115 !
The river between Glendo and Guernsey is primarily a trout fishery, supporting large **,
trophy type trout, as well as walleye, perch and other species. Wyoming Game and Fish
biologists say that, when flows are being released from Glendo, the river is one of the most ^
biologically productive stream reaches in the state.116 The minimal water flow due to
seepage and tributaries did enable trout to survive in deep pools near Guernsey during the "i
winter, although they were under great stress. During really dry winters, however, the area
would experience fish kills. Little other aquatic life survived. In addition, when releases "^
from Glendo Dam were tunneled directly to the power plant two miles below the Dam, a 2.5-
mile stretch between the dam and the power plant became only stagnant pools of water ^
supporting no life at all.117
The physical barrier to low releases at Glendo was the fact that, as originally built, ^
Glendo could not release water at a rate less than 250 cfs without suffering cavitation damage
to the release gates. In order to accomplish a release flow as small as 250 cfs, the gates were
opened three inches. Less than a three-inch opening creates a large head of water behind the
dam, and the escape force of the water through the release gates was too great and eroded the
gates. This erosion is known as cavitation damage.118
Low releases were also precluded by water management concerns. Downstream
storage capacity is limited to Guernsey Dam, which holds only 45,000 acre-feet due to heavy
sedimentation. Even though Guernsey is completely empty at the end of an irrigation season,
it is not large enough to store the accumulation of a continuous winter flow of 250 cfs. Since







the water would be lost instead of stored for the next season, no releases could be made from
p late September when the irrigation season ended until early April when the irrigation season
resumed.
p During the late 1980s, local anglers began campaigning for improved flow
conditions. Although that particular effort died, the Bureau of Reclamation later initiated its
*a own study on improving the instream flow between Glendo and Guernsey. Ultimately, many
environmental, recreational and government groups, including Wyoming Game and Fish
P Department, Audubon Society, Wyoming Wildlife Federation and Wyoming Flycasters,
supported the increased flows.119
f"* In 1990, the Bureau conducted a Glendo to Guernsey continuous flow study to
determine if a low flow program was possible. The results of the study indicated that
*" throughout Guernsey's history, Guernsey never surpassed the 35,000 acre-feet storage limit
allocated to the reservoir for natural flow. The 35,000 acre-feet storage space never
j completely filled because on April 1, the start of the irrigation season, water accumulated in
i
Guernsey is moved downstream to the Inland Lakes. Since much of the water on the North
i Platte is generated by the spring run-off in May and June, the natural flow caught before
April 1 never surpassed 25,000 acre-feet, leaving 10,000 acre-feet available to store water
; from a low flow program.120
Given this annual unused storage space of 10,000 acre-feet, Bureau managers
! calculated that a continuous release of 25 cfs could be made during the dry river months, late
September to early April, without jeopardizing any of their water delivery commitments.121
! In other words, a 25 cfs low flow from Glendo Dam could be accomplished without
frustrating the project purposes, without losing any ownership water for which they had
\ storage contracts, and without violating any state permits.
p^ Since Glendo Dam was incapable of making such low flow releases, the Bureau
i
''- needed to make physical changes to the dam in order to accommodate the newly devised
I "li, at 5.
[*=» IMLawson Interview, supra.
"'Revised Draft EIS, supra, at 4.
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minimum flow program. Glendo is an earthen dam whose spillway is located on the right
abutment. Near the spillway, the Bureau tunneled 800 feet through the naturally occurring ^
i
granite and inserted a pressurized pipe system which would pump out a constant 25 cfs and
discharge it into the spillway. The change cost $1.5 million dollars and took approximately «|
one year to complete.122
Although the Bureau was faced with no legal challenges to the low flow program, ^
there was a general opposition to the change on the part of the irrigation community. The
irrigation community did not trust the shift to environmental concerns and non-traditional ""]
water uses. Among the various irrigation districts and individual irrigators, there was a
perception of a snowball effect. Irrigators feared that if they gave an inch, the Bureau would H
take a mile.123 This animosity and fear was funneled into various tangible, but refutable,
objections to the project. The irrigators raised arguments regarding violation of the project ""]
authorization and state permits, the possible spillage of ownership water to which they have a
contractual right and spillage of excess water, increased evaporation and transportation losses, ;
and the effect the low flow program would have on the silt run, an annual flushing out of
Guernsey Dam.124
In regard to project authorization, irrigators argued that, since Guernsey is only
authorized for irrigation and hydropower, storing water from the low flows violated that
authorization. In order to comply with the authorizations, the Bureau allocated costs of
running the low flow program to Glendo Dam, since Glendo is authorized for multiple :
purposes, including fish and wildlife protection. The Bureau argued that as long as the low
flow program did not injure the authorized purposes at Guernsey, the managers were within
their legal right to store the low flows. This legal question was never answered because the
iaLawson Interview, supra.
'"Revised Draft, EIS, supra, at Attachment C.
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irrigators did not press the issue. The Bureau guaranteed the irrigators that none of the costs
pn of releasing the low flows would be borne by them and therefore quelled complaints.125
' Irrigators also asserted that Glendo's mandate for power generation was being violated
p9 since the low flow releases bypassed Glendo Powerplant. Farmers were concerned that the
low flow stream would reduce overall power generating, and therefore reduce power revenues.
P Lost power revenues had traditionally been charged to farmers when irrigation needs
interfered with power generation. In fact, there was no loss in power generation since the
P power plants' maximum capacity is less than peak irrigation releases. Glendo Powerplant has
a maximum capacity of 3,000 cfs. Any releases greater than 3,000 cfs must flow through a
r1 bypass outlet. In the height of the irrigation season, the releases greatly exceed the power
plant capacity. For example, on July 14, 1993, a flow of 5,300 cfs was released to meet
P irrigation demands, exceeding power plant capacity by 2,300 cfs.12fi The additional 10,000
acre-feet now released through the low flow pipes would not have generated any additional
j power since the low flows would have been released through the bypass outlet. The Bureau
also pointed out that Glendo's authorization was multi-purpose, favoring no one particular use
I to the exclusion of another.127
i
Irrigators then argued that the low flow program violated the state water use permits
j issued for the operation of Glendo and Guernsey since the state permits did not authorize
water use for instream flow purposes.128 On this issue, the Bureau countered that the 25 cfs
S low flow is not released for the sole purpose of improving instream flow, since the water
must be moved downstream to Guernsey anyway for irrigation purposes. The low flow
J program simply changed the timing of the downstream movement, and therefore did not








Although irrigators expressed concerns that the water to which they had contractual
rights would be lost, the Bureau had found that ample space existed in Guernsey to restore the n
flows. More realistically, the irrigators were concerned about the possibility of losing excess
water. Glendo Dam is the only dam on the North Platte that has not allocated all of its ^
reservoir space for new water (natural flow). A large amount of reservoir space (335,000
acre-feet) in Guernsey is allocated for restorage of water from upstream Pathfinder Dam. "*!
When the restorage space is not being used, Glendo has room to catch excess natural flow
that other dams are not capable of catching. This extra water in Glendo is known as excess •**!
water.
Guernsey, downstream from Glendo, is the last dam upstream of the project's irrigated ^
lands. Moving water downstream to Guernsey does limit the Bureau's ability to catch excess
flow because the previously available 10,000 acre-feet in Guernsey could be used to hold ""!
excess water caught in Glendo. In fact, because 1991 was a very wet year, Guernsey did
have to spill such excess water.130 "^
Excess water, however, is not legally the property of the irrigators, since they have no
contract right to it. Additionally, when the water spilled in 1991, the reservoirs along the
North Platte were already holding a combined total of 100,000 acre-feet of excess water
available for irrigators' use. Loss of excess water concerns irrigators because, when water is
released for irrigation, natural flow is depleted first, then excess water available in the Bureau
account (100,000 acre-feet in 1991). Once both of those water sources are depleted, the
stored water to which irrigators have contract rights is tapped for use. Therefore, irrigators
rrr\
receive more water when there is excess water available to draw from. Excess water has also
been available in the past to replace evaporation losses. While the irrigators are correct in
stating that excess water might be spilled, they appear to have no legal basis for such
claims.131
l30Lawson and Strauch Interviews, supra. ,*»
"'Lawson Interview, supra: Strauch Interview, supra.
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The irrigators' claim that ownership water could be affected by changed transportation
p and evaporation costs is also false.132 Dam operations on the North Platte are very
1
complex. The Bureau already juggles water from one dam to another in order to keep water
f as far upstream as possible, thus maximizing operational flexibility along the entire stretch of
the river. This juggling of water is managed through a detailed and thorough accounting
r system. Regardless of the actual location of the water in the system, proprietary and
contractual interests in the water are identified and calculated at all times according to where
r the water is legally supposed to be. Computations such as evaporation loss are based on
I
where a particular irrigator's water is contractually located, not where the water is actually
H located.133 So, regardless of the low flow program, evaporative losses will be calculated as
if all of the water were still in Glendo.
f Lastly, the irrigators argued that the new low flow program would affect the annual
silt run.134 Guernsey's storage capacity has been greatly depleted due to silt deposits, and to
; prevent further build-up and help line downstream canals, the Bureau runs a swift channel of
water through an empty Guernsey Reservoir each summer. Since Guernsey is a state park
' that enjoys about 200,000 visitor days a year, and because recreation provides a huge
economic profit to the local community, local interests would like to see the silt run
; discontinued.135 It takes approximately two weeks to deplete Guernsey and three weeks to
refill it, so the recreation industry is essentially shut down for five weeks each summer.
! Irrigators and the Bureau are already under tremendous pressure from the community to
discontinue the silt run, and irrigators believe the low flow program will be an impetus for
I recreational interests to increase their efforts to abolish the silt run.136 While the Bureau is
not interested in discontinuing the silt run, the irrigators' concerns indicate once again the
f.*si(i|
! '"Revised Draft EIS, supra, at Attachment C.
'"Lawson Interview, supra.
'"Revised Draft EIS, supra, at Attachment C.
p "'Lawson Interview, supra.
"'Revised Draft EIS, supra, at Attachment C.
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general fear and animosity they have toward any change. The silt run problem also
demonstrates the pressure irrigators are feeling from many different directions to expand the
traditional use of water for irrigation to other uses such as recreation and fish and wildlife.
Although the Bureau was able to meet every challenge to the low flow program with a
sound and legally sufficient answer, this did not mean the Bureau implemented the program
with ease. Community relations with the irrigators were strained and needed to be protected.
Bureau staff attended local irrigation district meetings to explain the change and irrigation
districts were encouraged to become more active in all areas of river management. For
example, the districts were encouraged to hire a consultant to be part of a new river
hydrology team that will be studying Bureau operations on the North Plane in relation to the
Endangered Species Act.
4.5 Environmental Concerns II: Selenium in the Kendrick Project
The Endangered Species Act drives concern for habitat destruction and species loss
along the Big Bend region of the Platte River in central Nebraska. The Migratory Bird Treaty
Act of 1918'37 drives concern for the second major environmental problem in the basin:
high selenium concentrations in soil and water from some Kendrick Project lands. While
selenium, a metal that occurs naturally in rock, soil, and water, is an essential element for
human and animal nutrition, even slightly too much can be toxic.138
Selenium problems associated with the Kendrick Project have been a concern for some
time, with extensive studies dating back to the 1970s. The Department of the Interior has
commissioned two studies on the issue, and the State of Wyoming has created a selenium task
force.139 But the selenium issue came to the national forefront in 1982 when the U.S. Fish
"716 U.S.C.A. §§ 703-712. The duties and powers of the Department of the Interior under this Act include the
preservation, distribution, introduction, and restoration of game birds and other wild birds.
'"State of Wyoming, Report to the Governor: Selenium in Wyoming, Governor's Task force on Selenium (1989)
[hereinafter Wyoming Governor's Report].
'"Wyoming Governor's Report, supra: U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Geological Survey, Detailed Study of Selenium
in Soil, Representative Plants, Water, Bottom Sediment, and Biota in the Kendrick Reclamation Project Area,
Wyoming 1988-1990, Rep. No. 91-4131 (1992) [hereinafter DOI (USGS) Study].
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' and Wildlife Service discovered dead and deformed waterfowl at Kesterson National Wildlife
r» Refuge in California.140 On further investigation, the cause of the deformities was
determined to be high levels of selenium in runoff from irrigated lands draining into the
r refuge. As a result of these findings, the U.S. Department of the Interior initiated the
National Irrigation Water Quality Program (NIWQP) in 1985 to identify water quality
p problems in the West associated with irrigation.
The Kendrick Project is one of a handful of sites being studied under NIWQP. A
H 1992 U.S. Geological Survey study found high selenium concentrations in Kendrick project
water, bottom sediment, vegetation and wildlife.141 Bureau of Reclamation scientists have
P also found dead and deformed birds.142
The Kendrick Project, undertaken in the 1930s to serve Wyoming irrigators, has since
f" 1946 supplied water to the Casper-Alcova Irrigation District. The entire district covers over
120,000 acres in central Wyoming; approximately 24,000 acres are irrigated.143 The
P irrigated land lies on the north side of the North Platte River, west of Casper. District
fanners grow primarily hay and corn for livestock consumption; the growing season of 130
j days is too short for other crops.144 In 1986, the project supported 131 full-time farms and
360 part-time farms, serving a total population of just over 1,500.I4S
' The Kendrick Project is faced with elevated selenium concentrations for two
interlocking reasons. First, selenium is usually weathered by rainfall from the volcanic rocks
l40U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, North Platte River Projects Office, Kendrick Project
Remedial Options Evaluation: Phase IV (undated brochure) [hereinafter Kendrick Project Brochure].
H" "'Wyoming Governor's Report, supra.
"'Interview with Mark Spears, U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, North Platte River Projects
Office (June 28, 1994) [hereinafter Spears Interview].
l4JKendrick Project Brochure, supra.
'"Interview with Jack Miles, Casper-Alcova Irrigation District President (June 28, 1994) [hereinafter Miles
Interview]; U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, North Platte River Projects, Wyoming-Nebraska,
(undated pamphlet).
l4SNatural Resources Law Center, "Facilitating Voluntary Transfers of Bureau of Reclamation-Supplied Water,"
Vol. II, Case Studies 109 [hereinafter Facilitating Voluntary Transfers].
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that are its principal source; the mobile and water soluble element is released into soil,
streams, and eventually the oceans. Parts of the West still contain a considerable -«
concentration of selenium-bearing soils and rock because rainfall over the past millennia — it
averages only 12 inches in the Casper-Alcova Irrigation District today — has been insufficient n
to wash it away. Then irrigation weathers these selenium-rich strata in an accelerated fashion,
concentrating the element artificially in wetland and pond sediment and water.146 ""'
The link between selenium buildup and irrigation is quite evident from testing of the
tributaries draining the project. Among the several tributaries to the North Platte that drain ""'
the Kendrick Project, four are of particular interest: Poison Spring Creek, Poison Spider
Creek, Casper Creek, and the Oregon Trail Drain. Poison Spring Creek has a nearly P"1
undetectable selenium level before it enters the Kendrick Project. When it leaves to join the
North Platte, its selenium concentration is nearly 100 times as high. Similar increases were m
noted in Poison Spider and Casper creeks.147 The Oregon Trail Drain, which originates
within project boundaries, had high concentration levels.148 Bates Creek, a nearby tributary
which does not drain the Kendrick Project, had a nearly undetectable selenium concentration
during the same testing period.149
The process set in motion by the National Irrigation Water Quality Program (NIWQP)
•■-I
has involved studies that: (1) sampled selenium concentrations at various locations in the
Kendrick Project, including the tributary sites mentioned above; (2) documentated damage
from selenium poisoning; and (3) developed options for remedying the selenium problem.
The process has involved public informational meetings throughout; the public participated
actively in the development of remediation alternatives.150
'**Wyoming Governor's Report, supra.




' The options being considered for fixing the selenium poisoning problem at Kendrick
f» range from "no action" through various versions of flushing additional water through the
creeks and ponds with the highest concentrations, draining the most heavily affected ponds,
p and draining the ponds, scraping the bottom sediment, and replacing the water.151 Not
included among the official alternatives is retiring land within the Project, though irrigation
P district officials fear it,152 and it is a logical alternative.
1 The focus of proposed NIWQP remediation work has been four wetlands in or very
P near the Kendrick Project: Rasmus Lee Lake, Goose Lake, Illco Pond and Thirty-three Mile
Reservoir. Rasmus Lee Lake and Goose Lake are closed-basin wetlands located in the south
H end of the project and are considered to be the two worst sites. Both have concentrations well
above the level considered to be safe for aquatic life. Fish are absent from Goose Lake and
P are rare in Rasmus Lee Lake.153 Migratory waterfowl near the two lakes, including Canada
geese, American avocets, and mallards, have exhibited poor egg-hatchability (less than 90
P percent), embryo mortality, and deformities.154 Illco Pond and Thirty-three Mile Reservoir,
located just north of the project boundaries, also have elevated selenium levels. But their
I levels are lower than those in the other two, and no evidence of injury to wildlife is so far
apparent.155
I One problem faced in selenium remediation in the Kendrick Project is that the exact
geologic source of the selenium is unclear.156 A Department of the Interior study of soil
1 and vegetation on Kendrick land in the late 1980s showed no substantial difference in
selenium concentrations on irrigated and non-irrigated land.157 This means that it is
I5IU.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Kendrick Remedial Evaluation, February 1994 Update
(undated sheets); Spears Interview, supra.
l52Miles Interview, supra.
mDOI (USGS) Study, supra, at 69.
l54Kendrick Project Brochure, supra.






impossible to trace a route from areas with elevated selenium concentrations back to a !
similarly selenium-rich source area. Thus one cannot be confident that scraping away all ™j
selenium from an affected area, for example, would be the end of selenium problems there.
This is a less than satisfying reality for people faced with paying for selenium cleanup. <^
The Casper-Alcova Irrigation District is of course deeply concerned that it will be
forced to foot the bill for selenium remediation in the Kendrick Project. Jack Miles, president n
of the District and a rancher on the project, argues that it is unwise to spend a great deal of
money "on a few birds."158 He fears that the District will be "completely dried up," which •"*)
would do more harm to the surrounding community in the long run than selenium could do.
He also argues that it is simply not possible to get additional money out of the District now. "I
He points out that farmers on the project have not for some time gotten returns to their
equity.159 He is supported in this by an unreleased Bureau of Reclamation study of the "*]
District's ability to pay, which was found to be negative.160
Driving over the Kendrick Project in midsummer 1994, albeit in the fifth or sixth year *"]
of drought, one is struck by the marginal appearance of most of the Project's enterprises.
There are important exceptions, such as the Miles ranch, but even in good years, the Project ;
produces only hay and feed corn for cattle; it has never been capable of producing the crops
that early boosters claimed would supply Casper with fresh fruits and vegetables.161
In fact, not unlike many of its fellow reclamation projects throughout the West, actual
experience on the Kendrick Project has not matched expectations. First, in the original plan j
embodied in the President's authorization of 1935, some 66,000 acres were to be in the
Project, though only 35,000 would be developed at first because of concerns over adequate i
water supply.162 Then it emerged that only 24,000 of the 35,000 were irrigable, and that
158Miles Interview, supra.
'"Spears Interview, supra.
""See, e.g.. "Storage for Diversion of Waters of North Platte River," H.R. Rep. No. 863, 69th Cong., 1st Sess.,
(1926).
'"Facilitating Voluntary Transfers, supra, at 109-110.
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! even these had a lower ability to grow high-value crops than assumed in the original contract
p between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Kendrick Project regarding repayment of
' construction costs.163 By 1982, the Kendrick Project had not made any payments on this
p debt.164 The Project's financial situation was one reason that it entered into a contract with
the City of Casper to exchange the payment of its debt and financing of canal improvements
P to increase efficiency for the water saved, which would flow to Casper.165
The Kendrick Project faces more than selenium issues. It is a water user in a basin
H that will probably, in time, be attempting to squeeze every drop of water that it can out of
traditional uses to apply to preservation of endangered species. A marginal irrigation project
H in the high arid plains of Wyoming that gets a low return on its investment — and is
poisoning migratory birds in the process — is vulnerable in such times.
I! I",11
4.6 Finding Water: The Role of the Bureau
\ The North Platte River provides a good example of the ways in which human desires
are reflected in the rivers of the West. For much of the last 100 years, irrigation needs along
; this primarily rural river dominated its use. When these needs could not be adequately
satisfied from the natural flows of the river, the Bureau of Reclamation constructed a series of
I dams collectively able to store more than twice the average annual flow of the river. By
capturing and holding the peak flows that passed down the river during the spring snowmelts
! and by holding water in high flow years, these reservoirs enabled the development of
thousands of acres of new farmlands and finned up the water supply for thousands of acres
already in irrigation. The North Platte and Kendrick projects were built to support this
irrigation objective.
! Projects built under the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program reflect a broader set of
_, objectives. In particular, the opportunities for increased hydroelectric power generation





Construction of Glendo Dam also facilitated use of upstream hydroelectric facilities while
enabling control of the water for subsequent delivery to downstream irrigators. This greatly ^
increased ability to regulate flows of water in the North Platte between Seminoe Reservoir
and Guernsey Reservoir also has made it possible for the Reclamation to ensure minimum <**)
streamflows below its facilities to support high quality trout fisheries.
Until the 1970s little attention was given to the downstream consequences of this water ^
development. The plight of the whooping crane caused wildlife scientists to seek explanations
for its dwindling numbers. Among other things these studies highlighted the critical ^
importance of an area along the Platte River in central Nebraska utilized by the crane as a key
stopover point during their annual spring and fall migrations. Upstream water development, it H
was realized, had permanently altered historical flow patterns of the river — patterns that had
created the unique habitat in the Big Bend area so favored by the cranes. "";
The implications of these findings threatened more than 100 years of economic
development in Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska. At a minimum it became clear that any.
additional water development was problematic and could be sanctioned only under very
stringent mitigation requirements. More fundamentally, however, it raised the question of the
responsibility of existing upstream water development.
To date, little progress has been made in addressing this issue with respect to water
uses in the North Platte Basin. Since 1983 efforts have focused on the development of
biological and hydrological data for the basin. What might be regarded as the most obvious
solution — reducing the amount of water diverted for irrigation use — probably would
provide less benefit than it seems since all unused North Platte River water ends up in Lake
McConaughy in any event. Nevertheless it is clear that irrigation uses in the North Platte are
going to have to change if the flow targets in the Big Bend area are to be met.
Certainly there are opportunities throughout the basin for changing traditional irrigation ^
practices in a manner that would reduce historical diversions and, to a lesser degree,
consumptive uses. Presently, irrigation diversions on tributaries to the North Platte in ^
Wyoming are not measured or controlled. Wyoming uses a general standard authorizing
irrigation diversions of one cubic foot.per second for every 70 acres of irrigated land. When n
Wyoming adopted this standard, under Elwood Mead at the end of the 19th century, it
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became the first state to recognize that diversions should not be unlimited. It was a model of
p good stewardship under the conditions existing 100 years ago. Today, however, in a world of
increasingly competitive demands for water, this standard no longer meets the test of
f* stewardship and should be revised. Moreover, it is common practice for irrigators in
Wyoming to irrigate outside the irrigation season — an old time practice of "building up" the
p soil moisture thought to be beneficial to crop growth. In fact there is little if any benefit to
crops from this practice, and the use of streamflows for this purpose makes little sense.
H The effects of this water use are dwarfed, however, by the control and alteration of
i
water flows resulting from Bureau of Reclamation storage and delivery of water in the North
P Platte above Lake McConaughy. Management of the North Platte above Lake McConaughy
is very efficient from the perspective of the needs and desires of users along this part of the
; river. It is management, however, without regard for the benefits that North Platte River
water could provide for habitat needs in the Big Bend stretch of the Platte River.
; Understandably, water users in the North Platte are not eager to forego their uses to
provide water to the benefit of whooping cranes or other endangered species. On the other
I hand, the existence of these species depends to some extend on the availability of water in
timing and amounts no longer naturally provided. Water is inevitably a shared resource,
I serving a large number of uses with value to many people. The challenge in the North Platte
as elsewhere around the West is to find ways to allow limited water resources to provide as
j full a range of benefits as possible. Efforts need to be made to develop mechanisms that
^ encourage existing users to accomplish their uses but with less water. Expanding the benefits
of water should, to the degree possible, be pursued through means that do not take benefits
from existing users, at least not without compensation.
[ Focusing just on the irrigation usage supported directly by the North Platte Project it is
pn clear that there currently are no such incentives in place. Water is delivered on a demand
i
basis without any clear determination of need. Only in water short years do these irrigators
F-i face the possibility of a reduced supply from that historically received. In such a system there
is little reason to search for ways to grow crops with less water.
r*> Given its responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act, the Bureau of
Reclamation may now be required to reexamine its apparent commitments to North Platte
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Project water users. As we have seen in other areas, this could mean detailed surveys of the
lands being served with water to determine if they are properly classified as irrigable and if ^
they are legally entitled to receive federal project water. With the need to renew contracts
coming up in 1998 for the Glendo Unit it could mean negotiations about the cost of water or -*»
even the quantity of water. It could mean rearranging the terms by which water is committed
to users, offering — for example — a fixed maximum annual quantity of water (subject to ^
physical availability) less than the maximum quantity presently potentially available, but with
the ability to carry over unused water to future years or even to lease the water to downstream ^
users.
Reclamation is beginning to explore these possibilities with the large irrigators who ^
rely on Bureau of Reclamation-supplied water. Moreover, the states of Colorado, Nebraska,
and Wyoming have been engaging in discussions to determine whether there are mutually
acceptable approaches that might facilitate better availability of water in the Big Bend reach.
The obstacles are substantial and, to date, the outside pressures that might force change have "1
not been sufficient to overcome these obstacles. In many respects the North Platte is







The Upper Colorado River Basin, Colorado
Larry MacDonnell1
5.1 Introduction
As the Colorado River works its way west out of the Rocky Mountains in western
Colorado, it cuts through a large, open expanse about 30 miles long and 12 miles wide known
as the Grand Valley (see Figure 5.1). Since the 1880s, water has been diverted from the river
to irrigate farmlands in this valley. Construction of the Grand Valley Project by the
Reclamation Service (now the Bureau of Reclamation) in the early 1900s greatly expanded the
amount of irrigated land in the valley, and a flourishing, largely agriculturally-based economy
developed.
Today the Grand Valley is urbanizing. The city of Grand Junction, built at the
confluence of the Colorado (originally the "Grand") River and the Gunnison River has a
population of nearly 30,000, and subdivisions are filling in fields that once grew crops.
Agriculture, virtually all of it irrigated, continues to be an important part of the economy of
the valley, particularly the orchard lands in the higher, eastern end of the valley and the
croplands in the more rural, western part of the valley. In total, there are about 70,000 acres
of irrigated lands in the valley and, from a vantage point up on the high, red-colored
sandstone ridge that is the Colorado National Monument, irrigated fields still dominate the
landscape. To the north, beyond the irrigated areas, sage-covered desert lands that once
covered the valley are still readily visible.
Water from the Colorado River created this mountain valley oasis. Getting the water
from the river to the lands was no easy matter, however. As the Colorado leaves the confines
of DeBeque Canyon and enters into the Grand Valley, its channel cuts down through the
'Former Director, Natural Resources Law Center. Conrad Lattes, University of Colorado School of Law, Class of
1994, prepared an extensive paper on the Grand Valley Project as part of an internship under the supervision of
Robert Wigington of The Nature Conservancy and in support of this project. The contributions of Robert Wigington
to this chapter are gratefully acknowledged as is the extensive assistance provided by Robert Norman and Brent













alluvial valley floor. Not until the river is well into the valley does it make an arcing turn to
the south, causing it to run almost even with its banks to the west and making it possible to
divert water directly into a man-made channel for use on lands paralleling the river to the
north. Taking advantage of this opportunity, the oldest major ditch in the valley — owned by
the Grand Valley Irrigation Company — has its headgates at this point. As the river turns
once again to the west, it immediately moves back into a deeply cut channel, through which it
continues to its junction with the Gunnison River and beyond.
Efforts were made to use water wheels and hydraulic pumps to lift water up to the
bench lands on the south side of the river, but the real opportunity, local developers believed,
was in diverting water from the river further upstream, in DeBeque Canyon, and building a
canal that would bring the water to the considerable land areas not irrigable from the Grand
Valley Irrigation Company Canal. This was an undertaking that exceeded the financial means
of valley interests but was exactly the sort of effort that the Reclamation Service had been
created to provide. The feasibility of the project was studied in 1908, and the President
approved the project in 1911.
The significant, early commitment of the water of the upper Colorado River to
irrigation in the Grand Valley remains the primary factor determining management of this
portion of the river during the irrigation season. Diversions from the Colorado River for use
in the Grand Valley average about one million acre-feet annually.2 While the drainage area
of the Colorado River above the Grand Valley yields an average of more than three million
acre-feet per year, diversion demands during the irrigation season sometimes equal or exceed
flows in the river. Known as the "Cameo Call" because of its location below the Cameo
measuring gauge in DeBeque Canyon, divertible senior irrigation and power water rights for
the Grand Valley collectively require the availability of 2,260 cubic feet per second of water
in the river during the irrigation season. This "call" (the demand by downstream "seniors" for
interview with John Gierard, Bureau of Reclamation (Feb. 20, 1995). Another source places total diversions at
about 880,000 acre-feet per year. Bishop-Brogden Associates, Inc., An Analysts of Potential Irrigation Water Savings
in the Grand Valley of Colorado (Feb. 1994), at 3. Irrigation diversions are estimated to total 630,000 acre-feet. An
additional 250,000 acre-feet of water is diverted during the irrigation season (April to Oct.) for power purposes.
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their full entitlement of water that requires upstream "juniors" to reduce or cease then-
diversions) was in effect an average of 59 days per year between 1987 and 1990.3
Water development for irrigation in the Grand Valley has had a number of unintended
consequences, including increased salinity, impacts on endangered species, and limitation of **)
upstream water development. Subsurface soils in the Grand Valley once were part of the bed
of a substantial inland sea. Irrigation return flows percolating through these so-called Mancos ^
shales draw out the considerable salts that are residues of this sea. The loading of salts to the
Colorado River from sources in the Grand Valley (not all caused by irrigation activity) is ^
estimated to be 580,000 tons per year, about seven percent of the annual average salt load
measured at Imperial Dam near the border with Mexico.4 "^
Construction of dams and diversion structures across the river at several points totally
blocked fish passage in this section of the Colorado River. Irrigation diversions in the '
summer months caused drastic reductions in streamflows of the Colorado River, particularly
in the section below the headgate of the Grand Valley Irrigation Company to the confluence l~1
with the Gunnison River known as the "15-Mile Reach." These consequences of irrigation
development in the Grand Valley contributed to the dramatic decline during this century of
two species of fish native to this part of the river — the Colorado squawfish and the
rrrr}
razorback sucker. In 1967, the Fish and Wildlife Service listed the Colorado squawfish as an
endangered species5 and, in 1987, the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Species
Recovery Program was agreed to.6 The need for increased flows through the 15-Mile Reach
has been identified as an objective of the recovery program.7
'Resource Engineering, Inc., Analysis of the Orchard Mesa Check Operation Under Current and Historic Stream
Administration Practices (Aug. 11, 1993), at 10, table 1 [hereinafter Resource Engineering].
4Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Grand Valley Unit Final Environmental Impact Statement, at S-l
(1986) [hereinafter Grand Valley FEIS].
532 Fed. Reg. 40001 (March 11, 1967).
'U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Recovery Implementation program for Endangered Species
in the upper Colorado River Basin (Sept. 1987) [hereinafter Recovery Implementation Program].
'U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Study of Alternative Water Supplies for Endangered Fishes in the 15-Mile Reach of
the Colorado River (Jan. 1992), at 2 [hereinafter Alternative Water Supplies].
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Upstream demands on the Colorado River have increased markedly during this
century. Perhaps most dramatic have been the transmountain diversions taking water out of
the Colorado River Basin on the west side of the Continental Divide for use in the Front
Range of Colorado. Private irrigation interests constructed small structures moving water
across the mountains beginning in the late 1800s, and large scale diversions began with
construction of the Moffat Tunnel by the City of Denver during the 1920s and with the
construction of the Colorado-Big Thompson Project by the Bureau of Reclamation in the
1940s.8 Beginning in the 1950s, recreational development in the headwaters of the Colorado
River mushroomed; world class ski areas and resorts support a strong and growing economy.
Water is in demand for snowmaking in the wintertime and to meet the year-round needs of
the permanent residents and the seasonal needs of visitors.
In short, the circumstances that so clearly favored the dedication of much of the water
of the Colorado River in Colorado to agriculture in the Grand Valley have changed. Other
interests have emerged and are expressing a desire for modifications in water uses that will
allow these interests to enjoy more of the benefits of the river. This chapter explores the
commitment of water to the Grand Valley and considers opportunities for broadening the
beneficiaries of this water.
5.2 Early Development in the Grand Valley
By treaty ratified by the U.S. Senate in 1863, the Ute Indians in Colorado ceded
claims to lands east of the Continental Divide to the U.S., but were given dominant rights in
the western part of the territory. A subsequent treaty in 1868 established a reservation for the
Utes in western Colorado that was to be their exclusive territory. In 1879, disgruntled Utes in
northern Colorado killed Nathaniel Meeker, at that time Indian agent on the reservation and
formerly founder of the Union Colony at Greeley, Colorado. In response, the U.S. decided in
1880 to remove the Utes from all of western Colorado except for two small reservations in
the southwest corner of the state. In August 1881, Utes residing in the Grand Valley were
"Daniel Tyler, The Last Water Hole in the West (University Press of Colorado, 1992) [hereinafter Tyler].
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forced to move to the Uintah Reservation in Utah. Settlers immediately came into the valley
and laid out claims to land.9 According to one account: «,
In the early days of September 1881, a bugler for the U.S. Army issued
a series of shrill blasts signalling that the land that had once belonged to ^
the Ute Indians was now open for settlement by the whites. The bugle
had barely silenced when the stampede began: a flood of settlers entered
the Grand Valley. This multitude soon demanded a supply of water to **]
transform the barren land into towns, farms, ranches, and orchards.10
Work began on the Grand Valley Ditch later that same year, and on the Pioneer Ditch and the ^
Pacific Slope Ditch in 1882.
The story of irrigation development in the Grand Valley is reminiscent of irrigation **j
development in many other parts of the West. Small ditches serving the most accessible low-
lying lands were built first, using largely local labor and capital. The far more ambitious A
Grand Valley Ditch went through a series of stages before and after reaching completion in
1884: work was begun in 1881 using local capital and labor; the project then was taken over H
in January 1883 and enlarged in scope by an ambitious promoter from the Gunnison area,
Matt Arch; later that year, outside financial interests took over (first T.C. Henry in August
1883 and then the Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford, Connecticut in 1885); finally, in
1897, the private project turned into a water user-owned ditch company, the Grand Valley
Irrigation Company (GVIC).11 Today, GVIC provides water to about 38,000 acres of land
and 3,000 users within its service area.12
'The Grand Valley was considered as a site for a reservation but, according to one source, was viewed as more
valuable for settlement by the U.S.: "Mr. Mears [one of the U.S. commissioners sent to survey the valley as a
possible reservation location] at once saw that, for the benefit of Colorado, it would be better to keep the Indians out
of the state, as the land in the Uncompahgre and at Grand Junction would become very valuable, if settled by whites."
Jerome G. Smiley, ed., vol. 2 Semi-Centennial History of The State of Colorado (Chicago: The Lewis Publishing
Company, 1913), at 441.
'"Don Davidson, "The Grand River Ditch," 1 J. of the Western Slope 1 (Winter 1986).
"Mary Rait, "Development of Grand Junction and the Colorado River Valley to Palisades from 1881 to 1938 -
Part 1," 3 J. of the Western Slope (No. 3) 7, 16 (Summer 1988) [hereinafter Rait, Part 1].
TTiis is the figure used by the GVIC. The environmental impact statement for the Grand Valley Unit Stage Two
Development places irrigated acreage within the GVIC at 27,720 acres. Grand Valley FEIS, supra, at 4.
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In the Grand Valley, as in most other places in the West, private efforts to get water to
the higher elevation lands failed. Orchard Mesa is a good case in point.13 Orchard Mesa is
an elevated area of land extending west from the Grand Mesa, separating the Colorado River
from the Gunnison River which comes into the Grand Valley from the southeast (see Figure
5.2). Fruit trees grow well on much of this land, and there had been at least five private
efforts to pump water up onto the bench lands high above the river that all ended in failure
because the diversion facilities washed out in high spring flows. Between 1909 and 1910, the
Orchard Mesa Irrigation District (OMID) built a water diversion and delivery system taking
water out of the river up in DeBeque Canyon, running the water through flumes and a canal
along the south side of the river to a point where it was then pumped onto the mesa.14
OMID, a public entity formed under state law and authorized to assess a tax on all lands
served with water within the boundaries of the district, issued bonds valued at $900,000
bearing a six percent interest to pay the costs of this construction. Final construction costs
totaled more than $1.3 million. The expense of constructing and operating the system made
the cost of the water to the irrigators more than they could afford to pay. In 1922, the
Reclamation Service entered into a contract with OMID under which the U.S. would divert
additional water at its diversion dam for the Grand Valley Project, split it off from its main
canal and move it under the Colorado River in a reinforced concrete siphon to the 3.5 mile
concrete-lined Orchard Mesa Power Canal. The Orchard Mesa Pumping Plant then would lift
the water as much as 130 feet to the two canals on the mesa. About 8,600 acres of land are
irrigated within the OMID.
The federally constructed Grand Valley Project itself grew out of a desire to be able to
irrigate lands in the Grand Valley lying above and north of the lands irrigated out of the
GVIC Canal. The Grand Valley Water Users Association formed in 1905 to promote this
reclamation project, and signed a contract with the U.S. in 1913 agreeing to pay the costs of
"This discussion is drawn primarily from Mary Rait, Development of Grand Junction and the Colorado River
Valley to Palisade from 1881 to 1931-Part 2, 3 J. of the Western Slope (No. 4) 4, 38-41 (Autumn 1988) [hereinafter
Rait, Part 2].
"Report on Orchard Mesa Irrigation District, Memorandum from J.H. Miner and C.C. Smith to Chief of









i constructing the system. Much of the land to be served with water from the Government
m Highline Canal was still in public ownership.
The Reclamation Service constructed a 14-foot high, 546-foot-wide dam (Roller Dam)
h across the Colorado River, with six "roller" gates to control flows — the first dam of this type
■ ever to be constructed in the United States. Water is diverted out of the west and north side
f* of the river into a canal with a physical capacity of 1,620 cubic feet per second. The canal
1 moves through three tunnels (with a portion of the flow siphoned off to the Orchard Mesa
p* system under the river between the second and third tunnels). At the Price-Stubb Pumping
1 Plant, water is made available to the Palisade Irrigation District (6,000 irrigable acres) and the
P Mesa County Irrigation District (2,000 irrigable acres). The Highline Canal, completed in
1917, extends 55 miles and carries water to about 23,300 acres of land within the Grand
f* Valley Water Users Association (Association). Despite assurances by valley interests in 1907
that the cost of the system would be paid to the U.S. within three years after completion,
P irrigators within the Association did not begin payments until the contract had been
renegotiated in 1928. The renegotiated contract extended the payment period to 40 years,
P deducted $812,000 from the original repayment cost, and established a reduced annual charge
for the first five years.
i
5.3 Growing Fruit in the Mountains
| Few orchards now grow in the vicinity of the town of Fruita, located toward the west
end of the Grand Valley, but when William E. Pabor, another alumnus of the Union Colony,
1 founded the Fruita Town and Land Company in 1883, he planted apples, pears, peaches,
cherries, plums, and grapes with such success that by 1886 a five-acre plot was selling for
I $500.l5 Pabor, an avid promoter of agriculture in Colorado, was moved to write:
f*» Fair Fruita in the sunshine lies,
{ The fairest village 'neath the skies;
Broad sweep of fertile land around,
f"1 Where prosperous farmer homes abound;
"Steven F. Mehls, The Valley of Opportunity: A History of West-Central Colorado (Bureau of Land
Management, 1988), at 145.
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Home of the almond, apple, peach,
And vines, whose purple clusters teach
That bounteous Nature offers here ^
A generous summer with each year.16 ']
Despite Pabor's optimism, there is something incongruous about growing peaches in ^
Colorado. And yet they do grow — in most years, very well. They grow best in the eastern
part of the valley, the area around the town of Palisade, on the higher lands that enjoy the "*\
benefits of the fact that warm air rises. The growing season on these higher areas averages
187 days a year, compared to the 140 day growing season in the lower part of the valley west j
of Grand Junction.17 The early promise of a valley filled with orchards has yielded to the
realities of growing fruit in a mountain valley with elevations between 4,000 and 6,000 feet,
but fruit remains an important part of the agricultural economy in parts of the Grand Valley
today.
Beyond problems with climate, fruit production in the Grand Valley suffered from
re)
salinity in the soils and from pests and disease. Salinity long has plagued irrigated \
agriculture. To a considerable degree this is a problem that can be managed through good ^
drainage practices, but in the Grand Valley (and in most irrigated areas of the West) drainage
simply was not considered until problems appeared. In retrospect, it is not surprising that
lands accustomed to receiving perhaps eight inches of moisture per year would not necessarily \
adapt well to receiving four or five feet of additional water as a consequence of irrigation. In
the Grand Valley, as mentioned above, the particular problem was the Mancos shales. The
soils of the valley are primarily alluvial in origin and are underlain by the shales. With the ^
addition of large amounts of water to the lands beginning in the 1880s, ground water levels
started to rise. A study by the Department of Agriculture in 1916 emphasized the ^
increasingly saline character of the ground water and concluded that successful crop
production in the area would require keeping the water table far enough below the root zone ^
to avoid salinity damage:
"William E. Pabor, Wedding Bells: A Colorado Idvl 118 (1900).
l7Nolan J. Doesken et al., "A Climatological Assessment of the Utility of Wind Machines for Freeze Protection in
Mountain Valleys," 28 J. Applied Meteorology 194, 195-96 (March 1989).
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' In many instances the existence of a problem in the Grand Valley was first
realized when some of the older apple orchards began to fail. Almost
invariably the older trees in any particular orchard died first. Frequently the
land upon which apples trees 15 to 25 years old had died and had been
removed would be reset to apples and the younger trees appear to thrive for a
] period, sometimes for several years. These younger trees would then die and
: finally the owner would remove the orchard and plant the tract to alfalfa or
p small grain. It was not unusual for either of these crops to do well at first and
I sometimes for several years, although almost invariably the end has been the
same, i.e., the land finally became unproductive. In some cases the trouble has
p so far developed as to cause the land to be entirely abandoned.18
Between 1917 and 1921, the Reclamation Service constructed drainage ditches for the Grand
101 Valley Project that also benefitted lands within the Grand Valley Irrigation Company.19 In
1923 irrigators in the valley voted to levy an assessment on their lands to pay for the
p installation of additional drainage ditches. The work was essentially completed in 1930.
Particularly devastating to the apple orchards in the valley early in the century was the
1 coddling moth. Eggs laid by the moth turned into worms which then infested the apples.
Despite spraying lead arsenate on trees as many as 10 to 12 times a year in the mid-1920s,
f worm damage continued.20 A federal requirement established at that time under the 1906
Pure Food and Drug Act required removal of lead from all agricultural products before
! shipping, a process that itself damaged the fruit and added considerable expense until
automated means were devised.21 In 1927 one state official estimated that the orchard areas
I in the valley had decreased by 40 percent since 1915, while the cost of spraying had increased
by 365 percent.22
"Dalton G. Miller, The Seepage and Alkali Problem in the Grand Valley, Colorado, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture,
March 1916, at 15.
"Rait, part 2 supra, at 44-45.
"Merton N. Bergner, The Development of Fruita and the Lower Valley of the Colorado River from 1884 to 1937
(1937) (unpublished MS thesis, University of Colorado, Boulder), at 33.
2lRait, part 1 supra, at 45.
"Id,, at 46.
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Peach orchards in the 1930s and 1940s were devastated by the budmite-transmitted
Peach Mosaic Virus. The only effective means of control was to remove and bum infected <^
trees. Between 1935 and 1949 over 125,000 peach trees were removed from orchard lands in
the Grand Valley.23 Nevertheless the Grand Valley remains an important producer of *"i
peaches, with most of that production centered in the Palisade area.
DDT and other high potency pesticides brought the codling moth and other pests under ^
control. Today, spring frosts are the primary factor limiting fruit production in the Grand
Valley. Record cold temperatures in the winter of 1962-63 killed more than 100,000 peach V
trees, and in the spring of 1989 a severe frost caused the most complete bud kill in the
valley's history. Wind machines that mix in warmer air from higher elevations now are ^
common in the peach orchards, replacing smudge pots used in the past.
'1
5.4 Problems With Salinity
Imagine an inland sea covering at times much of the continental land mass of what is
now western Colorado, a sea coming in from the north and, at one period, extending all the
way to what is now the Gulf of Mexico. Such was the state of the Earth during a period
geologists call the Cretaceous, over a million years ago. The Mancos shale that is the product
of this period underlies the entire Grand Valley, outcropping in the Book Cliffs that form a ;
distinctive northeast boundary for the valley. The sandy shores of this sea are now the
Dakota Sandstone formation, and the Mancos shales are remnants of "the shells and skeletons
of innumerable marine animals: coiled ammonites, giant oysters, clams, and swimming
reptiles."24 This area is the easternmost extension of the Colorado Plateau, with its uplifted
sedimentary layers still remarkably horizontal though deeply carved by water. Somehow this ^
plateau escaped the mountain building processes that occurred in the Rockies to the east and
the Sierra Nevadas on the west. _.
"Joyce Sexton, History of the Fruit Industry in Mesa County, Western Colorado Horticultural Society
Proceedings (1987), at 96.
"Halka Chronic, Roadside Geology of Colorado (Missoula: Mountain Press Publishing Co. 1980), at 2S6.
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As already discussed, the salinity of these shales created problems with growing crops
in parts of the Grand Valley around the turn of the century, problems that were largely
addressed by the construction of a substantial drainage system. In effect, however, the
problem was just transferred downstream. There are many sources of salinity feeding into the
Colorado River: nearly half of the salts found in the river at Hoover Dam are thought to come
from natural sources while 37 percent result from irrigation.25 Salinity affects the quality of
the drinking water that comes from the Colorado River in the Lower Basin and also makes
the water less desirable for other domestic, municipal, and industrial uses. It can limit the
types of crops that can be grown as well as the yield of those crops. In 1961, when highly
saline drainage water from the Wellton-Mohawk Division of the Gila Project in Arizona
pushed salinity levels in the Colorado River at the Mexican border to more than 2,000 parts
per million of total dissolved solids, damage to crops in the Mexicali Valley caused an
international incident.26
One response to this incident was the passage of the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act in 1974.27 This law provided federal funding to construct projects in the basin
that would reduce salt loading to the Colorado River. One of these projects became the
Grand Valley Salinity Control Unit. The original plan called for actions that were expected to
reduce salt loading to the river by as much as 700,000 tons annually.
Stage I of the Grand Valley Salinity Control Unit was essentially completed in 1983.
The effort focused on a 6.8 mile section of the Government Highline Canal in the western
part of the Grand Valley. The canal was lined, and diversion structures for laterals were
rebuilt. In addition, 34 miles of open dirt laterals were transformed into about 30 miles of
plastic pipe. In Stage II, 38 miles of the canal in the eastern part of the valley are being
membrane lined; 144 miles of open ditch laterals are to be replaced by pipes.
"Taylor O. Miller, Gary D. Weatherford, John E. Thorson, The Salty Colorado (The Conservation Foundation
1986), at S.
m "Wj, at 24.
...
27Pub. L. No. 93-320, 43 U.S.C.§ 1571.
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The salinity control project brought permanent change to irrigated agriculture in the
Grand Valley. Because that change is still underway, it is difficult to assess its full ^
implications. One immediate effect was that irrigation activities in the valley, practices that >
had been in existence with virtually no change for 50 to 70 years or more, came under intense ^
scrutiny. A system, or more accurately a collection of systems, that had, when designed and ~!
constructed, met their clear objective of providing a reliable and low cost supply for water ^
i
irrigation were found to be antiquated and even harmful. The good news, however, was that
federal assistance was available to fix the problem — the irrigators themselves would not be ^
responsible for making changes. In fact, the even better news was that the "improvements"
that would be made to their water delivery systems would actually make things better for the "*!
irrigators themselves since the water would be better "managed": leaky portions of the main
canals would be lined; check structures (gates regulating the depth and flow of water in a ""1
section of the canal) would be built; new diversions structures for laterals would be
constructed and the old dirt laterals would be replaced with piping; trash cleaners would be m
installed to keep the water free from branches, leaves, and other debris; water delivered
through the pipes would be under pressure, allowing irrigators to install more modern
irrigation equipment such as surge systems or sprinklers that could take advantage of this
pressure. Moreover, funds would be available through the Department of Agriculture to cost- ^
share on-farm improvements that would reduce drainage.
But things are rarely what they seem. The original plans for reducing the loadings of
salts from the Grand Valley were considerably scaled back. The Grand Valley Salinity
Control Unit now is projected to reduce salinity loadings to the river by 580,000 tons instead
of the 700,000 tons originally expected. In fact, reduction through 1994 is estimated to be
99,000 tons.28 Even when Stage II is completed, the total annual reductions are expected to
be only 122,347 tons per year. The cost to date of these efforts is approximately $145
million.29
"U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Quality of Water, Colorado River Basin, Progress Report No. 17 (Jan. 1995), at 63,
table 9 [hereinafter Progress Report No. 17].




The need for agreement among the irrigators within each of the systems that would be
altered under the salinity control program revealed some of the deep splits that existed
between water users on the same laterals, between some of the water users and management
of their water supply organizations, between different organizations and, of course, between
the local community and the federal government. The Bureau of Reclamation, the federal
agent for carrying out much of the salinity control program, wanted a single written
agreement with each of the organizations within which improvements were to be made. Such
agreement proved impossible to achieve within the Grand Valley Irrigation Company and was
not easily obtained from the three entities receiving water from the Government Highline
Canal: the Grand Valley Water Users Association, the Palisade Irrigation District, and the
Mesa County Irrigation District.
While the main canals are owned and managed by the water supply organizations in
the Grand Valley, the laterals generally are owned by the water users. Once water is
delivered to the diversion structure for the lateral, management of that water is left up to the
users. In most cases, users on a lateral are not well organized. Only in the Grand Valley
Water Users Association system are deliveries of water to laterals based on orders or requests;
in other systems, water is simply turned into laterals on the basis of the direct flow rights held
by the users (e.g. if the sum total of the flow rights held by users on a lateral is x cubic feet
per second, then a constant flow of x second feet is maintained in the lateral so long as
sufficient water is available to do so).
For the most part, irrigators in the Grand Valley Water Users Association who are on
laterals now supplied from the improved canal and pipeline system seem happy with the
changes. One unexpected effect is the flip-flopping of advantages and disadvantages of
location on the lateral. In the old earthen ditch system, irrigators at the head of the system
enjoyed first crack at the water and could be sure to get their water if any flowed into the
ditch, while those at the end of the ditch might sometimes find themselves with little or no
supply. With water in pipes, irrigators at the end of the lateral find that they have the best
pressure and a full supply while those at the top of the system do not have much pressure to
take advantage of. The cleaner water makes use of siphon tubes and surge systems easier
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since there are fewer obstructions to be cleared. The improved on-field irrigation systems
tend to be much less labor intensive than the traditional methods used in the area.
Is this federal investment of $145 million in the Grand Valley ($354 million as of
1994 in the Colorado River Basin generally) worthwhile?30 Unsurprisingly, opinions vary
considerably. Estimates of actual damages from salinity vary widely.31 Some believe that
more has been spent on salinity control within the Colorado River Basin than can be
justified.32
Nevertheless, the salinity control program has permanently changed irrigated
agriculture in the Grand Valley. The opportunities to modify long-standing practices in a
manner that reduces the need for the historical level of diversions are now well understood.
Improvements made to date demonstrate the potential for irrigating lands in the Grand Valley
with less overall demand on the Colorado River. Not surprisingly, in an era of growing
demands for water, those who would like to enjoy the benefits of this Colorado River water
are lining up. First in line after the irrigators themselves are upstream junior water rights
holders and those wanting more water in the 15-Mile Reach for endangered fish.
5.5 Water Development for the Front Range
The West Slope of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado is one of the great "water holes"
of the West.33 Moist air coming from the west struggles to hurdle the vertical barrier of
these mountains, leaving behind large amounts of precipitation in the process. Particularly the
^Progress Report No. 17, supra, at 55-56, tables 6 & 7. This total includes expenditures by the Bureau of
Reclamation and by the Department of Agriculture.
"See, e.g.. Loretta C. Lohman et al., Estimating Economic Impacts of Salinity of the Colorado River, Bureau of
Reclamation (Feb. 1988), at 5, citing total damages of S310 to $831 million per year.
"Richard L. Gardner and Robert A. Young, "An Economic Evaluation of the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Program," 10 Western J. Ag. Econ. 1 (1985); Richard L. Gardner and Robert A. Young, "Assessing Strategies
for Control of Irrigation-Induced Salinity in the Upper Colorado River Basin," 70 Am. J. Ae. Econ. 37 (1988). In
March 1994, the Bureau of Reclamation requested comments from the public about the salinity control program.
Most of these comments were supportive of continuing the program, but several raised questions about a number of
aspects of the program, including the Grand Valley Salinity Control Unit. See, e.g. Letter to Mr. Charles A.




wintertime snowfalls provide the source for much of the spring and summer surface flows in
the many rivers and streams that are part of the Colorado River Basin. A large number of
interests compete to claim these valuable flows of water, both within Colorado and in other,
downstream states.
Except for irrigation in the Grand Valley, economic water uses within Colorado's West
Slope were slow to develop. An early major claim that is still of great importance today is
the diversion of up to 1,250 cubic feet per second of water from the Colorado River in the
vicinity of Glenwood Springs to generate hydroelectric power at the Shoshone Power Plant
Originally known as the Glenwood Power Canal and Pipeline, this plant holds a 1905 priority
water right for year-round operation. The size, seniority, and year-round nature of this water
right cause it to dominate management of water in the upper Colorado River.
Transmountain diversions, moving water out of the Colorado River Basin to the Front
Range of Colorado, are the other major factor dominating use of Colorado River water in
Colorado. Early transmountain diversions were relatively small in size and served to bolster
water supplies for irrigation users.34 The City of Denver through its Denver Water Board
constructed the first large-scale transmountain diversion project taking water out of the
Colorado River Basin.35 Piggybacking on the construction of the Moffat Tunnel under the
Continental Divide to provide direct rail service west from Denver through the mountains, the
Denver Water Board brought water from the Fraser River, a tributary of the Colorado,
through the "pioneer" bore for this runnel beginning in 1936. In the 1930s, Denver began
construction of the Williams Fork system by which water from this drainage was brought to
the Front Range.
Beginning in 1938, the Bureau of Reclamation began construction of the Colorado-Big
Thompson Project36 The water supply for this major federal project was to be the Colorado
River Basin, while the water use would occur on already irrigated agricultural lands in the
"Robert Follansbee, Upper Colorado River and Its Utilization, Water Supply Paper 617, U. S. Geological Survey
(1929), at 49.
"James L. Cox, Metropolitan Water Supply: The Denver Experience (1967).
"Tyler, supra, at 104.
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northern portion of the Front Range. Completed in the late 1950s, as much as 310,000 acre- i
feet of water per year can be diverted from the collection system on the West Slope through <**
the Alva B. Adams Tunnel for use on the Front Range. t
Then, in the 1950s, Denver began construction of what is now its major source of «]
water supply from the West Slope — Dillon Reservoir. With a storage capacity of about '
250,000 acre-feet, the reservoir impounds the Blue River at the town of Dillon. <^\
In the 1960s, the Bureau of Reclamation constructed the Fryingpan-Arkansas
Project.37 This project was expected to bring about 72,200 acre-feet of water per year from ^
the Fryingpan River on the West Slope to the Arkansas Basin.38 Between 1982 and 1992
actual annual diversions averaged 53,500 acre-feet.39 "1
The City of Colorado Springs has built two significant transmountain diversion
projects moving water out of the Colorado River Basin to the Front Range. The first was on **!
the Blue River. In 1993 the yield of this system was 11,658 acre-feet40 The Homestake
Project which collects West Slope water out of the Eagle River drainage in 1993 provided "^
25,900 acre-feet to the Colorado Springs water supply.41
Only in about the last 25 years have consumptive water uses on the West Slope of ""]
Colorado begun to increase significantly. In the late 1970s, the long-anticipated development
of the oil shale industry at last appeared ready to become a reality. Companies engaged in
this development aggressively pursued rights to the substantial quantities of water expected to
be needed in support of this apparently massive industry.42 These interests now are \
concerned with protecting the potential value of these rights, pending their future use — either
in oil shale or, more likely, for other purposes.
"Frank Milenski, In Quest of Water (1993).
"Bureau of Reclamation, Water Management of the Arkansas River, Preliminary Draft (Oct 5, 1993), at 2.
"I
^Interview with Philip C. Saletta, Supervising Resource Engineer, Colorado Springs Utilities (Nov. 2, 1994). !
Id. pm
''Colorado Energy Research Institute Water and Energy in Colorado's Future (Westview Press 1981).
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Almost unnoticed in the boom (and bust) of oil shale development was the more
gradual but significant growth occurring in many parts of the West Slope related to its scenic
and quality-of-life attractions as well as its expanding recreational economy. The town of
Aspen led the way, followed by Vail, Steamboat, Telluride, and a collection of areas in
Summit County. The brand new town of Battlement Mesa, constructed to house employees of
the oil shale industry, transitioned remarkably easily to a retirement community. Growing
needs for water in support of the expanding urban and recreational areas of the West Slope as
well as for significant new uses such as snowmaking in the wintertime are making West Slope
interests major players (in addition to those in the Grand Valley and those making
transmountain diversions) in decisions respecting uses of Colorado River Basin water.
Demands for water in the Grand Valley have an important influence on water uses in
the upper Colorado River Basin. Efforts by the Orchard Mesa Irrigation District (OMID), the
Grand Valley Water Users Association, and the U.S. to obtain a water court decree for
operation of what is called "the check" illustrate well the nature of this influence. Water for
lands within OMID is diverted at the Roller Dam, siphoned under the river, and moved
through the power canal to the pumping plant where it is lifted up onto the mesa. The four
hydraulically-driven pumps use about 272 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water to pump 171
cfs of water used for irrigation.43 The 272 cfs normally returns directly to the Colorado
River through the plant tailrace. In addition, Public Service Company of Colorado in 1993
constructed a hydroelectric generating facility at this location. Capacity constraints in the
Grand Valley Project diversion system limit the operation of the power plant during the peak
irrigation season to a maximum of 310 cfs.44
In 1926, the Grand Valley Project installed a radial gate "check" at the point where the
tailrace enters the river and built a bypass channel allowing water to enter the Colorado River
at a point about 1,200 yards further upstream (see Figure 5.3). Motivation to build and
operate this system came from the need to meet the senior priority of the GVIC system whose
^Robert E. Norman, "Grand Valley Water Management Study: A Carrot or a Hammer?" prepared for presentation
at a conference (1993).
"Id,
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headgate is immediately above the point where the pumping plant tailrace joins the Colorado
River. Thus, without the check in operation, return flows from the tailrace are not available
to GVIC. During the late part of the irrigation season, when natural flows of the river are
low, the senior call of GVIC could reduce diversions at the Roller Dam.
The ability to operate the check allowed the Grand Valley water users to work
collectively to satisfy the demands of the Cameo call water rights even when less than 2,260
cfs is flowing past the Cameo Gauge.45 In the debate surrounding construction of the
Colorado-Big Thompson Project (C-BT Project), West Slope interests demanded
"compensatory storage" to protect existing and future consumptive water uses in their area.46
Green Mountain Reservoir, constructed on the Blue River near Kremmling, was added to the
project to meet this demand. Senate Document 80, prepared in 1937 to accompany legislation
authorizing the C-BT Project, called for Green Mountain Reservoir to have a capacity of
152,000 acre-feet, with 52,000 acre-feet dedicated to provide "replacement" of water diverted
out of the basin and 100,000 acre-feet for "power purposes" (to operate a hydroelectric power
plant at the dam with the revenues going to help pay the cost of the project). Senate
Document 80 specifically directed use of the 52,000 acre-feet as necessary to meet the 1,250
cfs diversion right of the Shoshone Power Plant as against diversions out of the basin for the
C-BT Project; the 100,000 acre-foot pool also was to be available for meeting "existing
irrigation and domestic appropriations of water, including the Grand Valley Reclamation
project" as well as future domestic and irrigation uses in western Colorado.47
Releases of Green Mountain water provide a critical part of the late season irrigation
supply for the Grand Valley in many years. Operation of the check reduces the amount of
water that must be released from Green Mountain for irrigation use in the Grand Valley.48
Even so, in the drought year of 1977, 66,000 acre-feet of water was released from Green
45Grand Valley Water Management Study Flow Protection Plan (Dec. 19, 1994), at 11.
**Tyler, supra, at 51.
"Senate Document 80 (1937), at 3.
"Diversions at the Roller Dam can be made to do double duty by generating power at the Orchard Mesa Power
Plant and then, by being checked back upstream above the GVIC headgate, diverted into the GVIC system.
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"interview with John Gierard, Bureau of Reclamation (Feb. 20, 1995). No water was released for this purpose
from Green Mountain in 1984, 1985, or 1986.
"This story is related in considerable detail in Tyler, supra.
''Interview with Glenn Porzak, Attorney, Holme Roberts & Owen (Dec. 19, 1994).
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Mountain to meet existing West Slope uses. In the four-year period from 1987 to 1990, I
replacement releases from Green Mountain averaged about 54,000 acre-feet per year.49
For many years, the Denver Water Board contested operation of Green Mountain i
Reservoir because it was perceived to threaten the yield from Dillon Reservoir.50 As the ™
consequence of a long series of court cases and negotiations, Green Mountain is recognized to !
hold a 1935 priority to store 152,000 acre-feet plus a refill right, while Dillon Reservoir and ™
the Roberts Tunnel hold a 1946 priority (a storage right of 252,678 acre-feet and a direct flow
right of 788 cfs). Thus Green Mountain has a better legal right to Blue River water than <■**>
Dillon. The parties also agreed, however, that Denver could use its storage on Williams Fork
to release water to the Colorado River to meet demand that would otherwise be supplied by ^
Green Mountain in exchange for Blue River water it could store in Dillon. More recently,
Denver helped finance construction of the Colorado River Water Conservation District's "*]
i
Wolford Mountain Reservoir on Muddy Creek, north of Kremmling. Denver will use its
share of the yield of Wolford Mountain as releases to substitute for Green Mountain water it *1
stores in Dillon Reservoir and transports to the Front Range.
In the efforts to settle the Orchard Mesa Check case, four interests have emerged as "1
L
those potentially most affected: the so-called "preferred beneficiaries" of Green Mountain
water, the Green Mountain contract water users, the oil shale interests, and the transmountain "1
diverters.51 Preferred beneficiaries are those West Slope users with municipal and irrigation
water rights that were diverting water by 1977 — considered to total 66,000 acre-feet of i
water. Contract users are those holding contract rights for delivery of water out of Green
Mountain. About 10,000 acre-feet of water has been committed to date out of a designated
pool of 20,000 acre-feet in Green Mountain. Oil shale interests generally hold junior
conditional water rights with an appropriation date of 1955 or later.
Orchard Mesa is seeking approval to operate the check only as necessary to meet the
senior GVIC right of 520 cfs, not GVIC's more junior right of 120 cfs. In the 1980s,
Orchard Mesa determined that the added expenses of operating the check only made sense
when it was legally required to do so, and the Colorado State Engineer agreed that OMID was
not obligated to operate the check under other circumstances. Studies indicate, however, that
the check could be operated to reduce the need for releases from Green Mountain Reservoir
by as much as 30,000 acre-feet in a normal year and 56,600 in a dry year.52
Water uses in the Grand Valley affect upstream uses in the Colorado River Basin.
Compensatory storage facilities for two Bureau of Reclamation projects, Green Mountain
Reservoir and Ruedi Reservoir, help offset the depletive effects of the transmountain
diversions out of the Colorado River Basin by these projects. The depletive effects of
Denver's large-scale transmountain diversions are offset somewhat by releases from Williams
Fork and, now, Wolford Mountain. Nevertheless, even in a river with a native yield that
exceeds existing consumptive uses, there are many holding water rights who believe they
would benefit from a reduced call from the Grand Valley. These interests favor reduced
diversions in the Grand Valley but prefer that the reduced diversions simply return to the river
and become available to help supply the rights of junior appropriators.
5.6 Endangered Fish in the Colorado
me)
j Once, not so long ago, there lived a minnow in the Colorado River that grew up to six
feet long and weighed as much as 80 to 100 pounds. That minnow, the Colorado squawfish,
i still inhabits the basin. But now it is an endangered species, occupying about 25 percent of
its original habitat in the Colorado River and its tributaries. The largest of these fish today
j reach no more than half their original size. The squawfish and three other species native to
_ the Colorado — the humpback chub, the bonytail chub, and the razorback sucker, thrived in a
I habitat that has been called by Philip Fradkin "A River No More".53 In its "untamed" form
"Colorado River Water Conservation District, Proposed Solution to the Orchard Mesa "Check" Problem, Draft
(Sept. 22, 1988); Resource Engineering, supra.
"Philip Fradkin, A River No More: The Colorado River and the West (Knopf 1981).
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as experienced by Major John Wesley Powell and his crew in their remarkable journeys down J
the Colorado in the 1870s, flows in the Colorado River peaked with the spring runoff— often n
flooding over its banks and scouring out its channel — and then declined slowly during the i
summer months. Sediment loads from the many tributaries feeding the river made the water r^
turbid and brown-colored. As the currents slowed and the air temperatures heated up in the
river canyons, the water warmed. ^
Fradkin called the Colorado "A River No More" because of the dramatic changes
wrought by the construction of ten major dams within the basin during the past 80 years by ^
i
the Bureau of Reclamation. These dams capture and store the peak spring flows. Flooding in
the Colorado River Basin now is an infrequent, though occasionally still spectacular event. ""I
The dams transform the river, in some segments, into a series of lakes. As the sediment-
loaded water backs up behind a dam, the sediments tend to drop out. While the surface area m<
of the reservoir is exposed to the sun, the underlying waters are not. Thus water released
from the reservoirs, drawn from this lower level, tends to be considerably clearer and colder ^
. j
than native river flows. Moreover, dams create insurmountable barriers to migration,
effectively segmenting the river and potentially closing off access to spawning and rearing <
areas. Colorado River dams have created highly desirable trout habitat, and large numbers of
introduced species of trout and other fish now reside in the river. Good habitat for trout,
however, is not good habitat for fishes native to the river such as the Colorado squawfish — a
fact underlined by the precipitous decline of these species since water development began .
during this century.
The Colorado squawfish was listed as an endangered species in 1967. Despite more ;
than 25 years of study since that time, the biological requirements for recovery of the
squawfish still are not fully understood. What is known is that the squawfish has entirely
disappeared from the lower Colorado River Basin, occurring now only upstream of Glen
Canyon Dam.54 Spawning occurs between July and September and appears to be closely
linked to water temperature (which must reach or exceed 20 degrees centrigrade). Eggs are
"This discussion is taken largely from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Biological Opinion for the Muddy Creek
Reservoir Project, Grand County, Colorado (Feb. 7, 1990).
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deposited in coarse cobble beds that must be relatively free of sediments. Hatching and
survival of the larvae are most successful under conditions where the water temperatures are
even warmer. Upon hatching, the larvae apparently drift downstream, seeking backwater
areas out of the river's current. In the fall and winter, the squawfish search out pools and
1 other deepwater areas. Colorado Squawfish can migrate considerable distances — in one
F" case, a documented distance of nearly 200 river miles between April and September.
In 1973, Congress passed the Endangered Species Act which, among other things,
P directed the Secretary of the Interior to develop and implement "recovery" plans for listed
threatened and endangered species.55 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) formed
f* the Colorado Squawfish Recovery Team in 1975 and expanded the scope of the effort to
include all endangered fishes in the upper basin in 1976.56 The energy boom in the late
r 1970s prompted a flurry of proposed water development projects in the upper basin, requiring
i
the Service to consider the effects of this water development on recovery of the listed fishes.
j"" According to Wydoski and Hamill, "[b]y 1984 the USFWS had issued nearly a hundred
biological opinions, concluding that the site-specific cumulative effect of water developments
' and depletions was likely to jeopardize the continued existence of endangered Colorado River
fishes."57 The opinions, however, also proposed "reasonable and prudent alternatives" which,
von
I if implemented, would allow water development to go forward. In general, the "alternatives"
included support for the activities of the recovery program and a suggestion that, so long as
! recovery was proceeding, so too could water development In 1987, this approach was
formalized in the "Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the
Him
{ Upper Colorado River Basin."
"16 U.S. C. § 1533 (f).
\ ^Richard S. Wydoski and John Hamill, "Evolution of a Cooperative Recovery Program for Endangered Fishes in
the Upper Colorado River Basin," ch. 8 in Battle Against Extinction. Native Fish Management in the American West
pn at 132.
i
1 "Id, at 133.
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As revised in 1993, the program contains seven elements, estimated to require funding
of as much as $134 million between 1994 and 2004.58 First, the instream flow needs of the ^
fishes are to be identified and protected. Second, important habitat areas are to be restored
and managed. Third, the adverse effects of normative fishes are to be reduced. Fourth, the r^
genetic resources of the species are to be protected and managed. Fifth, monitoring and
research are to be conducted as necessary to support recovery efforts. Sixth, education of the rm
public is to be pursued through an active program of information dissemination. And seventh,
overall planning and coordination of recovery program activities are to be pursued, as is ^
obtaining adequate funding support. Participation in the Recovery Implementation Program
includes, in addition to the Fish and Wildlife Service, representatives from the Bureau of ™1
Reclamation, from the states of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, from the Western Area Power
Administration, from the water user community, and from the environmental community. "1
The upper Colorado River is important habitat for the Colorado squawfish. At present,
the upper limit of the habitat is the Grand Valley — apparently because of obstructions in n
passage presented by the diversion dam for the Grand Valley Irrigation Company canal, an
old diversion dam for the Price-Stubb Ditch, and the Roller Dam for the Grand Valley
Project. Relatively large numbers of squawfish have been found in the 15-Mile Reach, and
the area has been identified as a "suspected Colorado squawfish spawning area."
Consequently, the 15-Mile Reach has been a "focal point" of recovery efforts.59
For reasons that are not entirely understood, successful spawning by the Colorado )
squawfish is closely correlated with significant spring runoff periods. Possible explanations
include the flooding of adjacent areas into which the squawfish move for feeding and ■
warming prior to spawning, and the cleansing of gravel substrates utilized for egg incubation.
Irrigation diversions for the Grand Valley markedly reduce flows in the 15-Mile Reach, !
potentially limiting access to adjacent backwater areas and limiting the flushing effect of the
"U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Section 7 Consultation, Sufficient Progress, and Historic Projects Agreement and
Recovery Action Plan — Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado
River Basin (Oct. 15, 1993).
"Id, at 17.
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' remaining flows. These effects are most pronounced during the months of July to September
p when diversions are the highest (and as flows naturally decline).
' Efforts are being made to improve streamflows through the 15-Mile Reach. The Fish
/» and Wildlife Service recommends flows in this stretch of between 700 and 1,200 cubic feet
' per second (cfs) during July, August, and September, with a 600 cfs floor in especially dry
P years. An analysis of historical flows in the reach suggests that an additional 47,000 acre-feet
of water is needed to support this minimmri flow objective.60 The first increment of water to
P meet this need came from Ruedi Reservoir, a feature of the Fryingpan-Arkansas Project
constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation on the Fryingpan River. This reservoir provides
P "compensatory storage" to offset the depletive effects of water removed from the West Slope
of Colorado for use in the Arkansas Valley on the Front Range. Water stored in Ruedi is not
f* yet fully contracted to users on the West Slope. The Bureau of Reclamation agreed in 1990
to release 5,000 acre-feet per year to enhance flows in the 15-Mile Reach, and committed an
j additional 5,000 acre-feet in four years out of five based on changes made in the operation of
the reservoir. In 1991, the Bureau committed an additional 10,000 acre-feet from Ruedi.
I A 1992 study by the Bureau of Reclamation examined additional sources of water
potentially available for enhancement of flows in the 15-Mile Reach.61 These sources
included unallocated storage in Green Mountain Reservoir and Ruedi Reservoir, purchase and
transfer of agricultural water rights, and improving the efficiency of water use within the
I Grand Valley. The least-cost alternatives identified in the study involved changes in the
Grand Valley.
5.7 Reducing Diversions for the Grand Valley
1 There is nothing particularly mysterious about how to reduce diversions of water for
_ irrigation in the Grand Valley while still potentially irrigating the same amount of land. The
1 Grand Valley Irrigation Company Canal and the Government Highline Canal both are gravity
p, systems, designed to run a continuous flow of water essentially throughout the irrigation




season. At the headgates of the diversion from the Colorado River, the canal's full capacity J
of water is diverted. The physical capacity of the canal gradually diminishes throughout its ^
length, roughly in proportion to the amount of water taken out through the various laterals
along the way. If all goes according to plan, there is just enough water left in the canal at the ^
last lateral to meet the needs of the irrigators. Operation is based on the continuous
availability of water in the main canal and the laterals from which irrigators can draw at will, ^
up to a legal maximum rate of diversion. It is a simple and relatively inexpensive system,
suitable for areas with senior water rights and good water supplies. "*!
In such a system, a large amount of diverted water returns to the river never having
been applied to irrigation use. The water returns directly, through drainage ditches ""!
constructed specifically to allow spills from the canal, as necessary to regulate supply and
demand in the system. It also returns as outflows from laterals from which not all water is ^
diverted at farm headgates. This is the so-called "carriage water," water in the system
necessary to ensure that the legally entitled maximum diversion rate of water is available at 1
all laterals and headgates throughout the system. Operation of the system depends on this
water; by design, large quantities of diverted water inevitably return to the river. !
From an irrigation perspective, continuous-flow gravity systems make good sense.
They are relatively cheap to build and operate, and they serve the needs of the irrigator by
making available a full supply of water for irrigation on demand. Water that returns to the
river then is available for diversion and use by other irrigators downstream.
In the case of the Grand Valley, however, it so happens that the diversions come out
""I
of the Colorado River above the 15-Mile Reach; most of the return flows do not reappear in J
the river until below this critical stretch. The Fish and Wildlife Service believes real benefits
1-fT/i
would accrue to the fish if diversions could be reduced and streamflows through the reach
increased. n
In water-short irrigation systems it is common for the water supply to be more actively i
managed. Actual demand for water is likely to be closely monitored. Irrigators may have to
"order" water in advance of use, and use is limited to the time and amount ordered.
Deliveries might be carefully measured, and the cost of water tied directly to the quantity
used (perhaps using "tiered" pricing by which the unit rate increases as total usage exceeds
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1 specified quantities). Water use may have to be "rotated" so as to be available to laterals on
p different parts of the canal system only at periodic, scheduled intervals. "Check" structures
(gates installed in the canal to regulate the flow of water) may be used to hold water in
H sections of the canal so that there is enough "head" of water in the canal (the water elevation
in the canal) to enable diversions into laterals and headgates. There may be "reregulating"
f ponds or reservoirs located at points along the canal so that unneeded water can be stored and
returned to the canal rather than permanently "spilled" out of the canal through drainage
r ditches or laterals. The canal itself can be lined with some kind of nonporous material to
prevent seepage of water. The laterals can be lined, or even converted into pipes, to enable
P more efficient delivery of water. And these improvements are all in addition to, and separate
from, changes that can be made in the on-farm delivery and water application systems.
, In fact, as described above, some of these changes already have been made in the
Government Highline Canal and to laterals within the Grand Valley Water Users Association
(GVWUA) system under the salinity control program. In addition to physical improvements
already described, users in the system must order water for delivery; there is also a two-block
pricing structure with water delivered in the second block charged at a higher rate. More,
however, could be done to this system to make it possible to reduce diversions at the Roller
! Dam. And the Grand Valley Irrigation Company (GVIC) system operates little changed from
the manner in which it was designed and built more than 100 years ago.
| The issue is incentives. Who will pay to make the structural and management changes
necessary to enable reduced diversions of water from the Colorado River? Federal tax dollars
i and federal hydroelectric power revenues are paying the costs of making improvements in the
_ Grand Valley Project to reduce salinity loadings to the river. As it happens, many of the
! changes made to the Government Highline Canal and laterals within the GVWUA are the
m, same or similar to changes that would be made to reduce the amount of water diverted. The
f
t objective is to reduce salt-laden return flows, however, not to reduce total diversions from the
m Colorado River.
Why should the water users in the GVIC or the GVWUA be interested in reducing
diversions of water on which they have historically depended to supply their needs? Why
should they be interested in changing their traditional irrigation practices, in paying higher
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operating and maintenance costs for a more costly system, in perhaps having to pay for the !
water itself? ,»
One answer might be that they may be legally required to do so. For example,
upstream water users who are junior in priority might seek a judicial or administrative order ^
compelling the reduction of diversions on grounds that the systems are "wasteful" as a matter '
of Colorado law. (The legal basis for this argument will be explored in Section 5.8 below.) ^
Or an action might be brought under the Endangered Species Act on the basis that these
diversions are "taking" endangered fishes because of their effect on critical habitat during low ^
flow months.62
Alternatively, water users in the Grand Valley might be interested in reducing n
diversions if the costs of making the changes necessary to reduce the need for the historical
amount of water were paid by those who would benefit from the reduced diversions. Thus, "1
upstream juniors might be interested in helping to pay the cost of the changes if the benefits
of a reduced "Cameo Call," discussed above, exceeded the costs. Those desiring additional H
upstream water development might be willing to provide financial assistance if, either directly
or indirectly, the reduced diversions would help to make possible more development. For |
example, increased flows in the 15-Mile Reach that would help to assure recovery of the
endangered fishes presumably would make additional upstream water use possible. The State j
of Colorado might want to invest state funds in a program that would upgrade irrigated
agriculture in the Grand Valley while helping to address the needs of endangered fishes.
Finally, the U.S. Congress might be interested in investing federal funds to help remedy the
adverse environmental effects of a federal reclamation program by improving valuable habitat |
for endangered fishes, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service might wish to invest funds from
the Upper Colorado River Recovery Program to increase flows through the 15-Mile Reach. I
In short, there are many reasons to better manage water in the Grand Valley, and
many interests with reason to invest in that objective. The opportunities to make structural j
"For a thorough discussion of the takings provisions of the Endangered Species Act see Federico Cheever, "An
Introduction to the Prohibition Against Takings in Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973: Learning to Live
with a Powerful Species Protection Law," 62 U. Colo. L. Rev. 109 (1991). Arguably, so long as the fish recovery
program is in place and meeting its objectives, such an argument would fail.
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and management changes that could reduce the need for the historical levels of water
diversions are considerable, opportunities in addition to those possible through retirement of
irrigated land and direct transfer of the water. It even seems possible that the money needed
to make the changes would be available. A major limitation standing in the way of pursuing
these opportunities is legal uncertainty concerning the status of the water that would be
"saved" from diversion by making the changes. We turn next to this central issue.
5.8 The Legal Issues
An appropriative water right gives the holder legal sanction to divert a maximum flow
of water at a particular point of diversion for a described use at a specified location. Water
rights are established under state law, and their use is governed by state law as well. The
date when a water right is established — the priority date — is sometimes described as the
most essential element of the right because it determines who gets to take water from a source
when there is not enough to satisfy all valid appropriations.63 The most senior users get to
divert up to their maximum rate of entitlement as long as the flow in the stream is sufficient.
Junior users may not take any. water if to do so would deprive a senior user of any part of its
diversion right. Water rights must be used for beneficial purposes and in amounts reasonably
necessary to achieve those beneficial purposes. A water right is a property right and may be
sold or otherwise transferred to another holder. Its use may changed in purpose or place or
point of diversion, so long as there is no injury to other water rights.
The water rights from the Colorado River for uses in the Grand Valley are listed and
described in Table 5.1. The most senior of these rights is held by the Grand Valley Irrigation
Company. Collectively, these rights are sufficiently senior on the Colorado River that they
can demand, disregarding operation of the check, the availability of up to 2,374 cubic feet per
second of water at the Cameo gauge in BeDeque Canyon during the irrigation season.64 In
"Navajo Development Co. v. Sanderson, 655 P.2d 1374 (Colo. 1982).
"Steve Miller, Irrigation Water Salvage Issues in the Grand Valley of Colorado, Colorado Dep't of Natural
Resources, Water Conservation Board, Final Draft (Jan. 9, 1992), at 6.
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The United States' power right is 400 cfs during the irrigation season and 800 cfs at other times.
fePID and MCID have agreed to make Ihese pumping rights available to the United States for the benefit of the Grand Valley Project.
This right is the most junior served by the Grand Valley Project ond may have been abandoned.
„- J I _J J J j 1 ,_J Ji
' many years this flow would not be available in the Colorado River at Cameo in the summer
p irrigation months if it weren't for the senior status of the Grand Valley water rights. As
' already described, if water were not released from Green Mountain Reservoir, upstream water
p users with rights junior to the Grand Valley rights would be prevented from diverting any
time the flows at Cameo go below the amount demanded under the call.
r Assuming changes were made that reduced the need for the historical levels of
diversions into the Grand Valley from the Colorado River, what would be the legal status of
p the "saved" water. Does its use remain under the control of the original diverter, or does the
water simply return to be stream to be allocated by the priority system to junior
P appropriators? Does it make any difference whether the water right is held by the United
States for a federal reclamation project? If, at least initially, the saved water is regarded as
P still legally available to the original appropriator, are there limitations on what the
appropriator may do with this water? These questions are considered next.
5.8.1 Basic Water Law
Analysis of a legal problem often involves the dissection of the subject matter into a
number of pieces. Here, for example, to determine who has legal control over any saved
j water, it is useful to consider first what the legal right to divert water entails and to further
identify the legal status of the diverted water as it moves through the delivery system, is
I applied to direct use, and returns to a place where it is available to be taken and used by
others. As already stated, an appropriative water right gives legal sanction to divert or
! withdraw, up to a maximum rate, that quantity of water necessary to accomplish the beneficial
use for which the appropriation is made. The seniority of that right within a particular source
i of supply (e.g. the Colorado River in Colorado) determines the ability of the right to take
from the river the full amount of water necessary to accomplish the beneficial purpose.
1 Direct flow water rights for irrigation (rights supplied directly out of the river rather
p than stored in a reservoir) are generally not described in terms of a volume or total quantity
I of water but in terms of a maximum rate of diversion. Typically, that maximum rate of
™ diversion is the diversion capacity of the canal or ditch carrying water to the field, and the
I ditch is sized according to calculations about the number of acres of land to be irrigated and
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the expected "duty" of water: "that measure of water, which, by careful management and use,
without wastage, is reasonably required to be applied to any given tract of land for such ^
period of time as may be adequate to produce therefrom a maximum amount of such crops as
ordinarily are grown thereon."63 Since soil conditions vary from location to location (some ™
types tending to hold water longer, for example, while others drain rapidly), the '
evapotranspiration needs of plants vary from crop to crop (e.g. alfalfa requires more water ***,
than beans), and weather conditions change from year to year (some years it rains during the
irrigation season while, in other years, it is hot and dry), the duty of water is "not a hard and ^i
fast unit of measurement, but is variable according to conditions."66
Use of water under a water right must be beneficial. Colorado law defines beneficial *"i
use as "the use of the amount of water that is reasonable and appropriate under reasonably
efficient practices to accomplish without waste the purpose for which the appropriation is H
lawfully made."67 A court decree fixes the priority of the right and establishes the maximum
rate of diversion, but beneficial use represents the ultimate "measure" of the right. Again, H
beneficial use is not a precisely measured quantity but is a "reasonable" amount of water
under the specific circumstances of use. Just as the duty of water varies from crop to crop, H
soil type to soil type, weather condition to weather condition, so too does beneficial use.
RSI
Beneficial use is reasonable use "without waste." Numerous Colorado cases make this j
point68 Thus in 1908, the Colorado Supreme Court stated:
The law contemplates an economical use of water. It will not
countenance the diversion of a volume from a stream which, by
reason of loss resulting from the appliances used to convey it, is H
many times that which is actually consumed at the point where it !
is utilized. Water is too valuable to be wasted, either through an
extravagant application for the purpose appropriated or by waste "*■
"Farmers Highline Canal and Reservoir Co. v. City of Golden, 272 P.2d 629, 634 (Colo. 1954). H
"id,
67Colo. Rev. Stat. §37-92-103(4) (1990). ;
"See Steven J. Shupe, "Wasted Water The Problems and promise of Improving Efficiency Under Colorado _
Water Law, " in Tradition. Innovation and Conflict: Perspectives on Colorado Water Law (L. MacDonnell, ed. 1986), |
at 91-98. '
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^ resulting from the means employed to carry it to the place of
use.69
And, in 1981, the court stated that "[a]n implied limitation is read into every decree
p adjudicating a water right that diversions are limited to an amount sufficient for the purpose
for which the appropriation was made, even though such limitation may be less than the
P™ decreed rate of diversion."70 Moreover, a Colorado statute explicitly directs the division
engineer to "order the total or partial discontinuance of any diversion in his division to the
r extent that the water being diverted is not necessary for application to a beneficial use."71
In 1968, the Colorado Supreme Court first articulated the "maximum utilization"
P doctrine in a case involving attempted regulation of ground water use.72 The Court
i
suggested that traditional notions of "vested rights" might have to give way to meet the larger
r need for full utilization of the state's limited water resources.73 In particular, the Court
noted that "the right to water does not give the right to waste it"74
] As discussed, it is physically possible to irrigate the same acreage in the Grand Valley
while diverting less water. Does this mean that the existing irrigation systems in the valley
I are wasting water? First, it would be necessary to determine that historical water use
practices utilized in the Grand Valley are not reasonable. There is little guidance under
I Colorado law for evaluating reasonably efficient irrigation practices. Indeed there are no
reported cases in which a court has been asked to examine a decreed water right and to
| evaluate its authorized diversion because of alleged inefficient irrigation practices.
There are Colorado cases, however, in which the historical means of diversion utilized
) by a water user have been challenged by a subsequent appropriator as unreasonable. For
**Town of Sterling v. Pawnee Ditch Extension Co., 94 P. 339, 341 (Colo. 1908).
"Rominicki v. Mclntyre Livestock Corp., 633 P2d 1064, 1067 (Colo. 1981).
71CoIo. Rev. StaL § 37-92-502(2Xa) (1990).




example, in City of Colorado Springs v. Bender.75 a would-be ground water developer I
challenged the right of a senior ground water user in the same aquifer to continued use of his ™
shallow well. The Colorado Supreme Court recognized the value of allowing more complete I
utilization of the ground water but limited the duty of the senior appropriator to "whether he ^
has created a means of diversion ... which is reasonably adequate for the use to which he has
historically put the water of his appropriation."76 If so, then actions by the junior that would "M
require improvements to be made so that the senior can continue to receive his appropriation
"should be decreed at the expense of the junior appropriator, it being unreasonable to require n
the senior to supply such means out of his own financial resources."77 Any legal obligation
to make improvements to one's "reasonably adequate" means of diversion must be evaluated "1
in relation to the "reasonable economic reach" of the diverter.
In a world of increasingly competitive demands for limited water supplies, there is ™]
good reason to expect all water users to make only as much use of the water resource as is
necessary for the purpose of use. An important policy question concerns the means by which j
this objective is to be achieved. Should water users be expected to change and improve water
use practices as the technology and management skills to do so become known and available? j
j
Is this limited by some economic means test or by a cost/benefit evaluation? Or are practices
to be evaluated in relation to when they were installed and to what is customary among other
comparable water users?
Aside from the broad proscription against waste, Colorado law simply does not help to !
answer these questions. The beneficial use requirement by itself seems too general to have
meaning except in the most egregious cases of waste, and the dearth of cases applying this J
standard to evaluate water use practices supports this view. Moreover, beneficial use under
existing water rights must be determined on a case-by-case basis. Even assuming that I
irrigation practices under one set of facts are found to be unreasonable, what does this mean ^
for other, somewhat different irrigation practices?





i Nevertheless, there is value in the beneficial use requirement. Particularly if applied
mm so as to require a contemporaneous standard, it puts water rights holders on notice that their
' rights to water remain subject to a continuing obligation to use only so much water as is
m necessary so that others may enjoy its benefits. As water, in many settings, becomes in
' higher and higher demand and therefore more economically valuable, there may come a time
p when a broad-based administrative program requiring certain minimum standards for existing
water uses will make sense. For new uses, that time is already here.
r* Unfortunately there is absolutely no incentive under existing law for appropriators to
invest in improvements that would reduce the amount of water that they presently divert and
p use. Indeed, if anything, the incentives are quite the reverse: to divert as much water as the
water right allows because of the infamous "use-it-or-lose-it" requirement of prior
P appropriation law.78 Under current Colorado law, an appropriator can benefit from changing
his historical manner of operations only (1) by foregoing some or all of his previous use in
P order to transfer that portion of water; (2) by "salvaging" water that had been diverted but
physically lost to use; and (3) by more completely utilizing diverted water in a manner
P contemplated under the original appropriation. We discuss these options next.
[" 5.8.2 Legal Options for Saving Water
Irrigation water is diverted into a canal or ditch for the purpose of providing the
[ moisture needed to grow field crops. In the process, some of the water evaporates; some is
lost to seepage into the ground; some is lost to the transpiration needs of non-crop vegetation;
[ and some is needed just to carry the water to the crops. Measured on the basis of the amount
of water actually consumed by crops compared to the amount of water diverted, irrigation
[ efficiency of surface diversion systems in the West typically is less than 50 percent.79 That
is, less than half of the water diverted from streams in the West for irrigation is directly used
I by the crops themselves.
wSee. e.g.. George W. Pring and Karen A. Tomb, "License to Waste: Legal Barriers to Conservation and Efficient
Use of Water in the West," 25 Rockv Mt. Min. L. Inst. 25-1 (1979).
"interagency Task Force, U.S. Dep't of the Interior, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, and U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Irrigation Water Use and Management (1979).
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One way to increase the efficiency of use is to change the water use to one with a j
higher economic value. The use of an appropriative water right can be changed, while «
maintaining the same priority, so long as other water rights are not harmed.80 In general, the I
existing use of water must cease for a new use to be allowed. To assure the absence of ^
injury, it is customary to limit the new use to the requirement that it not result in a net
increase in depletion of water to the stream from that experienced under the original use. ™i
i
Protection of the stream flow conditions relied on by other appropriators also requires
consideration of the timing of flows. Thus, traditional return flow patterns relied on by other ™j
irrigators may have to be maintained. As a shorthand, it is customary to think of a water
transfer as involving that portion of the water historically diverted that was physically ""I
consumed (historical consumptive use) and therefore never available to downstream
appropriators. "*]
Water transfers are a valuable means by which some portion of existing water uses can
be changed to meet new demands. Uses that can afford to go through the expensive H
procedures required to make a change of water right will necessarily be ones that value water,
in an economic sense, higher than those presently using the water. Since water transfers are \
effectively limited to the historical consumptive use, however, they do not provide an
incentive to improve water use efficiency by reducing the amount of diverted water needed to
provide the original consumptive use.
A second option potentially available to an appropriator is to "salvage" water that has
been diverted but subsequently lost to beneficial use. For example, phreatophytes such as
willows or cottonwood trees may have grown up along irrigation ditches, along the margins of I
fields, or along the drainage ditches carrying water back to a stream. These phreatophytes
consume water in their transpiration process, just as crops in the fields do. Removal of
phreatophytes would eliminate this consumptive use of water, making it available for use by ^
others.
1
80For a discussion of Colorado water transfer law see Lawrence J. MacDonnell, "Changing Uses of Water in
Colorado: Law and Policy," 31 Ariz. L. Rev. 783 (1989).
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j
Discussion of salvaged water in Colorado has been confused by failure to distinguish
between the salvage of water already diverted from the stream versus the salvage of water
outside the appropriation system. In the 1970s and 1980s there were a series of schemes in
Colorado attempting to claim a right to water based on reducing or eliminating consumptive
uses of water occurring naturally in the hydrologic cycle. The first involved a plan to cut
down cottonwood trees and other phreatophytes growing along the Arkansas River in order to
claim a water right for the consumptive use that was eliminated.81 Since this water was not
available to other appropriators, it was argued that the water right should have a priority date,
in effect, senior to other water rights, rather than one based on the time salvage occurs. A
second scheme involved elimination of certain ancient peat moss marshes to claim a water
right to the quantity of water consumed.82 A third approach proposed cutting down
evergreen trees to gain a water right to the quantity of water that had evaporated from the
snowfall that accumulated on the tree branches.83
The Colorado Supreme Court struck down all three of these schemes. Ultimately, the
Court noted, these proposals "add nothing new; what was there was merely released and put
to different use. ... To grant appellees an unconditional water right therefor would be a
windfall which cannot be allowed."84 The fundamental problem with this kind of water
salvage is that it seeks to claim a water right where there had never been a water right before,
a right that would, in effect, be more senior than all other existing water rights.
Another specific problem with such schemes, though one not recognized under
Colorado law, is that this kind of salvage program would potentially have devastating effects
on the natural environment. In the words of the Colorado Supreme Court, "unrestrained self-
help to a previously untapped water supply would result in a barren wasteland."85 Perhaps
"Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District v. Shelton Farms, Inc., 528 P.2d 1321 (1978).
"RJA., Inc. v. Water Users Ass'n of Dist. No. 6, 690 ?2i 823 (Colo. 1984).
"Giffin v. State, 690 P.2d 1244 (Colo. 1984).
"Shelton Farms, supra, at 1325.
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the Court was implicitly acknowledging in these cases that much of the water proposed to be
"salvaged" was in fact already serving a valuable use and, that granting a super priority right n
to water gained by their elimination, would create a perverse incentive for environmental
damage. «|
i
There should be no legal reason why, under Colorado law, an appropriator cannot take
actions within his irrigation system that would eliminate any undesired consumptive use of m:
water and then apply that salvaged water to intended uses within the system. Following the
Shelton Farms case involving cottonwood elimination along the Arkansas River, the Colorado ^
General Assembly amended its definition of plan for augmentation to preclude the "salvage of
tributary waters by the eradication of phreatophytes" and "the use of tributary water collected "*]
from land surfaces which have been made impermeable, thereby increasing the runoff but not
adding to the existing supply of tributary water."86 Under Colorado law, a plan for ""]
augmentation is a "detailed program to increase the supply of water available for beneficial
use."87 Thus, a water right for unappropriated water may not be claimed under a plan for "I
augmentation by eradicating phreatophytes or by paving land.
While not as clearly drafted as it could be, in light of the facts in the Shelton Farms "
case, the statutory limitation on plans for augmentation simply restricts salvage schemes
seeking to appropriate tributary waters, not those seeking to make more complete use of water :
already appropriated. In fact, however, major surface irrigation systems in Colorado and
elsewhere in the West already keep the growth of phreatophytes along their ditches under
control. Cottonwood trees may be permitted to grow for aesthetic reasons, but willows and
pro
brush typically are burned off every spring as part of the general maintenance of the ditch ;
system. In general, there is probably not a significant amount of water that can be salvaged
from water already appropriated.
A third option by which an appropriator may seek to make more efficient use of
appropriated water under Colorado law is by more fully utilizing water under his dominion
and control in accordance with his original appropriative intent. To illustrate, suppose an ^




' appropriator forms an intent to irrigate 640 acres of land and builds a ditch sufficient in
p capacity to provide water for this purpose. Initially, she only irrigates 320 acres. Eventually
' she irrigates the full 640 acres, thereby fully utilizing the diverted water. She will be
P regarded as having a right to the full extent of her original entitlement even as against other
water users who initiated their appropriations subsequent to her and prior to her making full
p use of her appropriation. Her senior status depends on her original intent to appropriate —
the existence of a "fixed purpose" to irrigate the full 640 acres.88 It may also depend on the
H diligence with which she pursues the accomplishment of the purpose.
There is some suggestion in Colorado cases that an appropriator has the legal right,
F" and perhaps even the duty, to more fully utilize "waste water", water returning to the stream
on the surface following diversion and use.89 Certainly the decisions are clear that another
P user cannot acquire a water right based directly on the continuation of a flow of waste water
from another use.90 There are few situations, however, in a heavily appropriated state like
H Colorado that so-called waste water could be captured and reused by an appropriator in a
manner that increases her consumption of water without depriving another downstream
appropriator of legally protected streamflows.
None of these approaches effectively gets at the question of how best to give an
appropriator the incentive to make more efficient use of water that has been historically
diverted and used. A fourth option, admittedly untested at this point, would be for an
j appropriator to file a plan for augmentation based on a legal theory that would allow the use
of "saved" water — water historically diverted and used but no longer needed to accomplish
| the purposes of the original appropriation — to be changed to another use. Such an
application would be limited by the requirement that it not cause injury to other water rights
j and, of course, that it only be based on rights to water historically diverted and used.
"Water Supply and Storage Co. v. Curtis, 733 P.2d 680 (1987).
8*Tongue Creek v. Orchard City, 280 P.2d 426 (Colo. 1955). City of Boulder v. Boulder and Left Hand Ditch
Co., 557 P.2d 1182 (Colo. 1976). See also Michael Browning and Steve Bushong, "Ditch Lining: The Water Right
Issue," The Colorado Lawyer (June 1992), at 1155-58.
'"Metro Denver Sewage v. Farmers Reservoir, 499 P.2d 1190 (Colo. 1972).
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"550 P.2d 288 (1976).
^
The applicability of the plan for augmentation provision is suggested by Cache La
Poudre Water Users Association v. Glacier View Meadows.91 a case holding that water is
available for appropriation under a plan for augmentation so long as other water rights are not
injured. It was the potential breadth of this holding that instigated the Shelton Farms case and
from which both the Colorado Supreme Court and the Colorado General Assembly retreated.
Nevertheless it is a decision firmly premised on the recognition that Colorado must search
creatively for ways to make the fullest possible use of its limited water resources. It is a
decision that follows logically from the clarion call of the Fellhauer decision in 1968 for "*]
i
"maximum utilization" of Colorado's water resources,92 broadened by the 1983 Alamosa-
LaJara decision on the principle of "optimum use" — use that takes account of "all significant "1
factors, including economic and environmental concerns."93
A plan for augmentation is a program for increasing the supply of water available for H
beneficial use by means that do not injure other water rights. Conceptually, anything an
appropriator could do that would increase beneficial use of water already diverted and used "*j
without injury to other water rights should be permissible under a plan for augmentation.
Thus, if an appropriator is able to make changes in his irrigation water delivery system to "1
increase the usable supply of water without injury to other water rights, a plan for
ran
augmentation should be obtainable that would provide a decreed right to this changed use. ;
Applied in the Grand Valley setting, this would mean that Grand Valley Irrigation
Company, or the United States together with the Grand Valley Water Users Association, i
i
should be able to bring to the Colorado water court: (1) a detailed program by which either
or both would incorporate changes in their water delivery systems; (2) the amount of water j
that would be saved by this program; (3) the proposed new use(s) of the water and (4)
evidence demonstrating the absence of any resultant injury to other water rights, and obtain
from the court a decree recognizing the new uses with the same priority date as the original
right. !
1
wFellhauer v. People, 447 P.2d 986 (Colo. 1968). «
"Alamosa-LaJara Water Users Protection Association v. Gould, 674 P.2d 910, 935 (Colo. 1983). '
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The reason such a decree would be so valuable in the case of the Grand Valley is that
a substantial amount of water potentially is available for a valuable use that would not cause
injury to other water rights. As explained, it is physically possible to reduce diversions into
the two Grand Valley canals and, by making both structural and management changes,
essentially irrigate the same number of acres of land. Keeping these "saved" diversions in the
Colorado River would improve flows in the 15-Mile Reach to the benefit of endangered fishes
that inhabit this area.
There should be no adverse effects on downstream appropriated (as it happens, there
are very few appropriated downstream of the Grand Valley on the Colorado River within
Colorado). There is some question, however, about whether upstream junior appropriated
might be injured by what can seen as a change of use of a water right that is not limited to
just the consumptive use portion of the right. The no injury analysis focuses on keeping all
existing appropriators whole as against changes that would benefit only the one making the
change. Without question, if the changed use altered stream conditions relied on by the
upstream appropriators in making their appropriation, such a use would cause injury to these
appropriators. In this case, upstream junior appropriators established their rights subject to the
preexisting rights of the Grand Valley irrigators. The "Cameo Call" rights historically have
required flows of up to 2,260 cubic feet per second during the irrigation season at the Cameo
gauge, and subsequently established upstream rights must have been based on the
understanding of the senior nature of this call.94 A continuation of this downstream demand,
even if for somewhat different purposes than originally established, arguably would not be
regarded as injury to upstream users.
A desire for clarity concerning this understanding prompted the introduction of
legislation in the Colorado General Assembly in 1992 and 1993. Sponsored primarily by
Representative Tim Foster of Grand Junction, the bills introduced the idea of a "plan for
conservation" by which water saved from historical diversions because of improvements could
MAs discussed previously, operation of the check at the Grand Valley Power Plant has, in fact reduced the
effective call — perhaps to as little as 1,700 cfs.
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be changed to a new use, so long as no water rights are injured.95 Opposition came from
two primary sources: those opposed to the policy of potentially basing transfers on injury only ™
to downstream users and those concerned about having to defend their water rights against '
such proposals. The fact that evaluations of injury are made routinely in change of water ™
right cases, and even the addition of a provision that would have required the state engineer to
screen conservation plans to insure that they contained adequate information upon which to «i
evaluate questions of injury, failed to satisfy these concerns.
It is well understood that return flows relied on by downstream appropriators cannot ™j
be altered to the injury of those appropriators, either in quantity or in timing. An
augmentation plan that would result in such changes would not be permitted under existing "^
law. The Grand Valley situation is somewhat unique in that, as mentioned, there are
essentially no downstream appropriators (in Colorado). There may be other situations, ^j
however, where the benefit to be gained from the augmentation plan would be simply to
increase flows in the stream between the point of diversion and the place of return flows by "1
reducing diversions. Even assuming there were downstream appropriators in Colorado, it
would still be valuable to increase flows in the 15-Mile Reach. H
As a matter of law, it is clear that a senior appropriator making reasonable use of his
water has the right to call to his point of diversion up to the full amount of his decreed rate of
diversion, so long as sufficient water is available in the stream to do so. Incentives are
needed to encourage the appropriator to consider whether he can meet his needs with less j
water. The clearest such incentive would be for the appropriator to be able to decide the use
of saved water (water no longer diverted) so long as the savings can be obtained without >
injury to other water rights. Even in the absence of clarifying legislation, the plan for
augmentation provision in Colorado water law appears to offer the legal framework within I
which an appropriator might be able to save water and make it available for a new use.
fwji
"House Bill 93-1158 is reproduced in Appendix A of Teresa A. Rice and Lawrence J. MacDonnell, Agricultural





5.8.3 Options Under Federal Law
The ability to save water in the federal Grand Valley Project and apply it to another
use also may exist on a different legal basis. The Grand Valley Project was built under the
Reclamation Act of 1902. The United States holds a decreed water right with a 1908 priority
date to divert 730 cubic feet per second (cfs) from the Colorado River at the Roller Dam to
be used on lands within what is known as the Garfield Division, and a right to divert 400 cfs
during the irrigation season and 800 cfs during the nonirrigation season for hydroelectric
power generation. The Grand Valley Water Users Association, organized under Colorado law
to act as the contracting entity with the Bureau of Reclamation on behalf of the irrigators in
the Garfield Division, consists of about 1,300 shareholding users holding 75,000 shares of
stock and irrigating approximately 23,341 acres.
The relationship between the U.S. and water users within a federal reclamation project
exists at several different levels. In many, though not all, reclamation projects the U.S. is the
legal owner of the state-established water right for the project. The U.S. generally is not
itself the user of the water right. The U.S. Supreme Court has analogized the position of the
U.S. to that of a carrier ditch company — a private organization that builds and operates a
water supply system and provides water to users.96 While the U.S. holds legal title to the
appropriation, water users hold beneficial title based on their application of water to use.
Users, therefore, hold a permanent legal right to the amount of water they have put to
historical beneficial use.
The U.S. and water users in a federal reclamation project also have a contractual
relationship. The primary purpose of the contract is to set out the obligation of the water user
organization, on behalf of its water users, to pay to the U.S. a specific amount of money over
a fixed period of time to return some specified part of the cost of facilities constructed to
provide the water supply. It is common practice in the contract for the U.S. to specifically
retain rights to "waste, seepage, and return flow" of water used within the project. Thus, in
the contract between the U.S. and the Grand Valley Water Users Association, there is a
"ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82 (1937). For a more complete discussion of the law see Lawrence J. MacDonnell,
Facilitating Voluntary Transfers of Bureau of Reclamation-Supplied Water, Natural Resources Law Center Research
Report (Dec. 1991), vol. 1, at 19.
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provision stating: "It is agreed and understood that the United States does not abandon or
relinquish any of the waste or seepage water, or return flow coming from lands of the project _
irrigated through works constructed by the United States, but that the same is reserved and !
intended to be retained and used for the benefits of the project"97 ^
The United States Supreme Court, in a 1924 decision, considered the legal status of
drainage water returning to the stream following diversion and use within a federal «**
reclamation project98 The court rejected arguments that such water could only be used
once, saying: "According to the record it [the appropriation] is intended to cover, and does n
cover, the reclamation and cultivation of all the lands within the project A second use in
accomplishing that object is as much within the scope of the appropriation as a first use H
is."99 The Court characterized the arrangement between the U.S. and the irrigator as one in
which the U.S. provides a water supply sufficient for the irrigator's use but then retains "all "*]
[other] rights incident to the appropriation."100 In support of its conclusion, the Court
quotes at length from a federal district court decision that emphasizes the need to provide the "
fullest possible incentive for water development: "One who by the expenditure of money and
labor diverts appropriable water from a stream, and thus makes it available for fruitful H
purposes, is entitled to its exclusive control so long as he is able and willing to apply it to
beneficial uses, and such right extends to what is commonly known as wastage from surface
run-off and deep percolation, necessarily incident to practical irrigation. Considerations of
both public policy and natural justice strongly support such a rule."101 Having invested in
the construction of typically very substantial and costly facilities to develop a water supply,
PWH
"Article 43, Amendatory Contract Between the United States and the Grand Valley Water Users' Association ™|
(Jan. 27, 1945).
**Ide et al. v. United States, 236 U.S. 497 (1924). See also United States v. Tilley, 124 F.2d 850 (8th Cir. 1941);
Nebraska v. Wyoming, 325 U.S. 589 (1945); Hudspeth County Conservation & Reclamation Dist. No. 1 et al. v.
Robbins, 213 F.2d 425 (5th Cir. 1954); Department of Ecology v. Bureau of Reclamation, 827 P.2d 275 (Wash.
1992).
"Ide et al. v. United States, 236 U.S. 497, 505 (1924). ]
""Id, at 506. m
""Id. quoting from United States v. Haga, 276 Fed. 41, 43.
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1 the U.S. should have the ability to manage water not needed by existing project beneficiaries
F" in a manner that increases project benefits.
Applying these legal principles in the context of the Grand Valley Project, it seems
p clear that shareholders of the Grand Valley Water Users' Association have a legally protected
' right to the continued delivery of the amount of water historically beneficially used. The U.S.
H can take no action in its capacity as owner of the Grand Valley Project facilities that would
reduce deliveries to the headgates of all shareholders of that amount of water. As the owner
P of project facilities, however, the U.S. does have an interest in considering whether to make
additional investments that would further increase the benefits of the project water without
P diminishing benefits already enjoyed by existing users. As a federal district court noted in
relation to the Newlands Project in Nevada, an irrigation district (and thus its users) has no
P right to the continued operation of the project in any specific manner.102
The contract between the U.S. and the Grand Valley Water Users Association
(GVWUA) defines the project water supply as "water heretofore appropriated by the United
States for the benefit of the project, and which at any given time is available under such
appropriations."103 The contract goes on to say: "Out of this supply, there shall be made
available to the Association for the irrigation of productive lands in the project, ..., such water
( as is lawfully available and reasonably required therefor as determined bv the Secretary."'04
By practice, the "base allotment" of water provided to irrigators under the project is four acre-
[ feet per acre.105 In a 1986 contract between the U.S. and the GVWUA regarding
construction of phase 2 of the salinity control unit, GVWUA agreed to charge assessments for
t delivery of "excess water," defined as "any water delivered to any water user in excess of the
""Truckee-Carson Iir. Dist. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil R-74-34 BR (U.S.D.C. Nev. 1983).
I 1M1945 Contract, § 27, at 34.
'"Id, (emphasis added).
L '"Interview with Bill Klapwyck, Manager, Grand Valley Water Users Association (Aug. 25, 1991). The
GVWUA Articles of Incorporation state that the amount of water to be delivered to each stockholder is "that
p proportionate part to all the water available for distribution by the Association during any irrigation season, as the
[ number of shares owned by him shall bear to the whole number of valid and subsisting shares then outstanding "




base allotment of 4 acre-feet per irrigable acre per water right agreement."106 Thus it
appears that shareholders have a legal right to receive four acre-feet of water at their headgate r
for every acre of land classified as productive and still in irrigation. '
There are 23,341 acres of classified lands that hold water rights within the GVWUA. ^
There are over 1,300 user accounts, more than half of which represent urban or suburban
users — not farmers. Assuming full diversion of the 730 cfs diversion entitlement throughout ™|
the irrigation season, more than 300,000 acre-feet of water would be taken from the Colorado
River. Based on an analysis of the 1989-1993 period, the Bureau of Reclamation and the "1
GVWUA estimated that actual total annual water diversions were 230,770 acre-feet.107 Of
this amount, about 121,000 acre-feet were delivered to users. The remainder was lost to spills ""]
(51,476 acre-feet in the main canal and 19,764 acre-feet in laterals) and losses to seepage and
evaporation (21,666 acre-feet in the main canal and 19,764 acre-feet in the laterals). Thus it ™
is estimated that 109,460 acre-feet of water, nearly half the total diverted from the Colorado
River each year, on average, does not reach a GVWUA end user. j
By explicitly reserving its claim to all seepage waters created by project diversions in
its contract with GVWUA, the U.S. may have evidenced its intention to put this water to j
beneficial use. At least with respect to federal reclamation projects, courts have supported the
ability of the U.S. to further develop and use waters which it has initially appropriated and i
developed for project use. Considerable drainage and seepage water diverted from the
Colorado River for use within the GVWUA now returns unused to the river. It would seem
that the U.S. has a strong legal claim to this water that could be asserted to produce additional
project benefits. j
There are at least two potential limitations on this claim, however. One is a matter of
Colorado water law, and the other is a matter of federal law. '
1
'"Contract Between the United States of America and The Grand Valley Water Users Association Providing for "1
Rehabilitation, Operation, and Maintenance of Distribution Facilities to Reduce Salinity Inflow to the Colorado River J
(April 10, 1986), Article 5b, at 12.
""Memorandum from Gene Jencsok and Randy Seaholm to Members, Colorado Water Conservation Board (July J
8, 1994), at 2.
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Because of the heavily appropriated nature of Colorado rivers and streams, Colorado
courts have been protective of the dependence of downstream appropriators on return flows
from upstream water use. Particularly in rivers like the South Platte and the Arkansas, the
total quantity of water diversions substantially exceeds the actual flows of the rivers because
return flows from upstream diversions provide water to downstream appropriators. Under
Colorado case law, once diverted water leaves the possession and control of the original
appropriates and begins its return to the river, that appropriator has no further rights to use the
water.108 The Colorado Supreme Court has created a legal distinction between waste water
and return flows, however. Waste water is water returning to the stream on the surface, while
return flows are waters that have percolated into the ground after being applied to irrigate
crops.109 Changes that reduce the amount of waste water resulting from that use are
encouraged and may even be required.110 Changes in the appropriator's point of diversion
or place of use cannot be made, however, if they would injure other appropriators.111
Applying these principles to the setting of the Grand Valley, the U.S. may be able to
assert that its initial appropriation of water included its intention to more fully utilize seepage
and waste water. Thus, actions it might take that reduce the amount of such water may not
be prevented by claims to this water asserted either by water users within the project or by
users who have taken this water on its way back to the stream. GVWUA users are probably
constrained by the terms of their contract arrangement with the U.S., and by case law
supporting the ability of the U.S. to further utilize developed project water supplies. Users in
the Grand Valley Irrigation Company (GVIC) system who may have benefited from the
availability of waste water from the GVWUA system probably are precluded from asserting a
permanent claim to this water as a matter of Colorado water law. The legal status of water
that has percolated into the subsurface of GVWUA lands and subsequently was used by
1 10SComstock v. Ramsay, 133 Pac. 1107 (Colo.1913); Durkee Ditch Co. v. Means, 164 Pac. 503 (Colo. 1917).
P lwCity of Boulder v. Boulder and Left Hand Ditch Co., 557 P.2d 1182 (1977).
i
""Burkart v. Meiberg, 86 Pac. 98 (1906); Tongue Creek Orchard Co. v. Town of Orchard City, 280 P.2d 426
nm (1955).
' "'City of Boulder v. Boulder and Left Hand Ditch Co., 557 P.2d 1182 (1977).
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I
irrigators in the GVIC system is less certain, but it seems unlikely that there is a significant i
amount of water that falls into this category. <^
i
The other potential limitation concerns the ability of the U.S. to assert a claim to '■
project waste water for purposes other than those authorized as part of the Grand Valley ^
Project. Presently, the Grand Valley Project is authorized only for irrigation and power uses.
Fish benefits are not a specifically identified project purpose. It is arguable that the duty of ^
the Secretary of the Interior under the Endangered Species Act to use his full authority to
recover protected species provides a legal basis by which the U.S. could make project changes "i
that would protect existing beneficiaries while also providing benefits to the endangered
Colorado River fishes by increasing flows through the 15-Mile Reach.112 ""]
j
Alternatively, the U.S. could shift saved water to the Orchard Mesa Power Plant and
seek to maximize the capacity in the system to generate hydroelectric power during the "1
summer irrigation season. There is some unutilized capacity during this period that could be
tapped if water historically taken down the Highline Canal could instead be shifted over to the ™
Power Canal. Since there is no change in the point of diversion involved, and since the place
of use is still within the Grand Valley Project, it is possible that this shift of water would not "I
need to go through the Colorado change-of-water-right process.
1
5.8.4 Possible Next Steps
It seems ironic that a water law structure intended to help people utilize the limited j
water resources of the West to meet their needs now itself stands as a potential barrier to this
purpose. The benefits of irrigating lands in the Grand Valley motivated some remarkable I
efforts to develop the needed water supply. Now other needs are pressing their claim to this
water supply. From an engineering perspective, it appears that there are means by which
water historically diverted from the Colorado River for irrigation use in the Grand Valley can
be reduced without necessarily eliminating existing irrigation activities. As it happens, the j
increased flows through the 15-Mile Reach that would result from reducing diversions at the
'"See, e.g.. Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Hodel, 882 F.2d 364 (9th Cir. 1989); see also U.S. Dep't of „,
the Interior, Regional Solicitor, Rocky Mountain Region, Memorandum: Section 7 Consultations/Recovery j
Implementation Program (May 12, 1989).
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j
Roller Dam and at the GVIC diversion dam during the summer months are thought to have
important benefits for at least two species of endangered fish that utilize this area. It appears
that there are several possible legal bases by which flows through this reach could be
improved. None, however, are free from potential legal challenge.
Several things could happen that would facilitate better use of the water of the
Colorado River in Colorado. Perhaps the most modest and incremental action would be for
the State of Colorado and the U.S. to set in motion a process by which these issues can be
carefully examined, so that all interested parties could have the information needed to decide
what changes in present water use practices they could support and what role they would be
willing to play in bringing about those changes. In fact, something like this is already
underway. In January 1994, the State of Colorado through its Colorado Water Conservation
Board approved a Memorandum of Understanding involving the Bureau of Reclamation, the
Colorado River Water Conservation District, the GVWUA, the Denver Water Board, and the
Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District, launching a three-phase Grand Valley Water
Management Study.113 Phase I focuses on the technical aspects of saving water in the
GVWUA system. Phase II will address the legal issues associated with using saved water in
the 15-Mile Reach. Phase III will then involve a feasibility study and compliance with the
National Environmenta Policy Act for implementing conservation measures. Proceedings in
the Orchard Mesa "check" case, described above in section 5.5, have superseded this process
and forced it onto a slower track.
The Grand Valley provides a powerful illustration of one of the perverse consequences
of prior appropriation law that rewards appropriators for diverting their maximum entitlement
but fails to give them any incentive to make their existing use more efficient Some western
states such as Oregon, California, Montana, and Washington have changed their laws to help
avoid this undesirable situation.114 Generally, the approaches are designed to reward, rather
than penalize, an appropriator for reducing water use. Saved water can be transferred to a
'"Memorandum from Gene Jencsok and Randy Seaholm to Members, Colorado Water Conservation Board (July
8, 1994).
ll4Lawrence J. MacDonnell and Teresa A. Rice, "Moving Agricultural Water to the Cities: The Search for Smarter
Approaches," 2 West Northwest 27,41-45 (1994) [hereinafter Smarter Approaches].
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new use, either by the appropriator herself or by a state agency. Perhaps it is now time for
Colorado to provide a means to accomplish this end.
In recent years, Congress has begun a process of revisiting individual Bureau of
Reclamation projects and, among other things, expanding the purposes of these projects to
include fish and wildlife.115 Perhaps it is time for Congress to enact broader enabling
legislation under which projects either would automatically be regarded as including
environmental uses as one of the project purposes, or would become designated for such
purposes through some kind of administrative process. It makes little sense for Congress to
engage in project-by-project evaluation of all Bureau of Reclamation facilities unless major
changes are called for, particularly those requiring additional federal funds. Simply allowing
projects to be operated in a manner that could encompass environmental benefits seems
relatively uncontroversial and potentially quite helpful.
5.9 Conclusion
The Grand Valley presents a major opportunity for improving utilization of the water
resources of the upper Colorado River in Colorado. As demonstrated by the various activities
under the Colorado River Salinity Control Program, the iirigation systems and on-farm water
management practices in the Grand Valley can be improved in a number of ways that reduce
the need to divert the quantities of water historically removed from the Colorado River while
still irrigating essentially the same amount of land. The fundamental issues concern who
should control the use of the water that is no longer required for diversion, and the uses to
which the water would be put.
There are plausible legal arguments by which the historical appropriator would be
regarded as able to determine the use of at least some of this water, particularly if the
appropriator is the federal government on behalf of a reclamation project. There are
competing legal theories under which the water would simply return to the river and be
"5See. e.g.. Truckee-Carson - Pyramid Lake Water Rights Settlement Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-618, 104 Stat.
3294, Title II, §§ 202(b), 209(a); Central Valley Improvement Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-575, 106 Stat. 964, Tide
XXXIV, § 3406; Yakima Basin Enhancement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-434, 108 Stat 4526, Tide XII, § 1201.
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allocated according to the priority system. Short of full-scale, protracted litigation, there is no
way to be sure of which legal theory might prevail in the case of the Grand Valley.
Alternatively, it seems that there might be a negotiated option available — one that
recognizes the legitimate interests and concerns of the many parties affected by changing the
manner of water use in the Grand Valley. First there are the water users in the Grand Valley.
For ease of discussion, these users might be divided into two groups: those wanting to
continue their water use and those interested in either temporarily or permanently foregoing
their use. Any agreement would need to assure those wanting to continue to use Colorado
River water that they would be able to do so, and would probably need to make explicit the
amount of water that would be available and the terms of that availability. Moreover, it
would need to provide these individuals with a clear sense of the effects of changing the
existing water use system, including any increases in costs they would be expected to bear.
Existing users wishing to consider options to that use should be given choices that
might include the ability to transfer to other users a quantity of water ranging in amount from
their headgate delivery allocation to their consumptive use entitlement. Transfers might be
either temporary or permanent and might be limited to users within their system, to instream
flow uses, or to any other use.1"
Those holding junior upstream water rights express a legitimate concern that the
senior, substantial downstream demand of the Grand Valley users has imposed significant
limitations on their water development to assure the protection of what is regarded as
inefficient water use practices. These interests oppose allowing Grand Valley users to benefit
financially by now selling rights to what is considered to have been wastefully used water.
At stake are the endangered fishes that inhabit this part of the Colorado River and that
are believed to need greater flows of water in certain critical areas such as the 15-Mile Reach
for their continued survival. The present standoff between those defending the status quo and
"*For a discussion of the kinds of options available, see Smarter Approaches, supra, at 45-52; see also. Lawrence
J. MacDonnell, Water Banks: Untangling the Gordian Knot of Western Water, 41 Rockv Mt. Min. L. Inst. 22-1
(1995) and Lawrence J. MacDonnell et al., "Water Banks in the West," Natural Resources Law Center, Research
Report RR 12 (1994).
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those who favor change only if it directly benefits them leaves the fish at risk. Ultimately,
such gridlock benefits no one.
In fact, the potential water savings in the Grand Valley appear substantial enough that
a negotiated agreement might find ways to at least partially satisfy all the interests — Grand
Valley irrigators, upstream juniors, and the fish. It may be possible to negotiate an approach
to allocating water savings that provides some of the benefits of savings to upstream juniors
and some to the fish. Certainly it will be necessary to discuss how the funding needed to
make improvements in the Grand Valley would be forthcoming — how much the U.S. might
be willing to provide, how much the state would make available, how much upstream juniors
might contribute, how much could be generated through market-based transactions. It might
be necessary for the Fish and Wildlife Service to make a determination of the hydrograph it
believes is necessary to protect and recover the protected species and to agree that, so long as
sufficient water is available in the stream to produce this hydrograph under specified
conditions, water users will not be subject to future reductions of their existing water yields.
Is such a negotiated approach possible? The efforts of the Upper Colorado River
Recovery Program have brought together water interests in Colorado in a long-term program
to seek recovery of the endangered fishes. This process provides an essential basis for the
kinds of discussions proposed here. Moreover, the Orchard Mesa check case inadvertently has
forced many of the interests concerned with use of the Colorado River in the Grand Valley to
carefully examine the water rights structure in the river implicated by the check operation, an
examination that in turn forces consideration of many of the questions addressed in this paper.
To this point, the options considered in the two processes (the recovery program and
the check litigation) are relatively narrow. In fact, the range of options is extensive. What is
needed is the development of a more comprehensive process, perhaps one jointly coordinated
by the State of Colorado and the Department of the Interior, including the active participation
of water users in the basin along with environmental and other interests. Recent efforts in the
Bay-Delta of California and the Truckee-Carson of Nevada may suggest possible approaches.
Uses of the limited water resources of the western states need to keep pace with the
growing demands that are being placed on them. Water use in the upper Colorado River
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Basin of Colorado, particularly that in the Grand Valley, provides unique and important
opportunities to change in a manner that helps to meet these expanding demands while not













From its headwaters in Colorado's San Juan Mountains to its mouth in the Gulf of
Mexico the Rio Grande travels 2,000 miles. The middle Rio Grande Valley within New
Mexico, from Cochin' Dam to Elephant Butte Reservoir, is the focus of this chapter. The
160-mile valley encompasses, from north to south, three major biotic communities: Great
Basin Grassland, Semidesert Grassland, and Chihuahuan Desertscrub.2 It welcomes waters
from the San Juan, Sangre de Cristo, Jemez, Sandia, Manzano, and Magdalena mountain
ranges, delivered via several tributaries including the Rio Chama, Galisteo Creek, Jemez
River, Rio Puerco and Rio Salado (see Figure 6.1).3
From high above the northern New Mexico landscape the Rio Grande cuts through
stark surroundings as it descends into the middle Rio Grande Valley. Here the river supports
one of the highest sediment loads of any river in the world. Over the past four hundred years
this valley has been stripped of its cover, plowed of its grass and denuded of its trees. At the
same time, such changes were intended to and succeeded in providing many benefits to
nearby human communities, for example, assuring a water supply for crops and for drinking,
and containing flood waters that otherwise might devastate an entire community. The river
today reveals this pattern, a series of attempts to make it better serve human needs. Its banks
'Senior Staff Attorney, Natural Resources Law Center. Valuable research assistance was provided by Paul Cort,
p University of Colorado School of Law, Class of 1996, and Sharyl Kammerzell, Class of 1997.
2Bosque Biological Management Plan, 7, citing D.E. Brown and C.H. Lowe, "Biotic Communities of the
Southwest," U.S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain [hereinafter Bosque Plan].
! 'Bosque Plan, supra, at 7. The Middle Rio Grand Valley overlies the deep, sediment-rilled Rio Grande Rift. The
river is bounded on the east and west by raised land forms and mountains of varying geological origins. Soils in the
p rift valley represent 20 million years of erosion, transportation and deposition. At one time, the Middle Rio Grande
1 valley was actually a series of four distinct basins, each with its own lake. About 5 million years ago surface water









Source: The Regional Water Planning Dialogue, Vol. 1, No. 1 (June 1993) at 7. 1
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' have been pinched and pulled, its flows blocked, stored and freed, all directed towards
p controlling the chaos and change nature might otherwise bestow. Chaos and change, to some
' degree, that may be critical to the basin's long-term sustainability.
r
6.2 Development of the Water Supply
P Even early inhabitants of the valley could not resist making a few changes to the river
to better suit their needs. Their dwellings, made from sticks and mud, were built across the
'm river and its tributaries. In the space above the water's surface, below the roofline, they
carefully stowed their food and discreetly hid from their enemies. Dry space was needed
m deep enough — about three feet — to serve these uses. Water had to be backed up behind
the wood and mud structure. Where this occurred naturally, little modification to the river
P was needed. But when the river's level was too low, logs were felled, river flows blocked,
and the water level behind the stick and mud dwelling raised. On the Rio Grande — as on
many rivers in the West — beavers were the first dam builders. Their activities today are
viewed as a part of the river's natural processes.
Captain Hernando de Alvarado was in the fall of 1540 commander of artillery for
General Don Francisco Vasquez de Coronado. Sent by Coronado on an expedition from
j Mexico to explore the "cattle plains" to the east and north, it was hoped he would find
additional domain to bring under the Spanish Crown. Alvarado's assembly came upon the
I Rio Grande, probably in the southern part of present-day New Mexico, and followed the river
north. Along their journey they passed towns and fields yielding "cotton plants" and they
marvelled at the "rich produce of melons, beans, corn, turkeys and other foods the people
raised."4 Alvarado also surely noticed the cottonwoods, prevalent along streams and rivers,
I described by early visitors to the area as the "dominant and most useful tree in all Pueblo
r country."5
I In the Rio Grande Valley the beavers' presence, recounted by Fremont and other early
« explorers, brought trappers who came to share in a growing market — hat makers from major
m 'Paul Horgan Great River: The Rio Grande in North American History (1968), at 114.
sHorgan, supra, at 36.
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cities throughout the world needed beaver pelts. The "secret world" of the Beaver in the I
northern Rio Grande was revealed to French Canadians and U.S. trappers alike and, as noted m
by historian Paul Horgan, "unwitting[ry] showed the way across the continent"6 Trappers
swarmed areas in the Rio Grande Valley in the early 1800s, to harvest beaver and other ™
animals. These early visitors no doubt depleted the fur-bearing population but otherwise had
little direct impact on the river's natural processes. n
Permanent communities along the river, accompanied by primitive methods of
cultivation, began hundreds of years earlier in the middle Rio Grande Valley (as noted by •**]
Alvarado and his men) with Native American and then Spanish settlers. The settlers that
came on the heels of the trappers, however, greatly accelerated the removal of riparian "*!
vegetation to make way for irrigated fields and permanent dwellings. Without riparian
"interference" the annual floods increased in ferocity that, in turn, convinced the settlers that "^
control of the river was necessary.
Today's Rio Grande is not the river known to Native Americans, traced by Spanish T
explorers of the 1500s, or traversed by trappers in the early 1800s. It has been straightened
and dammed, squeezed and stabilized. On the one hand, such changes improved living "*}
i
conditions, made daily life more predictable, the future more certain. The genuine cost,
however, has been some measure of harm to those resources benefitted by the river's natural \
processes.
In fact, several resource management problems in the basin today may share this
common genesis. For example, years of flow regulation have restricted scouring spring flows,
n
flows that at one time set the stage for sustained regeneration of the native cottonwood-
willow. In addition, native fish populations were harmed by the loss of protective pools and
riffles caused by river straightening activities. These modern-day problems may all be
understood as unintended consequences of century-long efforts to control natural river
processes in the Rio Grande Basin.
*Horgan, supra, at 462.
7Because of the lateral movement of the river channel prior to river development activities, cottonwood stands »
would have been patchier and of more varying age than what we see today. Comments of Albuquerque Area Office,
Bureau of Reclamation (Mar. 199S) [hereinafter BOR Comments Mar. 1995].
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Efforts are underway to address these problems. Communities and management
agencies have joined together to respond to these and other resource issues in the basin. This
chapter examines water development in the basin and the current management scenario.
Today's environmental concerns are described and emerging responses suggested. Finally, the
chapter considers legal and institutional issues raised by these responses and other
opportunities for improving resource management in the basin. While it is no longer possible
nor desirable to return to the river and landscape of Coronado's time, sustainable resource
management may require the reintroduction of some level of river fluctuation approximating
natural occurrences that have been so effectively restrained over the past 400 years.
6.3 Physical Setting
The ancestral Rio Grande supported perennial flows, with seasonal fluctuations in
volume coinciding with spring snowmelt and summer and fall cloudbursts. Annual
differences reflected long-term climatic variability.8 It was a braided, slightly sinuous
aggrading river supporting, it is believed, large river fishes like the shovelnose sturgeon and
the longnose gar.9 Aggrading was part of the natural pattern, and would continue until a
hydrologic event or series of events propelled the river out of its elevated channel and into a
new channel lower in the valley.10 During stable periods, riparian areas could take hold on
riverbanks and islands and, when floods came, erosion and deposition created new riparian
staging areas. Looked at over the long-term, this sometimes tumultuous existence led to a
"dynamic equilibrium" in the river system."
Naturally fluctuating sediment loads have historically played a crucial role in the
channel patterns of the Rio Grande. Even before human-induced changes to the river, the
*Bosque Plan, supra, at 17.
r 'Id,, at 16.
'"New bank stabilization methods make use of a naturally meandering river. BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
I "This process, known as river avulsion, allows the river to maintain a state of dynamic equilibrium with periods




dramatic changes in river flows caused the river to "struggle" at times in order to maintain a
balance in which its sediment load is proportional to its flow or discharge. «,
When streamflows become regulated by dams, the river must adjust to changed
sediment and flow conditions. This happened on the Rio Grande and its tributaries. Dams **,
were built by the Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau), the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. Changes in flow, though an improvement for ^
many resources, affected the stability of historic river processes. Heavy sediment loads, for
example, were now delivered by tributaries into a reduced volume of discharge. The river ■**!
responded with altered channel patterns (from meandering to braided), and by depositing
sediment which in turn reduced channel capacity. In time, to counteract these responses, 1
federal and state agencies, seeking to maintain an open channel imposed additional alterations
to the river, implementing a series of channel straightening and bank stabilization projects. ^
Their goal was to reduce water losses and deliver water and sediment more efficiently to
reservoirs.
6.4 Traditional Water Use and Management
People living in the middle Rio Grande Valley 11,000 to 15,000 years ago, were
nomadic hunters and gathers and their way of life did not change the river's morphology.
Sometime about A.D. 400 agriculture was introduced and, needing a more permanent location,
native people began to cluster near the river and its tributaries. The first significant impacts
of man's activities coincided with a dramatic population increase and related Anasazi
development, about A.D. 1350. Flood plains were cleared for crops which in turn required
water delivery systems. Water, diverted from the river, was carried to the fields through a
network of ditches. By 1540, when Coronado's men entered the middle Rio Grande Valley,
an estimated 25,000 acres were under irrigation.12
This advent of agriculture and subsequent more permanent communities by European
settlers signified a change to significant water development, and the beginning of an era of ^
i
human-induced morphologic change. Agricultural and other land use activities decreased river
12Bosque Plan, supra, at 23.
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flows and increased sediment deposition, leading to hastened aggradation. Picking up the
™ pace of shifts in the depth and course of the channel meant less stability of banks and islands,
and more frequent flooding. The river channel became wider and more shallow, the sediment
p forming a sandy riverbed.13
Irrigated acreage, corresponding water diversions and livestock grazing continued to
r* increase over the next 300 years. Within 50 years of Coronado's expedition, Spanish
colonization made its way to the middle Rio Grande Valley. The first Spanish governor
f1 chose for his capital a site 35 miles north of Sante Fe, just above where the Rio Chama joined
! the Rio Grande. The Spaniard diverted water from the river through ditches to irrigate their
f" fields.14 In 1880, cultivation peaked at 125,000 acres.
Secondary impacts continued with a decisive rise in the ground water table. Where
P the river had aggraded above the elevation of surrounding lands it discharged into the ground
i
water system, elevating the water table and making it physically impossible for irrigated lands
P to drain into the higher river channel. What followed was a significant drop in irrigated lands
at a time when irrigated acreage in other areas of the West was on the rise — 1880 to 1925
; — and plans were drawn up for the construction of a system of drains.15
Riparian land uses other than irrigation also impacted the river's processes.
! Cottonwood trees were harvested not only for fields, but also to provide building materials
and fuel. Reports by trappers, explorers and others from the mid-1800s reveal the lack of
! trees throughout the settled reach of the middle Rio Grande — no wood was available within
9 to 10 miles of Albuquerque. Noted also was the stark contrast outside this reach — with
I river banks "heavily timbered with cotton wood (sic)".16 In addition, during this same
period, other ground cover in the riparian areas were stripped in places by severe livestock
p "Id, at 20.
1 I4B.A. Bodkin, ed, A Treasury of Western Folklore (1975), at 177.
P "Bosque Plan, supra, at 22 (citing Lagasse, 1980). Within a decade, by 1936, the water table had been lowered
{ by at least 5 feet in 70 percent of the valley.
p "Bosque Plan, supra, at 24-23 (quoting Abert, 1846). Stands of cottonwoods cleared outside of inhabited areas
I could be attributed to the river, periodically changing its course or flooding. These processes also set the stage for
subsequent regeneration. Id
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grazing. One historian noted that, by 1880, the rangelands (and adjacent mesas and
mountains) from the middle Rio Grande down to El Paso supported over 2 million sheep,
150,000 cows, and about 50,000 horses, mules and burros.17
6.5 Early Attempts to Regulate River Processes
The early activities in the river basin — irrigation, clearing riparian areas — led to the
era of larger-scale construction projects to further control the river, and to counteract some of
the problems created by early development. Beginning with Elephant Butte Dam in 1916, a
series of dams were constructed along the Rio Grande and its tributaries to control flooding
and sedimentation, and provide storage for irrigation. Table 6.1 lists the principal facilities
constructed in the middle Rio Grande basin and their primary functions. Construction of the
San Juan - Chama Project in 1971 increased mean daily flows and reservoir storage in the Rio
Chama and Rio Grande basins by importing water from tributaries to the San Juan River.
This increased flow has not altered the patterns of aggradation described above. It has,
however, resulted in enhanced ecosystems along the Rio Chama.18
Management of the series of dams that affect the middle valley from Heron Dam to
Caballo Dam is influenced by a number of agencies. The Bureau manages Elephant Butte,
Caballo, Heron and El Vado reservoirs. Upstream in Colorado, the Bureau manages the
Closed Basin Project and has oversight responsibilities of Platoro Reservoir and Dam, a
Bureau dam operated and maintained by the Conejos Water Conservancy District. Elephant
Butte storage water is used for irrigation and power generation. Water released for power
generation is collected in Caballo Reservoir and held for irrigation use. Recent legislation19
allows for 50,000 acre-feet of San Juan Chama Project water as a recreation pool in Elephant
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 25 (citing D. Scurlock, personal communication).
"BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
"Pub. L. No. 93-493 (1974); BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
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The SJC Project is a transbasin water project which diverts water from tributaries of
the San Juan River to the Rio Chama for use in the Rio Grande Basin. Heron Reservoir, the
collection facility for contracted SJC water, is located on Willow Creek, a tributary to the Rio
Chama. SJC Project water is authorized for irrigation, municipal, industrial, recreation, and
fish and wildlife purposes.
Six miles downstream from Heron Reservoir, on Rio Chama, lies El Vado Reservoir.
Although operation and maintenance of the dam and reservoir is contracted out to the Bureau,
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District (MRGCD), which built the dam in 1935, owns
most of the structure. The Bureau holds title to features of the dam constructed to
accommodate flows from the SJC Project. The Bureau also holds title to the water rights in
El Vado. Today the reservoir, originally constructed to provide conservation storage of native
flows for MRGCD use, is also used for storage of SJC water by MRGCD and other SJC
contractors22
The remaining storage dams in the middle Rio Grande Valley: Cochiti, Abiquiu,
Jemez Canyon and Galisteo, are managed by the Corps. The Flood Control Act of 1948, in
response to agency studies previously discussed, authorized four flood and sediment control
dams. The first dam was completed in 1953; Jemez Canyon Dam is located on the Jemez
River about two miles upstream from its confluence with the Rio Grande. Jemez Canyon
Reservoir has a flood control capacity of 73,000 acre-feet and a sediment deposition capacity
of 38,700 acre-feet. Abiquiu Reservoir, with a storage capacity of 1,373,000 acre-feet was
completed in 1963. It is located in the Rio Chama approximately 30 miles upstream from its
confluence with the Rio Grande. Abiquiu is also authorized to store up to 20,000 acre-feet of
2IU.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Final Environmental Impact Statement, Operation and
Maintenance Program for the Rio Grande, Velarde to Caballo Dam, Rio Grande and Middle Rio Grande Projects
[hereinafter Final EIS], at Vol. 1, AS7.
aU.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Rio Chama Instream Flow Assessment (Dec. 1992), at
57-58 and 96; BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra; interview with Subhas Shaw, Manager, MRGCD (May 1994).
In addition, the Bureau in the early 1970s built Nambe Falls Dam on the Rio Nambe to benefit lands served by
the Pojoaque Valley Irrigation District. Depletions to native flows resulting from Nambe Falls Reservoir operations
are offset by SJC flows from Heron Reservoir. Comments of Albuquerque Area Office, Bureau of Reclamation (Dec.
1995) [hereinafter BOR Comments Dec. 1995].
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SJC Project water.23 Galisteo Dam, the third to be completed, was built in 1970 on Galisteo
Creek. The reservoir has 79,600 acre-feet storage capacity for flood control and 10,200 acre-
feet storage for sediment. The dam only stores water during flooding and empties as soon as
possible. Cochin' Dam, the primary flood control facility on the Rio Grande, was completed in
1975. Located just below White Rock Canyon, it has a flood control capacity of 442,00 acre-
feet and sediment control capacity of 110,000 acre-feet. Additionally, a permanent 50,000
acre-foot recreation pool is maintained utilizing SJC Project water.24
In addition to the storage dams, several diversion dams affect river flows, including
Angostura, Isleta and San Acacia The MRGCD is a significant manager of these diversions.
Indeed, aside from flood and drainage control, the MRGCD's major function is to "divert,
transport and deliver irrigation water efficiently to its water users."25 The MRGCD meets
some of its water needs with mainstem native flows under state-recognized water rights.
When its needs are not met with available native flows, supplemental water is released from
El Vado Dam on the Rio Chama.26 The irrigation season is March 1 to October 31.27
Supplemental irrigation water is typically delivered after spring runoff in July.28 Moreover,
deliveries to other individuals and entities holding water rights, including the City of
Albuquerque, and the Indian Pueblos, places limits on the system.
Problems faced by the early Native American and Spanish farmers — unstable banks
and channels, a wide and shallow river bed, and frequent flooding — have been brought
nBOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
"U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque District, Reevaluation of the Rio Grande Operating Plan (July
P 1989) [hereinafter COE Operating Plan].
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 11.
1 "Releases from El Vado are subject to restrictions relating to Rio Grande Compact requirements, discussed later
in this chapter, and relating to water rights of the six Southern Indian Pueblos of the Middle Rio Grande. Releases of
water for these Pueblos are not subject to Compact restrictions, and are based on the needs of Pueblo lands. See U.S.
P Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Albuquerque Projects Office, Annual Operating Plan, 1992 Operations
| Overview, 1993 Operations Outlook [hereinafter Annual Operating Plan].
pi 27BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
MBOR Comments Dec. 1995, supra.
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under control by these projects. Cities, towns and private property adjacent to the river are
protected from flooding and shifting banks. Irrigation and other water users are provided a
greater assurance of a water supply. At the same time, however, changes to the river system
necessary to bring this security have brought negative impacts on other resources. The next
section presents a description of the geomorphological changes resulting, in large part, from
construction of water storage, water conveyance, and channel control projects.
6.6 Geomorphic Changes to the River
The middle Rio Grande can be divided into three principal reaches: Cochiti Dam to
Angostura Diversion Dam; Angostura to the confluence with the Rio Puerco; and the Rio
Puerco to Elephant Butte Reservoir. Each of these segments has seen changes as a result of
channelization, sediment and flow control by dams, and sediment loading from uncontrolled
tributaries.
Between Cochiti Dam and Angostura is the Cochiti Reach. This reach of the river,
prior to the construction of Cochiti Dam, consisted of braided channels divided by coarse
gravel and cobble islands and bars. Since the 1940s, some channel stabilization projects and a
reduction in mainstem sediment loading have caused the riverbed to degrade (through a
scouring effect), and the channel to become more narrow and less braided.29 Construction of
Cochiti Dam in 1975 accelerated the change that was already well under way, but became
more concentrated at and near the dam. In response to degrading river banks below the dam,
the Bureau initiated a bank stabilization program to prevent further bank erosion by, among
other techniques, installing riprap material on the outside banks of channel bends.30
The river reach between Angostura and the confluence with the Rio Puerco has
historically had problems with aggradation causing river avulsion and flooding. Though
Cochiti, Jemez Canyon and Galisteo dams have reduced sediment loads in the Rio Grande and
^Bosque Plan, supra, at 56.
"Id. The installation of riprap is one of several practices employed in the overall river maintenance program.
BOR Comments Mar. 199S, supra.
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r
led to degradation upstream, aggradation continues to be a concern in this area.31 Small,
uncontrolled tributaries have a more significant effect on this reach due to the effect of
upstream dams reducing peak flows so that they can no longer adequately flush sediment from
the channel.32 Levees have been constructed along major portions of this reach to protect
the heavily developed valley areas around Albuquerque from flooding.33 Within these levees
extensive bank stabilization has made the river essentially straight and uniformly wide during
high flows.34 Numerous sandbars on the bottom of the river give the river a sinuous
configuration around the bars during low flow periods.35 Between the levees and river
banks, cottonwood bosques have been established and stretches of the bosque in the
Albuquerque area are within areas managed as state parks.
The Rio Puerco and Rio Salado, both joining the Rio Grande 60 miles south of
Albuquerque, are uncontrolled ephemeral tributaries to the Rio Grande that contribute high
sediment loads during periods of summer storm runoff.36 The river in this reach has a slope
of about four feet per mile.37 Heavy sediment loads and controlled peak flows have led to
significant aggradation in this reach.38 As a result, the river below the Rio Puerco
confluence, once straightened, is now braided, though less so than in historic times. Flows
spread over an area varying from 200 to 1000 feet wide.39
■ "U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Impact
Statement, River Maintenance Program for the Rio Grande (1993), at 16 [hereinafter Final Supplement to EIS].
r "Bullard and Wells, Hydrology of the Middle Rio Grande (1992), at 31 [hereinafter Bullard and Wells].
"Id, at 15.
■ "Id. See also Bosque Plan, supra, at 56.
ps "Bosque Plan, supra, at 56.
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 54. The Rio Puerco is believed to contribute about half of the sediment load in the Rio
Grande below its confluence, or about 2,600,000 tons per year.
1 "Final Supplement to EIS, supra, at 16.
pt "Bosque Plan, supra, at 57.
"id. See also Final Supplement to EIS, supra, at 16.
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Sediment deposition in Elephant Butte Reservoir, about 100 miles below the Rio
Salado confluence, averages 10 million tons per year.40 Construction of Elephant Butte Dam ^
created backwaters that decreased the upstream slope of the river thereby decreasing the
velocity and sediment transport capability of the river.41 As a result, deposition of sediments «*i
created a large, delta that has since seen encroachment and establishment of thick strands of
riparian vegetation, especially exotic plants such as salt cedar.42 Losses of water to this ^
vegetation and to infiltration into the sediments reduced delivery of water to Elephant Butte
Reservoir, and led the Bureau in the 1950s to construct the low flow conveyance channel "*'
from the San Acacia Diversion Dam to the headwaters of Elephant Butte Reservoir.43 Since
1985, high reservoir contents at Elephant Butte have caused increased rates of sedimentation m
in the river channel running parallel to the low flow conveyance channel.44
6.7 Processes Under Way
Although the Bureau and the Corps are the primary federal water management
agencies in the Rio Grande Basin, their decisions are influenced by a number of other federal,
state and local agencies, other water right users, and tribal governments, representing a broad
range of resource interests. These agencies include, among others, the New Mexico State
Engineer, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission, Colorado and Texas water
administration agencies, Rio Grande Compact Commission, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, New Mexico Environmental
Improvement Division of the Health and Environment Department, Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District (MRGCD), six southern Pueblos, City of Albuquerque and other SJC
"Final Supplement to EIS, supra, at 17.
"Bullard and Wells, supra, at 32. m
"Id,
"Id. The project was authorized in 1948. With the exception of a few months in 1989, the channel has not been "1
used since 198S when high reservoir levels caused the lower IS miles of the channel to be filled. Bosque Plan, supra.
at 49.
*"]
"Letter from Mike Hamman, New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission to Teresa A. Rice, Natural Resources '




contractors. All of these agencies and tribes operate under different mandates that inform
r their decisions on resource management. In addition, water resources in the Rio Grande
originating in the State of Colorado are influenced by operations of Platoro Reservoir and
p Closed Basin Division of the San Luis Valley Project.45
i
The New Mexico State Engineer, through the state's water resources agency, is
** responsible for managing the state's water, including water measurement (to a limited extent),
appropriation and distribution, in a manner consistent with the public welfare of the state.46
P The New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission (Commission), an arm of the state water
resources agency, is responsible for administering compacts, irrigation works improvement
P programs, and carrying out water planning for the state. The State Engineer has historically
served as secretary to the Commission and, in addition, is the New Mexico Commissioner to
< the Rio Grande Compact. Commission staff provide support in assessing New Mexico's
I
native flow delivery obligation under the Compact.47
; As described earlier, water use in the middle Rio Grande dates back to the
establishment of water delivery systems developed by ancestors of Pueblo Indians for food
and religious uses. Local custom and management was the practice until 190S, when the New
Mexico Legislature established the office of the Territorial Engineer. Native flows had by
1880 been significantly appropriated for irrigation use, beginning north of Espanola on the
mainstem, and along the tributaries of the Rio Grande in northern New Mexico.48
The Bureau of Reclamation, like other water users, holds its project water rights from
the state. The rights are held in the name of the Secretary of the Interior, and are contracted
out for use consistent with state water law. San Juan-Chama (SJC) Project water is
authorized to be used for municipal, domestic, irrigation, industrial, fish and wildlife, and
45BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
*N.M. Stat. Ann. § 72-2-1; City of El Paso v. Reynolds, 599 F. Supp. 694 (D.N.M 1984).
"Hamman Letter, supra.
^Steven J. Shupe and John Folk-Williams, The Upper Rio Grande: A Guide to Decision-Making, Western
Network (19S8), at 10-11. For more information on the allocation of native water rights, see Annual Operating Plan,
supra, at 18-21.
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recreation purposes.49 The Bureau allocates project storage under contracts with several
entities in the basin (see Table 6.2). All SJC Project water must be 100 percent
consumptively used in New Mexico, for a beneficial use consistent with state and federal law.
An annual allocation of about 5,000 acre-feet of water is made available to offset losses from
a permanent pool created in Cochiti. Based upon the current estimated SJC Project yield of
96,200 acre-feet per year, there is an allocated but as yet uncontracted quantity of 4,990 acre-
feet of project water.50
The major water diverter in the middle Rio Grande is the MRGCD. In 1992, MRGCD
diverted a total of 599,890 acre-feet of water from the main stem of the Rio Grande.51
MRGCD diverts water at four locations: Cochiti Dam, Angostura Diversion Dam, Isleta
Diversion Dam and San Acacia Diversion Dam.52 With the exception of Cochiti Dam which
is operated by the Corps, MRGCD owns and operates the diversion structures and conveyance
system.53 The Bureau provides occasional assistance to MRGCD for engineering solutions to
chronic problems.54 The diversions feed a network of canals, laterals and acequias which
deliver water to MRGCD constituents for irrigation.55 Table 6.3 lists by diversion, the
average amount diverted and the amount diverted in 1992.
Above Cochiti, outside the MRGCD, irrigation water is diverted for more than 300,000
acres of land between Velarde and San Ildefonso.56 In addition, Espanola Valley has an
irrigation structure serving 600 families in the valley.57
b. L. No. 87-483 (1962).
'"'BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
"Annual Operating Plan, supra, at 25.
"Bullard and Wells, supra, at 43.
ali
Mld.; BOR Comments Dec. 1995, supra.
"Bullard and Wells, supra, at 43.
"Bullard and Wells, supra, at 43.
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The river's interstate and international course drives delivery obligations. The Rio
Grande Compact Commission, with representatives from New Mexico, Texas and Colorado,
ensures specific water deliveries to New Mexico and Texas. The International Boundary and
Water Commission oversees the U.S. obligation to deliver 60,000 acre-feet annually to
Mexico. Water shortages to downstream states and to Mexico led to extensive joint
investigations by Colorado and New Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact was created to
r
'Annual Operating Plan, supra, at 1.
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Table 6.3 Diversions of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District59
Diversion and Canals
15-year average
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protect historic flows of the river into New Mexico and Texas and, in addition, to ensure that
delivery obligations under the United States' 1906 Convention with Mexico would be met.60
The parties to the Compact include Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and the United States. A
provisional agreement was signed and ratified by all states on February 5, 1929. The 1929
agreement created the Rio Grande Compact Commission, composed of one representative
from each of the signatory states and the U.S., which established preliminary delivery
schedules and ordered a detailed study of the flows and needs along the Rio Grande.61 The
"Annual Operating Plan, supra, at 32.
"Paul Elliott, "Texas' Interstate Water Compacts," 17 St. Mary's L. J. 1241-47 (1986).
"Rio Grande Joint Investigation, dated Dec. 23, 1937; reference provided in letter from Mike A. Hamman,
Interstate Stream Commission to Teresa A. Rice (Feb. 27, 199S).
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findings of the study were used to develop the final Rio Grande Compact of March 18,
As a result of the compact, Elephant Butte Reservoir became the main delivery point
r for water allocation and management decisions in the Rio Grande. As part of the Compact,
the Commission established that, on average, 790,000 acre-feet of water would be available
P for release from Elephant Butte Reservoir annually.63 This number was chosen to be
i
released each year to meet the needs of southern New Mexico, Texas and the U.S.' 60,000
f™ acre-feet per year obligation to Mexico. Due to potential conflicts between New Mexico's
water needs above and below Elephant Butte, the Commission agreed that the Texas
P representative on the Commission would represent the interests of southern New Mexico
(below Elephant Butte Dam) as well as Texas.
I The Rio Grande Compact establishes delivery requirements for Colorado and New
Mexico on an "inflow/outflow" basis. A series of gaging stations were designated under the
I Compact to measure water flowing within the two states. Delivery requirements for the states
are calculated according to schedules provided in the Compact. Flows for New Mexico's
delivery obligations are measured at the Otowi Bridge gaging station (Otowi Index), located a
few miles south of Espanola in north central New Mexico and below Elephant Butte Dam
[TO
j (Elephant Butte Index). Under a Resolution passed by the Rio Grande Commission in 1948,
the San Marcial Index, just above the Elephant Butte Reservoir, was moved to the Elephant
r
Butte Index. The percentages of flows that must be delivered vary as flows vary. In dry
years, about 60 percent of the flows at Otowi must be delivered to Elephant Butte. In wet
I years, over 80 percent of the flows measured at Otowi must pass the gage below Elephant
Butte Dam.
! Flexibility was built into the Compact by allowing some deviation from the delivery
m schedules through a system of debits and credits for under or over delivery. The Compact
limits both the credits and debits that may be accrued. New Mexico may not accumulate a
rm water debit or credit of over 200,000 acre-feet at any point in time and may not accrue a
p "See Ira G. Clark, Water in New Mexico (1987), at 218.
"li, at 220.
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debit or credit of over 150,000 acre-feet in any one calendar year. These limits may be
exceeded if caused by carryover storage in certain reservoirs, but each state is required to „,
retain water in storage equivalent to its debit so that its release can be demanded if the usable 1
water in Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs is less than 600,000 acre-feet before March 1 ™
and additional water is necessary to release 790,000 acre-feet in the coming season. Debit
water stored in the reservoirs may be used by the debtor state only with unanimous approval n
by the Commission and provided the water will be replaced at the first opportunity. The
Compact prohibits New Mexico from increasing the amount of water in storage in reservoirs ™i
constructed after 1929 when the total usable water in Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs
is less than 400,000 acre-feet. "i
The Compact also provides for adjustment of debits and credits in those years when
flow into Elephant Butte Reservoir exceeds or, but for upstream storage, would have exceeded H
its capacity. Such an event occurred in 1985 erasing substantial debits that had been
accumulated by both Colorado and New Mexico. ^
6.8 Environmental Concerns 1
Today, the environmental consequences of a long history of river channel and flow
modification, and increased pumping are becoming apparent. Managers are faced with a
reduction of bosque corridors (native riparian forest), declining ground water levels, and
dwindling numbers of native aquatic species. Many of these problems can be traced to
historic water development and regulation projects.
Physical alteration of the Rio Grande coupled with human and agricultural
development has resulted in a significant loss of riparian habitat.64 River dynamics on which
the native communities depend have been changed so much that these communities are no
longer able to sustain themselves. In addition, the loss of periodic, widely-distributed shallow
and deep aquifer recharge in the form of floods has impacted the bosque, which depend upon
*4The Rio Grande Bosque Conservation Committee, Recommendations for Conservation of the Middle Rio Grande
Bosque (June 1993), at 2 [hereinafter Bosque Committee Report]; Letter from Jerry Burton, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Albuquerque, to Teresa Rice (Mar. 14, 1995).
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1 this process for germination.65 This problem is compounded by a number of factors:
f1 introduction of non-native species such as the Russian olive and salt cedar, a managed water
table in the floodplain, and a reduction in wetlands. The result is a stressed ecosystem in
p need of a new approach. Since much of the remaining cottonwood-willow Bosque is found
along the middle Rio Grande, efforts have been focused on this area.66
P Historically, the Rio Grande silvery minnow was one of the most abundant and
widespread fishes in the Rio Grande basin, occurring from Espanola, New Mexico to the Gulf
m of Mexico, and in the Pecos River. Today, it is only found in the stretch of the middle Rio
Grande from Cochiti Dam to the headwaters of Elephant Butte Reservoir.67
H Although not conclusively proven, it is believed that the decline of the three-inch long
silvery minnow is at least in part due to river manipulation. The area proposed as "critical
P habitat" for the minnow (Cochiti to Elephant Butte) is affected by dam releases and by
MRGCD diversions. Because releases have historically been managed to make downstream
j deliveries as efficiently as possible, the natural flow of the river (spring floods, followed by
declining flows) has been replaced by storage of some of the spring runoff with releases
j throughout the year.68
Concurrent with dam construction was the introduction of normative and exotic fish
j species, which were stocked in the newly-created reservoirs. Additionally, during low flow
periods, less water was available to dilute agricultural and municipal pollutants, thereby
| decreasing water quality. This too is believed to have affected the minnow population.69
The most significant water quality issue in the middle Rio Grande (below Bernardo) is
j high sediment loads and the associated high turbidity and total dissolved solids (TDS)
concentrations. Cochiti Reservoir on the mainstem traps upstream sediment. However,
"Bosque Plan, supra, at x.
"Bosque Plan, supra, at vii.
*758 Fed. Reg. 11822 (Mar. 1, 1993).
<«58 Fed. Reg. 11823 (Mar. 1, 1993).
*»58 Fed. Reg. 11823 (Mar. 1, 1993).
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inflows from the Rio Salado and Rio Puerco, tributaries from which most of the river's flow
below Cochiti is derived at any given time, contribute significant amounts of sediment.70
This heavy sediment loading has resulted in aggradation below the town of Bernardo. The
river channel has widened and elevated by aggradation, and water quality has degraded since
evaporation and seepage leaves behind high salt concentrations (TDS) in the river.
Sedimentation, although arguably a "natural" process in this area, may also be harmful to
aquatic habitats because the depositing and resuspending of sediments prevents anything from
taking hold on the bottom of the river.
Sediment loads in the middle. Rio Grande generally increase downstream although
loads are somewhat reduced by reservoirs along the river and its tributaries that trap
sediments. Uncontrolled tributaries in the downstream portions of the middle Rio Grande
such as the Rio Puerco and Rio Salado are the most significant contributors of suspended
sediment In the upstream portion of the Rio Grande, the Rio Chama discharges high
sediment loads with peak loads occurring between June and August. Suspended sediment
loads in the Rio Grande between the Rio Chama and Otowi gage located upstream of Cochiti
Reservoir range from 13 to 458,000 tons per day with an average of 18,112 tons per day.71
These heavy sediment loads, however, appear to be controlled by Cochiti Dam, since average
sediment loads in the river decrease between Cochiti and Albuquerque.72 The average
suspended sediment load near Albuquerque is 1,348 tons per day.73 Downstream of
Albuquerque, the Rio Puerco and Rio Salado deposit large sediment loads which result in
heavy aggradation below Bernardo. The average suspended sediment load in the reach
between the Rio Puerco and the Bosque del Apache is 51,730 tons per day with peak loads
"Final Supplement to EIS, supra, at 76.
7lId, at 78. Based on data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey and the New Mexico Water Quality
Commission from 1959 to 1991.
79.
"Id. (based on data collected from 1969 to 1990).
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occurring between July and September.74 Suspended sediment loads decrease dramatically
below Elephant Butte Reservoir.75
Storm-water runoff in Albuquerque is currently being monitored by the city and the
Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control Authority.76 Earlier studies indicate that
these discharges may account for a significant portion of the annual loading of fecal coliform
bacteria, zinc, lead and chromium in the middle Rio Grande.77
As the Rio Grande flows from its headwaters to Elephant Butte Reservoir, the river
changes from a clear, cold stream with large substrate particles and salmonid (trout)-
dominated fish communities to a broad, warm, sandy-bottomed river that supports warmwater
fish communities.78 Sport fishing occurs along the length of the river but is most common
in the portions of the river above Cochiti Reservoir where the quality of the fishery is
considered good to excellent.79 Stresses mainly associated with water scarcity degrade the
quality of fish habitats from Cochiti Reservoir to Elephant Butte and lessen the value of the
middle Rio Grande for sport fishing purposes.
The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish (NM Game and Fish) stocks and
maintains Cochiti Reservoir as a warm water fishery.80 Cochiti is maintained for most of the
"idy at 80 (based on data collected from 1960 to 1990).
"Id, at 83 (based on data collected from 1959 to 1990).
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 61.
"Id. Citing Tague and Drypolcher, 1979. High concentrations of heavy metals and organic contaminants that
might be expected in runoff from the mining and agricultural areas along the Rio Grande and its tributaries have not
been detected in Rio Grande water with the exception of iron which exceeded the EPA Secondary Drinking Water
Standard in the Espanola and San Marcial (conveyance channel) reaches. None of the reaches of the Rio Grande
above Elephant Butte Reservoir, however, have been designated for municipal or primary contact recreation. Water
in these reaches has been designated for irrigation, cold and warm water fisheries, secondary contact recreation, and
livestock and wildlife watering.
The Pueblo of Isleta has established water quality standards for ammonia and nitrate nitrogen in the Rio Grande
that significantly exceed federal requirements. The City of Albuquerque and the Pueblo have agreed to a study that
may result in modified standards. See Ted Jojola, "Isleta Pueblo and Albuquerque: Partners in Water," Albuquerque
Journal (May 11,1994), at op-ed page.





year at about 55,000 acre-feet. Short periods in May and June, during spring runoff, may
double the reservoir storage. In addition, summer rains may suddenly raise reservoir levels. ^
Fish habitat in the reservoir can be impaired by such fluctuations. Drawdowns, primarily in
late spring or early summer, may impair the spawning of bass occurring in shallow areas of ™j
the reservoir.81
Below Cochiti Dam, the release of cold, sediment free water from the reservoir n
combined with the enhancement of the streambed has improved the quality of the sport
fishery immediately below the dam. The reach of river below the tailwater to Angostura 1
Diversion Dam is considered degraded with respect to habitat for native, warm water
fishes.82 Below Angostura Dam, a 250 cfs baseflow agreement protects river flows through n-
the Albuquerque reach.83 Isleta Diversion Dam marks the point where the river changes
from a permanently flowing habitat with mixed substrate types to an ephemeral river with \
predominantly sand substrate.84 Downstream of Isleta, removal of water for irrigation can
leave the river dry or with meager flows in a wide, braided, sandy channel.85 At the same \
time the river acquires a heavier sediment load which is continually being deposited and
resuspended precluding the establishment of attached or rooted plant life on the bottom.86
Dissolved oxygen concentrations also decrease as current speeds decline and water
temperatures rise.87 The MRGCD, in cooperation with NM Game and Fish, stocks and !
"id.: BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
"COE Operating Plan, supra, at 57.
MBOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra. A ten-year agreement between the City of Albuquerque and the MRGCD r^
provides for a 250 cfs minimum flow at the Albuquerque gage. ■






maintains fisheries in MRGCD canals, drains and ditches that receive permanent flows from
ground water and river seepage.88
6.9 Agency Efforts to Address Concerns
Several efforts have been initiated by agencies and other entities to address the above-
mentioned environmental concerns. As we examine these efforts, it is important to consider
whether the responses match the nature of the problems.
As concern for loss of the bosque increased so did community participation. In 1991,
at the behest of Senator Pete Domenici (New Mexico), the Rio Grande Bosque Conservation
Committee was formed. The purpose of the committee was "to examine the problems
affecting the bosque, to solicit broad public involvement and to make recommendations for
the long term protection of the bosque and continuation of the many benefits it provides."89
According to the committee's report, the bosque is, in a sense, the "soul" of the Rio Grande,
and its loss is deeply felt in every middle Rio Grande community, from the six middle Rio
Grande Pueblos, to the citizens of Albuquerque.90 In March 1992, the committee
recommended the development of a biological management plan for the Bosque.91 An
interagency team was convened in January 1993 to recommend new management approaches
to be taken.92 The team was funded through federal appropriations and was comprised of
members from the University of New Mexico (UNM), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Corps,
and Bureau.93
In October 1993, the interagency team released the Bosque Biological Management
Plan. The plan contains 21 recommendations for enhancing the biological quality and
"id. See also MRGCD Water Policies Plan, 36, April 1993. This program may change as a result of recovery
efforts for the Rio Grande silvery minnow. BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 3.
"Bosque Committee Report, supra, at 2.
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 3.
"Id,
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ecosystem integrity of the Bosque.94 The first and central recommendation is to
"[coordinate Rio Grande water management activities to support and improve the bosque's
riverine and terrestrial habitats, with special emphasis placed on mimicking typical natural
hydrographs."95 This would require coordinating releases from Cochiti and Jemez Canyon
Dams with inflows from upstream runoff.96 Factors limiting these types of releases include
the limited capacity of the waterway (flows must be less than 10,000 cfs), federal legislation
regarding operation of the dams, Rio Grande Compact delivery requirements, and residences
located on private property in the flood plain.97 Following publication of the plan, a Bosque
Task Force was established by the legislature.98
The Rio Grande silvery minnow (RG silvery minnow) in 1984 was one of the four
most abundant fish found between Cochiti Dam and Elephant Butte Reservoir.99 In 1992, it
represented only 4 percent of the total catch and currently occupies less than 10 percent of its
historic range.100 The RG silvery minnow is now listed as a state endangered species and
was officially listed as an endangered species with proposed critical habitat under the federal
Endangered Species Act on July 20, 1994.l01
Following notice of the listing, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service formed an "RG




"The task force will consider the institutional arrangements necessary to address the problems feeing the bosque
and carry out the recommendations of the Biological Management Plan.
"Bosque Plan, supra, at 77.
'"Id,
""59 Fed. Reg. 36988-36995 (July 20, 1994). The official listing was effective on August 19, 1994.
'"Telephone Interview with Jerry Burton, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (Aug. 9, 1994). Secretary Babbitt issued
directives to Interior Department agencies that require them to incorporate a broader array of interested parties in
implementing the federal Endangered Species Act.
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1 were comprised primarily of species experts.103 As a result of 1994 policy guidelines, the
p RG silvery minnow recovery team will include one representative each from the water user
1 community, the environmental community, Indian tribes and other "affected groups."104 The
p planning approach should also be broader than that taken in earlier recovery plans because the
' new guidelines require, where possible, the development of multi-species plans.105
r* The team will have approximately two years from the official listing to complete a
recovery plan.106 Major issues may include: maintaining flows in the lower portions of the
P basin where the river has been drying up, transporting fish upstream of diversion dams that
block the minnows' ability to move, and degradation (scouring the channel) near Cochiti that
P is damaging the minnows' habitat.107
In the summer of 1994, the Rio Grande was intermittent from Socorro to Elephant
P Butte. The only water available to the fish was in isolated pools scattered throughout this
reach.108 This drying of the river, combined with the minnows' inability to move upstream,
P is a major concern. One of the biggest issues to be addressed by the team will be whether a
sustained flow in the lower portions of the river is required.
| The RG silvery minnow is concentrated in the downstream reaches of the middle Rio
Grande (below Albuquerque). One possible explanation for this concentration is that eggs and
I fry drift downstream with the river and then, when they are mature, are unable to swim back
upstream due to the barriers created by diversion dams.109
'"idj 59 Fed. Reg. 34271-34275 (July 1, 1994), requires involving affected groups, and providing stakeholders an
opportunity to participate in recovery plan development.




'"III; and Letter from Jerry Burton, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to Teresa Rice (Mar. 14, 1995). The
diversion dams include Angostura, Isleta and San Acacia. Mr. Burton believes that this is the reason that there are no
longer any RG silvery minnow above Cochiti Dam. The fast moving waters flushed the eggs and fry into the lake
where they were eaten or over the dam. Based on these observations, the team may consider physically transporting
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Elephant Butte Irrigation District and other interests have sued the Bureau over what
discretion the Bureau may have in operating Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir when,
arguably, the only authorized purposes are irrigation and providing water for Mexico. The
water users argue that single purpose projects cannot provide water for Endangered Species
Act operations.110
The final issue the team will probably address is channel degradation below
Cochiti.111 The RG silvery minnow do well in downstream portions of the river subject to
high sediment loading and aggradation.112 They feed primarily on benthic material which
grows in the sandy-bottom, braided, twisty channels of the river above Elephant Butte.113
In the area just below Cochiti, low sediment loads in the water released have led to
degradation of the channel near the dam. The river bottom in this area is mainly gravel and
has become unsuitable for the RG silvery minnow.114 Degradation will be a concern if it
appears that it is continuing further downstream.115
Under the present water allocation system in the basin, the MRGCD calls for irrigation
water when mainstem native flows are insufficient. The water is either borrowed from the
City of Albuquerque from Abiquiu or released from MRGCD supplies in El Vado. It takes
several days for the released water to reach areas served by MRGCD. If in the time after the
water is released the middle valley receives rainfall, the demand for water by MRGCD is
silvery minnow to portions of the river upstream of the diversion dams. Physical transportation upstream of Cochiti
may be considered after the recovery plan is underway below Cochiti. Changing the diversion dams (e.g. adding fish
ladders) may be an alternative to physical transportation.





reduced."6 To enable efficient use of released water, it was proposed that MRGCD be able
to store the released water at Cochiti until the rain stops and demand resumes.117 The
amount to be stored would depend on how much was in transit for MRGCD. Cochiti is not
currently authorized by Congress to store water for irrigation purposes.118 This
"reregulation" proposal to temporarily store irrigation water would require federal
reauthorization of Cochiti reservoir.
The reregulation proposal was investigated by the Rio Grande Joint Initiatives group
which is an ad hoc group composed of representatives from the various Rio Grande water
management agencies.119 The Joint Initiatives group created an ad hoc biological
assessment team to investigate the environmental impacts of the proposal.120 The Joint
Initiatives group told the team to evaluate the impact of temporarily storing 5,000 acre-feet of
water which represented the amount of water released from upstream dams that might be
stored.121
The biological team concluded that increasing temporary storage in the reservoir would
damage wetlands that have been established in the delta to Cochiti and move the Rio Grande
'"Telephone Interview with William DeRagon, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Aug. 9, 1994) [hereinafter
DeRagon Interview].
"7Id The reregulation proposal was a topic originally discussed by the Joint Initiatives Group. He thought that
the topic may have been brought up by the MRGCD. Roberta Ball, also of COE, said that the first mention of
reregulating Cochiti was made in the COE Operation Plan, supra. Temporary storage of irrigation water at Cochiti
was considered as an alternative in the plan for improving efficiency of water management. The Joint Initiatives
group was formed to evaluate the recommendations of the 1989 report.
'"Id. The lake is authorized for flood and sediment control, and conservation purposes,
"♦id
'"Id The biological team is made up of representatives from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park
Service, Pueblo of Cochiti, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of
Reclamation, City of Albuquerque, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Forest Service. Cochiti Reservoir
Reregulation. Interagency Biological Report (C. Allen, B. Hanson, and C. Mullin, eds. 1993), at 1 [hereinafter
Cochiti Reregulation Report].
'"There is some dispute over the actual amount of water that would be stored and the duration of storage. Mr.
DeRagon was not sure if this 5,000 acre-feet represented the maximum amount of water that might be called or a
mean figure. But this figure was chosen by the Joint Initiatives group and not the biological assessment team.
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farther from its desired historic natural flow patterns. The team therefore recommended
rejection of the reregulation proposal.123 The team went on to comment on the general
operating procedures of the reservoir.124 Several members of the Joint Initiatives group felt
that the primary authors of the report went beyond the necessary review.125 As a result, the
Joint Initiatives group refused to formally accept the report and acceptance has been tabled
indefinitely.126
The reregulation proposal has probably been shelved permanently, as the findings of
the biological report were probably enough to discourage advancement of the proposal.127
The listing of the RG silvery minnow has made reregulation even more doubtful since the
recovery plan may dictate minimum flows below each of the diversion dams.128 At least
until the RG silvery minnow recovery plan is completed further action on the reregulation
proposal seems doubtful.129
Regional water planning began in New Mexico following a federal district court
decision finding unconstitutional a New Mexico statute prohibiting out-of-state transfers of
ground water.130 In 1987, the New Mexico legislature authorized the Interstate Stream
Commission (ISC) to fund regional planning.131 The regional plans were to identify current
'"Cochiti Reregulation Report, supra, at 48.
DeRagon Interview, supra.
'"DeRagon Interview, supra: Interviews with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Albuquerque and at Cochiti Dam (May 1994). ^
l2*DeRagon Interview, supra.
DeRagon Interview, supra.
m]dj BOR Comments Mar. 1995, supra.
'"DeRagon Interview, supra.
■30City of El Paso v. Reynolds, 563 F. Supp. 379 (D.N.M. 1983). ™
"'N.M. Laws, chapter 182.
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I and future uses of water in the regions.132 The ISC was then authorized to buy or
p appropriate water on behalf of the region when called for by the plan to protect specific
waters for economic development, cultural preservation or environmental enhancement.133
p The goal of the planning process was to encourage communities with common water supplies
1 to begin regional water plans tailored to their own economic, cultural and environmental
f* needs.134 Twenty-two separate regional plans covering the entire state have been funded by
' ISC.135
p" The regional plan for the middle Rio Grande was prepared by the Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments (MRGCOG) with an initial grant from the ISC awarded in 1988.136
P MRGCOG created a four volume report which identifies issues important to the management
and protection of water resources in the region.137 The goal of the report is to provide
P direction for local planning entities within the region.138
With each region having completed its own plan, concern began to be raised as to the
i inconsistency of regional plans. The plans were difficult to compare and it was difficult for
the ISC to effectively assess and plan for evolving water needs of the state as a whole.139
In response to requests from regional planners, ISC formed a work group to develop a
J IJ2The Regional Water Planning Dialogue, Dialoeue. Vol. 1 No. 1 (June 1993), at 2 [hereinafter Dialogue].
p 1MId
1 IMLisa Robert, Draft Profiles of Water Management in Middle Rio Grande and Estancias/Sandia Basin
Communities (1993), at 1 [hereinafter Draft Profiles].
[ '"Dialogue, supra.
<si l36Draft Profiles, supra, at 2. MRGCOG had already done some ground water planning in the region under a
I grant from the EPA.
'"Id, at 3. The four volumes are: Regional Development Forecast; Regional Water Resources; Key Elements of
P Community Water Planning: Water Rights, Water Conservation, Water Quality Protection; and a review of common
! policy element found in the planning region and a list of suggested policy guidelines.
I38ij
r^i 1Q.
'"Dialogue, supra, Vol 2, No. 2, at 22.
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"template" for regional water plans to provide guidelines for bringing the plans in
conformance with one another.140
Long-held assumptions concerning ground water supplies and movement in the middle
Rio Grande Basin shifted dramatically when the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral
Resources (Bureau of Mines) reevaluated the composition of the aquifer in 1992. From this
foundation, the U.S. Geological Survey developed a flow model for the basin confirming the
geologic makeup, and revealing that the City of Albuquerque had been mining this limited
ground water supply. At one time the Albuquerque Basin aquifer was viewed as a "sandbox"
containing 2.3 billion acre-feet of water and, as water was pumped out, it was replaced with
river water. The Bureau of Mines and U.S.G.S. studies presented the first significant
challenge to this long-held belief.141
Water allocation and management had been based on this belief. The State Engineer's
Office had issued permits to the City requiring a 25 percent depletion replacement to offset
losses to the river system. To meet this requirement the City purchased and retired surface
rights. The City is also investigating how to use their existing SJC Project water allocation to
meet municipal water demands.142
The 48-mile segment of the Rio Grande from the Colorado state line downstream
through the Rio Grande gorge in northern New Mexico together with the lower four miles of
the tributary Red River was one of eight rivers protected under the initial Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act of 1968.143 The Act prohibits federal agencies from constructing or assisting by
loan, grant or license, the construction of projects which will have a direct adverse effect on
designated areas.144 The Act may not be applicable to development on private land in the
"'Dialogue, supra. Vol. 2, No. 2, at 2-3.
U2BOR Comments Mar. 1995. supra.
14JCOE Operating Plan, supra, at 14; and Ira G. Clark, Water in New Mexico (1987), at 586-87.
i44IdL, at 587. The Act does not establish requirements that would effect instream flows.
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' river corridor.145 Most of the land along the designated stretch of river is owned by the
p Bureau of Land Management.146 There is one section of privately owned property near Ute
Mountain, but development near the river on this property is not likely.147 Responsibility
p" for management of the area was given to the Bureau of Land Management by the State Park
and Recreation Committee who had been managing the area.148
P In 1988, Public Law 100-633 amended the Act to include 24.6 miles of the Rio
Chama beginning at the El Vado Ranch launch site and proceeding downstream to Abiquiu
P Reservoir.149 The amendment called for the next downstream four miles to be studied for
potential addition to the wild and scenic river system.150 It further provided that nothing in
P the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act or this amendment was to interfere with operation and
management of Abiquiu Dam for purposes authorized to that point. 1S1
P Water quality degradation caused by high levels of sedimentation is not a new problem
in the Rio Puerco watershed. Until the Clean Water Act (CWA) provided for non-point
source management, however, the tools for addressing the problem were not available to
government agencies. The state has since designated the Rio Puerco as impaired under the
r cwa.
The Bureau of Land Management owns 15 percent of the land along the Rio Puerco.
i In 1991, BLM signed an MOU with the state, agreeing to implement best management
practices to correct non-point source problems on BLM land. In early 1993, BLM decided to
l4STelephone Interview with Grant Weidenbach, River Ranger, Bureau of Land Management (Aug. 12, 1994)
[hereinafter Weidenbach Interview].
l47Id. Mr. Weidenbach said BLM maybe should have tried to purchase the property and consolidate the
government's land along the river, but that development on the property is unlikely.
M8Ira G. Clark, Water in New Mexico (1987), at 588.
1MPub. L. No. 100-633 § 1 (1988).
'"^d, at § 2.
'"id; and Weidenbach Interview, supra. Nothing has changed regarding the designation of Rio Chama stretches.
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bring other stakeholders along the river together because BLM concluded that otherwise the
problems facing the river would not be solved.
An ad hoc interagency group was formed. The purpose of the group was to share data
and coordinate efforts in the watershed. The group includes representatives from various
local, state and federal agencies including the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, New Mexico
Agriculture Department and the Soil Conservation Service. The group meets about three or
four times per year but not on a regular basis. Funding for the group has not been an issue.
Each agency funds its own involvement and studies.
The interagency group has yet to conduct any real ground level projects. Members of
the group feel it has established a framework that will lead to long term success. The group
has made a commitment to sharing information and cooperating in studying the health of the
river basin.
Another lesson learned is that government agencies can plan projects but have a
difficult time implementing them without involving private owners from the initial planning
stages. Partially in response to this problem the Cuba Watershed Community was formed.
The purpose of the Cuba group is to implement best management practices in the upper
portion of the Rio Puerco watershed known as the Cuba watershed. The Cuba group includes
land owners in the watershed. The group meets regularly and focuses on particular projects.
So far the group has worked on several sediment control and riparian planting projects.
Funding for the group comes from U.S. Forest Service grants, cost sharing with agencies such
as the Bureau of Land Management, and money from local government.
Legislation has been proposed in both the U.S. House and Senate that would
essentially combine the interagency group with the private owner group. The Rio Puerco
Watershed Act of 1994, called for the creation of a watershed management committee, which
will provide funding for joint projects, and requires the various agencies to gear their
management toward improving the overall ecological health of the system.152
■ 0
'"Telephone Interview with Steve Henke, Bureau of Land Management (July 5, 1994).
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I 6.10 Opportunities for Improved Management
em Several potential opportunities exist within existing law for improving the ecological
integrity of the Rio Grande. Each warrants consideration of its effectiveness in improving
p integrated resource management in the basin, and of the issues and concerns it would raise.
^ In addition, the role of the Bureau as well as other basin water managers should be analyzed.
P* Opportunities include:
• increase deliveries from the Closed Basin;
r • establish water banking at Abiquiu and other reservoirs;
• increase storage space at Abiquiu;
P • pre-evacuate Elephant Butte in anticipation of filling to allow for higher peak flows
1 below Cochiti;
m • restore natural river processes;
' • allow short-term leases of SJC Project water;
f» • change the operation of the low flow conveyance channel; and
^ • recognize underground or aquifer storage.
m disk: epabor.2 feb 6, 1996
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